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Preface 
Calling the language situation in the Arab world complex is the least 
one can say about the coexistence of two language varieties 
(diglossia), a non-written native language variety and a mainly 
literary language learned at school as a secondary language in 
different degrees of proficiency. In (geographical, ethnic, political, 
religious and/or social) border areas the language situation may 
comprise a Semitic or non-Semitic native language in a diglossia 
relation with a colloquial and literary Arabic language variety 
combination (Berber and Arabic in the Maghreb; Kurdish and Arabic 
in Iraq and Syria; Cushitic and Arabic in the Sudan). The native 
language varieties of Arabic share characteristics with each other but 
are certainly identifiable by different aspects of substrate influences. 
In many cases they show tendencies to conform themselves to more 
prestigious colloquials from the same region or from other parts of 
the Arab world. 
The literary language continues to have a widespread and more 
or less homogeneous application in the whole of the Arab world, but 
investigating its characteristics and features, one discovers that in 
most studies reference is made to its reliance on an older layer of the 
language. Classical Arabic. The syntax of the language used today 
for almost all written communication in the Arab world is 
predominantly defined in terms developed for the description of 
Classical Arabic and based on a language theory elaborated in the 
early Middle Ages. In the argumentation for the research project of 
which this study constitutes the final report, it was stated that the 
description of Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) by means of the 
prescriptive and normative rules of the traditional grammar of 
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Classical Arabic is not acceptable. As an alternative approach the 
autonomous study of syntactic phenomena in MSA based on corpus 
data had to be undertaken. 
In the absence of any native user of this language variety but 
confronted with a huge quantity of language material available for the 
study of MSA syntax we opted for a purely descriptive approach to 
Arabic syntax, more in particular since such an approach has 
acquired its right place within linguistic research and not the least by 
pioneering research in the field of corpus linguistics at Nijmegen 
University. The Arabic language situation and the intention to 
describe the syntax of the literary variety left, as a matter of fact, little 
room for another choice than a corpus linguistics approach. The use 
of computer facilities and techniques is reflected in the name of the 
research project, ASCAMSA, which stands for the Automatic 
Syntactic Corpus Analysis of Modem Standard Arabic. 
The limitation of the present study to the description of the noun 
phrase and verb phrase in MSA is deliberate. Although we stay just 
below sentence level, we will occasionally touch on the grammar of 
the sentence without trying to account for linguistic phenomena in a 
sentence that can only be correctly described in an account of 
sentence structure that looks upon sentences as parts of a larger 
context. We believe that the correct way to describe MSA syntax is 
to present a definition of the language variety under investigation 
(Chapter I), to select a linguistic descriptive model (Chapter II), to 
give a description of the noun phrase (Chapter III) and verb phrase 
(Chapter IV) including the description of categories which occur 
within the framework of these phrasal constituents, and to present a 
verification of the correctness of the description (Chapter V). 
Transcription and Presentation of the Examples 
1 Transcription 
i -consonants: 
The following table gives the independent forms of the consonants 
of the Arabic cursive script in their usual order, along with their 
names and the transcription as used in this study: 
« hamza 
^ bä' 
о ta' 
ώ ta' 
£ gïm 
c hä' 
t bä' 
л dal 
j dal 
J ra 
ii - vowels: 
short vowels 
damma u 
kasra i 
fatha a 
» 
b 
t 
t 
g 
h 
h 
d 
d 
г 
j zäy 
u- sin 
j . sin 
^ ç â d 
^ d ä d 
J. ta' 
Jb zà' 
I 'ayn 
t gayn 
long vowels 
* 
t5 
Г" 
long damma 
long kasra 
long fatha 
ζ 
s 
s 
§ 
d 
t 
ζ 
я 
g 
û 
i 
â 
^ fa' 
Ó qâf 
J käf 
J lâm 
mim 
j nun 
• hä' 
f 
q 
к 
1 
m 
η 
h 
semi-consonants 
j wäw 
tf y ä ' 
w 
У 
vowel nunation 
damma tanwin 
kasra tanwin 
fatha tanwin 
un 
in 
an 
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iii - special graphemes 
t5 
1 
< 
' 
^ 
• 
'alif maqçura â 
'auf maqsüra ä 
tä' marbüta t 
sadda doubling of consonant 
madda 'ä 
sukun absence of a vowel 
1 'alif hamza 
1 'alif hamza 
^ yâ hamza 
y wäw hamza 
hamzatu 'Iwasl 
'a / 'u 
'i 
1 
'u 
0 
Remarks about vowels and some of the special graphemes: 
- the string-closing 'alif maqçura (^) is always preceded by the 
vowel a and will therefore be represented as â (cf. Шага in 
example (1) below). When followed by a suffixed pronoun the 
' alif maqsüra is written in an alternative form (I ) but will still be 
represented as ä (cf. istarähu in example (2') of Chapter II); 
- the 'alif may occur in combination with a hamza ('alif hamza) and 
will then be represented as ' (cf. 'alqä in example (1) of Chapter 
Ш). The vowel of a string-initial 'alif of some past verb forms and 
of the definite article arc dropped when the preceding string ends in 
a vowel (cf. 'ala 'Ihugrati in example (1) of Chapter ПІ). The 
hamza is then called a 'connective' hamza (hamzatu 'Iwasl) but is 
still represented by ' (referring to the 'alif). When the combination 
of the hamza and vowel in the definite article is preceded by the 
preposition li the 'alifand hamzatu 'Iwasl are not represented (cf. 
lilta'limäti for li'lta'limäti in example (7) of Chapter III). The 
hamza of the 'alif is usually not written at the begin of a new 
sequence (cf. Abu in Abu 'I'Aswad in Figure 5 of Chapter I); 
- no epenthetic vowel will be inserted between a word ending in a 
consonant and one which opens with a hamzatu 'Iwasl; 
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- the tä' marbüta is, in transcription, usually not written at the end of 
constituents or in pausai form. In this study we present in the 
examples a full transcription of MSA including the tä' marbüta 
and case endings. In the body of the text the tä' marbüta is usually 
not written; 
- the sadda is represented by doubling the consonant concerned. We 
will not follow the use of the sadda for marking the assimilation of 
the / of the definite article with a following consonant; 
- Arabic words (linguistic data, technical terms and book titles) in 
the body of the text will be written in italics; 
- Arabic proper names will be written in plain text. 
2 Presentation of the examples 
In the Chapters П- numerous examples will be presented. In order 
to make it possible for non-Arabist readers to follow the 
argumentation an example will first be presented in transcription. 
Then a morph(eme)-to-morph(eme) translation will be given in 
which a hyphen may separate the elements which constitute a single 
form in Arabic. Finally a more fluent translation is presented, 
followed by the reference of the example. Corresponding elements 
of the first and second layer are presented in virtual columns as 
shown in the following example: 
(1) istarä muhammadun kitäbän 
bought-he mubammad book 
Muhammad bought a book (Bakir, 1980:6) 
For the numbering of the examples the following convention will be 
applied: 
- numbers in parentheses are used for examples taken from Bakir 
(1980) in Chapter Π, and for examples of the Mabfö? corpus in the 
Chapters ΠΙ and Г ; 
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- letters in square brackets are used for examples from the Cantarino 
corpus; 
- examples from other sources than from Bakir, Mahfüz or 
Cantarino are not numbered at all; 
- one and the same example may be used at different places but it 
preserves the marking of its first occurrence in the chapter; 
- the examples only occurring in the footnotes are independently 
numbered; 
- the numbering of examples restarts at each chapter; 
- the focus of our attention in the examples is marked by bold face. 
The examples can be identified by the reference to their source 
mentioned shortly before their occurrence but mostly following their 
translation. These references should be read as follows: 
- (Bakir, 1980: 6): Bakir, Murtadha. 1980. Aspects of Clause 
Structure, page 6; 
- (Cant.:II,5) or (C.:II,5): Cantarino, Vicente. 1974/5. Syntax of 
Modem Arabic Prose. Volume Π, page 5; 
- (Kan.1,37): Kanafäni, Gassän. 1972. Rigai fi 'Isams, Volume I, 
page 37. 
- (NM,8,6): Mahfuz, Nagib.1963. Dunyä 'llâh. page 8, line 6; 
- (Sibawayhi В 1,12): Sibawayhi. alKitäb. Büläq edition. Volume 1, 
page 12. 
I A Definition of Modem Standard Arabic 
Abstract 
In this chapter we shall define Modem Standard Arabic (hereafter 
'MSA') in its historical context. We will touch upon the relation of 
MSA to other written forms (Classical and Middle Arabic) as well as 
to spoken Arabic vernaculars (New Arabic), and conclude that text 
data provide the only available source for the description of the noun 
phrase and verb phrase in MSA. 
Introduction 
This study deals with the description of the noun phrase (hereafter 
'NP') and the verb phrase (hereafter 'VP') in MSA. The term 
'description' is intended to denote the complete characterisation of 
the specific features or properties of categories under scrutiny. In 
later chapters (III and IV) we will speak in more detail about the 
categories of NP and VP in MSA. For the moment it is sufficient to 
define the NP and VP as: a word or a coherent group of words of 
which the central element or head belongs to the word class of 
'noun' and 'verb' respectively. By 'central element' or 'head' we 
mean the element that cannot be eliminated without producing 
ungrammatical results. The term 'word class' is intended to denote 
the primary categories of noun and verb, distinguishable in terms of 
their inflectional behaviour and distributional properties. Let us now 
tum to a more detailed discussion of the term 'Modem Standard 
Arabic'. 
According to the prevailing typographic conventions about the 
use of upper case letters in English, the term 'Modern Standard 
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Arabic' should be interpreted as a proper name, listed as such in the 
lexicon, determined by itself and referring to a unique and particular 
entity in extra-linguistic reality.1 However, only an arbitrary and 
extremely small number of modem languages (Modem English, 
Modem Greek, Modem Hebrew) are listed as individual monolithic 
entries in some standard dictionaries. For other language varieties it 
is important to undertake a syntactic and semantic analysis of the 
name involved. The term 'Modem Standard Arabic' is then analysed 
as an NP consisting of a head and two premodifiers. The head 
element is realised in the form of a de-adjectival noun, to be found in 
the lexicon under the letter 'A' of 'Arabic' where a summing up can 
be found of matters pertaining to Arabia and the Arabs. The two 
premodifiers 'modem' and 'standard' further restrict the central 
element 'Arabic'. 
Strictly speaking. Standard Arabic (or standard Arabic) refers to 
a subclass of the larger class 'Arabic', and MSA (or modern 
standard Arabic) to a subclass of Standard Arabic. In this way MSA 
is defined in relational terms and one should account for the 
connotations implied by each of the modifiers 'modem' and 
'standard'. The term 'modem'2 is a temporal specifier and contrasts 
with other elements of its semantic domain ('proto', 'old', 'early', 
'classical', 'middle', 'new' and the like). As a starting point for the 
modem period of 'standard Arabic' one usually takes the expedition 
of Napoleon to Egypt in 1798, because the confrontation with a 
technically and culturally more advanced Western civiHsation led to a 
general revival in the Arab world. However, as time passes, the 
semantic value of 'modem' becomes less and less specific and 
1 One may wonder bow Modern Standard Arabic or any language variety may 
refer to a unique and particular entity in extra-linguistic reality when Versteegh 
(1990) discusses the problem of the non-existence of language as such. 
2 Modem: "designating a language, or the form of a language, in current use" (cf. 
Webster's, 1965: 1155); "involving, or befitting the present or recent time; 
contemporary; belonging or relating to the period in history from the end of the 
Middle Ages to the present" (cf. Collins, 1987: 643). 
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receives the more restricted meaning of belonging to the 20th century 
(cf. Wehr, 1966: VII, 'since the tum of the century') or to the post-
World War II period (cf. Fromm, 1979: 114 ff). The term 'modem' 
may even become a synonym for 'contemporary', 'today', 'present 
day', 'current' or 'new'. In this way it receives a 'dated' value in 
reference to the moment of its occurrence in a monograph, 
communication or publication. For the moment we will use the term 
'modem' in the meaning of 'contemporary', in the understanding 
that both terms (modem as well as contemporary) are not specific 
enough and fail to exclude the colloquial varieties of present day 
Arabic (cf. Ali, 1987: 6). 
The term 'standard'3 is a classifier normally used as the 'marked' 
part of a binary opposition: standard/non-standard. It presupposes 
agreement upon a norm whether as a result of a harmonisation effort, 
the deduction of a common denominator out of a number of qualified 
candidate varieties, or the imposition of one of those varieties over 
the other. Important for us here is the apparent existence of criteria 
on the basis of which it can be determined whether something 
belongs to or is in agreement with the standard form or not. In a 
linguistic framework the authority for standardisation4 lies in the 
hands of the language users (the speech community) in the 
interactive process of language competence and language use. The 
term 'standard', then, refers to what is correct and acceptable to a 
3 Standard: "generally used, and regarded as proper for use, in books, periodicals, 
lectures, speeches, documents, literary compositions of various sorts, and the 
conduct of public affairs; of a level of linguistic usage that excludes locutions, 
constructions, pronunciation, etc. considered too informal, vulgar, provincial, 
mistaken, or otherwise likely to detract from the dignity or prestige of the user" 
(cf. Webster's, 1965: 1772); "denoting or characterised by idiom, vocabulary, 
etc., that is regarded as correct and acceptable by educated native speakers" (cf. 
Collins, 1987: 976). In connection with MSA it is important to keep in mind 
that, according to Collins, the notions (grammatically) correct and 
(semantically) acceptable are linked with educated 'native speakers'. 
4 Perhaps we should retain the notion of 'standardisation' and understand the term 
standard as 'being in the process of standardisation (cf. Ferguson, 1990:49). 
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'speech community' of educated native speakers. We will later see to 
what extent this applies to the users of MSA. 
We have mentioned, in discussing the modifiers 'modem' and 
'standard', the existence of synonyms highlighting a particular 
aspect of the central element 'Arabic'. The lists of synonyms5 of 
Monteil (1960: 25 ff). Diem (1974: 2-3) and Blau (1974: 34 ff) can 
easily be expanded with 'Literary Arabic', 'Standard Arabic', 
'Modem Written Arabic' (cf. Bakir, 1980: 3), 'Modern Arabic', 
'l'arabe classique contemporain' (cf. Roman, 1974: 125) and 
'Modem Classical Arabie' (cf. Versteegh, 1984: 17). The additional 
modifiers used here, like 'modem' and 'standard', are relational in 
function. A possible exception is 'literary'. This term denotes the 
application of this form of Arabic in a cultural context or may refer 
solely, like 'written', to the medium used. As such 'literary' and 
'written' are opposed to 'non-literary' and 'spoken' Arabic and 
exclude a spoken variety of MSA in formal speech (cf. Ali, 1987: 6) 
as well as its use in letters, pamphlets and graffiti (cf. Chakhtoura, 
1978: 13 and 52). The question is now in what way these modifiers 
restrict the significance of the term 'Arabic'. 
When we look at some definitions of the terms involved which 
are found in scholarly literature, Killean (1966: 3) speaks about 
Modem Written Arabic as the direct descendant of Classical Arabic 
whose grammar "has changed but little over the past thirteen 
centuries". The same opinion is held by Versteegh (1984: 17), who 
argues that Modem Standard "remains unquestionably a highly 
These lists contain names as: arabe moderne, arabe régulier moderne, arabe écrit 
moderne, arabe littéral moderne, arabe littéraire moderne, arabe moderne, arabe 
vivant, néo-arabe, arabe néo-classique, arabe médian, nouveau haut arabe 
(Neubocharabisch), arabe littéraire contemporaine, al'arabiyya, al'arabiyyatu 
'lhadita, аГагаЫууаіи 'Га$гіууа,аГarabiyyatu 'Imu'äsira, alfushä (cf. 
Monteil, 1960); lugatu 'Itadwìn, lugatu 'Ikitäba wa'lhitäba, allugalu 
'lhadita, allugatu 'Ifasiha (cf. Diem, 1974). The commonly used Arabic 
modifier 'eloquent' (fasih) for Modern Standard Arabic has a linguistic 
appearance on rather vague phonemic criteria and is subject to individual 
appreciation. 
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uniform language that is essentially identical with the Classical 
language". Nevertheless, he admits in the same section that "the 
present socio-linguistic and political situation in the arabophone 
world exerts a constant pressure on the Modem Standard, which 
leads to the development of regional varieties of this language". This 
view may explain his use of the term 'Modem Classical Arabic' 
which is meant to emphasise the continuation of the old standard in 
current applications. However, on the other hand the mention of 
regional varieties suggests that MSA deviates from the Classical 
norm and is less uniform than presumed. This suggestion tallies with 
the observation of Arab and Arabic linguists that the language of a 
Moroccan newspaper is different from one from Somalia or Kuwait 
It is, however, not (yet) clear in what respect these regional varieties 
of MSA exactly differ from each other and to what extent they differ 
as a group from 'their common origin'. Classical Arabic. 
At this point Wild is more explicit. In his description of 'die 
Schriftsprache der Gegenwart' (cf. Wild, 1982:51 ff) he states that, 
from a morphological point of view, MSA is a direct descendant of 
Classical Arabic. As far as its syntax is concerned, MSA displays, 
however, a significant number of deviations from the Classical norm 
due to interference with the spoken language and influences from 
Western languages, especially French and English. In the domain of 
vocabulary, phraseology and style, MSA went through a 
fundamental change apparently resulting from the desire to catch up 
with a higher technical and cultural development in the West. So 
regional varieties of MSA could, in the view of Wild, be explained 
by different forms of language contact (Arabic with non-Arabic and 
written Arabic with spoken Arabic). 
MSA and its basic syntactic features (including phonology, 
morphology and word order) are mostly described in relation with 
Classical Arabic. As a consequence one should master the Old 
Standard in order to better understand its standardisation into 
Classical Arabic. This, in turn, should be thoroughly known in order 
to recognise the characteristics of MSA, especially when in a MSA 
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setting Classical Arabic may be reused at any moment without any 
problem for all the linguistic domains (including vocabulary and 
style) (cf. Wild, 1982: 53). MSA is then described (or rather 
explained) in terms of similarities and dissimilarities with Classical 
Arabic. Such a descriptive approach, however, also requires a full 
diachronic investigation of the spoken colloquial varieties and of 
some of the European languages since a comparison with these may 
explain the deviations of MSA from its so-called genetic origin 
(Classical Arabic) in some syntactic structures, in vocabulary and 
style.6 
Our intention is not to explain the possible genetic origin of 
linguistic phenomena in MSA nor to look for what it may have in 
common with a finite number of languages or language varieties. We 
want to describe the specific features of MSA considered as a 
coherent language system. It is quite understandable and appropriate 
that Cantarino should insist on a presentation that covers the 
language (Modem Standard Arabic) "in its current form, without 
reference to its dependence upon the older language" (cf. Cantarino 
1974,1: vii). However, he also demonstrates how difficult it is to 
describe MSA in an objective way when he introduces a vague 
selective criterion excluding newspapers from his corpus of MSA 
text data "since Arabic journalism ... does not necessarily offer the 
best or most representative standards of literary language" (cf. 
Cantarino 1974,1: x). What standards? Do there exist standards on 
the basis of which data are considered to belong to MSA and, to 
proceed one step further, are there standards on the basis of which 
data are judged to be real literary language? 
We want to arrive at a definition of MSA without any reference 
to its dependence upon any other language or language variety but 
with an objective criterion as to what should be considered to belong 
to MSA and what not. Features that it apparently shares with other 
languages, with other language varieties or with an other language 
6
 Cf. Blau (1973 and 1976) with Beeston's additional remarks (1975: 62-8) on 
Blau (1973). 
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medium are considered to constitute an intrinsic or integrated part of 
MSA and will be accounted for as such. Accumulated knowledge of 
Classical Arabic and MSA as well as knowledge about colloquial 
Arabic and Western languages can be used in the formulation of a 
hypothesis about the syntactic structure of MSA. However, such a 
hypothesis must be verified and tested on language data from a 
collection, a corpus of MSA text material in order to produce an 
account of the syntactic features of MSA alone (cf. Chapter II). 
However, as yet we do not have an operational definition of MSA. 
Normally a language can be defined in relation to its users and by 
its characteristics. With respect to the users of MSA we cannot refer 
to a living 'speech' community. It is true that MSA occurs from time 
to time in its spoken form in more formal speech, i.e. on the radio 
and television, during the Friday sermon in the mosque, in some 
academic circles at Humanities departments, in institutes specialising 
in Arabic language acquisition. However, it is then used by people 
whose native language has a different phonological, morphological, 
syntactic and lexical system. The spoken variety of MSA may be 
described as a continuum ranging from heavily to minimally 
'contaminated' by native language interference and hypercorrection. 
Kaye once described the relation between MSA and the Arabic 
colloquial varieties as one of an 'ill-defined' system (MSA) in 
respect to 'well-defined' systems (the colloquial varieties) (cf. Kaye, 
1970: 374 ff). Within that ill-defined system of MSA there still exists 
a difference in degree because, as a graphemic system, written MSA 
represents a 'well-defined' system in comparison with the spoken 
form of MSA even when it is not so 'well-defined' as the colloquial 
varieties. The existence of a community of native speakers is for 
Kaye an important criterion in his definition of a well-defined 
language system, but in accepting written Standard Arabic as a well-
defined system he gives apparently more value to actual language 
use. 
The influence from the native language on the written form of 
MSA is far less than the influence that it has on the spoken form. No 
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native speaker uses colloquial Arabic for written communication,7 
while colloquial Arabic data in linguistic studies, descriptions and 
grammars are almost exclusively represented in a more or less 
scientific transcription of Latin and hybrid characters. For the 
definition of MSA it is therefore better to refer to a 'writing' 
community,8 a group of authors, writers and publicists using MSA 
for the production of text data. This implies that MSA in its written 
form can possibly be defined as a language in itself on the basis of 
written data. Its characteristic graphic representation is not a reliable 
criterion for distinguishing MSA from any other language. Many 
nonArabic language systems have used and are using the Arabic 
writing system for their graphic representation.9 Moreover, in later 
chapters we demonstrate that MSA can be represented in a form 
other than Arabic cursive script. In order to define MSA there seems 
to be no other solution than to return to its possible origin, to accept 
some basic linguistic features like the phonemic system and to look 
for the most 'recent' occurrences of this language data. 
' Unless an author explicitly wants to introduce colloquial Arabic for the 
reproduction of direct speech in literature as happens, for example, in the 
representation of dialogues in plays. 
8 Parkinson who defends the existence of 'native speakers' of Modem Standard 
Arabic or rather 'users' of Modern Standard Arabic with 'native intuitions' (cf. 
Parkinson, 1990: 292) introduces the term 'language use community' (cf. Eid 
and McCarthy, 1990: xiii). We agree with the use of the term 'language use 
community' but disagree with his use of the notion of native speakers of 
Modem Standard Arabic. Parkinson's mistake is to define the language itself, 
Standard Arabic, as representing "a spectrum, a continuum of use, of styles, of 
pronunciations, and of forms" (cf. Parkinson, 1990: 293) instead of considering 
the Arabic language situation a continuum in which a native language (one of 
the colloquial varieties) co-occurs with Standard Arabic. 
9 Here we mention Ottoman Turki and old Malayan in the past, Berber 
(Maghreb), Persian (Iran), Urdu (India and Pakistan), Maldivian (Maldives), 
Baluchi, Lahnda and Sindhi (Pakistan), Pashto (Afghanistan), Kazakh and 
Uighur (China) and Jawi (modem Malayan) at present (cf. Clews, 1988:13 ff). 
However, as we will see later, only the Berber languages may be included in 
the Afro-Asian Group to which also the Arabic language family belongs. 
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To conclude this introduction we shall make a few remarks on 
two articles containing the phrase "toward(s) a definition of Modem 
Standard Arabic" in their titles. Cowan (1968) attributes the 
differences between the language systems presented in the spoken 
and the written form of MSA to the under-representation of short 
vowels, stress, indefinite case endings and diphthongs in written 
MSA and its over-representation of final long vowels, word initial 
glottal stop and the written feminine gender marker ta' marbuta in 
respect to spoken MSA. This contrast is, in broad outline, repeated 
in the comparison between colloquial Arabic and spoken MSA so 
that colloquial Arabic and written MSA can be presented as both 
opposed to spoken MSA.10 
McLoughlin (1972) follows to some extent Sa'id's11 definition of 
MSA as "that variety of Arabic that is found in contemporary books, 
newspapers and magazines, and that is used orally in formal 
speeches, public lectures, learned debates, religious ceremonials and 
in news broadcasts over radio and television". However he rejects 
Sa'id's assumption that "its (MSA) grammatical system is explicitly 
stated in the grammar books and its lexicon is embodied in 
dictionaries" (cf. McLoughlin, 1972: 58). McLoughlin presents 
enough arguments from actual data against a presumed homogeneity 
of the syntax of MSA and an over-simplistic identification with 
Classical Arabic grammar (cf. McLoughlin, 1972: 67). He presumes 
correctly "that there is likely to be a great deal more experimentation 
with Arabic lexis, and wholesale repudiation of much pseudo 
modem vocabulary coined to translate Western ideas". He draws the 
valid conclusion that "it may be useful to review the factors which 
make of the text concerned an example of MSA and not of CA 
(Classical Arabic)" (cf. McLoughlin, 1972: 72). 
10 One may dispute Cowan's conclusions from these comparisons but he is 
completely justified in asking: "what is the sense of complementing written 
data with a spoken alternative (i.e. to contain short vowels) when written data 
are only meant to be read?" (cf. Cowan, 1968: 32-3). 
11 Cf. 5^(1967: 1-2). 
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We do not intend to use spoken data for the description of MSA 
because it represents a language variety for which there is no living 
speech community. We will use written MSA text data because for 
this variety there exists a large living writing community. However, 
first we shall present a diachronic description which situates MSA in 
its historical context and we will focus on the nature of the linguistic 
approach, its objectives, its domain and its data. 
A history of MSA as a variety of Arabic 
A consideration of the language situation in Asia Minor, the Middle 
East and North Africa around the 5th century at the decline of the 
West Roman and Persian Empires and under the growing influence 
of the Eastern Roman Empire of Byzance, enables us to present a 
global map representing the spread of related language families. In 
the North and Northeast it faces the Persian and Byzantine spheres 
of influence, while in the West it advances towards natural barriers 
such as the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, the Atlantic and the desert of 
Central Africa. 
Figure 1 Afro-Asian Group 
West Branch East Branch Semitic Branch 
/ \ / \ / \ 
Beiber Chadian Egyptian Cushitic West East 
Kabylic Haussa Coptic 
This map (cf. Figure 1) shows the extent of the Afro-Asian language 
area ranging from the Berber languages in the West of North Africa, 
the Chadian languages in the middle, passing by the East branch 
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(represented by the Coptic language in Egypt and Cushitic languages 
in the Hom of Africa and Somalia) to the Semitic language family. 
Figure 2 Semitic Branch 
East Semitic 
Akkadic 
Hebrew Ugaritic Aramaic Arabic South Arabian Ethiopian 
- Sabaean - Ge'ez 
- Minaean - Tigre 
- Qatabanian - Amharic 
- Hadramatic - etc. 
- etc. L 
The Semitic language group (Figure 2) comprises a western and 
an eastern branch. Northwest Semitic and Southwest Semitic are 
distinguished on the basis of common characteristics, shared 
tendencies and differences (cf. Diakonoff, 1965; Hecker, 1982). 
The Arabic language group itself, sharing features with North 
and South, includes different layers, divided on a chronological 
basis into 'Proto Arabic', 'Early Arabic' and 'Classical Arabic', with 
their respective representatives as shown in Figure 3 (cf. Blau, 1974; 
Corriente, 1976; Rabin, 1955). The term 'Old Arabic', discussed 
below, is in our description reserved for the language variety 
between Early Arabic and Classical Arabic. 
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Figure 3 
B.C. A.D. (A.H.) 
6th 5th 4th 3rd 2nd Ut 0 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 
Proto Arabic Early Arabic Classical Arabic 
Thamudic (6th ВС - 4th AD) 
Dedanite (5th ВС - 4th ВС) 
Lihyanic (4th ВС -150 AD) 
Hasaitic (5th ВС - 2nd ВС) 
Safaitic(lstBC-3rdAD) 
Nabataean (1st ВС - 4th AD) 
Palmyraean (1st ВС - 273 AD) 
For many years there has been vigorous discussion of the exact 
language situation at the end of the period of 'Ignorance' 
(alôâhiliyya) and the beginning of the Islamic era which started in 
the year of the Prophet's migration (alHigra) to Medina.12 This 
discussion mainly concerns the genetic origins of 'New Arabic', a 
term denoting the collective set of modem Arabic dialects. The main 
issue is as follows: did a diglossia situation prevail in pre-Islamic 
Arabia and does New Arabic originate from the old pre-Islamic 
Arabic dialects or did New Arabic only arise since the co-existence 
of the 'pure' Arabic language with nonArabic substratum languages 
during the first centuries of Islamic expansion and the Arab 
conquests (cf. Ferguson, 1959; Kaye, 1970)? In other words: do the 
modem Arabic dialects represent the modem varieties of the old 
Bedouin language or do they come from the corruption of speech by 
the conquered peoples? The importance of this discussion for us is 
12 This event took place in 622 AD. and with that started the Islamic era (A.H. 
or H.). For a proper conversion between the Christian and Muslim time table 
one has to account for a solar based Gregorian calendar as opposed to the lunar 
based Muslim system. In our representation we will mention dates related to 
Islamic events or Arabs by a pair of numbers separated by a slash, the first of 
which refers to the Islamic, the second to the Christian calendar. For example, 
177/793 as the year in which Sibawayhi died. Roman numbers represent 
'Muslim' centuries, Arabic numbers 'Christian' centuries. 
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that it may, directly or indirectly, shed light on one point of interest: 
the meaning of labels as 'Old Arabic' and 'Classical Arabic' in 
comparison with MSA. Once the content of the label 'Classical 
Arabic' has been defined we may also come to a better understanding 
of the meaning of the label 'Middle Arabic' as a mixture of Classical 
Arabic and New Arabic in respect to MSA. 
Information about Proto- and Early Arabic is scarce. The language 
data from that period is too small and fragmentary to arrive at a 
conclusion about the language as a whole (cf. Müller, 1982: 17 ff). 
A clearer picture may be drawn from language data representing Old 
Arabic. According to Versteegh (1984: 2 ff), before the coming of 
Islam there existed only one language, Old Arabic (al'Arabiyya of 
the Arab grammarians) with different registers: an elevated style and 
the common style of the tribal dialects. The former was used in 
different genres as in Koranic prose and pre-Islamic poetry, the latter 
has been divided into an eastern and a western group of dialects. At a 
certain point there is even a question of different media, a spoken 
and a 'literary' form but in essence there existed one language. Old 
Arabic, with different registers and regional varieties. Versteegh 
rejects the idea of a diglossia situation in pre-Islamic Arabia (just like 
Nöldeke (1910), Fück (1955), Blau (1965), and others). The 
standardisation of this Old Arabic by Arab grammarians resulted in 
what we know as Classical Arabic (cf. Corriente, 1976; Fischer, 
1980: 92). 
The terms 'Middle Arabic', 'Middle Standard Arabic' and 
'Middle Substandard Arabic' (cf. Blau, 1982: 96 ff) relate to text 
forms representing a mixture of Classical Arabic and elements of the 
Arabic colloquial varieties on a scale ranging between mainly 
Classical and dominantly colloquial.13 Usually Middle Arabic is 
13 These text forms also contain elements which are the result of attempted back 
projection into the other variety but represent mismatches with the language 
system aimed at. Not the Classical Arabic borrowings in New Arabic 
language use, nor colloquial elements in Classical Arabic imitation but the 
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approached with the Classical standard in mind and this form of 
language use is only appreciated insofar as it sheds light on the 
origin of the Modem Arabic dialects. It is also studied as the 
language of religious minorities in the Muslim world such as Arab 
Christians and Jews (cf. Blau, 1965; Graf, 1905). Sometimes 
Middle Arabic is incorrectly considered as an autonomous stage or 
the next phase following the period of Classical Arabic in the 
development of the Arabic language (and eventually leading to a 
deadend). However, Middle Arabic should never be interpreted as 
the 'inbetween' of Classical Arabic and MSA. It is not the 
continuation of the old standard but a deviation from it Nor should it 
be considered to be the transition to the modem standard. 
Nevertheless, many linguistic data have been preserved that 
derive from the FVth/lOth till the Xüth/lSth century and which show 
Middle Arabic characteristics. They reveal to us the extent of 
language mixture in the understanding that we are only able to study 
the written language use in the absence of direct spoken data from 
the corresponding time period. As a consequence we may learn 
about the decay rate of the literary standard as opposed to the actual 
language use of a speech community. Thus this collection of 
linguistic data with a time spread of about 8 centuries may well 
inform us about the evolution of the spoken language and the history 
of the written language. However, the presence of (a huge corpus 
of) written language data with strong Middle Arabic features may 
become by itself a 'standard', a 'norm' for correct written language 
use, especially for those users who may be less frequently 
confronted with the other standard represented in a corpus of 
Koranic and poetic data. Also we may learn what parts of the 
language system described in the standard form of Classical Arabic 
were so weakly supported by the system that they became the first to 
be replaced by Middle Arabic alternatives. We may therefore ask, 
does MSA (with possible regional varieties) constitute the modem 
occurrences of hyper correction, 'very typical of this kind of text' (cf. 
Versteegh, 1984: 9) are proper to Middle Arabic (cf. Blanc, 1963). 
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variety of the 'Classical standard' (cf. Versteegh, 1984: 17) 
bypassing any influence from Middle Arabic language use? It is hard 
to believe. One should rather postulate an uninterrupted development 
even when people were no longer able to use 'correct' Arabic as 
established in the 'Classical Standard'. 
In summary, there is more or less a consensus on Old Arabic as 
the language variety used in the 6th and 7th century for more formal 
speech in almost the whole of the Arab Peninsula. Language data 
from this period are preserved in later compiled collections of poetry 
and in the Koranic text. In some areas the language of daily 
communication bore a close resemblance to this Old Arabic. Arab 
grammarians standardised this language into a more or less coherent 
language system. Classical Arabic, which then became the norm for 
literary and formal language use. 
1 Early Arabic linguistics 
Sibawayhi was the first to distinguish between 'language freaks' and 
'linguists'. His grammar, the earliest preserved, constitutes a 
comprehensive account of the Arabic language as a system. 
Sibawayhi contrasts his 'approach to language' with that of most of 
his predecessors. While his work has been edited and commented 
upon, Sibawayhi's approach has been held to be unchallenged for a 
long time. This is the reason why we divide this section into a 
Sibawayhi part and a post-Sibawayhi part, the latter subdivided into 
some smaller sections. We want to avoid too hasty an assessment of 
facts on the basis of incomplete or unabsorbed information. We 
therefore dedicate a section to late Arabic linguistics. 'Middle Arabic' 
is a technical term for 'literary language somehow mixed up with 
spoken (= colloquial) language'. At the early stages, 'Middle Arabic' 
was identical with 'Old Arabic' or 'Koranic language use' or 'the 
way of speaking of the Old Bedouins'. In the following period, 
'Middle Arabic' denoted a mixture of 'corrupted language' and 'Pure 
Language', first the mixing up of 'Literary Language' with 
colloquial Arabic, later the expression of discourse in a literary 
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setting. So we return to 'Middle Arabic' before referring to a 
linguistic revival. 
1.1 Sibawayhi 
A first, more or less complete account of the Arabic language system 
goes back to the eighth century with alKitäb of Sibawayhi (d. 
177/793). He was of Persian origin but moved in his early youth 
with his family to the south Iraqi town of Basra, an important 
cultural centre during the reign of the Umayyad caliphs. Sibawayhi 
came from a bilingual (Arabic/Persian) environment and he started 
his Arabisation by becoming a 'client' (mawlä) of the tribe of alHärit 
ibn Ka'b. According to the tradition he had a speech impediment and 
his writing skills were better than his spoken language use (cf. 
Suyuti, Bugya no. 1863). With Owens (1988: 18) we want to 
emphasise that Sibawayhi was not a native speaker of Arabic. He 
could therefore not use any form of introspection. Instead of using 
introspective data he relied on the study of available informant and 
text data. What he had in mind with his Kitâb is not quite clear. 
Nowhere does he inform us of his objectives, but from certain 
references like wasanubayyinu dälikafirm yastaqbilu 'in sa a 'allah 
('and we hope to explain that later' cf. the Büläq edition of 
Sibawayhi's Kitäb, Vol. I: 13, et passim)14 we may conclude that he 
had an overall plan in mind which finally resulted in the composition 
of the first comprehensive textbook or manual on the Arabic 
language. It simply became 'a complete description of Classical 
Arabic' (cf. Carter, 1973, 146). His Kitäb represents an accurate, 
detailed and precise elaboration and systématisation of what he heard 
from his teachers and it is illustrated by numerous language 
examples. It became a reference work to the extent that it was called 
Qur'änu 'Inahw (the Koran of Arabic Grammar) and history has 
14 Hereafter we refer to this edition with the letter B, the volume and page 
number as in (B 1:13). 
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shown that the name was well-deserved (cf. the Introduction to 
Sibawayhi's Kitäb of Harun, 1977:1,23 ff). 
The linguistic approach of Sibawayhi has been referred to as 
'descriptive'. Carter (1973, 146, n. 6) even calls it 'so descriptive as 
to be useless as a prescriptive grammar' and compares Sibawayhi's 
method with the structuralist approach and immediate constituent 
analysis of Harris and Wells in 20th century linguistics. The 
emphasis on the descriptive nature of Sibawayhi's approach is 
clearly intended to distinguish it from what later Arabic grammarians 
had in mind with their linguistic activities. However, the term 
'descriptive' here goes hand in hand with the use by Sibawayhi of a 
large number of 'normative' and 'prescriptive' qualifications like 
'good', 'better', 'ugly', 'uglier', 'excellent', 'weak', 'right', 
'wrong', 'detestable', 'abominable', and especially: 'to permit', 
'being acceptable' (mostly used in the negative) and 'to know' 
(mostly used in directive utterances 'you should know').15 We are 
then dealing with 'descriptive' in a special meaning. When Versteegh 
(1987: 156) emphasises the 'descriptive' nature of Sibawayhi's 
linguistic analysis, he does so only after stating that his analysis 
deals with the language variety of 'correctly speaking' Bedouins. 
For Carter it is evident that the 'exhaustive analysis of all those 
utterances known to occur' concerned material 'either from the 
Koran or pre-Islamic poetry' (cf. Carter, 1973: 146). The 
'descriptive' character of Sibawayhi's approach apparently concerns 
the investigation of already preselected material as an expression of 
correct language behaviour. According to our aforementioned 
interpretation of the term 'standard', Sibawayhi describes 'standard' 
Arabic and his approach to the linguistic facts looks 'descriptive'. 
However, linguistic description for him is apparently not the 
15 A quick look at the frequency of these tenns (cf. Troupeau, 1976) reveals: 
hasuna (121 occurrences), hasan (70), 'ahsan (108), gayyid (79), 'agwad 
(40), da if (35). qabuha (111), qabih (80), muhal (45), kariha (222), 
karahiya (112), gaza (549) mostly in the negalive (440), 'alima (578) (cf. 
Ditters, 1990,131). 
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explanation of general language use .through language data as it is for 
us but the systématisation of specific language data in order to 
describe (or rather prescribe) 'axiomatically' correct language use 
(that of the Bedouins), just as ethics and law describe (or rather 
prescribe) correct social behaviour (cf. Carter, 1973: 147; Versteegh, 
1987: 89). 
We briefly mentioned language data from 'correctly speaking' 
Bedouins and from the Koran or pre-Islamic poetry. The material for 
Sibawayhi's language treatise derives mainly from four sources: the 
language behaviour of the 'Arabs', everybody's language use, the 
language data materialised in the corpus of the Koran text, and the 
language data gathered in a corpus of ancient poetry and rhymed 
prose. Directly from the beginning of his description of Arabic 
syntax Sibawayhi tries to avoid any impression of assumed language 
competence through the frequent reference to the practice of a certain 
group of language users simply hinted at by 'they'16 to be 
understood as 'the Arabs' (cf. Β. I: 205), especially the 'people of 
the Higäz' region (reaching to the territory of the Tamim) (cf. В. Π: 
41). They are the 'native speakers' with a longstanding tradition of 
Arabic language competence and language use. The second source of 
language material is the 'common language use of every day', not 
the common language use that is represented in the colloquial 
varieties but that which corresponds with the 'fiction' of 'correct' 
Arabic speech. Sibawayhi refers to it by paraphrases of wadälika 
qawluka (= "and so when you are saying") or 'Пат (= "know that 
you" or "remember that").17 Here we are dealing with the borrowing 
16 That we are dealing with the exclusive 'they' and not with the inclusive 
'they', the indefinite use of the third person masculine plural in the meaning 
of 'one' or 'people' is corroborated by the occurrence of a more specific 
reference to their language practice (e.g. B. I: 4 ff: 'indahum; lahum; 
'alayhim), way of speaking (e.g. B. I: 4 ff: qawluhum; B.I: 7 ff: mm fi 
kalämihim) or that of some them (e.g. B. I: 15: waqad gala ba'duhum). 
17 There are a few variations on both standard expressions but in general the first 
initiates the text of a new chapter (starting from chapter 10, В I: 14), the 
second frequently functions as the introduction to a new paragraph (as clearly 
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of examples from a stock of data that is still generally accessible. 
First it is used for the purpose of illustrating actual language use, 
then it is used accordingly as a model for proper language behaviour. 
Besides those two types of spoken data Sibawayhi refers to verses 
from the Koran which reflect a particular language use going back to 
the beginning of the 7th century and which at the time of Sibawayhi 
almost constituted a closed corpus. However, at the same time large 
parts of this language source were frequently quoted in daily life. It 
was presented as a model for acceptable social behaviour. 
Subsequently, it was used as a norm for good linguistic behaviour. 
In a similar way 'selected' parts of the fourth source of linguistic 
data were reactualised in daily life. They are contained in the 
quotations from ancient poetry, folk tales and the rhymed prose of 
proverbs and sayings. Parts of this corpus of text data represent even 
older (pre-Islamic) layers of the language,18 but it is doubtful 
whether the notion of time has ever played a role in the linguistic 
research of Sibawayhi or his successors (cf. Blanc, 1979: 155 ff).19 
Already at Sibawayhi's time criteria were established for the 
selection of linguistic data. Also methods were set up for the 
appears in the edition ofalKitäb published by Muhammad al'A'lami, Beirut: 
Mu'assasatu Ta'lami lilmatbü'ät, 19682). 
18 According to Hârûn (1977: Vol. V) Sibawayhi refers in his treatise of 1000 
pages 490 times to a Koranic verse. He quotes 1055 poetry verses or half 
verses and 330 pieces of rhymed prose or ragaz. He further illustrates current 
language use with 380 examples and explains 1000, apparently less known 
lexical items in their context. 
19 The question is correctly worded but must be reformulated. The use of 'logical 
time' in the synchronic description of a language system (first/second, 
before/after, primary/derived etc.) has been mixed up with the notion of 
'physical time' (language change, language variation, language development, 
pure/corrupted). In an interesting article Blanc (1979) presents convincing 
arguments for his stand that the Arab grammarians considered language a 
dynamic entity and were aware of the notion of historical change in Arabic, 
but that their language approach in terms of 'item and process' has set many 
of their successors on the wrong track. We will come back to this 
'item/process' description of language in Chapter II (part I, section 2.1.3). 
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gathering of informant data (cf. Sa'dï, 1971: 40 ff). The Koran as the 
word of God constituted more and more the main source of linguistic 
data and raised the language use transmitted by the Prophet to the 
absolute norm. Statements from Ibn Paris, alFäräbi, Ta'lab and Abu 
'Ubayd (cf. Suyutï, Muzhir, I: 209 if) are all in agreement that 
because of Muhammad's transmission of the Revealed Text and his 
affiliation to the Qurays also the language use of (members of) the 
Qurays tribe represents the norm. 
Figure 4 shows a stylised geographical map of the Arabian 
Peninsula constituted by the names of some of the linguistically 
important tribal areas: 
Figure 4 . Arabic Language Family 
North 
Middle 
South 
West 
Lahm 
Gudâm 
Qurays 
Huçlayl 
Kinâna 
Middle 
Qudâ'a 
ûassân 
Tayyî 
'Asad 
Qays Tamim 
Taqîf 
Tâ'if 
Hanifa 
Yamâma 
East 
Taglib 
Yaman 
'lyäd 
В акт 
Ahi alYaman 'Abd alQays 
'Azd 'Umàn 
For special purposes (the inventory of the lexicon, of the phoneme 
system or for information about the use of the desinential inflection) 
also the Qays, Tamim and 'Asad were considered to be reliable 
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informants as well as individual representatives of the Hudayl, 
Kinäna and Tayyi' (or Ta'i). Because of language interference one 
should not use any informant data from the tribes in the North or 
East like the Lahm, the Gu^am, the Qudä'a, the Gassän, from the 
people around Damascus, the Taglib, 'lyäd and Yaman, from the 
tribes in the Basra area like the Bakr, nor from the tribes in the South 
like the 'Abd 'alQays, the 'Azd 'Umän or the inhabitants of alYaman 
(cf. Suyüti, Muzhir, I: 212). 
The authority Sibawayhi attributes to each of his sources of 
linguistic data is quite different. The authority of Koranic data is 
selfevident. It is a model of proper language use par excellence.20 
Sibawayhi has a high regard for poetic data but this goes hand in 
hand with his tolerance of a sometimes more liberal poetic language 
use (cf. Β. I: 13). None of these models of language use offers all 
the material that is needed for the description of the language as a 
complete system for the recognition or the generation of utterances in 
that language. So we see that Sibawayhi combines evidence from 
text data with evidence from informant data for (what has the 
appearance of) a pure synchronic21 description, in spite of the fact 
20 Grammatical activities in one way or another were undertaken well before 
Sibawayhi's time. The status of the Koran, from a linguistic point of view, 
was in the earliest times different from what it seems to have been for 
Sibawayhi and what later has been considered to be the generally accepted, 
officially codified text Abu 'Amr ibn al'Ala' (d. 154/770), one of the readers 
of the Koran and an expert on linguistic matters, did not hesitate to correct 
language errors in the Koran text As far as the lexicon is concerned, words of 
non-Arab origin (of Abyssinian, Aramean, Greek and Iranian origin) have 
been traced in the text. In later times the conviction that the Koran as God's 
created speech represents also in its material form the ideal of the most perfect 
and pure linguistic performance became generally accepted. It is our 
conviction that the codification process of the Koranic text (including its 
graphic reform) has benefited from the progress that was made in linguistic 
research during the fust four or five centuries of the Islam (cf. Blachère, 1959: 
97 ff). 
21 Owens explains this synchronic approach to language by the then prevailing 
understanding of the Arabic language as the medium in which God chose to 
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that both sources are clearly from distinct periods. The authority 
attributed to the language use of 'the Arabs' is, like that of Koranic 
data, beyond question. At least, this holds true for nonnative users 
such as Sibawayhi who, for the appreciation of everyday language 
use, heavily relies on the authority of his language teachers Halil ibn 
'Ahmad (d. 175/791; cf. Suyûtî, Bugya no. 1172) and Yunus ibn 
Habib (d. 182/798; cf. Suyüti, Bugya no. 2206).22 
With his frequent quotations from his teachers and some other 
grammarians as well (see Figure 5)23 Sibawayhi demonstrated that 
he is part of a tradition of grammatical research. The origin of Arabic 
linguistics as a science has been linked with the name of Abu 
TAswad 'alDu'ali (d. 69/688). He gave direction to the following 
two generations of grammarians, associated with names as Nasr ibn 
'Asim (d. 89/708), Yahyä ibn Ya'mar (d. 89/707), 'Anbasa ibn 
Ma'dan (d. 120/738) and Maymun al'Aqran (d. 125/743). Their 
legacy has been transmitted by Ibn Abi Ishäq (d. 117/735) to 'Isa ibn 
Omar (d. 149/766), Abu 'Amr (d. 154/770) and Abu 'IHattâb (d. 
177/793), three other grammarians who Sibawayhi quoted to some 
extent but who were of less importance to him than Halil ibn 'Ahmad 
and Yiinus ibn Habib (cf. Sezgin, IX, 28 ff). 
reveal His word (cf. Owens, 1988: 22). This argument which is based on 
religious motives can be complemented with another, linguistic argument. 
The awareness of language development or language change may only arise 
after a comparison of language behaviour in different periods or in different 
circumstances. Since at that time the first description of the language was 
being composed, there was not (yet) an elaborated linguistic measure to 
differentiate between linguistic performance on another basis Шал that of 
prestige considerations. 
22 The authority of Halil ibn 'Ahmad is invoked in 608 places. The quotations 
from Halil ibn 'Ahmad thus outnumber the quotations from the Koran in 
alKitäb. Yiinus ibn Habib is quoted 217 times (cf. Sezgin, 1984: IX, 46-51; 
Troupeau, 1976: 228). 
23 This diagram of the first important Arabic grammarians complements 
Versteegh's diagrams depicting later stages (Versteegh, 1977:192-4). 
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Figure 5 Abu TAswad 'аЮи'а1і 
Nasr ibn 'Asim Yahyä ibn Ya'mar 
'Isa ibn 'Umar Abu'Amr 
Halil ibn 
'Ahmad 
Yûnus— Sibawayhi 
Within this grammatical tradition linguistic tools were developed and 
improved. Nasr ibn 'Àçim is said to have been the first to give much 
attention to analogical reasoning (qiyäs) as a productive instrument in 
the elaboration of a grammar for the Arabic language. After him Ibn 
Abi Ishäq and 'Isa ibn 'Umar continued to apply this instrument. 
Learning by 'hearsay' (sarna') is a basic principle in all language 
acquisition. By 'hearsay' the vocabulary, phonology, morphology 
and basic principles of syntax are learned, and this knowledge is 
then applied to new situations of information exchange. As a 
nonnative speaker of Arabic, Sibawayhi based his judgements on 
external arguments like the opinion of his teachers and informant 
data. Learning by 'hearsay' (sarna') from common language use 
was a leading principle for him in linguistic research, but common 
language use then in the sense of the practice of 'native speakers' 
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(cf. 'we heard from reliable Arab speakers' В I: 26; 198 et passim; 
Versteegh, 1989: 246). 
Another notion that is regularly employed is the 'frequency in the 
language use' of Arab Bedouins (katratu 'list?mal fi kalâmihim). 
For Sibawayhi it represents an explanatory principle (cf. Β I: 138; 
142-3; 147 et passim; Versteegh, 1989: 248). In most of its 
occurrences this technical term refers to a more casual use of 
language, such as that in spontaneous conversation, where much of 
the missing information is supplied by the context. 
The overall impression that one gains from Sibawayhi's Kitâb is that 
of a well-documented, more or less objective explanation of Arabic, 
which indiscriminately covers language use over a period of more 
than two centuries. The term 'synchronic', as used above, is perhaps 
not the most appropriate label for the language approach of 
Sibawayhi (nor for the approach of most of the Arabic grammarians 
after him). In fact the notion of time is nonexistent in Sibawayhi's 
Kitâb. 'Timeless' would be a more suitable epithet, because 
Sibawayhi was simply not aware of an opposition between 
synchronic and diachronic. This does not imply that he ignored any 
differences between language varieties or differences in the linguistic 
performance of individuals or groups of language users. However, 
the awareness of a language system and attempts to capture it in a 
coherent language model were exclusively based on specific 
language data and particular language behaviour. The terms 
'exclusively', 'specific' and 'particular' are of importance. 'Specific' 
here refers to the data contained in the Koranic corpus and what 
resembled it most closely such as ancient poetry. 'Particular' here 
refers to some data taken from the language use of the Arab 
Bedouins, or rather it refers to their way of speaking. 'Exclusively' 
refers to the introduction of a norm on the basis of which language 
behaviour is judged, just as in the case of social behaviour in a 
predominantly Muslim environment (cf. Β I: 8; Carter, 1985). The 
norm represents conformity with and similarity to a pre-established 
model. It was not everyday language use but the timebound data of 
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an earlier period that constituted the basis for the description of the 
Arabic language model. 
At this point it is appropriate to make some remarks about the 
status of the data upon which Sibawayhi based his description and 
about the status of the description itself. From a religious point of 
view the corpus of the Koranic text may certainly be considered to 
have been closed upon the death of the Prophet (d. 11/632). From a 
linguistic point of view the situation is quite different. After a first 
revision of the text ordered by the third caliph 'Utmän (d. 35/655), a 
second revision of the text started under the reign of 'Abd alMalik 
(d. 86/705). Of the different editions in use the lecture of 'Asim 
transmitted by Hafs ibn Sulaymän (d. 180/796) finally became the 
generally accepted text (cf. Blachère, 1959: 90 ff). However, it is 
only after the replacement, between the IIIrd/9th and the Vth/llth 
century, of the highly defective Kufic script by a fully vocalised text 
complete with all diacritical marks that we can speak about a corpus 
of unambiguous Koranic text data. 
Sibawayhi's second source of language data consisted of 
classical poetry. The compilation of the collected data went through a 
number of 'editorial' processes. This is true for the oral transmission 
as well as for the data preserved in written form (cf. Zwettler, 1978; 
Blachère, 1952: 66 ff). The impact of editorial 'adaptation' may be 
all the higher in view of the highly ambiguous medium (the Kufic 
script) for data preservation used in the pre-Islam ic and early Islamic 
times (cf. Endress, 1982; Schimmel, 1982; Massoudy, 1981: 58 ff; 
Khatibi and Sijelmassi, 1980: 173 ff). The oldest collections of 
poetry date from the IInd/8th century, for example the collection of 
the Mu'allagai of Hammäd alRâwiya (d. 154/771). The final 
compilations of the collections are from an even more recent date 
(IVth/lOth century, cf. Blachère, 1952: I, 112). Poets of the 
Mu allagai (who lived between 570 and 662 A.D.) were frequently 
quoted in Sibawayhi's Kitáb and so are Garir (d. 111/729) and 
alFarazdaq (d. 110/728). Even 'modem' poets are cited, as is the 
case for Ru'ba ibn al'Aggäg (d. 145/762) whose verses are quoted in 
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alFarazdaq (d. 110/728). Even 'modem' poets are cited, as is the 
case for Ru'ba ibn al'Aggâg (d. 145/762) whose verses are quoted in 
the Kitäb. Quotations from 'contemporary' language use are mixed 
with evidence taken from his teachers Halil ibn 'Ahmad (d. 175/791) 
and Yunus ibn Habib (d. 182/798). 
The other data that Sibawayhi used to fill in the gaps and to 
complete the missing links in his language description came from 
'correctly speaking' Arabs and daily (contemporary) language use. 
As far as the text of Sibawayhi's Kitäb itself is concerned, the oldest 
manuscripts that have been preserved, date from 547/1152. One is a 
'true' copy of a version read before Ibn Ginni (d. 392/1002), and so 
approved by him, and another, dating from 562/1166, was copied 
by the Andalusian grammarian Ibn Haruf (d. 605/1208) (cf. 
Humbert, 1990: 179 ff). 
The conclusion to be drawn from these remarks is that we 
possess only direct linguistic evidence from the text of the Koran, 
from the text of Classical (or even pre-Islamic) Poetry, from the 
'way of speaking' of the old Arab Bedouins after the first 
description(s) of the Arabic language system itself. The oldest 
preserved text copies of this language description (Sibawayhi's 
Kitäb) stem from a period following upon four centuries of 
continuous research on the language. The same is true for any 
indirect linguistic evidence in the form of quotations and references. 
Even when linguistic data from the Koran and Classical Poetry 
represent older layers of the language, the description of the 
underlying language system is the only available norm to distinguish 
between old, older and oldest, or between former and current 'ways 
of speaking'. In this way, Sibawayhi's description became a 
standard that was refined and completed in the next few centuries. 
Given the fact that all information on which we can base our 
knowledge about this early period certainly has passed through the 
filter of that same standard, we can say that Classical Arabic 
(materialised in the Koran and old Poetry) and its standardisation 
represent one and the same language variety. 
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1.2 The post-Sibawayhi era 
It is not easy to assess Sibawayhi's contribution to the elaboration of 
Arabic grammar. Research on the reception of his Kitäb among the 
early Arab grammarians (cf. Bernards, 1989: 23 ff) is going on but 
the works of many colleagues, predecessors and successors of 
Sibawayhi have been lost. Sometimes their views are only known 
through references, correct or incorrect quotations by others. In 
addition, numerous manuscripts are still awaiting publication. 
Nevertheless, the linguistic importance of Sibawayhi in the history 
of Arabic grammar is beyond question. Grammarians of name and 
fame (alKisä'i, alFairä' etc.) tried, furtively or overtly, to get hold of 
a copy of his linguistic treatise (cf. Harun, 1977: I, 26 ff). One of 
his teachers, Yiinus ibn Habib attested to the correctness of the 
quotations transmitted by Sibawayhi. The references to his book as 
the Koran in the field of Grammar, Qur'ànu 'Inahw, reflect the high 
esteem accorded to it. 
This does not mean that his views have never seriously been 
contested. Sibawayhi himself mentions some differences of opinion 
that existed between him and his teachers or among fellow 
grammarians. Critical remarks and incisive commentaries on 
Sibawayhi are known from alGarmi (d. 225/839) and Mubairid (d. 
285/898). Shortly after Sibawayhi we witness a change of direction 
in the development of linguistic activities. The subject matter, 
however, the study of this particular language variety, remained the 
same. Perhaps some evidence, like a few poetic lines or some 
sayings of the Bedouins, was added to complete the corpus, but the 
main source, the Koran had been established. The explanation of the 
language system was already for Sibawayhi an important motive for 
his linguistic research. Now the time had come to elaborate more 
than before the language system and to explain the language 
mechanism underlying the corpus data. 
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Carter (1985: 265 ff) explains this development as a 
reinterpretation of the past in accordance with a specifically Islamic 
view of history. There is a concern to stabilise the Koranic text. 
Linguistic activity became centred on the adaptation of Sibawayhi's 
'descriptive' method (nahw1 = 'the way people actually do speak') 
for normative and pedagogical purposes (nahw2 = 'the way people 
ought to speak'). According to Carter this development came to an 
end in and around the eleventh century with the elaboration of an 
educational system (nahw3 = 'scientific representation of the rules 
for correct language use'). With this reinterpretation of the past 
Sibawayhi's Kitáb became a starting point for further investigation 
into the organisation of the language system, its morphological, 
syntactic and semantic structure. For us this is enough reason to 
divide early Arabic linguistics in a Sibawayhi and a post-Sibawayhi 
period. While discussing the latter we will give attention to the 
construction of an uninterrupted chain of linguistic research going 
back as far as possible to the 'human' origin of the language data 
(Mubarrid and the Ba?ra - Kufa dispute). We will dedicate a few 
sections to the development of a complete and well-balanced 
explanation of the language system ('logical' grammar) and mention 
the emergence of a dissenting movement ('surface' grammar). 
1.2.1 Mubarrid and the Baçra · Kufa dispute 
Mubarrid24 (d. 285/898) was an important grammarian and scholar, 
first in Basra and later in Bagdad. He composed a large number of 
grammatical and literary works as well as some critical works and 
commentaries on Sibawayhi. For some historians Mubarrid was the 
first challenger of the linguistic authority of Sibawayhi for others he 
was his last critic (cf. Bernards, 1989: 26). In any case, Mubarrid 
has been considered the spiritual father of the Basra - Kufa 
dichotomy in the Arabic linguistic tradition because he was the first 
24 Or Mubarrad according to a different tradition (cf. SuyQtí, Bugya, 503; 
Mubarrid, aMuqtadab, I: 10) 
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to formulate a common stand representing the linguistic research 
going on in Basra, as opposed to the linguistic and lexicographic 
activities of the language 'amateurs' in Kufa. This dichotomy, 
however real or fictive it may be, has the appearance of a difference 
in approach toward the linguistic data, with the Basra school being 
more rational, analytical, better equipped with more elaborate 
linguistic tools, more inclined to the application of analogical 
reasoning (qiyâs) and the Kufa school being more sensitive to the 
manner of speaking, with a synthetic approach, interested in the 
collection of linguistic data and oriented towards investigation among 
'true' Arabs (samâ'). As a matter of fact, there is no clear 
demarcation between these two completely different approaches to 
the (standard) Arabic language. One can speak about the Basra -
Kufa dichotomy as a difference in emphasis, as a retrograde step 
from the linguistic practice in Bagdad towards an origin with 
Sibawayhi as the unrivalled founder of the Basra tradition. 
It is important for us to recognise that the linguistic approach 
became more and more rational but that the object of linguistic 
research, the language variety aVArabiyya, remained the same. The 
corpus of linguistic data was the same. Data and evidence adduced 
by later grammarians have their origin in the same sources as used 
by Sibawayhi or belong to more recent poets who used aVArabiyya 
as a linguistic medium. A new genre of grammatical activity consists 
of the recapitulation of the past, the transmission of older works and 
the comments on earlier grammarians. 
With a standard becoming more and more established, of course, 
the timeless aVArabiyya came increasingly under pressure from 
actual language use. The evolution of the spoken language went its 
own way and had its effects on the use of the written language form. 
Notwithstanding the strength of the 'Classical' model of Koran and 
Poetry, and the ideal form of the Bedouin way of speaking, the 
interaction between living language use and a timeless standard led to 
complex forms of language interference. The preservation of the 
standard which resulted from the norm and stigmatising 'faulty' 
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language use are subject of the Lahn aVämma literature, the 
'language mistakes of the ordinary people' committed by both the 
illiterate and the literary elite. 
As far as we now know alKisä'i (d. 183/799), a contemporary of 
Sibawayhi, was the first to compose a work on the linguistic 
mistakes of the people, to be followed in the Und, Illrd and IVth 
century by a number of famous grammarians, among them: alFarrä' 
(d. 207/822), al'Asma'i (d. 216/831), Ibn Sikkit (d. 244/858), 
alMäzini (d. 248/863) and Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889). Mubarrid 
himself wrote a book about good writing and correct spelling as did 
Ta'lab (d. 291/904)25, al'Uqaylï (d. 300/912), Guläm Ta'lab (d. 
345/956), allsfahâni (d. 351/962), 'AH ibn Hamza alBasri (d. 
375/985), alZubaydi (d. 379/989), al'Askari (d. 382/992) and Ibn 
Paris (d. 395/1005) (cf. Matar26, 1967: 55 ff; Sezgin, IX, 1984: 
24/5). One may conclude that with the elaboration of the first 
language description a norm for language use was established. 
1.2.2 'Logical' grammar 
'Isa alRummäni (d. 384/994) was accused by a fellow grammarian, 
alFârisi (d. 377/987), of confusing grammar and logic to such an 
extent that he had left the proper domain of grammar (cf. Suyuti, 
Bugya 1742). This is an interesting accusation, because alFârisi 
25 From the grammarian Ta'lab it is known that he did not follow the rules of 
the desinential inflection in spoken language and that he did no longer follow 
ordinary grammatical rules in his private correspondence. Nevertheless, he was 
the most famous representative of the Kufa tradition of his time (cf. Fück, 
1955: 121). 
26 Matar (1967: 43 ff) signals the disagreement among the Arab grammarians 
about the criteria on which the judgement about correct and incorrect language 
use is based. There was no agreement among the language inquirers, nor 
among the lexicographers nor among the grammarians about the sources of 
poetry, about its transmitters, about the extension of the analogical reasoning, 
about the borrowing from the spoken language, in short no agreement at all 
on linguistic acceptability. This explains, in his view, the accumulative 
character of Arabic linguistics in the first centuries. 
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himself became known in the History of Arabic Grammar as a 
master in the application of the qiyâs and one of the scholars (besides 
alSìrafì (d. 368/979)) who unified the grammatical theories of the 
Basra tradition into a comprehensive explanation of the language 
system as a whole (cf. Sezgin, IX, 1984:102). Not only alRumimni 
and alFärisi but also alSiräfi were influenced by (students of) Ibn 
alSarrâg (d. 316/928) who is known to have applied the rules of 
logic in the science of grammar (cf. Sezgin, IX, 1984: 83).27 
We refer here to what Fleisch called "la rationalisation de la 
grammaire" (cf. Fleisch, 1961, I: 35). This is, in his view, the 
excessive use of analogical reasoning which changed Arabic 
grammar into an artificial and arbitrary construction without any link 
with the reality whatsoever (cf. Fleisch, 1961, I: 16). This 
conclusion is based on a complete misunderstanding of "the subtlety 
and insight into the nature of the language which the Arab 
grammarians give us" (according to Bohas (1984: 10) who quotes 
Brame for this purpose). Nevertheless it is true that the explanation 
of the linguistic facts contained in a closed corpus which has been 
accorded the status of linguistic standard could lead and has led to 
the introduction of a number of spurious interpretations which 
obscure the description of the language and become 
counterproductive. 
The object of linguistic research has become the explanation of 
the (standardised) Arabic language facts and their causes based on an 
assumption of the perfection of the Arabic language. The object of 
linguistic research has become the discovery of that harmonious and 
well-balanced system that certainly had an answer to any deviation 
from the basic organisation. 
27 Tammäm Hassan based his chapter about the arguments of analogical 
reasoning almost completely on Ibn alSanäg's Kitäb al'usui fi 'Inahw (cf. 
1981, 200 ff). Haj-Salah (1989: 426, 14) considers Ibn alSarrâg and Ibn 
Kaysân (d. 320/932) the first to have introduced Aristotelian logic into Arabic 
grammar. 
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The organisational principle for the Arabic language became the 
notion of 'governance' Carnal) expressing a dependency relation 
(ta'Uq) between a 'regent' Çâmil) and a dependent (ma'mul) marked 
by desinential inflection ÇVràb) (cf. Owens, 1988: 39 ff). 
Governing power is attributed to the elements of the three basic word 
classes in Arabic (verb, noun and particle) but in varying degrees. 
The verb is considered to be the strongest regent capable of 
assigning to the agent of the verb its nominative case value, and to a 
direct or a cognate object its accusative case value. However, also 
within one and the same class degrees in governing power may 
occur by which differences in syntactic behaviour may be explained. 
The introduction of the notion of variety in governing power brought 
with it a certain amount of arbitrariness into Arabic linguistics. 
The main explanatory instrument for the structuring of Arabic 
grammar has become the earlier mentioned 'analogical' reasoning 
(qiyâs) or the rational justification of facts {taΊΊΪ) by the transfer of 
properties from a basic element {'así) to another {far') on the basis 
of a comparison concerning 'shared features' {'ilia). These 
'arguments' based on analogy or these 'reasons' for the judgement 
{hukm) about similarity in syntactic behaviour were sometimes very 
apparent, obvious and 'reasonable'. Sometimes they were far less 
evident, as was the case for the explanation of the accusative of the 
subject after the introductory particle 'inna because of its 
resemblance to a three consonantal verb which also may govern a 
noun in the accusative (cf. alZaggägi, alGumal: 64/5). The reason 
why Arab grammarians proceeded in this way is to be found in their 
purely syntactic approach to language which made no appeal to 
semantics. 
The construct which has been built to explain the language 
mechanism underlying (standardised) Arabic has been called a 
rational/logical, analogical, absolute approach to language (cf. 
Frayha, 1981: 83 ff). The explanation of linguistic facts or the 
consequent interpretation of desinential inflection by means of 
suppression {'idmär), deletion or ellipsis {hadf) and suppletive 
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insertion (taqdir) made linguistic research an elitist activity. There 
rose an urgent need for simple textbooks about the syntax of 
(standardised) Arabic, a need for a short and clear exposition of the 
grammatical rules underlying the linguistic facts, without a detailed 
and elaborated argumentation of the how and why of the rules. 
Composers of such 'grammars' were alZaggägi (d. 337/949), Ibn 
Ginni (d. 392/1002), alZamahsari (d. 538/1144), and Ibn Malik (d. 
672/1274). 
1.2.3 'Surface' grammar 
For the explanation of linguistic facts grammarians sometimes went 
to greater lengths than necessary to bring in 'shared features' in the 
use of analogical reasoning. Wolfe (1984: 85) speaks about the 
'basic fault' and the 'misuse' of qiyäs. Not only Arabic linguists but 
also Arab grammarians showed reserve toward the application of this 
instrument. Probably from its first application until today one can 
speak of opposition towards an excessive use of analogical 
reasoning. To mention a few names: Halaf al'Ahmar (d. 180/795), 
Ibn Walläd (d. 332/943), Ibn Hazm ("d. 465/1064), Ibn Mada' (d. 
592/1196) and Abu Hayyän al'Andalusi (d. 745/1344). As a matter 
of fact, there has always been opposition28 to the excessive use of 
tools and concepts in the explication of the system governing the 
Arabic language. Some of the grammarians that opposed the total or 
partial use of the concept of governance and regency ('i'räb) were 
Qutrub (d. 206/821), alFarrä' (d. 207/822), Abu Ga'far alNahhâs 
(d. 338/949), in addition to the abovementioned Ibn Madâ' (cf. 
Ditters, 1990: 135). 
28 This opposition sometimes had a non-linguistic origin. Ibn Hazm and Ibn 
Mada' were followers of Zâhirism, a tendency in the Islam to stick to the 
apparent, literal meaning of the Koranic Revelation. Applied to language in 
general they prefer to stick to the 'surface' of the actual language facts. 
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2 Late Arabic Linguistics 
The history of Arabic grammar is in fact the history of linguistic 
studies concerning the old linguistic norm and model. Within this 
history Reisch (1961:1, 19 ff) distinguished the following principal 
stages: large scale inventory of language facts (the Ilnd/Sth century), 
the elaboration of the sketch drawn by Sibawayhi (the IIIrd/9th 
century), the rationalisation of the language system (the IVth/lOth 
century), a period of stagnation of the linguistic activities (the 
Vth/llth century); exploitation of the old heritage (the Vlth-
Xth/12th-15th century); and, finally, complete stagnation. 
Owens emphasises the drying up of the sources for actual 
language material in the IVth/lOth century (cf. Owens, 1988: 14 ff). 
In this way he explains the change of interest of the grammarians 
from language inquiry and inventory to the codification and 
explanation of the language facts. In the following periods the Arab 
grammarians were occupied with the preservation of the accumulated 
knowledge, and the proper contribution of the 'late' grammarians 
has to be sought in the sophistication of the language theory, the 
elaboration of linguistic methodology and the compilation of 
reference works and compendia. 
Fleisch's account is strongly opposed by Bohas, who 
emphasises the work of the later generations of Arab grammarians 
(Bohas, 1982: passim). From a philological point of view, perhaps, 
Fleisch is right. Nearly all data relevant for philological research 
were collected at the time that the interest in language as a theoretical 
system arose and the need for reference works became urgent. From 
a purely syntactic point of view the post-Sibawayhi era is the most 
interesting period of Arabic linguistics. From a general linguistic 
point of view the period of the 'late' Arab grammarians is very 
interesting as research on their methods and linguistic theories has 
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revealed (cf. Bohas, 1982). From a historiographical point of view 
the whole period should be taken into consideration.29 
The object of research, the language variety ('Classical' Arabic) 
has been the same from the first attempts at grammatical reflection 
around the IInd/8th century till the first signs of 'renewed' interest in 
Arabic linguistics in the Xnth/18th century. The primary sources for 
the linguistic data are still the same: the Koran and the 'Classical' 
Poetry. However, in the meantime a complete new collection of data 
has been assembled consisting of 'approved' language material, i.e. 
language use closely approaching a more and more precisely defined 
theoretical language ideal which scarcely had been in use as such in a 
living 'speech community'. Mention may be made here of some 
'classics' like the poets В as sâr ibn Burd (d. 166/783), Abu Nuwäs 
(d. 194/810) and Abu 'l'Ala' alMa'am (d. 448/1057), the (rhymed) 
prose writers alGàhiz (d.255/868), Ibn Qutayba (d. 275/889), 
alHamadâni (d. 397/1007) and alHariri (d. 516/1122). Besides 
primary sources there is also a large number of secondary sources, 
works and treatises about the language variety concerned, works and 
treatises about actual, good or bad language use. We can say that the 
process of standardisation of Classical Arabic has been completed. 
3 Middle Arabic 
We have defined 'Middle Arabic' as a mixture of Classical Arabic 
and elements of the Arabic colloquial varieties on a scale ranging 
between mainly Classical and dominantly colloquial. No doubt this 
29 We must keep in mind that most of our conclusions are made on the basis of 
a (very) incomplete knowledge of the time concerned. The majority of original 
works, known by title or through quotations, about Arabic linguistics has 
been lost and from the preserved works a large percentage is still in 
manuscript form and has not yet been published. When, in the opinion of 
Fleisch (1961: 45), the composition of the 'last' outstanding linguistic work 
(the Tag al'Arus of Murtadâ alZabidi (d. 1205/1791)) coincides with the 
'first' works of the Renaissance (the Bäht alMatälib of Girmänus Farhät (d. 
1732)) one should show some more restraint in the use of labels. 
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can only mean that the language use of daily communication entered 
the domain formerly preserved for highlevel language use. Code 
switching between highprestige language and spoken language had 
earlier taken place in different parts in the Arabian Peninsula but 
there is an important difference between the language situation in the 
first decades of Islam and in the second half of the IIIrd/9th century 
when the spoken form of aVArabiyya became extinct in the Arab 
world, which extended from al'Andalus in the West to Sind in the 
East (cf. Fück, 1955: 87 ff; Ibn Ginni, Hasâ'is II, 5 ff). 
The spoken variety became extinct, but the written variety 
remained supported by a large text corpus. As a consequence, the 
normal interaction of a spoken and a written language variety became 
deregulated mainly because of extra-linguistic factors such as 
religion (the Islam) and politics (the Abbasid rule). There are no 
'native' speakers of aVArabiyya anymore. The 'Standard' which 
аГАгаЫууа is, becomes 'Classical'. 'Spoken' Arabic is from now 
on (end nird/9th century) referring to all kinds of Arabic colloquial 
varieties (New Arabic). The language of daily communication enters 
the poetry for special occasions. The language of daily 
communication begins to assume the normal role of spoken variety 
in the interaction between a spoken and a written variety. The old 
standard retains a high prestige especially as the language of the 
Koran. For nonMuslims Classical Arabic represents a less normative 
standard. 
Figure 6 is an attempt to represent the Arabic language situation 
as discussed so far. It starts with a language continuum in which the 
spoken variety of Old Arabic is supposed to be predominant given 
the fact that we only have a few specimens of written language data 
from that period. At the next stage we see the co-occurrence of a 
formal (аГАгаЫууа) and informal language variety (the language of 
the Bedouin tribes). The former is used for solemn and prestigious 
applications (in spoken and written form), the latter for daily 
communication. The interaction between the two varieties is 
represented by means of a bidirectional arrow. In contrast with this, 
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the discrepancy between the standardised language form and daily 
practice is represented by the lack of a link between Classical Arabic 
and the Arabic language users group. There are no native speakers of 
аГАгаЫууа any more and Classical Arabic has become the norm for 
written language use in the general literature ('Adab). 
Figure 6 Arabic Language Situation 
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The language situation, as far as the written form is concerned, is 
in the next step represented in the form of a continuum in which we 
assume a varying degree of conformity with the classical norm. The 
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result is the appearance of mixed language use in writing. Middle 
Arabic as it is called. One should bear in mind, however, that the 
production of a large corpus of language data representing Middle 
Arabic characteristics may become an example to be followed, and 
may constitute a newly accepted 'norm' for written language use, 
especially for those users who are less attached to the classical norm, 
e.g. the nonMuslim users. In other words, apart from the classical 
standard a more liberal norm for written language came into being 
and became widely used for all but the linguistic sciences. 
This Classical - Middle Arabic continuum for the written 
language variety does not represent the final stage in the development 
of the Arabic language. A new standardisation process has been 
initiated, which becomes clearly observable at the beginning of the 
19th century and which is still going on until today. As written 
varieties of Arabic we then have Classical Arabic, Middle Arabic, 
and what we have called MSA. Including the spoken language 
variety, the colloquial varieties which we call collectively New 
Arabic, we arrive at a language continuum as pictured in the last 
block of Figure 6. 
In the margin of this sketch of the language situation we have 
mentioned the different collections of text data representing the 
classical norm Classical Poetry, the Koran text and some Classical 
literature, 'Adab (especially works on linguistics). An important part 
of this 'Adab literature, however, constitutes a corpus of Middle 
Arabic text data as well. Both collections represent and support the 
norm as far as they may be imitated for 'correct' written language 
use. For the spoken language variety we only have indirect data 
haphazardly gathered from text data. There is no other norm for the 
spoken language variety than actual language use within the speech 
communities. 
What must be explored is the relation between MSA and 
Classical Arabic or between MSA and Middle Arabic. The view held 
by most people is that MSA results from a process of adaptation 
from the Old Standard (i.e. Classical Arabic) to the requirements of 
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written and spoken communication nowadays. Our first impulse 
might be to emphasise that, if MSA constitutes the result of an 
adaptation of the Old Standard to current needs, it is exclusively 
restricted to written communication. On the other hand, interaction 
between colloquial Arabic and the written language variety was not 
limited to the classical norm. There may well be a written language 
continuum ranging between mainly Modern Standard and 
dominantly colloquial Arabic. The question is, has the prevailing 
language situation of the 18th and 19th century been reassessed and 
regauged on the basis of Classical Arabic? In other words, has the 
language as described by the Arab grammarians been reimplemented 
free of the most striking characteristics of Middle Arabic? 
In almost all works, supposedly written in 'correct' Arabic and 
even in linguistic treatises about (former) 'Standard' (now) 
'Classical' Arabic all kinds of interference with spoken Arabic 
occurred. Blau (1973: 172; 1976; Beeston 1975) distinguished 
'Middle Standard Arabic' as "exhibited e.g. in the bulk of 
philosophic and scientific literature" and 'Middle Substandard 
Arabic' "as contained in popular tales like the Arabian Nights" and 
"as mirrored in Christian Arabic literature" as well as in Judaeo-
Arabic (cf. Blau, 1973: 172, note 4). Blau (1973 and 1976) hinted at 
the continuation of 'Middle Standard' Arabic trends in MSA. He 
presented enough data to show influences from Middle Arabic and 
New Arabic on MSA. In other words, MSA data show 
characteristics similar to features recognised in Middle Arabic data 
and possibly proper to New Arabic. What resulted from the 
interaction between the Classical Standard and the spoken 
vernaculars (New Arabic) may happen to any new standard under 
influence of daily language use. There is only one important 
restriction to be made. MSA may be similar to, but is not necessarily 
identical with the Classical Standard. We do not have a well-defined 
and documented language system which may be confronted with an 
uninterrupted influence from dialects and other languages resulting in 
a Modem Middle Arabic. As a result it is somewhat unclear what our 
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object of description is, the NP and VP in MSA or the NP and VP in 
Modem Middle Arabic. We have here a strong argument in favour of 
a synchronic study of the syntactic structure of phrasal categories in 
literary Arabic, usually described as MSA whatever properties it may 
share with other language varieties. 
4 'Renewed' interest in Arabic Linguistics and Modern 
Linguistics 
The discovery of some ten twin copies of Sibawayhi's Kitäb written 
between 1713 and 1750 (cf. Humbert, 1990: 184 ff) is a clear 
indication of uninterrupted interest for the first centuries of linguistic 
research. This was not an isolated incident What has become known 
as the Nahda* the Renaissance of Arabic literature and linguistics 
shortly after the expedition of Napoleon to Egypt in 1798 had been 
prepared in the preceding century at least, for example by the works 
of men like Girmänus Farhät (1660-1732)30 whose school book 
Bahtu 'Imatälib made accessible the works of Ibn alHâgib (d. 
646/1248), Ibn Malik (d. 672/1273) and Ibn Hisâm (d. 761/1359) 
(cf. Zaydän, 1967, IV: 365 ff). 
The return toward the old literary tradition can be deduced from 
the choice of the works which have been published on a 'large scale' 
basis after the introduction of Arabic printing in the Middle East. 
There are the publication of the Mu'allagai, a collection of the oldest 
'great' poems with a commentary, the publication of another 
collection of pre-Islamic poetry, printed editions of the work of 
alMutanabbi, the Maqämät and Rasa'il of Badi' 'Izamän 
alHamaqläni, the Maqämät of alHariri, the tales of Kalila waDimna 
and many more. In the field of linguistics and lexicography there 
appeared printed editions of Tahdib al'alfäz of Ibn alSikkit, Fiqh 
alluga of alTa'älibi, al'Alfàz alkätibiyya of 'Abdu 'Irahmän 
alHamadäni, alNawädir of Abu Zayd al'Ansàri. In a short time an 
30 His work 'Ahkäm bäbi 'l'i'räb 'an lugati 'l'a'räb was based on alQämüs of 
alFirüzäbädi (d. 817/1415). 
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The reorientation on the golden age of the Islamic civilisation, 
including linguistic research, went in its initial stages hand in hand 
with an extensive (sometimes exaggerated) purism. The work of 
Ahmad Färis Sidiyäq (d. 1887) is a nice example of the return to the 
old Classical language ideal and, further, of the predilection for 
oldfashioned particularia (nawâdir). 
Summary 
The linguistic situation is indeed quite complex with a number of 
standards, the first of which. Classical Arabic, served as a model for 
the latest, MSA (which we consider as still being in the process of 
standardisation). This new Standard co-occurs with a variety of 
dialects of the New Arabic group in increasing contact with a number 
of European languages. Classical Arabic has always been the 
linguistic model for any form of written communication, but soon 
people became aware of the insufficiency of the Classical Standard to 
cope with the pressing need for finding new ways of expression, 
new styles, structures, words and vocabulary in order to present an 
adequate Arabic form to the stream of information coming from the 
West. By means of translations into Arabic new and other genres 
and styles became known. The introduction of newspapers, 
magazines and periodicals stimulated the adaptation of the literary 
language for largescale mass communication. Influences of Middle 
Arabic remain traceable in the new Standard which, among others, 
became known as MSA. This Standard exists as a second language 
and written counterpart alongside the vernacular, one of the New 
Arabic dialects. This means that knowledge of Classical Arabic 
constitutes a good basis for the description of the main features of 
MSA, but the two are apparently not identical. Language material 
from the Old Standard, Middle Arabic and MSA is the only data we 
can study for research on literary Arabic. In other words, we only 
have large quantities of text data at our disposal which will impose a 
specific approach on the study of syntactic structures, and that can 
only be corpus linguistics. 
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There does not exist a single exhaustive comparative study of the 
two language varieties. To our knowledge there does not exist a 
single exhaustive description of MSA based on authentic language 
data. Cantarino's Syntax of Modem Arabic Prose (1974/5) presents, 
as a matter of fact, a very comprehensive and useful description of 
MSA syntax. However, he does not discuss the arguments for his 
selection criteria for the compilation of the data; nor is it clear what 
role the data play, whether they more serve as illustration or not (cf. 
Cantarino, 1974, I: xi). It is most certainly preferable to base the 
description on running text and not on a corpus, however large, of 
preselected unrelated samples. 
We will develop our description of some syntactic structures of 
MSA by profiting from the accumulated knowledge about the old 
standard which seems to have been taken as source for the new 
standard. We will take into account research conducted into the 
nonClassical influences on the new standard (like Blau, 1973 and 
1976; Monteil, 1960; Diem, 1974 and 1979; Wehr, 1934). We will 
compare our findings and results with the conclusions of Cantarino. 
However, our main source consists of actual language material. We 
will base our pilot study for a first assessment of the syntactic 
structure of the noun phrase and verb phrase31 on a subcorpus of 
running text from an author known to have written exclusively in 
what we assume to be MSA. We will take a relatively short text of 
2,500 running words on the basis of which it will be impossible, of 
course, to cover all aspects of syntactic structure in Arabic, but 
which can be used as real data for a first testing of a global 
hypothesis about the syntactic structure of small constituents like the 
two phrasal categories in MSA we want to describe. We have opted 
for a story of Nagib Mahfûz for several reasons. We had a machine 
readable version at our disposal. A number of quotations from 
Mahfiiz's work are used by Blau in his study of recent syntactic 
31 For the extensive testing of the fonnal grammar we will make use of large 
parts of the corpus of MSA data we collected over the last years (cf. Appendix 
V). 
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trends in MSA (cf. Blau, 1973 and 1976). Cantarino regularly refers 
to examples taken from two of Mahfuz's books. Finally, Nagib 
Mahfûz received the Nobel price for Literature in 1988. 
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II Description of MSA Syntax 
Abstract 
While discussing other approaches that have been or are being used 
for the description of (parts of) the Arabic language system we shall 
present in this chapter the linguistic model which we will use for the 
description of syntactic structures in Modem Standard Arabic. The 
selection and elaboration of this model has been determined by the 
fact that we were looking for an appropriate formal representation of 
the description in order to arrive at the automation of the analysis 
process. 
Introduction 
MSA is a literary language learned at school by people who at home 
initially have only been familiarised with one of the Arabic colloquial 
varieties.1 The typical nature of MSA as being a non-native literary 
language predominantly used for each form of written 
communication calls for a linguistic approach which is based on the 
analysis of written text data for the development of a theory about the 
syntactic structure of the language concerned. Such an approach may 
be qualified as being structural as far as its objective is concerned, 
i.e. the study of language by means of "the description of regularities 
in the utterances of an individual language". This quotation is from 
Winograd (1983: 10) who links the focus change from comparative 
1 While speaking in Chapter V about the coverage of our formal grammar we 
will come back to the question of MSA texts, colloquial influences and 'a-
grammatical' structures. 
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philology to structural linguistics with the name of Saussure (1915) 
but especially with that of Bloomfield (1933). With regard to the 
language material involved such an approach is sometimes referred 
to as 'corpus linguistics' and, in reference to its method, sometimes 
called 'descriptive linguistics'. Language research based on the 
analysis of a corpus of written text data had a strong defender in 
Harris (1951). Shortly afterwards, however, corpus based 
linguistics gave ground to the new approach of generative linguistics 
initiated by Chomsky's Syntactic Structures (1957). Corpus based 
linguistics received a new impetus with the introduction of computer 
techniques in natural language research. It is this approach which 
will be followed in this research (cf. Aarts and van den Heuvel, 
1985). 
For the description of the syntax of MSA we have a large amount 
of written text data at our disposal. We could start to describe the 
language contained in these data without any foreknowledge, 
prejudice or bias, without "reference to its dependence upon the 
older language" (cf. Can tarino, 1974,1: vii). Such an approach is 
usually adopted for language varieties which have never been 
described before and even then a certain descriptive model is 
followed which has its own method of generalising syntactic rules 
and representing linguistic structures. For the study of MSA we will 
set up a hypothesis about the syntactic structure that we believe to be 
characteristic for this variety and then we will verify the hypothesis 
using actual language data. Our hypothesis is built upon our 
knowledge of the relationship between Classical Arabic and MSA. 
The testing of this hypothesis on only MSA written text data 
guarantees verified linguistic knowledge, a theory about the syntactic 
rules proper to MSA without any dependence upon any other 
language, e.g. Classical Arabic. The descriptive model that is used 
and the formal representation we have opted for are described below. 
The manipulation of large quantities of data in an efficient way 
necessitates the appeal to computer techniques. This implies that the 
formalisation of the linguistic rules about the syntactic structure of 
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MSA does not only yield an adequate description of this natural 
language, but that this description can also be handled by means of 
programmable instruments or machines. Computer hardware and 
software are the domain of computer scientists. Our domain is 
linguistics. We will look for an adequate and coherent description of 
MSA syntax and for ways to formalise this description. The rest we 
leave to the computer scientist 
This is why we divide this chapter into two parts: one dealing 
with the selection of an appropriate linguistic model for the 
description of Arabic syntax (grammar as a linguistic theory) and one 
in which we discuss the possibilities of formalising the linguistic 
description for the most adequate manipulation of the written text 
data at our disposal (grammar as a formalism). These two parts are 
structured in a similar way. The history of the (linguistic) syntax 
description results in the presentation of the linguistic model we will 
use for the study of MSA syntax. A discussion of the formal 
description of Arabic syntactic structures results in the presentation 
of the formal model that we use for the description of MSA syntax. 
Part I: Linguistic Description 
We will investigate how Arabic syntax has been described and 
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different descriptive 
models and frameworks in order to select the most suitable approach 
for our purposes. 
As we have seen in the first chapter, the Arab world has a long-
standing tradition in linguistic research. It is appropriate to link up 
with that tradition in the form of a brief overview of Arabic syntax 
description. For a more detailed study the reader is referred to other 
sources (e.g. Sezgin, 1984, IX; Owens, 1988; 1990). 
We may also locate our research in a respectable but younger 
Orientalistic linguistic tradition of the syntactic description of Arabic 
in order to establish the link with the linguistic renewal which has led 
to the implementation of MSA and its description according to the 
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linguistic models which were initiated at the end of the 19th century, 
but which were extensively expanded during the fifties and sixties. A 
detailed discussion of modem linguistics, even when limited to the 
domain of syntax, is beyond the scope of this study. We only want 
to briefly mention linguistic research concerning the Arabic language 
according to current methods and theories. Once again, for a more 
detailed study one is referred to other sources (e.g. Fück, 1955b; 
Leroy, 1971;Winograd, 1983). 
1 Arabic syntax description in the past 
The historiography of linguistics is a relatively new discipline, at 
least as far as Western linguistics is concerned. As we have seen in 
the previous chapter, in the Arabic linguistic tradition it very early 
became common practice to mention one's sources, to comment on 
them, to compare alternative or opposing stands, and, if possible, to 
make one's contribution to the linguistic heritage. It may be clear that 
this form of chain linguistics can be manipulated in a couple of 
ways, but Arab and Arabic historiographers were aware of this kind 
of pitfalls. Besides the grammatical works including some bio-
bibliographic information (cf. Ibn Cinni, Hasâ'iç; Abu Hayyän, 
Irtisäf), there were special bio-bibliographic compilations of 
grammarians and lexicographers (cf. alSuyutì, Bugya; Sezgin, 1984, 
IX: 11 ff). The Western historiography of Arabic Grammar is of a 
more recent date (not counting some important initiatives going back 
to the end of the last and the beginning of this century).2 Nowadays 
the history of Arabic Grammar has become topic of discussion and is 
receiving increasing interest. We refer to this discussion and to the 
bibliography3 concerned and restrict ourselves here to a brief 
summary of the description of the syntax in the Arabic linguistic 
tradition. 
2
 Cf. Brockelmann (1898-1902); Flügel (1862); Weil (1913). 
3
 Cf. Diem (1981:431 ff) with periodical updates by Versteegh in Zeitschrift für 
arabische Linguistik (1983; 1987). 
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1.1 Description of syntax in the Arabic linguistic 
tradition 
Over a long period of time Arab and non-Arab grammarians have 
built a 'National Grammar'4 of the Arabic language in which they 
have described and explained how a phonological, a morphological 
and a lexical system were coordinated to produce correct and 
meaningful propositions approaching the language use represented in 
the Koranic Revelation and in some linguistic data (classical poetry) 
which represented a model for the language description in the first 
centuries of the Higra. We already mentioned the people in early 
Arabic language research (cf. Chapter I) and will only summarise 
here the basic principles of early Arabic language research. 
Elements of distinct categories: noun {ism), verb (/Ï7) and 
particle iharf) play a role (hukm) according to the rank (rutba) they 
can occupy in the hierarchy of linguistic structure, the function 
(mawdV) they can occupy, the capacity (tamakkun) they have and 
the rights (haqq) they subsequently may exercise (cf. Fleisch, 1961: 
6). A central element in this description is the desinential inflection 
('i'râb) or rather the implicit (muqaddar) or explicit (záhir) marking 
of categories for their meaning (ma'ná) by means of an expressed 
(lafziy) or a virtual (ma'nawiy) operator. The theoretical concepts 
included a relation of 'dependency' (ίαΊίη) between an operator 
('amiI) and an operand (ma'miti) expressed by means of distinct 
morphemes at the word ending of the operand which in its tum could 
function as operator on other elements in the utterance.5 The 
4
 For the role of non-Arabs in the development of Arabic grammatical science see 
Blachère (1950), Fück (1955:46 ff). For the meaning of 'National Grammar' 
of the Arabic language see Sezgin (1984, IX: 5 ff)-
5
 The basic concept of the Arab grammatical theory has been seen as a 'triad': the 
'grammatical operation' ('amai) in which an 'operator' Çàmil) assigns its 
unique 'operand' (ma'mul) a grammatical function (cf. Carter, 1973: 151 ff). 
Alternative translations of the Arabic technical terms presented notions such as 
'government', 'governor' and 'governed' or speak about the Arab theory of 
'governance' or 'regency' or 'dependency' (cf. Owens, 1988). We wish to warn 
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methodological concepts included analogical reasoning (qiyâs) or the 
establishment of a correspondence, and thus similarity, in 
grammatical functioning, between basic ('asl) and derivative (far') 
elements on the basis of shared features Cilia) in order to explain 
what happens in the language system. In the further elaboration and 
systématisation of the grammar the principle of rational justification 
(ΐαΊιΓ) by means of suppletive insertion (taqdir), deletion (hadf) and 
suppression Cidmär) was instrumental to a coherent, well-balanced, 
highly detailed theory about the Arabic language system. 
In this brief survey of theoretical and methodological principles 
for the elaboration of an Arabic grammatical theory there are a 
number of terms and concepts the exact content of which has still to 
be defined. As a matter of fact, Arab grammarians were not always 
unanimous on these points and in later years it became good practice 
to summarise the views of predecessors before giving a personal 
opinion (cf. alSuyuti, alMuzhir, and Abu Hayyän, Irtisäf). The 
conflict areas concerned the sources for the language material, the 
application of linguistic methods as well as the very nature of the 
Arabic language. As Matar says (1967: 43 ff). during the period of 
the inventory of the language material there was no agreement about 
the correctness criteria for the use of data from poetry or the extent of 
borrowing from the dialects. During the period of the elaboration of 
the grammar there was no agreement about the extent to which 
analogical reasoning should be applied. In particular, the creation of 
an abstract level of explanation that in an 'implicit' and 'virtual' 
manner accounted for linguistic facts by means of 'suppletive 
insertion', 'suppression' and 'deletion' made the functioning of the 
language mechanism less transparent and gave room to 
controversies. 
An interesting point of discussion for us are the differences of 
opinion about the final responsibility for grammatical effect. In 
accordance with the belief in a divine origin of the Arabic language a 
for unintentional connotations with technical terms used in modern linguistic 
theories. 
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number of grammarians placed the responsibility within the 
apparently ready-made language system, while others put this 
responsibility in the hands of the language users themselves (cf. Ibn 
Ginni, Hasä'is: I, 110). In the background of this discussion we 
find the controversy about the nature of the language as being God's 
created speech or a human convention for (efficient) communication, 
the latter stand giving more room for language evolution under 
changing circumstances and for language variation.6 
Wolfe (1984: 125 ff) linked the movement for grammatical 
reform of the Arabic grammar in the 20th century to the rediscovery 
of Ibn Madä's Refutation by Ibrahim Mustafa (1937), Sawqi Dayf 
(1947; 19822) and Muhammad Ibrahim alBannä (1978). The call for 
reform resulted in a number of conferences and reports (1938, 1945 
and 1957) aiming at the 'Liberation of the Grammar'7 through the 
abolition of the theory of grammatical effect ('amai), the rejection of 
means like 'suppletive insertion' (taqdir), 'suppression' ('idmär) 
and 'deletion' (hadf) as explanatory principles for linguistic surface 
structures. 
Sawqi Dayf, with Anis Frayha (1981: 174 ff) a strong defender 
of a descriptive approach to language (cf. Dayf, 19822: 42; 49), 
summarised his solution for the reform of the grammar in the 
introduction to his 2nd edition of Ibn Madä's book in the form of 2 
basic recommendations: the renunciation of the theory of the 
governor ('âm//) (cf. 19822: 48) and the abolition of rational 
interpretation (ta'wïÎ) and suppletive insertion (taqdir) of elements in 
verb forms and constructions (cf. 19822: 56). 
As could be foreseen, the proposal for such a fundamental 
intervention in the traditional grammatical theory raised a lot of 
questions to which Sawqi Dayf replied shortly afterwards with his 
Renewal of the Grammar the grammatical part of which received the 
pretentious subtitle of alKitäb (19821: 45) in a clear reference to 
6
 Cf. Blanc (1979) nuances the generally made assumption that the Arabs had no 
notion of historical change in language. 
7
 Cf. Ibrahim Musfafä et al. (1958). 
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Sibawayhi's description of Arabic grammar. There are Arabic 
linguists and grammarians who remain unshaken in their support for 
the traditional approach to language for the description of MSA 
syntax (cf. Hasan, 1979/80; Gunaydi, 1981). There are Arab and 
Arabic linguists who are looking for a combination of old and 
modem. Others experiment with new linguistic models for the 
description of Arabic syntax (see section 2 below). 
1.2 Description of Arabic syntax in the Orientalistic 
linguistic tradition 
Linguistic research concerning the Arabic language(s) in circles of 
European Orientalists was inspired in the very beginning by 
apologetic and missionary motives. A second bias, but now 
linguistic in nature, was that Latin became the meta language used 
for the presentation of any grammar of any language. As a 
consequence the Latin linguistic tradition heavily influenced the 
description of non-Latin languages. As we leam from Silvestre de 
Sacy, one of the tasks for the staff of the newly founded 'École 
spéciale des langues Orientales vivantes' was to compose "en langue 
Françoise des livres élémentaires, propres à faciliter l'étude des 
langues qu'ils enseignent" (cf. Silvestre de Sacy, 1810: ν ff). In the 
Préface to his Grammaire Arabe à l'usage des élèves de l'école 
spéciale des langues orientales vivantes he states that since the 
Arabic Grammar of Pedro de Alcalá (1505) in Castillian and Wilhelm 
Postel's rather 'weak attempt' in his Grammatica Arabica (1538/9) a 
large number of elementary works about the Arabic language had 
been published. Silvestre de Sacy divides them into two categories: 
those that follow as closely as possible the Arab grammarians and 
those that retrace "le système de la langue Arabe aux règles générales 
de la métaphysique du langage" (Paris 1810: vij) with its most 
famous representative in Thomas Erpenius with his Grammatica 
Arabica (1613) (cf. also: Sezgin, 1984, IX: 2; Brugman, 1988: 323 
ff). 
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The compromise of Silvestre de Sacy between the 'Arab way' 
and the way of following 'general and reasonable principles of 
grammar' was imitated by a whole generation of young Arabists 
after him, not only in France but also in Northern Europe.8 It is 
interesting to compare Lumsden's Grammar of the Arabic Language 
(1813) "according to the principles taught and maintained in the 
Schools of Arabia" with Ewald's Grammatica Critica (1831) in 
which an attempt has been made "an die Stelle des Systems der 
Nationalgrammatiker eine neue Sinndeutung der Sprachformen zu 
setzen" (cf. Fück, 1955b: 167). Socin's Arabische Grammatik 
(1885) held a middle position until Brockelmann revised it 
completely (1904) and made it a standard work to be replaced only in 
1972 by Fischer's Grammatik des Klassischen Arabisch . 
1.3 Description of Arabic syntax in the late 19th and 
early 20th century 
Although in France the introduction of comparative grammar came 
rather late (cf. Mounin, 1967:182), it received a hearty welcome by 
Arabists in other Western countries. As a matter of fact, besides the 
two approaches of presenting the syntax of the Arabic language, 
mentioned earlier by Silvestre de Sacy, and his own compromise, 
there is another approach which consists of the introduction of 
comparisons with elements from other members from the same 
family (ancient Semitic languages as Arabic, Ethiopie, Assyrian, 
Canaanitic and Aramaic). Some representatives of the approach 
based solely on the Arab tradition arc Howell (1880-1911), Vernier 
8
 Caspari published a Gennan summary of Silvestre de Sacy's Grammaire Arabe 
(1847) (cf. Blachère et Gaudefroy-Demombynes, 1952: 3/4) and his own 
Grammatica Arabica (1848) held a middle position between the systems of 
Silvestre de Sacy and Ewald (cf. Fück, 1955b: 200). Wright published in 1852 
an English translation of Silvestre de Sacy's Grammaire Arabe (cf. Blachère et 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, 1952: 3/4) while preparing his own Grammar of the 
Arabic Language (1859-62). According to Fück (cf. 1955b: 155 ff) Wright 
translated also Caspari's Arabische Grammatik into English. 
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(1891-2) and Reckendorf (1895 and 1921). Followers of the 
Erpenius' approach of a systematic presentation of the facts are 
Brockelmann in his edition (1904) of Socin's Arabische Grammatik 
(1885) and Nöldeke's Zur Grammatik des klassischen Arabisch 
(1896). Compromises, still following the method of Silvestre de 
Sacy, are later editions of Caspari's Arabische Grammatik (1887) 
and Wright's Grammar of the Arabic Language (1859-62). But in 
later editions (cf. Wright, 18742; 18963; 19743+) or in separate 
works (cf. Brockelmann, 1908-13; Nöldeke, 1887. 1899; 
Reckendorf, 1909; Wright, 1890) Arabic morphology and syntactic 
structures are compared with their counterparts in other Semitic 
languages. 
2 Modern Linguistics 
Roughly since the 1950s, linguistic activities with Arabic as the 
object language can no longer be divided into a Near or Middle 
Eastern branch and an Orientalistic branch because most activities 
concern the application of new linguistic theories and the use of new 
descriptive models by Eastern and Western scholars alike for the 
description of Classical Arabic, Middle Arabic, MSA or 
representatives of New Arabic. Our main interest is focused on 
studies related to MSA. We will start with a few remarks about 
studies which compare modem linguistic methods and theories with 
those of the Arab grammarians (section 2.1) and we will then 
discuss research in the field of Modem Arabic linguistics (section 
2.2). 
2.1 Modern linguistic theories and Arabic grammatical 
theory 
In their observation of linguistic facts and the study of the underlying 
system Arab grammarians came to describe the language system as 
meant for the communication of meaningful utterances in which 
elements occurring in specific positions were interrelated according 
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to a limited set of rules. The choice of compulsory and optional 
positions, the type of elements occurring in those positions and the 
way to describe them may vary from one language variety to another 
but there are apparently some basic principles which govern 
language use. Hence comparisons have been made between the 
Arabic grammatical theory and modem linguistic methods. 
2.1.1 Arabic grammatical theory and Immediate 
Constituency (1С) 
In a study of the linguistic approach of Sibawayhi toward the Arabic 
language Carter (1973) discusses Sibawayhi's concept of language 
in his Kitäb as social behaviour and is fascinated by the parallel 
between Sibawayhi's analytic method of description and that of the 
Western structuralists of the 20th century especially the one 
developed in the framework of the Immediate Constituent (1С) 
analysis (cf. Harris, 1941; 1951 and 1960; Wells, 1947) "with 
which it (= Sibawayhi's method) shares both common techniques 
and inadequacies" (cf. Carter, 1973:146). 
Carter shows how Sibawayhi placed language in the 
communicative context of speaker and listener and how he used 
behavioural criteria to measure good language use in terms of 
(structural) correctness and (semantic) well-formedness. The 
expectation of the listener must be met and the convention must be 
followed by giving the right element the correct function and by 
placing it at the right position in an utterance. 
The common techniques Sibawayhi shares with Immediate 
Constituent analysis involve the segmentation of an utterance and the 
isolation of the central element by reducing its context, the 
substitution and the equivalence of elements which belong to the 
same distributional classes and the neutralisation of 'cross-cutting' 
elements in the function of predicate in an utterance (cf. Carter, 
1973: 156). Fundamental to this form of analysis is the distinction 
between the function and the form, the rank in the linguistic 
hierarchy and the category of the element which can occur in such a 
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position. The number of form classes in the Arabic grammatical 
theory was limited to three (noun, verb and particle). But the number 
of functional classes Carter is able to discover in the method of 
Sibawayhi is more than 70.9 As inadequacies of Sibawayhi's method 
and Immediate Constituent analysis is mentioned the fact that both 
are restricted to surface structures and that they are necessarily linear 
in approach. 
It is interesting for us to retain the communicative context of 
language use, an analysis based on a distinction between function 
and form (= word class), a pragmatic methodology working with the 
segmentation of utterances in minimal units and the substitution of 
elements by equivalent forms. 
2.1.2 Arabic grammatical theory and Dependency 
Grammar (DG) 
The Arabic grammatical concept of an almost mathematical (binary) 
dependency relation of an independent element with, directly or 
indirectly, all other elements in an utterance led Owens to compare 
the Arabic theory of grammatical effect ('amai) with modern 
Dependency Grammar (cf. Owens, 1988: Chapter 2). He develops 
his comparison on the basis of Robinson's conditions for a 'well-
formed' dependency structure (cf. Robinson, 1970: 260) and in 
antithesis to Carter's interpretation of what Sibawayhi's Immediate 
Constituent-like analysis represented.10 
9
 With such an emphasis on function classes one could be tempted to call 
Sibawayhi a functional grammarian. Carter does not go that far, but he should 
have done more right to Sibawayhi by dividing the 70 function classes over 6 
distinct levels namely concerning phonology and morphology (qat\ 'imâla, 
waqfelc.), word formation (bina', tangir, 'ifräd etc.), syntax (ibtidä', 'idäfa, 
waff eve.), discourse functions (mdá', qasam, ta'aggub etc.), sentence types 
(nafy, istifhäm, 'igäb etc.) and style figures (badal, hikäya, mubâlaga etc.). 
10
 In a number of (earlier) publications Owens already explored the descriptive 
power of Dependency Grammar with respect to features in a systemic 
dependency grammar (Owens, 1981), to linguistic concepts like structure, 
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The device of desinential inflection for verbs as well as for nouns 
in the Arabic grammatical theory is the way to mark the hierarchy of 
relations between the elements occurring at certain positions in an 
utterance. By means of examples from the classical grammatical 
literature Owens illustrates the point that in Arabic the relationship 
between elements can best be described in terms of governance (head 
and dependent) and that the relationship between all the elements in 
an utterance can be expressed by a dependency structure 
(dependency tree), i.e. one independent element governs one or 
more dependent elements which may have a governance relation with 
one or more other elements. Prevailing conditions include the 
following: there is only one independent element; all other elements 
in an utterance depend on some element; no element depends directly 
on more than one other element; governor and governed are adjacent. 
Moreover, Owens states as a syntactic restriction that dependency is 
unidirectional.11 
Owens also discusses the differences between Arabic 
grammatical theory and Dependency Grammar. The most remarkable 
differences concern the independent item (being a verb, a particle or 
a non-overt governor) and the absence of governance (in the proper 
meaning of the word) in combinations of a noun with modifiers (cf. 
class and position (Owens, 1984a), to linguistic functions such as head and 
dependants (Owens, 1984b), to linguistic units such as the noun phrase in 
Arabic (Owens, 1984c) and to linguistic processes such as, for example, 
coordination (Owens, 1985). He followed Hudson's theoretical development 
from restraining the transformational component of TG grammar (Hudson, 
1976), the radicalisation of Systemic Grammar (Hudson, 1976: ix), the 
rejection of constituency (Hudson, 1980a and b) to the conception of a 
synthesis in Word Grammar (Hudson, 1984). Owens went one step further in 
trying out the extensions of Phrase Structure Grammar (Owens, 1984) but in 
later publications he concentrates more on the historiography of Early and 
Medieval Arabic Grammatical Theory (Owens, 1988 and 1990). 
1
 ' In this way he returns from his earlier concept of dependency in terms of 
bilateral relations (1984a: 33 ff). Cf. also the syntactic restrictions of Mel'Cuk 
(1988: 23 ff). 
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Owens, 1988: 54 ff). In the next section we will return to 
Dependency Grammar and the description of Arabic syntax. Here we 
end by quoting Owens' statement that "Sibawayhi, too, basically 
used a dependency analysis" (cf. Owens, 1988: 79). We reject 
Owens' view that a dependency approach is incompatible with 
constituency (including Systemic Grammar) (cf. Owens, 1988: 38/9; 
76 ff) and will extend our description which is based on immediate 
constituency so as to include the notion of dependency. 
2.1.3 The New-Galilean school 
A better understanding and deepening of the concepts of the early 
Arab grammarians are the objectives of the approach followed by 
Haj-Salah12 and a number of his colleagues during the last three 
decades, giving rise to a new tendency which became known as the 
New-Halilean school. This is in clear reference to alHalil ibn 
'Ahmad (d. 170/791) whose ideas about the application of almost 
mathematical concepts to the analysis of the language were adopted 
by them (cf. Haj-Salah, 1983: 410/1 ff).13 The study of the Arab 
heritage goes, for Haj-Salah, hand in hand with the study of modem 
linguistic approaches and theories, but when Haj-Salah compares a 
correctly understood Arab linguistic tradition with a post-Saussurian 
structuralism or a Chomskyan generativism he concludes that the 
Arabic tradition still presents a more adequate analysis (cf. 1983: 
410/7 ff; 31). 
Of importance is here the expression 'correctly understood' 
because Haj-Salah is convinced of the fact that most of what we 
regard as the 'core' of linguistic concepts, notions, methods and 
conclusions of the early Arab grammarians has been interpreted 
incorrectly by later generations of Arab grammarians (cf. Haj-Salah, 
12
 Cf. Haj-Salah (1979, 1983, 1989 a, b, c). 
13
 The text of his paper to the conference has later been added to the official 
proceedings. We refer to the place where the original copy should be inserted 
(p. 410) and then to the page of the article. 
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1989: 410, 16 ff). In particular, the introduction of Aristotelian 
concepts and notions, as a spin-off from the translation of 
philosophical works, has led to the substitution of the mathematical 
combinatorial logic of the early Arab grammarians by a static 
analytical decomposition of language facts into elementary units. In 
the opinion of Haj-Salah already Ibn alSarräg (d. 316/928) staned to 
adopt the Aristotelian syllogism instead of the Arabic inferential 
reasoning (qiyäs).14 He was followed by Ibn Kaysän (d. 320/932) 
and alRummäni (d. 384/994). An all-time low occurred, still 
according to Haj-Salah, with the Medieval Arab Scholasticism of Ibn 
Malik (d. 672/1274) and his commentators. Of course, there seems 
to be some overlap. Ibn Ginni (d. 392/1002) is one of the closing 
highlights of the period of Early Arab grammarians, Haj-Salah 
asserts, but also alSuhayli (d. S81/1185) and alRadi al'Astaräbädi 
(d. 686/1287) are considered to have followed the 'right path' (cf. 
Haj-Salah, 1989:410-14/5). 
The main concept which Haj-Salah adopts from the early Arab 
grammarians is that of 'generation schemes' imitai) or production 
models (hadd/hudud). The elements of the set of nouns and verbs 
have a capacity {tamakkun) for variation (tasarruf) to form new 
sequences (fura') by adding increments (zawaid) to the base ('asl) 
(cf. Haj-Salah, 1983: 10. There is a basic generation scheme for the 
noun, and nouns can be subdivided according to their capability of 
variation. The verb has its own generation scheme with three 
submodels corresponding with the derivation scheme for the past 
tense, the present tense and the imperative mood. The addition of 
increments to the base is a kind of transformation of a reversible 
nature. This analysis method operates with elements, units or items 
on all the levels that can be distinguished. These elements are not 
studied in themselves, but in their relationship with other items. 
There is here not only mention of a paradigmatic production 
scheme starting from the base, but also of the syntagmatic position 
14
 One should also mention the name of Ibn Sina (d.428/1037 ) in this context 
(cf. alFähüri and alGuir, 1966: 441 ff). 
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of an element in a structured whole. Syntagmatic relationship 
between elements of paradigmatic production schemes (bina') may 
constitute a basic form of a meaningful utterance. But once again, 
there are basic structures and derived structures. The syntagmatic 
cohesion between the elements in a derived structure (wasl) is 
different in nature from that prevailing between basic structures 
(bina'). Haj-Salah (cf. 1989: 410-27 ff) calls the syntactic relation 
between elements in an utterance a dependency relation but 
distinguishes two degrees of dependency (bina' and wasl). 
It is important to pay attention to the emphasis on the 'process-
like' description of syntactic analysis. Haj-Salah stresses this point 
and he is right in tracing it back to the early Arab grammarians. As 
we have seen above, Carter refers to three word categories, but to at 
least 70 function classes in Sibawayhi's Kitäb, which arc all labelled 
in terms of processes (cf. Carter, 1973). The 'production' character 
of communication is indeed reflected in the description of language 
as the involvement of items in a production process.The place of 
items in the communication process is fixed by the language code 
(wad' alluga) agreed upon by the language users. The relationship 
between items in this process is essentially one of dependency which 
is twofold in nature depending on the relationship involved, i.e. the 
dependency between basic units of an utterance (bina) and the 
dependency between the elements which constitute a derived 
structure of one of the production schemes (wa?l). But the 
description of language as the interaction of items in a process, 
according to rules by convention agreed upon, has clearly a syntactic 
(the interaction of items in a process of communication) and a 
semantic dimension (according to rules agreed upon).15 
1 5
 In Haj-Salah, 1989b, с and d the author discusses the same topics in relation 
to the interdisciplinary Held of the automatic processing of natural languages. 
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2.1.4 Arab Grammarians, predecessors of Chomsky, Dik 
and Cook 
In this section we present the view of alWaer about a "modem and 
realistic sentential theory of basic structures in Standard Arabic" 
(1983; 1989). Traditional and contemporary linguistic frameworks 
should be combined in order to produce a new, realistic, more 
comprehensive and more adequate framework for the analysis of 
Arabic sentences. In a first move he identifies Sibawayhi's logical 
concept of sentence structure with Chomsky's core grammar (cf. 
Chomsky, 1977) but mentions two differences: the Arabic lexical 
organisation does not submit to Chomsky's lexicalist hypothesis,16 
and object NPs do not agree with Chomsky's topicalisation rule, in 
other words the basic order of the Arabic sentence structure is base 
generated but derived structures are the result of a move-α 
transformation (cf. alWaer, 1989: 196).17 
As most of the Arab grammarians were only interested in a 
purely syntactic analysis, still according to alWaer, they passed over 
the functional aspects of 'transformational' variations on the basic 
sentence structures except for alGurgäni (d. 471/1078) who 
explained syntactic changes in terms of functional roles quite similar 
to those developed by Dik in his Functional Grammar (cf. Dik, 
1978; Moutaouakil, 1989). alGurgäni sought, however, "a more 
comprehensive explanation ... and established a presuppositional 
semantic system by which we can figure out the nature of the 
preposed and postposed constituents" (cf. alWaer, 1989: 211). 
The correlation between differences in syntactic structure and 
differences in semantic function has fully been appreciated by 
alGurgäni. But the identification of a general semantic structure with 
16
 In Arabic there is an overlap in semantic and syntactic properties between 
noun and verb because there is a nominal subcategory (the participles and 
infinitives) marked for -«-verbal (+V) and, as a consequence, a verbal 
subcategory marked for -mominal (+N) (cf. alWaer, 1989:181). 
17
 See also Bakir (1980:151 ff). 
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different syntactic structures of preposing is, according to alWaer, 
without doubt the merit of Ibn Ginni (d. 392/1002). In his Haçais 
(I: 343) Ibn Ginni distinguished syntactically between a preposed 
topic {zayd) and a postposed agent (zayd), but in connection with the 
comment (qämä) and predicate (qäma) the communication yields a 
semantically identical but linguistically different result: 
zaydun qäma qâma zaydun 
topic comment predicate postposed agent 
zayd rose-he rose-be zayd 
Zayd, he rose Zayd rose. 
A comparison with Cook's semantic framework (1979) is for alWaer 
self-evident because of the former's identification of case roles with 
different syntactic realisations. alWaer focuses on a considerable 
degree of correspondence between the linguistic approach of the 
Arab grammarians to language and that of some modem descriptive 
models aiming at a 'universal grammar' and the understanding of 
linguistic behaviour, but he fails to elaborate on the contribution of 
Arabic linguistics to universal grammar. 
2.2 Modern linguistics applied to Arabic syntax 
description 
Instead of a comparison between Arabic grammatical theory and 
other linguistic models some linguists have limited themselves 
deliberately to the description of Arabic syntax by means of a certain 
linguistic method or a specific language theory like that of Immediate 
Constituent analysis (1С), Dependency Grammar (DG), 
Transformational Generative grammar (TG) and their offshoots. The 
development of such a descriptive linguistic model is sometimes 
significantly influenced by characteristics proper to the specific 
natural language being described (in most cases English) which can 
make the use of the model for the description of other natural 
languages less appropriate. With this remark in mind we will discuss 
some attempts to describe Arabic syntax by means of modern 
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linguistic methods or according to one of the linguistic theories, but 
only as far as this may explain our choice of a specific linguistic 
model. 
2.2.1 Immediate Constituent analysis (1С) 
We have seen above that Carter emphasised a number of similarities 
between Sibawayhi's method of syntactic analysis and that of an 
analysis in terms of Immediate Constituency (1С). In his Syntax of 
Modem Arabic Prose (1974/5, 3 vols.) Cantarino follows in general 
a "meaning-based theory of grammar" for his syntactic analysis 
instead of a combination of "descriptive and logical notions of 
grammar" (cf. Cantarino, 1974,1: ix). He does not elaborate any 
further on this meaning-based theory, but his approach can easily be 
deduced from the preliminary sections of his first volume (sections 
1-3). After presenting his definition of 'sentence' and its subsequent 
subdivision into a nominal sentence in which only nominal elements 
are used as constituents and a verbal sentence which includes a verb 
as a constituent, he starts discussing the distribution of elements of 
word classes as constituents of the different sentence structures. 
There is no difference between Cantarino's 'meaning-based' 
theory and the 1С approach to syntactic structure which comprises 
the description of word groups constituting a sentence. Even the 
'inadequacy' Carter denounced (a strict linear approach limited to 
surface structure) is included.18 One exception can be made for the 
1 8
 The index clearly reveals this set up. Volume I deals with the basic sentence 
structures in Arabic, their constituents, the functions which they fulfil and the 
categories occurring in these positions. The Volume ends with the procedures 
to negate these sentences or parts of them and to render interrogative these 
sentences or parts of them. Volume II discusses the expansions of the basic 
categories (noun and verb), the "new grammatical category" of the 
prepositions, specific head realisations (numerals, elatives, infinitives and 
participles), some special constructions of expansion and word order in 
expanded constructions. Volume III treats the processes of coordination and 
subordination. 
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expansion of Cantarino's descriptive model with some elementary 
function labels such as 'subject'. Object', 'nominal' and 'verbal 
predicate'. He also describes some functional processes such as 
'deteraiination', 'modification' and 'apposition' but his terminology 
is sometimes inconsistent and ill-considered. He deals, for example, 
with the description of the NP and VP in Volume II, which is 
dedicated to the 'expanded sentence' subdivided in two sections 
dealing with the modification of nouns and verbs respectively. 
The Immediate Constituent (1С) analysis is based on a set of context-
free roles and a dictionary. A context-free rule is a rule in which one 
and only one symbol or non-terminal is being rewritten in one or 
more other non-terminals or terminal values. The grammar assigns a 
phrase structure description to a sentence which may be represented 
in the form of a tree diagram. We will use one of Bakir's examples 
(1980) for illustrative purposes:19 
(1) istarä muhammadun kitäban 
bougbt-he muhammad book 
Muhammad bought a book (Bakir, 1980: 6) 
The set of grammatical and lexical rules that account for sentences 
with the syntactic structure of example (1) look as follows: 
- grammar rules: comment: 
S --> VP. 'S' is the symbol for sentence and 'VF for verb phrase. 
VP --> V, NP, NP. The '—>' represents the expression: 'is rewritten in'. 
NP --> N. A comma separates members of a sequence and a period 
ends each rule. 
19
 One sentence does not represent a language. A set of fonnal rules accounting 
for the syntactic structure of a single sentence does not represent the syntax of 
the language of that sentence, nor should it be considered to be conclusive for 
the descriptive power of the linguistic model. Nevertheless the sentence and 
its fonnal description may serve illustrative purposes in the following 
discussion. 
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- lexical rules: 
V -> "istarä". Double quotes enclose terminal values. 
N --> "muhammadun"; "kitàban". A semicolon separates alternatives. 
This approach is based on two forms of relationship: constituency 
and linear order. The sample grammar accounts for four alternative 
sentences: 
istarä muhammadun kitäban 
istarä kitäban muhammadun 
istarä muhammadun muhammadun 
istarä kitäban kitäban 
The tree diagram of this sentence has the following form: 
Diagram 1 S (1С) 
VP 
V NP NP 
Ν Ν 
istarä muhammadun kitäban 
The formalised grammar does not specify anything about past tense, 
active voice, Vlllth form, unmarked 3rd person masculine singular 
of V. It does not distinguish between an agentive complement NP 
and an object NP. It does not describe the 3rd person, masculine 
singular features of the Ns nor their nominative {un) and accusative 
(ал) case values. In order to account for all these morphologically 
marked features the number of grammar rales for the description of 
V should be expanded with an exponential factor equal to the total 
number of alternatives (2880) from all the different features (7) 
characteristic for elements of the category verb. This brings the 
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number of rules up to 8.3 million.20 We have not mentioned yet that 
the formalised grammar does not account for gender and number 
correspondence between V and the agentive complement NP. We 
believe that for a language like Arabic a pure immediate constituent 
approach is less appropriate. This does not imply the rejection of 
linguistic notions such as constituency and phrase structure. Most 
linguistic theories use these elementary notions but have expanded 
the basic approach of the immediate constituent analysis to remedy 
its inadequacies. The inadequacy of context-free grammars for the 
description of natural language (cf. Levelt, 1974, II: 32 ff) is rather 
caused by the incapability on the part of the linguist to keep track of 
the rules than a consequence of the context-sensitive nature of natural 
language. Most of the syntactic structures in MSA can be described 
by means of context-free rules. 
2.2.2 Systemic Grammar (SG) 
The mention of the structural - functional analysis of grammar 
developed by Bloomfield and Firth and later continued in Halliday's 
scale and category grammar (to become his systemic grammar) is for 
Owens only an introduction to the Arabic theory of structure and 
function, position and realising item. It is a useful aid towards the 
explanation of the Arabic grammatical theory in terms of dependency 
as against immediate constituency and (on some points) systemic 
grammar (cf. Owens, 1988: 31). Moreover, systemic grammar, 
developed independently from American generative linguistics, has 
20
 This calculation is not exact. The distinction in 2 aspects (past and present) 
and 4 tenses (indicative, subjunctive, jussive and imperative) is linguistically 
correct, but mathematically incorrect because one should account for 2 aspects 
and 3 tenses or 1 aspect and 4 tenses, given the fact that non-past is already 
tense. Moreover, the imperative has the feature alternatives 
masculine/feminine and singular/dual/plural, but it lacks a 1st and 3rd person 
realisation. However, the over-estimation will be counter-balanced by a 
similar expansion in rules for other categories, especially for that of the 
nouns. 
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influenced, just like other slot and filler approaches to syntactic 
structure (Pike's tagmemic grammar and the word and paradigm 
model developed by Cook and Matthews), pre- and early 
Transformational studies concerning the Arabic language21 as well as 
research emanating from the English linguistic tradition.22 
It is perhaps its flexibility that makes systemic grammar so attractive 
as a general framework for linguists notwithstanding the fact that "it 
has not been developed with a primary emphasis on formal 
generative rules" (cf. Winograd, 1983: 303). The organisational 
structure of systemic grammar is that of a stratificational model of 
distinct layers corresponding with what we may call a phonological 
component, a syntactic component (including morphology and 
lexicon), and a semantic component. Within each layer (or stratum) 
three different kinds of analysis take place: one in terms of functional 
role assignment easy to formalise, for example by means of role 
registers like those in Augmented Transition Networks (cf. 
Winograd, 1983: 216 ff); one in terms of feature assignment easy to 
formalise by means of Boolean logic; and one in terms of constituent 
structure easy to formalise by means of linear sequences. Realisation 
rules account for the relationship between corresponding patterns on 
adjacent layers not at all easy to formalise because of their complex 
structure. 
We will illustrate the systemic grammar approach as applied to 
our sample sentence istarâ muhammadun hitaban. This sentence 
will be analysed as a clause with a predicative function realised by a 
(finite) verb marked for past tense which precedes the subject. 
Agreement between the (finite) verb and the subject concerns the 
gender and number features. The unmarked declarative type of the 
sentence is reflected in the ordering of the predicate, the agentive 
complement and object functions. The predicate concerns a transitive 
process involving an explicit agent and an object. 
2 1
 Cf. Snow (1965: 1 n. 1). 
2 2
 Cf. among others alKarouri (1980). 
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Figure 1 shows the system network with the realisation rules for 
our sample sentence based on Winograd (1983: 305 ff). The nature 
of the realisation rules is reflected in the different symbols: '+X' 
means the inclusion of function X; 1X=Y' means the conflation of 
functions X and Y; 'X/A' means the classification of function X with 
feature A; X,Y // S means agreement of functions X and Y 
concerning feature S; ' X ^ ' occurrence of X before Y. A 
combination of different rules is equally possible. It may be clear that 
only a part of the overall system network is represented here. 
Figure 1 
— Aspect 
Clause 
ι- Past • 
+Pred>Subj 
+Finite/Verb 
— Finite,Subj//Nuiiü)er 
— Finite.Subj/ZGender 
Declarative 
Unmarked 
• Finite>Subj>Obj 
— Transitivity — Voice — Active 
I- +Pred/Verb L Prrw-e« L 
' Explicit 
ocess L +Agent=Subj v- +Affected 
U +Process=Pred к+Obj=Affected 
L Process/Transitive LProcess>Obj 
When this figure is translated into a generation scheme for our 
sample sentence, this yields the following 'Winogradian' sequence 
(cf. 1983, 307/8): 
Features chosen: 
Clause Aspect Declarative Process Active Explicit 
Realisation rules: 
Feature 
Inclusion: 
Clause 
Aspect 
Process 
Active 
Explicit 
Rules 
+Pred 
+Finite,+Subj 
+Process 
+Agent 
+Affected 
Result 
Pred Finite Subj 
Process Agent AJ 
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Conflation: 
Process 
Active 
Explicit 
Classification: 
Clause 
Aspect 
Active 
Process 
Process=Pred 
Agent=Subj 
Affected=Otg 
Pred/Verb 
Finite/Verb 
Process/Past 
Process/Transitivity 
PreAProcess Subj.Agent 
Obj.Affected 
Pred.Process (Verb Transitive) 
Finite ( ПІ) 0 
Subj.Agent 0 
Affected.Obj 0 
Filling of the constituents: 
Dictionary PredProcess - istarà 
Dictionary 
Dictionary 
Ordering: 
Aspect 
Declarative 
Agreement: 
Aspect 
(Verb, Past, Active, VIII, 3rdPers, Mase, Sing) 
Subj.Agent - muhammadun 
(NP, Proper Name, Indef, Mase, Sing, Nom) 
Obj.Affected - kitäban 
(NP, Common Noun, Indef, Mase, Sing, Ace) 
Pred > Subj istarä > muhammadun 
Pred > Subj > Obj istarä > muhammadun > kitäban 
Finite, Subj // Gender 
Finite, Subj // Number 
Successful generation! 
This short application does no justice to Systemic Grammar as a 
whole but we like to include it here in order to point to a nice 
solution for the problem of describing alternative linear sequences 
not adequately accounted for by the 1С approach. Systemic Grammar 
accounts for linear precedence by means of the ordering rules which 
we will meet again in the concept of the Generalized Phrase Structure 
Grammar. 
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2.2.3 Generative linguistics 
Chomsky's generative approach as reflected in his Syntactic 
Structures (1957) is for Haj-Salah (cf. 1989: 410-9) just an 
elaboration and formalisation of Immediate Constituency. This is 
clearly a misconception because Chomsky's idea of transformations 
on a basic structure, its formalised description by means of a 'Phrase 
Structure Grammar' and the representation of the results in the form 
of a tree diagram or 'Phrase Marker' are really new. In the following 
subsection we will mention some of the stages in generative 
linguistics as applied to Arabic. 
2.2.3.1 Transformational Generative Grammar (TG) 
The strictly linear approach of Immediate Constituency made it 
impossible to properly handle discontinuities, whether they occur at 
syntactic level (discontinuous constituents) or morphological level 
(internal word structure and paradigms). Agreement phenomena 
which play an important role in many languages were hard to 
describe. Another shortcoming turned out to be 1С's relatedness to 
surface structures so that relationships between structures such as 
active/passive voice sentences, subject inversion in yes/no questions 
and word order variations in general, were difficult, if not 
impossible, to account for. 
It is for this reason that Chomsky proposed a descriptive model 
which consisted of a base component that generates deep structures 
and a transformational component that operates on these deep 
structures and produces the surface structures. The nature, the 
number and the domain of application as well as the application order 
of the optional and obligatory transformations remained to be 
established in further linguistic research on specific natural languages 
before being raised to a general principle in universal grammar (cf. 
Winograd, 1983: 151 ff). TG proved to be a powerful model for the 
description of the language mechanism in general. The principle of 
(irreversible and untraceable) transformations appeared, however, to 
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be too powerful (not only for its use in automated applications) as 
we can deduce from Saad's comments (1982) on Snow (1965). 
Snow was one of the first to describe the structure of Modem 
Written Arabic clauses23 in terms of the then current 
Transformational Generative (TG) theory (1965: 60 ff). However, in 
his study of transitivity, causation and passivisation, Saad (1982: 
32), remarks that "Snow's transformations do too many things at the 
same time". Saad's criticism can easily be extended to other domains 
than passivisation and can even be applied to (early-)TG approaches 
such as those of Killean (1966) and Lewkowicz (1967). 
Another more comprehensive attempt to describe the Arabic NP 
and VP in TG terms is that by Hartmann (1974). Even though her 
study has met with considerable reserve in traditional Arabist circles 
(cf. Ullmann's review, 1977) and has been completely ignored by 
later transformationalists (cf. alKhuli, 1979), it is one of the more 
serious and complete studies of the Modern Arabic language 
mechanism. However, her TG grammar has not been implemented 
into an analytical descriptive model either.24 
Revision of Chomsky's standard theory has been prompted not 
only by the impossibility of automatic conversion of the TG 
formalism into a parser (cf. Peters and Ritchie, 1971), but also by 
concern for the semantic dimension of language. First we see the 
introduction of such extensions to the base component and the 
transformational component like 'syntactic features', the principles 
2 3
 A clause is a sentence which is embedded in the structure of another sentence 
or in a phrase. According to the function such a clause fulfils within the 
sentence we may distinguish between a subject or object clause, an adverbial 
clause and the like. According to the categoría! form of one of the main 
constituents of the clause one speaks about verbal or verbless clauses. A 
distinction in finite and non-finite clauses is meaningless in the description of 
MSA syntax where non-finite clauses simply do not exist (cf. Chapter IV, 
Introduction). 
24
 Muhammad Awwad (1973), Murtadha Bakir (1980), Muhammad Kebbe 
(1979), Doris Travis (1977) worked within the TG frameworic as well. Wise 
(1975) applied the TG model to spoken Cairene Arabic. 
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of 'embedding', 'conjoining' and 'lexical insertion'. Of particular 
importance were restrictions on the transformations and the 
introduction of explicit conditions as, for example, the recoverability 
of deletion. We then witness the development of the transformational 
generative theory into other linguistic models such as Government 
and Binding (GB), or, as a reaction, the development of other 
models like Lexical Functional grammar (LFG), Functional grammar 
(FG) and Generalized Phrase Structure grammar (GPSG). At the 
same time other linguistic theories (e.g. Case Grammar) may be 
incorporated into a certain descriptive model. Finally, other 
generative (Word Grammar) and non-generative models 
(Dependency Grammar) may be selected, and further developed, for 
the description of syntactic structure. In the following subsection we 
only pay brief attention to comprehensive or partial studies 
describing Literary Arabic (Classical or Modem Standard) by means 
of one of the aforementioned linguistic frameworks. 
The elements involved in a TG model are a base component 
generating deep structures by means of a context-free grammar and a 
transformational component operating on the deep structures of the 
base component by means of specific rewrite rules generating 
surface structures. A partial description in terms of the TG approach 
of our sample sentence is presented below. It is based on the TG 
grammar of Hartmann (1974) who distinguishes in the base 
component normal rewrite rules (R rules) and redundancy rules (r 
rules), and in the transformational component function assignment 
rules (Ü rules) and transformation rules (T). We present first the 
appropriate rewrite rules (R#) together with a label table in the form 
of a comment: 
- Base component rules: Comment: 
Rl σ* --> SMOD + σ SMOD represents the sentence modality of σ. 
R2 SMOD -> I, Τ I is the declarative sentence type indicator and 
R3 I --> deci Τ the aspect/tense variable. 
Τ --> past 
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R 4 o d e c i 
R o o ! 
R7KERN 
R8 VKERN 
R9 ARG 
R14AG 
OBA 
R15 VS 
R19aV 
19c (+V) 
19d (+V) 
19e (+V) 
R17NS 
R20aN 
20c (+N) 
20d (+arg) 
(+arg) 
20e(+N) 
20f (+N) 
20g (+det) 
20j (+N) 
20k (+agr) 
- Lexicon: 
-> σι Basic element of the declarative sentence is a 
-> KERN kernel, in our case a V(erbal) KERN(el) which 
contains a verbal syntagm with some ARGu-
ments, i.e. an AGentive complement and a 
Direct Object, both realised by a N(ominal) 
S(yntagm). 
In the rewriting of the verb element values are to 
be declared for time, person, gender and number. 
The passive voice structure is the result of a 
transformation. The lexical verb should match 
the pattern of rule 19e. 
-> VKERN 
--> VS + ARG 
-> AG, DO 
-->NS 
-->NS 
~>V 
->(+V) 
-> (+q tp) 
-> (+x pers, 
+y gen,+z num) 
-> (+V, +_ AG, DO) 
--> N The rewriting of the head of a nominal syntagm 
--> (+N) allows for the declaration of (functional) features 
--> (-t-arg) the value of which refers to the role the head may 
--> (+ag) fulfil (agent or direct object) or the introduction of 
--> (+oba) morphological or lexical features which play a 
—> (+case) role in the marking of a concord or dependency 
-> (+det) relationship with the verb. 
-> (tdefinite +general) 
--> (+agr) 
--> (x gen, y num, ζ case) 
s (t) г y (+V, +. . AG, OBA) 
muhammad (+N; +ag; -Pro, +definite; 1 gen, 1 num; +voc; +count) 
kitäb (+N; -κίο; -Pro, +det; 1 gen, 1 num; +abstract) 
- Function assignment rules: 
Ü1 SMOD = > F S M o D 
Ü2 Fl = > F A U S 
Ü3aFT = > T P 
3bTP¥ > . c < T=>PAST PAST 
Ü8aNS =>SUBJ 
ag 
U9bNSJ =>OBJ do 
Ü10 SUBJ 
OBJ 
Remark that in Hartmann's version function 
roles are assigned in the form of features to 
non-terminals. 
By the following rules case marking in MSA 
= > +Nominative has been accounted for in two alternative 
= > +Accusative versions of which here only the indeñnite 
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Ü12a (+det) ==> F, . . / +N version is used. (+det) 
121F. . . .=> 0 (+det) 
(-def) 
12m 0 = > - n / ( _ ) i r h(+det) 
- Transformational component; 
T16DS+V ... (+N,-Pro, d gen, e num ...) X 
a pers 
bgen 
с num 
1 2 3 
SS 1 , 2 , 3 / 2 = SUBJ 
3pers 
dgen 
e num 
An obligatory transformation which controls gender and number concord between 
verb and agentive complement (2 = SUBJect). 
•ra^ znum
 = = > l n u m
 / « - V - ^ W · * 
у gen a gen / .. (a gen)
s U B J.. 
χ pers 3 pers 
q tp past / FT = PAST 
The verb features are supplied; gender and number are in relation with the 
verb/agent concord. Person is the unmarked 3 person form. The feature 
aspect/tense is realised independently. 
T39DS(zcase) = > 1 case / ( ) 
4 case / ( ) 
^^
 v
 OBJ 
Assignment of the case value for the agent and direct object 
The base component is a context-free grammar. The possible 
descriptive inadequacy of this grammar is undone by the 
transformational component which, however, is responsible for a 
'generative over-capacity' and does not give a guarantee of 
decidability, i.e. the grammar cannot decide within a finite time 
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whether a string is described by the grammar or not (cf. Levelt, 
1974, Π: 145 ff). 
2.2.3.2 Government and Binding theory (GB) 
In his research, partly devoted to syntactic structures in Standard 
Arabic, Aoun closely follows the development of Chomsky's 
linguistic model from its Standard Version (cf. Aoun, 1978 a and b; 
1979) through the Revised Extended Standard Theory (cf. Aoun, 
1979) into the Government and Binding framework (cf. Aoun, 
1981). For example, in 1978 (a) and (b), he discusses the internal 
structure of the NP and explains the specific linguistic facts of 
defmiteness and genitive case assignment in terms of generation with 
subsequent local movement by means of a transformation.25 
Although this transformation does not leave traces, it is supposed to 
be reversible in view of the semantic interpretation of the surface 
structure (see also Owens' remarks on TG transformations, 1988, 
196). 
One decade later, Jamari (1988, 229 ff) objects to Aoun's 
'Homogeneous Specific Principle' (HSP) using strong arguments 
from the same Government and Binding theory which Aoun started 
to work in. Jamari defends the 'Agreement Condition' (AC) 
elaborated by Fassi Fehri for the NP (cf. Fassi Fehri, 1982: 178) in 
which "the surface order of constituents can be taken to reflect the 
Aoun's description of the 'construct state' in Arabic comprises a movement 
transformation of a preposed specifier of a noun to a postmodifying position 
following that noun. This transformation is accompanied by a genitivisation 
rule marking the second element of the construction with a genitive case value 
(cf. 1978a: 31 n. 10). Banti's description of the 'construct state' in Arabic (cf. 
1977: 171) within the same linguistic framework starts from a deep-structure 
consisting of a noun group followed by a postmodifying prepositional group. 
The mies necessary to account for the surface structure consist of cancelling 
the preposition of the postmodifier, a movement transformation of the 
postmodifying prepositional complement right behind the noun it modifies 
cancelling its definite article (cancel P, move Gen, cancel Art). 
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underlying one" (cf. Jamari, 1988: 224). He even presents an 
extension in the form of the 'Condition on Head Feature 
Composition' (CHFC) in order to explain the same linguistic 
phenomena in a larger distribution.26 
Two other, more or less complementary studies within the 
framework of Government and Binding are those of Bakir (1980) 
concerning word order27 variation in Arabic (including matters such 
as: topic, topicalisation and fronting) and Ayoub (1981) discussing 
in detail: topicalisation, WH-movement and the complement structure 
of complex transitive verbs involving a direct object and an object 
attribute. Interesting for us is the remark of Bakir (1980: 14 if) that 
there is no evidence for the existence of a VP constituent in Arabic. 
His statement is based on the work of Saib (1971) in which criteria28 
for the constituency of a string are being tested on the verb and its 
complements in Arabic. As a consequence Bakir states that "Subject 
NPs,29 Object NPs and PPs for which the verbs subcategorise are 
complements of the head V, and are therefore daughters of V" (cf. 
Bakir, 1980: 54 fn. 9). Ayoub (1981: 108 and n. 50) works within 
the same linguistic framework as Bakir does. She adopts the same 
descriptive rules but keeps the question about the projection(s) of V 
in Arabic open and states that the concept of a VP as direct daughter 
2 6
 We refer to this point only to illustrate the detailedness of the discussion, the 
specificity of the arguments used and the horror of the professional lingo in 
which abbreviations in capitals live their own lives while the whole discipline 
has become so vast that it no longer can be overseen let alone mastered in its 
totality. 
2 7
 Another important study about word order in Arabic within the framework of 
Government and Binding is Mohammed (1983). 
2 8
 The criteria mentioned are: the deletability of a string, its movements as a 
whole, its replacement by a pro-form and its interruptability. 
2 9
 In our description of syntactic structures in Modem Standard Arabic Bakir's 
'subject NP' is called 'explicit agent' or 'agentive complement'. 
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of the Sentence node (S) is not relevant in Arabic (cf. Ayoub, 1981, 
145, fn. 52).3o 
2.2.3.3 Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) 
A stronger emphasis on the role of the lexicon (cf. Kaplan, 1975) 
and the intention to make transformations more realistic, or rather to 
restrict the number of transformations (cf. Bresnan, 1978: 36) result 
in an approach which Fassi Fehri uses for the description of the 
Arabic sentence and phrase structure. Returning to the question of 
the phrasal category VP, he identifies the VP as a maximal projection 
of the lexical verb (1982: 100; 343). Also in later work he speaks 
about a VP node but he then states clearly that "maximal projections 
of lexical categories (N or V) are not major phrases. They only occur 
as internal complements to inflectional heads" (cf. Fassi Fehri, 1988: 
189 ff). As for the NP, in the preceding section we hinted at the 
greater role Fassi Fehri (1982; 1985; 1986) attributes to the surface 
structure for the description of the NP in MSA. In the framework of 
Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) it results, among other things, in 
the adaptation of the technical vocabulary: the traditional NP 
becomes 'DP' (Determiner Phrase), the Sentence becomes 'IP' 
(Inflectional Phrase) while 'ip' refers to a 'small clause'.31 It is 
important to retain the division into two components: the constituent 
structure which describes standard context-free surface structures of 
sentences and a functional component which includes functional and 
30
 The mie for Ayoub's maximal V projection S' is: S'[ COMP S[ V - INFL -
NP - NP ]] (cf. Ayoub, 1981: 108). Moreover, we should also mention the 
GB approach of Classical Arabic by Abdul-Ghany (1981) and the paper of 
Mushira Eid about 'Verbless Sentences in Arabic' in GB perspective presented 
at the 2nd International Conference of the Linguistic Society of Morocco 
(1988). 
31
 See (1988:190) for some more terminological adaptations. 
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feature specifications for the elements involved (cf. Winograd, 1983: 
334 ff).32 
Basic components of Lexical Functional Grammar are a set of 
context-free grammar rules including functional equations and a set 
of lexical rules. The context-free grammar generates any possible 
tree and by means of lexical insertion a sentence is derived. The 
functional equations filter out the sentences which do not correspond 
to a well-formed functional structure. In this way the grammar 
combines a constituent description (c-structure) with a functional 
description (f-structure). The LF grammar below for our sample 
sentence is based on Fassi Fehri (1982: 13 ff; 1985: 80 ff) and 
shows the following stages: constituent structure with context-free 
rules, functional scheme with equation rules, lexicon with lexical 
rules, functional description and functional structure. 
The tree of this syntactic structure and the lexical form can be 
represented as follows: 
Diagram 2 S (LFG1) 
VP 
V NP NP 
Ν Ν 
istarâ muhammadun kitában 
S -> V NP NP 
NP -> N 
Fassi Fehri is one of tbe most prominent Lexical Functional grammarians 
using this linguistic model for the description of the Arabic language. In the 
same context we can mention the name of Thalji (1982). 
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functional scheme: comment: 
S - > V NP 
(Î = i ) (ÎSUBJ) = 
- lexical schemes: 
is tara 
muhammadun 
kitâban 
: V 
Ν 
Ν 
NP 
: i (TOBJ) = 
(ÎTIME) 
(ÎPRED) 
(ÎGEN) 
(ÎNUM) 
(ÎCASE) 
(ÎPRFD) 
(ÎGEN) 
(ÎNUM) 
(ÎCASE) 
(ÎPRFD) 
i 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
s 
= 
= 
= 
The metavariable 'î' refers to the 
mother node and 'i' to the node it-
self. 
PAST 
•istarä<(SUBJ)(OBJ)>· 
MASCULINE 
SINGULAR 
NOMINATIVE 
'muhammad' 
MASCULINE 
SINGULAR 
ACCUSATIVE 
•kitâb' 
- functional description: 
- instantiation of the functional scheme: 
xl = x2 
(xl SUBJ) = x3 
(xl OBJ) = x5 
x3 = x4 
x5 = x6 
During instantiation the 'î' is replaced by the 
variant of the mother and the 'I' by the variant of 
the daughter. 
instantiation of lexical schemes: 
N 
N 
(x2TIME) 
(x2 PRED) 
(x4GEN) 
(x4NUM) 
(x4 CASE) 
(x4 PRED) 
(x6GEN) 
(x6NUM) 
(x6 CASE) 
(x6 PRED) 
PAST 
,istarâ<(SUBJ)(OBJ)>· 
MASCULINE 
SINGULAR 
NOMINATIVE 
'muhammad' 
MASCULINE 
SINGULAR 
ACCUSATIVE 
'kitâb' 
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The tree diagram of this syntactic structure together with the 
equations can be represented as follows: 
Diagram 3 S xl (LFG2) 
Vx2 NPx3 NPx5 
functional structure (f-structure): 
N x4 N x5 
istarä muhammadun kitâban 
Figure 2 LFG 
TIME = PAST 
PRED = 'istara<muhammad,ldtâb>' 
SUBJ = x 3 
OBJ = x5 
x l = x 2 = 
x3 = 
x5 = 
Gender = Masculine 
Number = Singular 
Case = Nominative 
Predicate = 'muhammad 
Gender = Masculine 
Number = Singular 
Case = Accusative 
Predicate =Tcitâb' 
This formalised grammar combines a detailed functional description 
with a fully elaborated lexical description. One should observe the 
feature listings attached to the entries of the lexical schemes giving 
the formalism the appearance of a unification-based formalism. 
These features are integrated in the functional description but there is 
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no formal account of the prevailing gender relation between verb and 
subject (or agentive complement). 
2.2.3.4 Functional Grammar (FG) 
As Winograd remarks (1983: 326) Generative Grammar departed 
more and more "from native intuitions of how to produce and to 
understand linguistic patterns". As a reaction there is a desire to 
return to simpler descriptive mechanisms while preserving the 
precision and the power of the complex Generative Grammar. 
Functional Grammar is such an attempt, and, as the name already 
indicates, functions as well as features play an important role in this 
approach. Moutaouakil (1985; 1989) explores the descriptive 
capabilities of Functional Grammar (FG) with respect to the syntax 
and the feature organisation of the Arabic language. He studies in 
particular 'topic', 'focus', 'theme', 'tail' and 'vocative 
constructions', each with its own pragmatic function. The detailed 
feature description of lexical items and the distinction between 
arguments and optional peripheral satellites in the sentence structure 
makes FG a powerful descriptive instrument. However, as 
Moutaouakil affirms (1989: 154) "a fuller and more precise 
characterisation of the various construction types in Arabic" has to 
emerge from future studies in the framework of Functional 
Grammar. Both approaches (Lexical Functional and Functional 
Grammar) seem to be promising but we are waiting for an overall, 
coherent and consistent description of the Arabic NP (or DP) and VP 
(or ip) in LFG and/or FG terms. 
Functional Grammar combines three sets of rules: base rules, 
function assignment rules and expression rules. They produce a 
predicational structure, a functional structure and a constituent 
structure (cf. Moutaouakil, 1989: 3 ff). The constituents of our 
sample sentence are mapped by a constituent structure tree in the 
form of an 'index' which contains the base rules (Category, 
Patterns) and a listing of the function assignment roles (Predicator, 
Subject, Direct Object). The following figure represents our sample 
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sentence in terms of FG and is based on Dik (1983: 25 ff) and 
Winograd (1983: 328 ff). 
Figure 3 FG1 
Category = S 
Patterns = (Predicator Subject Direct Object) 
Tense = Past 
Voice . = Active 
Predicator = 
Subject = Actor = 
Category = Verb 
Transitivity = Process 
Voice = Active 
Lex = istarä 
Category = NP 
Patterns = (Head) 
Category = Proper Noun 
Gender = Masculine 
Head = Number = Singular 
Person = Third 
Case = Nominative 
Lex = muhammad 
Number = Singular 
Definiteness = Indefinite 
Person = Third 
Category = NP 
Patterns = (Head) 
Direct Object = Affected = Head = 
Category = Noun 
Gender = Masculine 
Number = Singular 
Person = Third 
Case = Accusative 
Lex = kitäb 
Number = Singular 
Definiteness = Indefinite 
Person = Third 
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The constituents realising the functions concerned are described by 
means of expression rules which include, once again, some base 
rules (the 'index') and a listing of features describing in detail 
individual items of the lexicon (see also: Ditters, 1989: 125 ff)- The 
following figure shows the verbal lexical entry which has been 
elaborated in some more detail: 
Figure 4 FG2 
Category 
Transitivity 
Root 
Form 
Tense 
Voice 
Person 
Gender 
Number 
Lex 
= Verb 
= Process 
= s-r-y 
= VIII 
= Past 
= Active 
= 3rd 
= Masculine 
= Singular 
= istarâ 
Gender agreement between verb and subject (agentive complement) 
has been accounted for in the predicational structure; however, here 
it is presented after the sentence description. 
Figures FG3 
Category = S 
Patterns = (Predicator Subject) 
Verb 
3rd 
<Subject Genden> 
Singular _) 
NP] _ 
Predicator = 
Subject 
Category = 
Person = 
Gender = 
Number = 
= LÇategory = 
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In our sample sentence we are dealing with a simple form of 
agreement between verb and postposed agentive complement. In 
Chapter IV we will discuss other forms of agreement as well. When 
we also insert the descriptions of the verb and the verb/subject 
agreement into the constituent structure tree the overall picture of 
nested boxes suggests a strong descriptive power of this formalism; 
moreover, the description appears transparent. An alternative order 
in linear sequence is, however, not so easily accounted for as is the 
case with the ordering rules of Systemic Grammar. 
2.2.4 Case Grammar (CG) 
Case Grammar is, as said earlier, not a complete grammatical theory 
on its own. It deals with a particular form of structural relationship 
between a verbal action or state and nouns or noun groups which are 
marked for their semantic role in this context. Case Grammar then 
should be, and normally is, embedded in an overall descriptive 
frame. Hartmann's description of the syntax of MSA (1974) and 
Kebbe's study of some clause types in Modern Literary Arabic 
(1979) are situated within the framework of Transformational 
Generative Grammar but in both works Fillmore's Case frames have 
been used to describe the inherent features of the lexical items. We 
can also mention the study of alSaffar (1979) in 'case grammar 
terms' and alWaer's mixture of Transformational Generative 
Grammar, Cook's version of Case Grammar and the classical theory 
of the Arab grammarians (1983: 195 ff; 1989; see also above section 
2.1.4).33 
The inclusion of Case Grammar is not because of its formal power 
which should give an even more adequate and coherent account of 
our sample sentence than the preceding formalisations. It is rather 
An opposite stand is defended by Salih who at the 2nd International 
Conference of the Linguistic Society of Morocco (1988) presented a paper 
giving some evidence from the Arabic passive to demonstrate the inadequacy 
of Fillmore's Case Grammar. 
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because of its description of a part, not the most simple one, of the 
structural and semantic relationships within natural language 
utterances, i.e. involving the lexically defined combinatorial 
capacities of individual items. We do not want to enter here in a 
debate about the acceptance of the 6-fold case structure of the 
'young' Fillmore (1968) against the 8-fold case structure of the 
'older' Fillmore or 13 different semantic roles divided over 4 role 
layers which Grimes (1975) distinguished (cf. Winograd, 1983: 316 
ff). 
The basic idea is that in natural language communication a 
regularity of patterning can be observed depending on the selection 
of specific meaning-bearing elements of that language. The layering 
and the number of roles can be increased or decreased depending on 
how a speech community of a specific natural language agrees upon 
the linguistic analysis of its discourse universe.34 But speaking, for a 
moment, in systemic grammar terms the number of choices in the 
different networks (thus also in the semantic layer) for function and 
feature assignment can vary. Applying the concept of case grammar 
(cf. Anderson, 19822: 19 ff) to the description of the case form and 
case relations within our sample sentence we can say that the case 
frame for the verb ¿ry (active, VHI-form) includes an obligatory 
objective (O), an optional (explicit) agentive35 (A) and an optional 
dative (D): 
s г у ( Ш) + [ О (A) (D)] 
3 4
 We want to avoid here any discussion about semantic universals. Syntax is 
our domain of main interest while awaiting an adequate (formal) description of 
Arabic semantics. 
3 5
 The finite verb in Arabic always comprises a value for person be it a neutral 
unmarked one or one out of three marked alternatives. The neutral unmarked 
person value is always followed by an agentive complement in the form of an 
NP or a complement clause. Hence we speak here of an 'explicit' agentive (cf. 
Chapter IV). 
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We can represent the sentence as a sequence of a modality node (M) 
and a proposition node (P). The proposition is made up of a 
predicate (V) and a number of case phrases corresponding to the 
specific case frame of the item realising the predicate. The case 
phrases comprise a case (C) and an NP as shown in the following 
Diagram: 
Diagram 4 (CG) 
К 
/ \ 
С NP 
О 
/ \ 
С NP 
nom N асе N 
sry un muhammad an kitâb 
The descriptive power of case frames can be increased by means of 
the combination of case relations and the imposition of a hierarchy of 
cases. Following in this respect Anderson's ideas about a Lexicalist 
Case Grammar (19822), the label 'erg' (= ergative) combines the 
case relation 'agentive' with the possibility of 'imperativisation' and 
then becomes equivalent to Fillmore's '+animate' feature. When we 
attach the label 'erg' to the case frame in our sample sentence (Шага) 
the proper name muhammad is adequately accounted for while its 
nominative case value here appears as a pure redundancy. In a 
similar way, the objective kitâb can be defined in terms of case 
relations to distinguish its accusative case value marking 
unambiguously from a subject attribute or an adverbial, in Arabic 
equally marked by an accusative case value. 
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In this way one may be able to account for the structure of and 
the relationships within our sample sentence in a coherent and 
adequate way without the need for "deep-structure configurations or 
a trans-derivational constraint" (cf. Anderson, 19822: 44). We do 
not go into any further detail here but refer to Anderson's discussion 
of 'buyV'sell' structures. For the insertion of case grammar concepts 
within a descriptive syntactic model for MSA a number of questions 
still has to be solved; here we mention word order and object-raising 
(in case the object is realised by a pronominal element), concord 
between verb and explicit agent or agreement between agent and 
reflexive pronouns. Case Grammar does not deal with such 
problems. Relations (or regularities in patterns) between the case 
frame of verbal roots and the case frames of their derived stems 
should be described or simply be accounted for lexically. In any 
case, a detailed and consistent description of the complement 
structure of some 7000 odd verbal roots and their derived stems in 
terms of case frames and case relations has still to be worked out. 
2.2.5 Dependency Grammar (DG) 
In section 2.1.2 we presented Owens' comparison between the 
Arabic grammatical theory and Dependency Grammar. He 
emphasises the fact that the Arab grammarians already used a notion 
strongly resembling that of 'dependency' as a basic concept in their 
elaboration of Arabic grammar (Owens, 1984a; 1988). The 
description of syntactic structures in terms of bilateral relations 
within the framework of Dependency Grammar seems to be an 
adequate descriptive tool and a promising approach. It achieves even 
greater adequacy when the concept of dependency is refined 
according to the level of its application as Haj-Salah seems to 
suggest (cf. 1989: 410-32) so that the dependency relation between 
constituents in a sentence (bina' in Haj-Salah's words) is different 
from that prevailing within a constituent (wasl). 
Some more research concerning the application of Dependency 
Grammar for the description of Arabic syntax is going on. However, 
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a first (partial) formal account of Arabic syntax in terms of 
Dependency Grammar (cf. Tosco, 1988), tested on a corpus of 5 
sentences and intended to be used in natural language processing and 
automatic machine translation cannot be considered to be 
representative for Dependency Grammar or the Arabic language, nor 
for any attempt to describe the latter in terms of the first. For this 
purpose Tosco's study is too sketchy and descriptively inadequate.36 
Instead of exchanging constituency for dependency (Owens, 1984c: 
25; Hudson, 1980a) we prefer to incorporate the notion of 
dependency in our descriptive model in terms of Immediate 
Constituency because there are strong arguments that there is as yet 
no other alternative (cf. Mel'Cuk, 1979: 4; 1988). One of those 
arguments is that our descriptive model has been developed into an 
operational analysis system.37 
In the parse tree of his first example the fìrst and only really independent 
element of the sentence, the coordinative particle wa has been put in a 
dependency relation being governed by the verb kernel tastati'. Taking into 
account the rather vague meaning of this particle ranging between 'real 
connective' and 'begin marker' of a linguistic entity, we might accept this 
omission. However, the verbal negator ¡am which governs a 'perfective' verb 
form in the jussive, is also presented as dependent from the verb kernel while 
being a 'closed class adverb'. Such a Dependency model fails to account for 
the dependency relation expressed by means of a mood marker. Tosco's 
grammar has other inadequacies as well. In Alaoui's paper (1988) about 
emphasis in Arabic which discusses the context-sensitive occurrence of an 
emphasised r in monosyllabic words the qualification 'a dependency account' 
is completely misleading. 
This rather indirect argument has already been used concerning TG, LFG and 
FG approaches. Remarks with respect to contents can also be made but should 
be placed in the framework of an exhaustive comparison of the respective 
linguistic theories as regards their descriptive adequacy for a specific natural 
language as a whole as well as their descriptive adequacy for automatic 
analysis purposes. This goes beyond the scope of this study but is being dealt 
with in research about grammatical models and corpus analysis (cf. 
Kamphuis, 1988). 
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Dependency Grammar is essentially a 'head and modifier' approach 
to syntactic structure but not a very systematic one because the 
formal theory of dependency "does not address in a systematic way 
the problem of finding the correct dependency structure for a given 
sequence of words" (cf. Winograd, 1983: 75). The dependency 
structure of our sample sentence can be represented by the following 
two diagrams in which it is illustrated that the agentive and object 
NPs depend on the independent governor istarä: 
Diagram Sa istarä 5b ÇDG) 
Ag. NP Obj. NP 
ι ι I I 1 
muhammadun kitäban istarä muhammadun kitäban 
There exists, however, another dependency relation in our sample 
sentence. The ЧЬитап', '+masculine' and '+singular' values of the 
agentive NP impose a '+masculine, gender value on the head of the 
dependency structure as shown in Diagram 5c: 
Diagram 5c (DG) 
I I 1 
istarä muhammadun kitäban 
~ I 
Owens (1984a) recognises the usefulness of the notion of 
dependency but is well aware of the problem to find operational 
syntactic criteria to determine unambiguously the head element of a 
dependency structure. After exploring a number of solutions based 
on the morphological form, the syntactically obligatory character of 
an element, positional arguments or semantic implications, Owens 
proposes the notion of bilateral dependency: 
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items in a dependency relation are bilaterally related to each 
other (1984a: 34). 
Indeed, sets of words do form recognisable groups, like 'noun 
phrases' ('verb phrases') and 'sentences' (cf. 1984a: 33) but the 
relations are far more complicated. They may be situated at 
phonological, morphological, lexical, syntactic and semantic level. 
Winograd emphasises the ad hoc nature of the parsing process in 
systems using dependency (1983: 75). This has clearly been 
demonstrated by Tosco's (1988) attempt, but the last word on 
dependency has not been spoken. 
Mel'àuk, one of the leading theoreticians on Dependency 
Syntax, illustrates (1988: 49, fig. 2-1) the nature of the dependency 
levels of the sentence representation which increases from simple 
linear chains at the morphological level to two-dimensional trees at 
syntax level and arbitrary networks at semantic level. The meaning-
text linguistic model (MTM) of a natural language L is presented as 
"a finite set of rules specifying the many-to-many correspondence 
between the denumerable (i.e., infinite) set of semantic 
representations of L and the denumerable set of its phonetic 
representations" (cf. Mel'òuk, 1988: 45 ff). The model is an 
equative device statically mapping semantic representations onto 
phonetic representations and vice versa, comprising in this way the 
production and the understanding of speech (cf. 1988,46). 
The term 'equative' calls forth associations with 'equality 
constraints' to be discussed later in relation with unification (section 
2.2.6.3). The notion of 'statically mapping' means that the "relevant 
linguistic information is encoded in the rules themselves" (cf. 
МеГбик, 1988, 45) confirming the static character of linguistic 
structures. The 'vice versa' mapping stresses the bidirectional 
character of language use although МеГбик remains biased towards 
production. The meaning-text linguistic model contains a great 
number of attractive features that make it worthwhile to apply the 
model to the description of MSA. 
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2.2.6 Other linguistic frameworks 
Under this (too) general label we will put together some linguistic 
theories that have been or are being used for the description of 
syntactic structure in Arabic with gradually more emphasis on the 
formalisation of the description in view of automatic processing. 
This is, maybe, not yet the case with Hudson's Word Grammar38 
but we like to mention this work as a development stage in 
dependency structure towards Mel'cuk's Dependency Syntax 
(1988). Early versions of Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar 
(Gazdar et al., 1985) have been used by Yusuf (1983) for the 
description of word order variation in Arabic. Within the GPSG 
framework a powerful formalism has been drafted for which a parser 
generator has been developed so that automatic parsing should be 
possible. As a matter of fact, GPSG will be used by Bremer (1991) 
as a descriptive model in an application for automatic analysis of 
Arabic data. Developments within the GPSG framework form the 
link with the next topic because the Head-driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar has been described as exemplifying "par excellence the 
family of grammatical theories which have come to be known as 
unification-based" (cf. Pollard and Sag, 1987: 7). The importance 
of graph unification for the description of Arabic morphology has 
been defended by Aristar (1987) and the combination of unification 
and computational analysis of Arabic is reason enough to mention 
unification in this context.39 
38
 Cf. Hudson (1976). 
39
 The description of Arabic syntax in tenns of Definite Clause Grammar has 
been developed and implemented for the automatic parsing of Arabic 
sentences. However, with first-order predicate logic we passed the demarcation 
line between linguistic description and formalisation. That is the reason why 
we will discuss Definite Clause Grammar at the end of this section 2. 
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2.2.6.1 Word Grammar (WG) 
Word grammar is presented by Hudson (1984) as a theory of 
language structure which is in itself a special case of general 
cognitive structure. A language is a network of entities related by 
propositions. The basic entity is the word. A proposition is a relation 
in the form of a dependency structure. 
The reason why we mention Hudson's word grammar here is 
that he refers himself (1984: 63 ff) to an application of word 
grammar for the description of (Tunisian) Arabic (cf. Chekili, 1982). 
Hudson sees a certain similarity between word grammar and the 
'auto-segmental' approach to (Semitic) morphology by McCarthy 
(cf. McCarthy, 1981). At the morpho-phonological level word 
grammar may yield an adequate and coherent description by means 
of dependency relations. At syntax level a number of questions 
remain to be solved before we are able to compare the descriptive 
power of word grammar with our approach of 'expanded immediate 
constituency' (cf. section 3).40 
The complex picture Hudson draws of the Vlllth class, past tense, 
simple verb iktataba in Classical Arabic (1984: 64) can also be used 
to represent the verbal lexical entry of our sample sentence with the 
addition of a further specification concerning voice, person, gender, 
number and transitivity. The result is a complex morpho-
phonological network followed by similar but slightly simpler 
networks accounting for the und class, passive participle, indefinite, 
masculine, singular, nominative scheme mu a aun superimposed on 
We are willing to accept a network representation (e.g. Augmented Transition 
Networks) which embodies the best of constituency and dependency but then 
we would prefer to make some other choices than Hudson did, for example, in 
assigning the determiner the head function and the noun the dependent 
(Hudson, 1984:90 ff). A combination of constituency and dependency (which 
Mel'Cuk (1979: 4) accepts with some regret) should allow for a cyclic 
assignment of dependency relations (roughly corresponding with constituent 
boundaries). 
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the consonantal root hmd acting as a proper name and a 1st class, 
indefinite, masculine, singular, accusative scheme ι ä an 
superimposed on the consonantal root ktb acting as a common noun. 
The syntactic and semantic relationships between the constituents 
of our sample sentence are expressed by dependencies and may 
follow the principles sketched in the former section but for the 
moment it is not yet quite clear how a formal description solely based 
on the linguistic unit of 'word' can present an adequate description 
of a language system organised around a highly inflectional, 
synthetic root and pattern system. Given the fact that Word Grammar 
heavily depends on the notion of dependency, new developments in 
WG may be expected from that direction. 
2.2.6.2 Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG) 
Characteristic for the theory behind Generalized Phrase Structure 
Grammar (GPSG) is the consideration of only one level of syntactic 
representation, the surface structure (cf. Gazdar et al., 1985: 10; 
Sells, 1985: 77 ff). Syntactic structures are described in the form of 
context-free phrase structure rules but expanded in a way to handle 
some context-sensitive properties of natural languages. The starting 
point for the Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar was the 
elimination of the transformational component from the grammar. 
The formalism adopted and developed for the representation of the 
rules appears to be very suitable for the automation of the parsing 
process. For us it is interesting to know that a parser generator for 
GPSG has been developed and that this formalism is being used for 
the description of Arabic data and will be used for the analysis of 
Egyptian newspaper data.41 
4 1
 Cf. Edwards (1983), Barlow (1984) and Bremer (1991). An early GPSG 
description of word order in Arabic can be found in Yusuf (1983). A GPSG 
account of relative clauses in Egyptian Arabic was presented by Edwards at the 
2nd International Conference of the Linguistic Society of Morocco, October, 
1988. 
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The GPSG formalism comprises a network of interrelated rules, 
statements and control facilities by which one is able to account for 
the syntactic (and semantic) structures of an utterance without the 
need to go beyond its surface level. Our discussion of the formalism 
is based on Gazdar et al. (1985) and only concerns its application to 
our sample sentence. 
A first pair of rules by which a GPS grammar is defined consists 
of immediate dominance (ID) rules and linear precedence (LP) 
statements (cf. Gazdar et al., 1985: 44 ff). The ID rules describe 
relations between a mother category (= left-hand side) and daughter 
categories (= right-hand sides). The LP statements describe 
precedence relations among daughters. Applied to our sample 
sentence the relevant Ш rules and LP statements are: 
- Ш rules: comment; 
S —> VP The Ю rules here strongly resemble the rales 
VP —> Hv NP NP (istarâ) found in phrase structure grammars. In order to 
NP —> N' distinguish between the head H (or V') of a VP 
Ν' —> Hn (muhammad) (or V) and the head Η (or N1) of an NP (or 
N' —> Hn (kitäb) Ν") we use the superscripts ν (= verbal) and 
η (= nominal). 
- LP statement(s): 
[SUBCAT] < -[SUBCAT] Declared subcategorisation precedes undefined sub-
Hv < NP categorisation. The verbal head precedes any NP. 
These statements condition the precedence (expressed by the symbol 
'less than') of a specific subcategorisation over an unspecified or 
general subcategorisation and the precedence of the finite verb form 
over the following NP(s).42 
Another type of rule is the metarule. In the grammar a set of 
metarules provides "a systematic way of defining new ID rules on 
Word order variation in sequences containing agent and object NPs does not 
have to be described in any detail. 
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the basis of those already included in the grammar" (cf. Gazdar et 
al., 1985: 57 ff)- It is a way of capturing generalisations and 
accounting for regularities involving identical verbal heads. Typical 
examples for the application of metarules are those which account for 
'passivisation', 'complementation', or 'slash termination' 
(controlling unbounded dependencies) and the like. For our example 
there is no need to introduce a metarule. 
Of great use for the description of internal relationships within 
syntactic structures in MSA are the assignment and the subsequent 
manipulation of features by means of feature co-occurrence 
restrictions (FCRs) and feature specification defaults (FSDs). A 
distinction is made between Head-features and Foot-features. The 
former are directly related to the head of a category; the latter are 
related to a non-head lexical item, i.e. some antecedent in the 
sentence which accounts for reflexive or reciprocal pronouns, for 
WH-words and gapping phenomena. Both types of features are 
controlled by the convention that the mother and the daughter (the 
head) are to carry the same features (cf. Gazdar et al., 1985: 50; 79 
ff). 
For our sample sentence there is no need to discuss foot-features 
any further. Head-feature specification, on the other hand, is the 
main instrument to transfer information from one part of a grammar 
rule to another, to impose restrictions on the selection of values or 
categories for the realisation in a given context or to describe 
agreement or concord phenomena between constituents. The features 
and their ranges of values for our MSA sample sentence are the 
following: 
feature value, range comment: 
AGR CAT Agreement concerns categones. Level indication 
BAR {0,1,2} according to X-bar convention. 
CASE {NOM,GEN,ACC) The range of values for case in Arabic. 
CONC CAT Concord concerns categories. 
DEF {+,-} The range of values is: definite and indéfini te. 
DERV (Ι,Π,...Χ ) Specification of base- and derived verb steins. 
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DVN {+,+} Déverbal nouns may share properties with nouns 
and verbs. 
N (+,-} Nominal, non-verbal specification of nouns. 
V {-,+} Non-nominal, verbal specification of verbs. 
GEND {MASC,FEM,BOTH) The range of values for gender. Distinction is 
NFORM {hunäJamma.NORM) being made between the expletive pronouns 
(there, it) and normal (subject) NPs. 
NUM {SING.DUAL.PLUR ] The range of value for number in Arabic. 
PERS {F1RST,SEC0ND,THIRD} The range of value for person. 
TENSE {PASTJND.CONJUS.IMP} The aspect/mood specification. 
TRANS (0,1,2,3 ) Valency of the (de)verbal head. 
- FCRs (feature co-occurrence resuictions): 
FCR01 [VFORM] => [+V,-N| A verb imphes the features ,+V, and'-N'. 
FCR02 [NFORM] => [-V,+N] A noun implies the features ,+N' and '-V'. 
FCR03 [PAST] => [FIN,+SUBJ] A past verb occurs always in finite 
form with a subject marker. 
FCR04 [SUBCAT] r)-[SLASH] Subcategorisation implies the absence 
of an empty category. The bar-0 level 
FCR05 [BAR0] = [Ν] & [V] & [SUBCAT] comprises the category N, V 
and subcategorisation features. 
FCR06 [BARI] ID-[SUBCAT] The bar-1 and bar-2 levels comprise undefined 
FCR07 [BAR2] ZJ-[SUBCAT] subcategorisation features. 
FCR08 [FIN.AGRNP] з [AGR NP[NOM,GEND,SING]] 
FCR09 [AGR] э [-N,+V[THIRD,SING,GEND]] 
FCR10 [TRANS 1] => [NP[ACC]] 
In the FCR rules 8-10 it is stated that agreement concerns the postposiuoned 
subject NP and relates to the gender value and that monotransitivity implies here 
an object NP. The description of agreement between verb and subject NP here is 
a simplification. We will discuss this topic in more detail in Chapter IV. 
- FSDs (feature specification defaults):43 
FSD01 [NFORM] => [NFORM NORM] 
FSD02 [+V,BAR0] => [AGR NP[NOM,GEND,SING]] 
4 3
 As the name of these rules suggests, we are dealing here with declared default 
values for some features attached to some categories. 
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FSD03 -[NOM] 
FSD04 -[ACC] 
FSD05 -rrmRD.SING.gender] 
In the rules FSDOl - OS it is stated that: the default value for the noun is 
'normal'; agreement between verb and subject NP is by default declared at bar-0 
level; the default case value for the subject NP is NOM; the default case value for 
the object NP is ACC; and The default value for the verb with an explicit subject 
NP is THIRD, SING, with varying gender value. 
The combination of ID rules, LP statements, meta rules, feature co-
occurrence restrictions, feature specification defaults and the 
conventions concerning their application allow for an adequate 
account of the syntactic structure of our sample sentence resulting in 
the following tree diagram: 
Diagramó GPSG 
S 
I » VP[AGR NP[MASC,SING]] 
—> HV[PAST>THIRD,SING,Vin,TRANS 1, 
AGR NP[THIRD,MASC,SINGJ] 
—> NP[THIRD,MASC,SING,NOMJNDEF] 
L-» NfTHIRD.MASCSING.NOM.INDEF] 
—» NPtTHIRD,MASC,SING,ACC,INDEF] 
L-» N'fTHIRD.MASCSING.ACC.INDEn » kitâban 
Strong points in the GPSG model are the combination of immediate 
dominance rules and linear precedence rules, the feature specification 
to be added freely to the categories mentioned in the ID rules, the 
possibility to preserve similarities between structures by means of 
meta rules and its capability to deal exclusively with surface 
structures. From the computational point of view the mathematical 
•> ¡starà 
•> muhammadun 
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foundation of the formal theory seems to be solid but indeed 
"somewhat demanding" (cf. Gazdar et al., 1985: ix). 
2.2.6.3 Unification-based Grammars (UG) 
Winograd places unification within the framework of Functional 
Grammar and describes it as the step by step production of a 
complete functional description of a string by accumulating parts of 
the description according to the patterns allowed by the grammar 
rules (cf. Winograd, 1983: 333). According to Sag's 'informal 
paper' (Sag et al., 1986) "many current linguistic theories - including 
Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG), Generalized Phrase Structure 
Grammar (GPSG), Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar 
(HPSG), and categorial grammar (CG) - fall within a general 
framework of UNIFICATION GRAMMAR". Aristar (1987), working in 
the field of natural language processing and artificial intelligence, 
applies graph unification for the construction of an analyser of 
Arabic morphology. He argues that the progressive disambiguation 
of alternative interpretations with a single analysis result at the end 
will solve some major problems when dealing with Arabic 
morphology. 
The Arabic language system combines in a subtle way 
derivational and inflectional morphology (cf. Aristar, 1987: 68 ff). 
Arabic morphology is based on the expansion of a three or four 
consonantal root with a superimposed stem and form pattern as well 
as a number of affixes (prefixes, infixes and suffixes) specifying an 
x-number of alternative values. An entire string must be analysed 
before recognition of its constituents is possible which entails a 
considerable increase in the number of rules required for the 
segmentation of a string into its phonological, morphological and 
lexical components. The only way to describe a string in an adequate 
way and within reasonable time is to use the principle of 
'unification'. 
The notion of unification may be interesting for us. As a matter 
of fact, a graph is a listing of the potential 'width' of a string or the 
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(analysis) results obtained so far according to a number of structural 
patterns described in the rules of a certain language system (= 
grammar). 'Unification' is then the progressive elimination of 
alternative interpretations on the basis of accumulated information. A 
similar approach will be incorporated in our descriptive model which 
may yield the same advantages as Aristar claims for his application 
of graph unification: the problem of the pervasive discontinuity 
vanishes; the unifications themselves act as constraints on 
morphological interpretation; and there is no separation between 
morphology and syntax (cf. Aristar, 1987: 73). 
In a collective presentation of unification grammar the conclusion is 
reached that "explanatory accounts of syntactic phenomena can be 
provided in a monotonie system of equality constraints over partial 
information structures associated with structured expressions" (cf. 
Sag et al., 1986: 44). This may be as obvious as the statement that 
linguistic structures can be described by stating constraints as 
equality conditions and gradually merging the information that has 
been obtained bit by bit. For us it may be useful to apply the 
principles of unification to our sample sentence on the basis of 
Aristar's paper (1987). As a matter of fact, in our discussion of 
some formal properties of Lexical-Functional Grammar, Functional 
Grammar, Case Grammar and Generalized Phrase Structure 
Grammar we have come across the notions of feature specification 
and feature structure. Unification is based on the progressive 
merging of linguistic information obtained from the application of 
interpretation rules to linguistic structures. 
The linear morphological analysis of the input string Шага 
muhammadun kitäban will only yield the following feature structure 
after matching all the components of the first string of letters of the 
sample sentence. The colon represents the identity symbol of the 
equality constraint. 
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Figure 6 UG1 
Cat verb 
aspect: past 
form: VIII 
voice: active 
type: defective 
root: s г y 
trans: dir.obj 
agent: [pers: third 
gender: masculine 
number: singular] 
The first string does not constitute an independent linguistic unit 
according to the given formalised grammar (see the syntactic rules 
below) nor has an end symbol been detected. Therefore the analyser 
continues with the second string of letters which is recognised as a 
participle of the Und form after the interpretation of the geminated 
second consonantal radical. Matching the following vowel, the 
linguistic information becomes more precise because the string may 
match a und form passive participle of a consonantal root including a 
h and an m to be completed by a d: 
Figure? UG2 
Cat: noun 
sub.cat: participle 
form: II 
voice: passive 
root: hmd 
gender masculine 
number singular 
case: [nominative, 
indefinite] 
The analysis of the final letters will result in a list of features 
comprising the equality constraints: gender = masculine; number = 
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singular; case = nominative; defmiteness = indefinite; category = 
nominal. The alternative lexical value of the string as a proper name 
is obtained from a search in the lexicon. 
Syntactic rules of a conventional context-free type describe structures 
of possible independent sequences including features controlling 
agreement between a verb and a following subject (or agentive 
complement) and the realisation of an objective complement. Our 
very incomplete and simplistic sample Unification grammar will 
comprise syntactic rules, morphological rules, some feature rules 
and lexical rules. 
- syntactic rules: 
S --> VP. 
VP —> V< agr >, NP< agr >, NP. 
NP —> N. 
- morphological rules: 
Mark<VIII fonn> 
Verb agent<third,inasc,sing,defect> 
Vowel patteni<past,active> 
Case<nominative> 
Case<accusative> 
- morpho-phonological schemes: 
Veib-3< ПІ fonn active> —> 'iC ι іаСгаСз' + Verb agent 
Noun<passive participle II fonn> —> 'тиСіаС2С2аСз' + Case. 
- feature rules: 
agr —> V<gender> = N<gendei>; 
case subj.NP = 'nominative'. 
trans ~ > case obj.NP='accusative'. 
- lexical rules: 
V —> 's r y'<I form = obj.>; 
's г y'<VIII form = obj.>. 
N —> 'muhammad'. 
N —> Tcitâb'. 
—> V. 
—> ' '. 
—> 'a/a'. 
—> 'un'; 
—> 'an'. 
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On the basis of these grammar rules the first two strings have been 
matched as a verb/agentive complement combination. Given the 
feature subcategorisation of the lexical verb a direct object MP may be 
expected to follow. The morphological analyser yields two 
alternatives (as shown in the first graph below): a common noun of 
the 1st form root к t b or an infinitive of the IHrd form of the same 
root (pictured in the second graph). The subcategorisation of the 
lexical verb (which requires a 'countable' object) will disambiguate 
the analysis results in favour of the common noun (represented in the 
third graph). 
Figure 8a UG3 8b 8c 
sub.cat: 
form: 
root: 
gender. 
number 
case: 
common 
I 
ktb 
masculine 
singular 
[accusative, 
indefmite] 
The final graph (Figure 9) will have the form as shown at the end of 
this subsection on the next page. It has been gradually constructed 
by merging the linguistic information associated with the individual 
components of our sample sentence presented in the Figures 6,7 and 
8. 
Unification-based grammars are used in the development of 
parsing strategies for natural language processing. The name of 
Pereira frequently emerges in research concerning unification and 
grammatical theory. Together with Warren he is also known from 
the development of the Definite Clause Grammar formalism (DCG) 
which we briefly discuss in subsection 2.2.7. 
Cat: noun 
sub.cat: (common, 
infinitive} 
form: {ЦП} 
root: ktb 
gender masculine 
number: singular 
case: [accusative, 
indefmite] 
Cat: noun 
sub.cat: infinitive 
form: Ш 
root: к t b 
gender masculine 
number: singular 
case: [accusative, 
indefmite] 
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Figure 9 UG4 
Cat: S 
Cat: verb 
aspect: past 
form: Ш 
voice: active 
root: s г y 
trans: dir.obj 
type: defective 
agent: [pers: 3rd 
number: singular] 
feature: agr: [verb.subj] 
agr: [agent: gender: masculine 
subj: gender: masculine 
number. singular]_ 
Cat: noun 
sub.cat: participle 
voice: passive 
form: Π 
root: h m d 
gender: masculine 
number: singular 
case: [nominative, 
indefinite] 
trans: dir.obj 
Cat: noun 
sub.cat: common 
form: I 
root: к t b 
gender: masculine 
number: singular 
case: [accusative, 
indefinite] 
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2.2.7 Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) 
We did not include Definite Clause Grammar among the linguistic 
frameworks because with its first-order predicate logic DCG passes 
the demarcation line between linguistic description and formal 
grammars. As a matter of fact, the distinction between our own 
linguistic descriptive model (to be discussed in section 3) and its 
formalisation in terms of an Extended Affix Grammar (to be 
discussed in the second part of this chapter) paves the way for a 
comparison between DCG and E AG. 
Following Colmerauer's description (1975) of the formalism, 
Pereira and Warren (1980) state that the DCG formalism consists of 
a natural extension of context-free grammars and, while being an 
executable program of the programming language PROLOG, a DCG 
can easily and directly be compiled and implemented as a practical 
system for language analysis (cf. Pereira and Warren, 1980: 231). 
The surplus value of DCGs over standard context-free grammars 
originates from the capability of DCGs to account for context-
dependency (= context-sensitive phenomena), and to direct the 
parsing by imposing conditions on the constituents of a phrase (cf. 
Pereira and Warren, 1980: 244). Except for some "significant 
differences; it seems fair to say that both van Wijngaarden grammars 
(1974) and affix grammars (Koster, 1971) can be viewed as special 
cases of DCGs" (cf. Pereira and Warren, 1980: 234). 
The resemblance between DCGs and Affix Grammars of the type 
we will present in the next section concerns the possibility in both 
grammars to attach features (variables or meta affixes) to non-
terminal symbols by means of which values may be declared, 
restrictions imposed or information transmitted. Both formalisms 
make use of the principle of unification in the analysis process. A 
rather important difference is the implementation of DCGs in a 
dynamic deterministic programming language (PROLOG). This 
implies that "the grammar rules are used top-down, one at a time, 
and that goals (or procedure calls) in a rule are executed from left to 
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right" (cf. Mehdi, 1986: 604). An Affix grammar of the type used 
for the description of syntactic structures in MSA remains (also 
when implemented) basically a static non-deterministic formalism. 
Continuing the line of the preceding sections we will now 
present a description of our sample sentence in terms of the DCG 
formalism. Written in PROLOG, such a sample grammar may contain 
the following rules: 
sentence(s(VP)) —> verb_phrase(VP). 
verb_phrase(vp(TV ,ΝΡ,ΝΡ)) —> trans_verb(N,TV), noun_phrase(N,NP), 
noun_phrase(NP). 
noun_phrase(masc,smg, np{Name)) --> name(Name). 
noun_phrase(np(Noun)) —> noun(Noun). 
trans_verb(N,tv(RooO) —> [W], {isjnins(W,N,Root)}. 
name(name(W)) —> [W], (is_name(W)}. 
noun(noun(W)) — > [W], {is_noun(W)}. 
is_name(muhammad,masc,sing,muhammad). 
is_noun(kitäb,inasc,sing,kitäb). 
is_trans(istarâ,masc,sing,istarâ). 
The non-terminals in the context-free grammar rules are compound 
terms controlling, for example, gender agreement between a 
transitive verbal head and a following subject NP (or agentive 
complement) by means of the condition N occurring with the non-
terminal trans_verb(N,TV) and the noun_phrase(N,NP). The 
condition is set on a masculine, singular value for the head of the 
subject NP, but will be expanded in order to account for other 
occurrences of agreement between verb and agentive complement In 
an overall description of syntactic structures in Arabic in terms of a 
DCG grammar the morphological description of the verbal root and 
case assignment will certainly be far more detailed. We only refer 
here to the (limited) Arabic language parser that was written in DCG 
and implemented in PROLOG by Mehdi (1985-7) and to the Definite 
Clause Grammar for the verbal sentence which elShishiny (1991) is 
developing at the IBM Research Centre in Cairo. Also the 
knowledge-based analyser of Gheith and Abou-Ela (1989) uses 
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DCG and is implemented in PROLOG. Therefore it should be 
possible to compare the descriptive power of a DCG for Arabic with 
that of our Extended Affix Grammar. 
3 Proposed linguistic model for the description of Arabic 
syntax 
The discussion, in the preceding section, of different linguistic 
models used for Arabic syntactic description is not intended to be 
exhaustive or comprehensive for the linguistic models concerned. It 
only serves as an introduction to the linguistic model we have used 
for the description of the NP and VP in MSA. 
At first sight it looks as if a 'non-linguistic' argument, namely 
the use of computer techniques as the main instrument in the testing 
of our MSA grammar on language data, has strongly influenced the 
choice and the elaboration of our linguistic model. On the basis of 
this non-linguistic argument transformational generative approaches 
must (for the time being) be disregarded, at least until the power of 
the transformation mechanism has been restricted so that within a 
finite time an automaton can decide whether or not a string is really 
described by the grammar.44 As a matter of fact, the main purpose of 
a linguistic theory can be so specific that this theory becomes less 
suitable for its use in other applications. The orientation towards the 
description and explanation of language universale makes the 
transformational generative approach less suitable for the description 
of the NP and VP in a specific natural language as MSA. On the 
other hand, the use of computer techniques becomes a 'linguistic' 
argument as soon as it may result in an objectively verifiable, 
adequate, coherent and consistent description of language facts. 
The transformational component has been eliminated from the GPSG model 
which remains a generative grammar but not a transformational generative 
grammar. The term 'transformation' is only mentioned a couple of times to 
block any attempt to compare meta rules with transformations (cf. Gazdar et 
al., 1985: 65-7). 
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What we want to emphasise is that the development of a specific 
linguistic model does not imply the condemnation of other 
approaches. Other models may offer at many or some points a more 
adequate, a more coherent or a simpler description of the language 
facts, while possibly their only weakness consists in the 
impossibility of being used in a fully automated analysis process 
because of the absence of an adequate formalism or a parser 
generator to translate the formalised description into a parser. The 
use of such a phrase as 'the development of a specific linguistic 
model' may suggest the creation of a brand-new concept solely to be 
used for the description and automatic analysis of Arabic language 
data. It should rather be understood as a formal linguistic framework 
which is successfully being used for the description and subsequent 
automatic analysis of Spanish (cf. Hallebeek, 1992) and English data 
(cf. Oostdijk, 1991) as well as for Arabic data. In the second part of 
this chapter we will come back to the meaning of some technical 
terms such as 'formalism', 'grammar', 'parser' and 'parser 
generator' which we have used here maybe too loosely. 
Although the purpose of this study is a detailed description of 
two phrasal categories, the NP and VP, we must explain the 
framework in which these categories may occur. Given the fact that 
the sentence is the largest unit of syntactic description, we will 
briefly discuss the basic sentence types we distinguish in MSA 
(section 3.1).45 We will speak in terms of immediate constituents 
about the smaller units in which these sentence types can be 
segmented (section 3.2). In this respect we will make a distinction 
between the function these constituents can fulfil and the categories 
which may occur in these functions (section 3.3). The same 
distinction in functions and categories will be used for the 
description of the elements in which a phrasal constituent can be 
segmented. We assume the existence of only one single and 
therefore central element within the constituent structure of the 
4 5
 For a more detailed account of the top layer of a formal MSA sentence 
grammar see Ditters (1991). 
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phrasal categories to be studied and will phrase their description in 
terms of head and modifier(s) (section 3.3.1) while noting that the 
structure of some other phrasal categories (e.g. the prepositional 
phrase and different clause structures) should rather be described as 
a binary relation in terms of 'header' and 'complement' or 
'governor' and 'dependent' (cf. Mel'cuk, 1988: 23). In this context 
we will speak about relationship and dependency between the 
elements of a constituent expressed by means of dependency 
relations and sometimes (not necessarily always) morphologically 
marked in Standard Arabic (section 3.3.2). With a discussion of the 
phrasal categories as well as elements of word classes and lexical 
entries in MSA (section 3.3.3) the presentation of our descriptive 
model can be considered to be completed. However, we will end this 
section with a few words about the modular structure of our 
syntactic description (section 3.4), the relation between syntactic and 
semantic description (section 3.5), about corpus linguistics, corpora 
and linguistic data (section 3.6) and the short term consequences of 
our approach (section 3.7). 
3.1 Sentence types 
Within the Arabic grammatical tradition (cf. Ibn Ginni, Luma: 39 ff; 
alZaggägi, Gumal: 10 ff; Ayoub and Bohas, 1981; Owens, 1988: 
318) two basic sentence structures are distinguished: a structure 
which the grammarians call a 'verbal' sentence because a verb plays 
the predominant role in it, and another structure which they call a 
'nominal' sentence because the predominant role is preserved for a 
(mostly sentence initial) noun about which a further statement is 
made. In a 'verbal' sentence it is the verb which is the central 
element and assigns other constituents (e.g. an implied or an 
explicitly expressed agent,46 an objective complement) their roles in 
In wbat follows we reserve the term 'agent' for a clitic pronoun as morpheme 
suffixed to the verbal head and referring to a specific person (1st, 2nd or 3rd 
person). We will use the terms 'explicit agent', 'explicitly expressed agent' or 
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the whole of the utterance, and consequently marks them by a 
nominative case value for the agent and an accusative case value for 
an objective complement or a cognate object. In terms of word order, 
the basic structure of a 'verbal' sentence in Arabic, and, as we 
assume, also in MSA, is that of a verb (V) followed by an agentive 
complement (A) and an object (O), or by an object (O) and an 
agentive complement (A) according to the rules described in Chapter 
IV. Without granting any priority to one of the sentence types over 
the other we label the 'nominal' sentence with the symbol Sn and the 
'verbal' sentence with Sv.47 They are subjected to different rules as 
far as concord and agreement are concerned. They have their own 
expressive value and their own domain of application. 
When representing the two sentence structures (Sn) and (Sv) the 
'nominal' sentence (Sn) consists of a 'topic' and a 'comment' 
function. The 'topic' is realised by an NP (usually marked for 
nominative case value) or by a complement clause (or CCL) which 
has been put on the same footing as an NP by the Arab 
grammarians.48 
'agentive complement' for an NP or complement clause (CCL) which 
represents the (implied) unmarked agent of the verb (3rd person) (cf. Carter, 
Sirbini: 10.32 n.2 vs. 7.5 n.l). For the basic functions in the 'nominal' 
sentence we reserve the terms 'topic' and 'comment' and will speak about a 
topic/comment sentence. On this point we fully agree with the need for a clear 
distinction between 'subject' and 'explicit agent' as called for by Carter in 
Sirbini (1981: section 7.51 (1), 159) and will avoid, as much as possible, the 
term 'subject' which does not exist in Arabic grammatical theory,. 
For pragmatic reasons (i.e. automatic translation) Tosco, following alKhuli 
(1979), reduces the nominal sentence to a verbal sentence "assuming that a 
dummy verb 'to be' has been deleted" (1988: 13). With that he leaves the 
domain of linguistic description and enters that of the development of 
computational heuristics. 
A complement clause is a clause introduced by a subordinator. It remains to be 
seen whether a complement clause in topic position, as accounted for in 
Ditters (1991: 228), still occurs in MSA or should be qualified as archaic 
language use. 
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Diagram 7a 
η η 
7b 
TOPIC 
Γ Ν Ρ Ί 
LCCLJ 
COMMENT PREDICATE 
NP 
ADJP 
ADVP 
CL 
CCL 
VP 
The 'comment' function is realised by another NP or some other 
category, for example an adjective phrase (or ADJP), an ADVP, a 
clause (or CL), a complement clause (or CCL), a PP, or a VP.4 9 The 
'verbal' sentence contains a number of function slots for an optional 
sentence adverbial, a predicate function and another (optional) 
sentence adverbial. We are interested in this predicate function 
because it is realised by a VP. 
In Arabic a verb always occurs in a finite form including an agent 
m a r k e r . 5 0 It thus always contains a marked implied agent or, 
4 9
 A sentence embedded in the stnicture of another sentence or in a phrase is 
called a clause (CL). In a topic/comment structure in MSA the dependence of 
the comment on the topic may be expressed by concord phenomena. The only 
difference between a comment realised in the form of a CL and a comment 
realised by a VP is the possible occurrence of a sentence adverbial in a CL (cf. 
in Fig. lb). In many cases a distinction between one realisation or the other 
may be completely arbitrary. In order to reduce the number of grammar rules 
in our formal description we rewrite the clause in comment function as 
sentence (cf. Ditters, 1991). 
5 0
 This implies that a verb always contains a specific value for person, gender 
and number. A verb always contains as well a specific value for aspect/tense, 
mood and voice. Non-finite verbs simply do not exist. Infinitives, active and 
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equipped with a 'neutral' agent marker, governs an explicit agent in 
the nominative case, one or more objective complements in the 
accusative case and/or a prepositional object. Such a 'finite' verb is 
in fact the head of a rather 'heavy' constituent scarcely consistent, 
comparable or compatible with what is usually understood by 
'immediate constituent' analysis unless one acknowledges that it 
really makes a difference whether one deals with English (or any 
other SVO word order language) or with Arabic. It may be clear that 
we adopt a 'heavy' constituent concept in our description of the VP 
in MSA. 
We represented the two basic sentence types each with its basic 
obligatory and non-obligatory functions. Our study is not situated at 
this functional level but on the categorial level just below it. There 
we may meet the two constituents we want to describe in detail, the 
NP and the VP, but we will not consider their function at sentence 
level and as a consequence, we will ignore the marking of the NP 
and VP for that function. 
3.2 Immediate Constituents 
A sentence, the largest linguistic unit of syntactic description, may be 
regarded as a structured whole of smaller entities called 
'constituents'. Conversely, one can also say that linguistic elements 
may be combined in a specific way to constitute a higher unit of 
syntactic description. The terms 'structured whole' and 'specific 
way' both refer to an organisational principle which may be 
characteristic for a natural language or a group of natural languages. 
These terms also imply a part/whole relation between the constituents 
and the sentence. 
By means of paradigmatic and syntagmatic substitution the 
existence of constituents and of a rule system governing the 
sequence of constituents within a sentence can be demonstrated. We 
passive participles do not possess multi class membership in Arabic 
grammatical theory, but belong exclusively to the category noun. 
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will use some of Bakir's examples51 (1980) to elucidate the concept 
of Immediate Constituents for the analysis of sentence stracture in 
MSA. Bakir's first example consists of 3 elements which should 
allow in free word order 6 possible combinations (ABC, ACB, ВАС, 
BCA, CAB and CBA): 
(1) ABC istarä muhammadun (citaban 
has-bought-he muhammad (nom.) book (ace.) 
Muhammad bought52 a book (Bakir, 1980:6,1.1 a-f) 
(2) ACB istarä kitàban muhammadun 
has-bought-he book (ace.) muhammad (nom.) 
(3) ВАС muhammadun istarä kitában 
muhammad (nom.) has-bought-he book (ace.) 
(4) BCA muhammadun kitában istarä 
muhammad (nom.) book (ace.) has-bought-he 
(5) CAB kitában istarä muhammadun 
book (ace.) has-bought-he muhammad (nom.) 
(6) *CBA kitában muhammadun istarä 
book (ace.) muhammad (nom.) has-bought-he 
Bakir considers example (1) to represent the basic, unmarked word 
order of a verbal sentence type.53 The variation on this basic word 
Baker's study is situated in a Government and Binding framewoik and probably 
he does not like to be connected with an immediate constituent approach 
however expanded this may be. Nevertheless, his examples are generally 
accessible and illustrate quite well the points we want to explain. 
The Arabic verb combines a perfective aspect with the past tense and 
represents our present perfect and simple past in one and the same form. 
Hence the translation for istarä may be 'he has bought' or 'he bought'. 
Bakir distinguishes between sentence types which contain a verbal element and 
equational sentences which do not. He speaks in great detail about 
topic/comment structures including a verbal element (his whole Chapter 3), 
but remains silent about equational sentences in the form of a topic/comment 
structure. The reason for this may be a weak differentiation in syntactic 
functions and syntactic categories proper to the framework he opted for (cf. 
Bakir, 1980: 19, note 2; 147 ff). 
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order, which example (2) introduces, is qualified as 'contrasting' 
emphasis. However, in case of the occurrence of a proform the ACB 
order represents the basic, unmarked word order: 
(2') ACB istarähu muhammadun 
has-bought-he-it (ace.) muhammad (nom.) 
The sequences in (3) and (4) begin with an element that is marked 
for nominative case value. They are considered to constitute 
sentences which contain a 'topic' (muhammadun) about which a 
comment is being made. The variation in the comment structure of 
(3) and (4) can be explained in terms of basic, unmarked word order 
(3) and 'focusing' of the element marked for accusative case value 
(4), an explanation quite similar to the interpretation of the 'focused' 
constituent kitäban in example (5). The last possible sequence CBA 
in example (6) is apparently not acceptable in this morphologically 
marked form and Bakir gives the following sequence: 
(6*) CBA alkitäbu muhammadun istarähu 
(def.)book (nom.) muhammad (nom.) has-bought-he-it 
The difference between (6) and (6') is the 'topicalisation' of 
constituent C. Here the condition holds that С should be definite, 
marked for nominative case value and that it should return in the 
form of a co-indexed pronominal anaphora in the comment part of 
the sentence. 
The presence of constituents within a sentence as well as the 
existence of a rule system governing the order of these constituents 
is illustrated sufficiently by the preceding examples. Moreover, the 
combination of a determiner and a noun alkitœbu in (6') showed that 
a sentence constituent itself can represent a structured whole of 
elements which may be expanded with other elements as in: 
(7) ra'ä mustafä musa Iqasira 
saw-he Mustafa Musa the(def.)-short (ace.) 
Mustafa saw the small Musa (Bakir, 1980: 10,1.10 a) 
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The determiner/adjective combination alqasira is an expansion of the 
(invariable) proper noun musa to which it belongs. Relating the 
combination to the other proper noun mustafä turns it into an 
ungrammatical (= unacceptable) discontinuous expansion. The 
relocation of alqasira immediately following the proper noun 
mustafä changes the sentence structure from ABC to ACB. The 
linkage of alqasira to the verb ra'ä yields a syntactically and 
semantically unacceptable structure. In other words, the combination 
of optional {alqasira) and obligatory elements {musa) may form a 
constituent which, in its turn, in combination with other constituents 
{ra'ä and mustafä) may form a sentence. 
A sentence constituent can represent a structured whole of 
elements, but such an element itself may represent a structured whole 
of smaller components. The adjective qasir in the combination of a 
determiner and adjective alqasira can be decomposed in the radical 
consonants q, s and r (denoting a semantic value of 'be or become 
short, insufficient, incapable') and a superimposed vowel pattern a i 
(singled out to denote an element of the semantic function class of 
adjectives). As we are not descending any further to decompose the 
phonemes, we are ready to make the link with the following section. 
In (7) we saw an example of an optional expansion of a noun in the 
form of the determiner/adjective combination alqasira. In (6') we 
were confronted with an obligatory expansion of the noun kitäbu(n) 
with the determiner al. It is not clear, which constituents in the 
preceding examples have an optional, and which an obligatory 
character. At first sight this may depend on the function the element 
concerned has within the constituent or in the sentence. Therefore we 
will complement the Immediate Constituent approach with a 
functional and categoria! description of each of the constituents. 
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3.3 Functions and Categories 
We propose a consistent analysis in alternating function and category 
layers. From the discussion of our descriptive approach so far one 
may conclude that the sentence (occurring in one out of two 
alternative structures) represents the major linguistic category. The 
functions we distinguish at sentence level are: topic, comment, 
predicate and adverbial. They are realised in terms of categories like 
NP, VP, ADJP, PP, ADVP, CCL and CL. The categorial realisation 
of the topic/comment structure in the earlier presented example (3) 
shows the occurrence of an NP in topic function and a CL (or VP) in 
comment function: 
( 3 ) muhammadun istarä kitäban 
topic comment 
NP CL/VP 
muhammad has-bought-he book 
Within the constituent we can again distinguish a number of 
functional elements; each one of them is realised in the form of a 
categorial element. We have mentioned members of word classes 
such as the noun and the verb. We can even go further with the 
principle of alternating the categorial description with a functional 
description. Within word forms we may distinguish in MSA 
prefixed, infixed and/or suffixed functional elements like a 
'predeterminer', a 'case' marker, a 'mood' marker, a 'person', a 
'gender' and a 'number' marker with their respective, usually 
alternative categorial realisations until we arrive at elements which 
are no longer described in terms of functions and categories, but are 
listed as final terms in the MSA lexicon. 
The description of syntactic structures in terms of functions and 
categories yields an appreciable economy, because the description 
can be reduced to an inventory of the functional elements within a 
sentence or constituent and the listing of all categories which may 
occur in that function. But what about obligatory and optional 
functions? 
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3.3.1 Head and modifiers, header and complement 
Above we have distinguished between two basic sentence types in 
MSA: one characterised by the occurrence of two, complementary 
functional elements, and one in which the predicate function 
constitutes the only obligatory element. Within other categories too, 
we may distinguish a structural organisation centred around one or 
two obligatory, central elements. In respect to the NP, VP, ADJP 
and ADVP we will speak about the mono-headedness of these 
constituents. In other words, these constituents minimally consist of 
one obligatory element, the head, which may be modified by 
optional elements. As far as the PP and some CLs are concerned we 
are dealing with a kind of binary structure in which one element may 
precede another but never occurs without the other.54 Describing 
NPs and VPs we will speak in terms of head and modifier(s), in the 
description of PPs and CLs we prefer to use terms such as header 
and complement. Given the fact that the header links up between the 
complement and the rest of the utterance we may also speak in terms 
of link(er) and complement. 
In a 'nominal' sentence it is the topic (a noun or its equivalent) 
which is the central element or head. As a topic it is morphologically 
marked by a nominative case value (or its equivalent), it assigns the 
other constituent (the 'comment' part of the structure) its role (let us 
say modifier of the head) in the utterance, and it marks its modifier 
morphologically (concord or agreement) or by a simple juxtaposition 
relation. The word order in this sentence type is dictated by the basic 
assumption in a topic/comment communication transfer: begin with 
the element about which speaker and listener share common 
knowledge (cf. Owens, 1988: 252 ff). In other words, the 
constituent that is marked as 'determined' or 'definite' figures as 
head in the topic/comment structure. 
Our formal definition of the head of a nominal sentence ('being 
marked as such') may in Arabic well be extended to other 
5 4
 See also Chapter ΙΠ, sections D: 3-5. 
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constituents, mono-headed and binary structures alike. The head of a 
constituent is the first obligatory element that is marked for its 
function at the next higher level. This definition covers NPs, VPs (to 
be discussed in some more detail in the following chapters), ADJPs 
and some other major constituents in MSA which are named 
according to the word class their head belongs to. For categories 
with a binary structure (PPs and some clauses) position and word 
class membership can be seen as marked characteristics of the header 
or link(er) which typically occurs in phrase or clause initial position. 
The names of these categories refer to the class to which the header 
belongs (preposition, relative pronoun and subordinator or 
complementiser). The name may also refer to the function the 
constituent fulfils (complement clause, subject clause, object clause, 
sentence adverbial and the like) or to the form of (one of) the main 
component(s) (verb clause and verbless). 
We do not study the function of the NP and VP at sentence level. 
In other words, we do not discuss the indicative mood value of a 
finite verb in the predicative or comment function of a sentence, nor 
the nominative case value of the head of an NP in the topic or 
comment function of a sentence. However, the marking of the head 
element of an NP and VP in a modifier or complement function to 
the head of another NP or VP should be accounted for within the 
limits of this study. 
As an argument against the mono-headedness or binary structure 
of a constituent can be brought in the, in principle unlimited, 
coordination of heads and complements. It is true that in 
coordination the conjoins have the same function within the 
constituent and are in a similar way marked for their function at the 
next higher level. However, in the occurrence of any kind of 
coordination we will not speak about multiple heads but about 
multiple head realisation. In other words coordination takes place at 
categorial level in a single function slot. We will discuss these (and 
other) topics at the appropriate places in the next chapters. 
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3.3.2 Relationship and dependency 
So far our approach to syntactic structure in MSA includes the notion 
of immediate constituency and analysis in terms of functions and 
categories. We distinguished between obligatory and optional 
functions as well as between mono-headed structures and binary 
structures. A third approach to syntactic structure which Winograd 
(1983: 73 ff) mentions, the slot and filler approach, is implicitly 
included in our analysis by means of the subsequent alternation of 
function and category layers until all final elements of an utterance 
are matched. We will now discuss the notions of relationship and 
dependency connected with the above mentioned approaches to 
syntactic structure. 
The relations prevailing between constituents at sentence level are 
different from the relations which exist between the elements within 
a constituent. The former are of the type of a part/whole relation, the 
latter of a part/part relation. Speaking about the relationship between 
the elements of a constituent (the part/part relation), we should 
distinguish between the direction and the nature of the relationship. 
The relationship may be imposed by the head(er) upon another 
element within the constituent (e.g., the head of an NP in MSA 
imposes a genitive case value upon the head of a following 
postdeterminer). A relationship may be imposed upon the head(er) 
by another element within the constituent (e.g., the head of a 
postdeterminer imposes its own value for definiteness upon the head 
it determines and in this way upon the whole of the NP). The 
relationship may concern the co-occurrence of the head(er) and one 
or more elements within the constituent (e.g., the header of a PP 
imposes a genitive case value upon its prepositional complement, but 
will never occur without a complement).55 
A relationship can be expressed by means of the imposition of 
specific values, a correspondence in values, or by simple co­
occurrence. Examples for the imposition of specific values are the 
In Chapter ΠΙ we will describe these matters in more detail. 
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genitive case (imposed by the head of an NP) upon the head of its 
postdeterminer and the definite case variety (imposed by the 
postdeterminer) upon the head of an NP. An example for the 
correspondence in values is that between the head of an NP and a 
postmodifying ADJP in defmiteness, gender and case. Finally, the 
definite article co-occurs with the definite case variety of the head in 
an NP or ADJP, and its absence may co-occur with the indefinite 
case variety. 
Relations between the elements of constituents can be referred to 
by a multitude of terms like agreement, concord, congruence, 
congruency, correspondence, correspondency, dependence, 
dependency and half a dozen more. Such a profusion may encumber 
the linguistic description, especially when a language system exhibits 
a highly developed morphological marking mechanism for relations 
and dependencies as Arabic does. We want to avoid a proliferation 
of synonyms, near-synonyms or quasi-synonyms and will use the 
following convention to express relationships in the syntactic 
structures we want to describe. We will use the term 'governance' 
for the relationship imposed by the head(er) of a constituent upon 
another element within its area of influence. The term 'mutual 
dependency' is used to refer to the obligatory co-occurrence of 
elements. We preserve the term 'dependence' for the influence an 
optional element may exercise upon the head of a constituent. We 
will use the term 'concord' for the description of concord 
phenomena56 between immediate constituents at sentence level, i.e. 
between the constituents of sentences and clauses. The term 
'agreement' is exclusively used for similar phenomena between the 
immediate constituents of phrases. 
The way in which the governance and dependency relations in 
MSA are usually expressed is morphological, syntactic or lexical 
5 6
 We want to include here what Mel'Cuk (1988: 106-7) calls the anaphoric and 
communicative links between word forms in an utterance. 
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(semantic) in nature.57 For example, we are dealing with agreement 
in 'definiteness' and 'case' between the head of an NP and the head 
of an ADJP in postmodifying function to the head of that NP (cf. 
Chapter III, sections C.3.1 and C.3.5). We will discuss the 
morphological dependency of the head of a postmodifying ADJP 
from the value for 'gender' and 'number' of the head of an NP. As a 
linear sequence of elements syntactic dependency can be observed in 
any syntactic structure. Within this form of relationship the head or 
the header of a constituent is always the source of one or more 
syntactic dependencies. Semantic dependency guarantees, just like 
syntactic dependency, a coherent structure resulting in a 'meaningful 
expression'. However, the semantic dimension of a language system 
is not taken into consideration here. 
Mel'Cuk (1988: 49, fig. 2-1) illustrates the nature of the 
dependency levels of the sentence representation, which increases 
from simply linear chains at the morphological level, to two-
dimensional trees at syntax level and arbitrary networks at semantic 
level. We superimpose the 'equality' relation, which operates within 
the boundaries of mono-headed constituents and accounts for some 
forms of concord between topic and comment realisations. The 
features which play a role in this relationship network, and which are 
used in Arabic to mark syntactic relations, are morphological in 
nature and, for elements of the class of the nouns, concern the 
variables: definiteness, gender, number, person, case. For elements 
of the class of the verbs these features are: aspect, tense, mood, 
voice, person, gender and number. How we will account for these 
relationships will be discussed in the second part of this chapter. 
Other features, denoting semantic values or referring to the subclass 
membership of an element with specific phonological, morphological 
or syntactic properties, will be discussed in the Chapters concerning 
the NP and VP. 
Cf. Mel'Cuk's distinction between morphological, syntactic and semantic 
dependency (1988:107 ff). 
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3.3.3 Phrasal categories, elements of word classes and 
lexical entries 
We already discussed the place of constituents and (phrasal) 
categories in our descriptive framework while speaking about 
functions. The question which concerns us now is the extent to 
which our approach conforms to the Arabic linguistic tradition. Do 
we impose a non-Arabic frame while describing some syntactic 
structures in MSA in terms of NP and VP? 
The NP and the VP are named after their most dominant 
constituent which belongs to the word class of noun and verb 
respectively. It remains to be seen, whether and in what way these 
rather 'Western' linguistic notions of NP and VP adequately cover 
what the Arab grammarians had in mind while arriving at a basic 
division of the 'parts of speech' into 'noun', 'verb' and 'particle'. 
With such a tripartite classification in mind only a 'noun phrase', a 
'verb phrase', a 'particle phrase' and combinations of them may be 
considered acceptable descriptive units (cf. Sibawayhi: В I, 2; Ibn 
alSarräg, Mugaz: 27; alZaggägi, Gumal: 17; Abu Hayyän, Irtisäf: 3; 
see also Weiss, 1976; Passi Fehri, 1988; Owens, 1984Ь and 1988). 
On the other hand, alSäqi (1977: 214) asserts that such a tripartite 
division did not constitute a unanimously accepted principle in the 
Arab grammatical tradition and he presents a division into seven 
parts of speech. 
For Sibawayhi (d. 177/793) the 'noun' as one of the parts of 
speech represents a 'substantial' category which can be realised by 
one or more different members of this category and which can be 
identified by its (or their) distribution. At times he works with the 
concept of the noun and what may be associated with it as a phrasal 
category, but considered solely from a distributional point of view. 
A complement clause and a relative clause were called 'noun' 
because of their functional similarity to nouns (cf. Mosel, 1975: 12-
13; 71-75; Diem, 1974a). 
Owens (1988: 158-62;166) states that the Arab grammarians did 
not use the concept of the NP as a linguistic entity, but that they were 
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aware of the coherency between the elements constituting an NP. 
They defined a number of bilateral relations and described their 
general properties. In this way Arabic theory accounted 'for the 
coherency of NPs by exploiting its own general principles'. We will 
confirm the correctness of this view by referring to the notion of 
dependency within the derivation schemes of the noun and verb (cf. 
the taba'iyyatu 'Iwasl of Haj-Salah, 1989: 410-32). The Arab 
grammarians spoke about the tawábi' (= followers) as the elements 
which 'follow' the noun they modify in its being marked for a 
grammatical function (cf. Ibn alSarräg, Mügaz: 61 ff). 
As far as the VP is concerned, with the theory of 'syntactic 
government' Carnal, 'ämil and ma'muf) of the Arab grammarians in 
mind (cf. Sibawayhi, В I: 3; Owens, 1988: 38 if) it will be easy to 
defend the view that they considered the verb the central element of a 
structure which necessarily contains an agent (/a'//) or its substitute 
(nâ'ibu '¡fa'il), and, depending on the capacity of the verb, one or 
more extensions (jnafuUmafä'il) of the verbal activity. With this we 
have a legitimate historical basis to assign to the 'finite' verb58 the 
central role in the linguistic description of the syntactic structure of 
the VP. It is the basic element which assigns functions to other 
elements within the constituent including an implied or explicitly 
mentioned agent of the verb. 
There then remains the question of the explicit rejection of the 
notion of the VP. As mentioned earlier (section 2.2.3.2) Bakir 
(1980: 14 ff) rejects a VP constituent because there is no evidence 
for its existence in Arabic. Subject NPs, object NPs and PPs for 
In the absence of a 'non-finite' alternative for the verb the terms 'non-finite' 
and 'finite' verb should be avoided because of the connotation of this 
antithesis. In the rest of this chapter we will speak of a 'verbal form' when 
referring to a lexical verb realised in its inflectional form including values for 
'tense' or 'mood', 'voice', 'person', 'gender' and 'number'. It does not make 
sense to speak of subject-less (or rather agent-less) verbs in Arabic because 
each verb always bas a value for person referring to its implied agent от to an 
explicit agent which may take the form of an NP or a 'noun clause' (finite 
clause). 
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which the verbs subcategorise are complements of the head V, and 
are therefore daughters of V' (cf. 1980,54 fn. 9). So the lexical verb 
V and its sisters are represented in the phrase marker under the node 
V'. The question here is not so much the recognition of a coherent 
structure centred around the lexical verb V in Arabic, but rather 
Bakir's refusal to identify this structure V' with the term 
'constituent' because of an apparent difference between an Arabic 
VP (including a subject NP) and the traditional VP of the 
constituency approach for the description of, for example, English 
(excluding a subject NP). For Ayoub (1981, 145, fn. 52) the 
question of the projection(s) of V in Arabic and the concept of a VP 
as direct daughter of the Sentence node (S) is not relevant. Passi 
Fehri (1982: 100; 343) uses the phrasal category VP and identifies 
the VP as a maximal projection of the lexical verb. In later work, 
however, he speaks about a VP node but he then states clearly that 
"maximal projections of lexical categories (N or V) are not major 
phrases; they only occur as internal complements to inflectional 
heads" (Passi Fehri, 1988: 189 ff). 
Within their respective linguistic frameworks Bakir, Ayoub and 
Fassi Fehri describe the same syntactic structure as we do. There is 
disagreement about the label of the V' node but not about what it 
should contain. When we take into consideration that our VP 
constituent is a rather 'heavy' immediate constituent59 (possibly 
including a subject NP, one or more object NPs or PPs), the 
disagreement may be eliminated. We assume that we can use the 
label NP for the description of structures in which a noun is the head 
element In a similar way we assume that we can use the label VP for 
the description of structures in which a verb is the head element. 
5 9
 We may call to mind Chomsky's representation of the internal relationship 
within a VP: [γρ V(NPi)(NP2)] in which: NPj is agentive if governed by V 
with the subcategorisation feature: +Tense, AGR (Chomsky, 1982: 52); NP2 
is objective if governed by V with the subcategorisation feature: -NP (i.e., 
transitive) (Chomsky. 1982: 170). 
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Even with a tripartite division in word classes, the Arab 
grammarians never had a problem in making subdivisions in these 
classes on the ground of a specific similarity in syntactic behaviour, 
the sharing of a phonological property, the expression of a certain 
semantic domain, the incapacity to receive a morphological marker, 
combinations of these selection criteria and a number of other 
distinctive arguments. Typical expressions are, for example: капа 
wa'ahawâtuhâ referring to the verb капа and its sisters which share 
with it the syntactic behaviour of imposing the accusative case value 
on their predicates (cf. Sibawayhi, В I: 21 ff); alfi'lu 'Imudä'af 
referring to the subclass of verbs whose elements have an identical 
2nd and 3rd root consonant (cf. Sibawayhi, В II: 108 ff); is mu 
'Imakän referring to the place in which a verbal activity occurs (cf. 
Sibawayhi, В I: 15 ff). As a matter of fact, we will adopt in principle 
the tripartite division of the parts of speech in Arabic, but we will 
create subclasses when and where judged useful for the description, 
and then preferably in accordance with the Arabic practice. 
Lexical entries are supposed to be the final terms in our 
description. In other words, the analysis of syntactic structures in 
MSA will take place by means of the consecutive interpretation of the 
constituents in terms of functions and categories until the realisation 
of a category is no longer recognised as one or more functional 
elements, but is being matched in the listing of final terms in the 
lexicon. The connotation of the term lexicon with 'dictionaries' and 
'vocabularies' imposes itself but, for the time being, we shall ignore 
any relationship between a formal and functional element of the MSA 
language system with its denotation in the universe of discourse. 
3.4 The modular structure of description 
It is not unusual to divide a linguistic description into a number of 
sections highlighting the specific organisation of a language system. 
A very rough division is that which reflects the elementary 
distinction in building blocks, like a section about morphology, one 
concerning the lexicon and one dealing with syntax. The 
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morphological part then includes in most cases orthography, 
phonetics and phonology. The description of the syntax usually 
contains also a subsection about discourse level, genre, style and 
medium, and sometimes a subsection about rhyme and metre of 
poetic language use is included as well. Sometimes only (a part of) 
one of these building blocks is studied in detail. Such a linguistic 
description can be said to be 'modular' in nature because it encloses, 
for example, a syntactic module dealing with word order, a 
morphological module dealing with feature marking, and a lexical 
module which contains the lexical entries including the entries of the 
phonemic (or graphic) system. 
Such a descriptive order is methodologically correct when the 
final terms of one module constitute the begin terms of another, or 
when the elements of one of the modules (e.g. the morphological 
part) can simply be combined with elements from the lexicon into 
syntactic structures. The organisation of the Arabic language, 
however, is different. In connection with unification-based 
grammars Aristar (1987) explained how Arabic morphology is based 
on the expansion of a three-(or four-)consonantal root with a 
superimposed stem and form pattern as well as with a number of 
affixes (prefixes, infixes and suffixes) specifying a number of 
alternative values. Such a large number of elements involved in the 
language system can be ordered alphabetically, and organised on the 
basis of a root and pattern system that may also contain the elements 
which do not follow this derivational principle in a natural way, but 
are incorporated in a more artificial manner. 
For the description of syntactic structures in MSA its language 
specific (atomic) organisation implies that morphological, syntactic 
and lexical rules can certainly be distinguished but hardly separated, 
and therefore must be put together in a more or less coherent 
phonological, morphological or lexical module. The syntactic 
description of the upper-layers of the sentence may present a more or 
less coherent form, but soon descriptive rules of a different nature 
arc called upon in the analysis process. 
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We, therefore, adopt a concept of modular structure in which the 
categorial realisations of basic functions (cf. section 3.3) are 
described as a whole or in smaller submodules. The descriptive rules 
within these (sub) modules are ordered, as much as possible, 
according to the modular structure we first discussed in this section, 
i.e. on the basis of the nature of the rules involved. For example, our 
description of the NP in MSA constitutes a module dealing with the 
head and predeterminer function within the NP while referring to 
some submodules, one dealing with the postdeterminer function and 
its possible realisations, one dealing with the postmodifier function 
and another with the complement function within the NP. 
One of the advantages of organising the grammar in such a 
modular fashion is that there does not exist a dichotomy between 
morphology and syntax, and that the grammar as a whole comprises 
morphology, syntax and lexicon. The main organisation follows the 
segmentation of the sentence into constituents and their smaller 
categorial components, functions and categories being described top-
down into the lexical entries. The lexicon is an integrated part of the 
description because, apart from some small closed sets of elements 
such as function words and pronouns, the bulk of its contents is 
listed in base forms which, controlled by syntactic rules, are 
completed with morphological affixes to match the language data. 
3.5 Syntactic vs. semantic description 
In this study we have made a deliberate choice limiting ourselves to 
the syntactic description of the NP and VP in MSA. The question is 
whether such a restriction is possible or not. It has just been stated 
that syntax and semantics can hardly be separated, let alone isolated. 
The decision to continue nevertheless with a syntactic description has 
been taken on the basis of a number of arguments, the most 
persuasive of which is: start the study with the part about which 
enough information is available for a formal description, but do it in 
such a way that room is left for a smooth integration of the semantic 
part. The selection of a descriptive formalism in which the 
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manipulation of syntactic features plays an important role may, if 
proved to be adequate, be a good prototype for a descriptive model 
expanded with a dimension to account for the semantic properties of 
the elements involved in the syntactic description. 
The study of the semantic dimension of language in general and 
Arabic in particular was undertaken centuries ago and still continues. 
Ways to include meaning in the formal description of language have 
been suggested and presented by different modern linguistic 
approaches.60 They are predominantly present in different modem 
linguistic (psychologically oriented) approaches, in works dealing 
with knowledge representation and artificial intelligence (cf. 
alMuhtaseb, 1988: 38 ff). In the Arabic tradition the names of 
alGurgâni (d. 471/1078) and Ibn Hisäm (d. 761/1360) are linked 
with the semantic dimension of the language system (cf. Owens, 
1988: 248 ff; for an overview see Moutaouakil, 1980) and this 
tradition is being continued by others (cf. Passi Fehri, 1986). 
However, the time is not yet ripe to include a formalisation of Arabic 
semantics within our description. 
As a matter of fact, we have to accept all the consequences of 
deliberate choices with their restrictions. This also includes the 
consequences of a purely syntactic analysis of linguistic strings. In 
Ditters (1989) we discussed some of these consequences and the role 
of semantics in the automated syntactic analysis of Arabic data. 
Instead of using semantic features for the disambiguation of the 
results of a syntactic analysis, we should allow the formal 
description of semantics to play its own role in the analysis. The 
inclusion of such binary features as '±human', 'tanimate', 'tedible', 
'fconcrete', 'itime', 'iplace' and the like is even for the time being 
beyond the scope of our present study. We are only dealing here 
with the syntactic implications of some 'semantic' notions which are 
morphologically and/or syntactically marked like gender, number, 
60
 Cf. Fillmore's case frames (1968); semantic interpretation in GPSG (Gazdar et 
al., 1985: 182 ff); the notion of 'predication' in Dik's Functional Grammar 
(1981); Mel'Cuk's 'meaning-text linguistic model' (1988:43 ff); etc. 
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person, voice, aspect, derivation (classes of the verb form) and 
transitivity. 
3.6 Corpus linguistics, corpora and linguistic data 
Corpus linguistics is a branch of computational descriptive 
linguistics which studies language use in all its varieties. This short 
paraphrase, based on Aarts and van den Heuvel (1985: 305), 
stresses the nature, method and object of corpus linguistics. The 
reason why we opted for such an approach for our research on 
syntactic structures in MSA is, besides the evident advantages of the 
approach itself (see below), situated in the specific character of the 
natural language involved, MSA. There is no other way but to 
follow a corpus-based linguistic approach for the study of MSA. 
There is no living speech community of MSA. The native language 
of Arabs is one of the regional colloquial varieties. MSA is learned 
as a 'secondary' language at school. Not a colloquial variety but 
MSA is used for any form of written communication in the whole of 
the Arab world. MSA may also be used for 'formal' speech, but 
even then one cannot speak of a speech community. On the other 
hand, however, there exists a living 'writing and' reading 
community' of MSA. Native Arabs may have learned to produce 
mainly written MSA. We want to avoid any problem of native 
language interference. Therefore we limit ourselves to written text 
data for linguistic research involving MSA. The orientation thus is 
one of analysis and recognition. The use of large quantities of data 
calls for the use of computer techniques. The use of large quantities 
of linguistic data calls for the adoption of a corpus linguistic 
approach, especially when computational tools for the syntactic 
analysis of corpora are available (cf. Aarts and van den Heuvel, 
1985). 
Corpus linguistics studies language use in all its varieties 
including differences in register, medium and style. We are, 
however, still in the preliminary stages of a corpus-based syntactic 
study of MSA. We are still building the linguistic and formal 
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descriptive framework required for such a study. Once our 
descriptive model has proved to be adequate, the questions relating 
to the compilation of an MSA text corpus, its size, its contents and 
its coding become relevant. We have started to collect language data 
and to make it machine-readable.61 Some information about the 
Nijmegen corpus of MSA data has been given earlier (cf. Ditters, 
1986: 20) but the corpus has been extended considerably since then 
(cf. Appendix V) and a more detailed description is in preparation. 
For the development of the formal grammar we used samples from 
two short stories of Nagib Mahfuz (1963) and some examples from 
the syntactically arranged data of Cantarino's Syntax of Modern 
Standard Arabic Prose (1974-5). A few samples come from other 
sources. For the testing of the grammar we used a sample of running 
text from a novel of Gassän Kanafäni (1972). A listing of the 
illustrative data is presented in Appendix I and II. 
We end this subsection with a non-trivial remark about our stand 
concerning the form in which Arabic language data has been and still 
is being transmitted, or, in other words, in what form MSA language 
data is being presented and thus available to us. We circumscribed 
the main domain of application of MSA as being the only form of 
written communication. We defined the nature of MSA as being a 
'secondary' language learned at school. We must specify that the 
material form of MSA is a graphic representation in which short 
vowel markers and some other significant graphic signs have been 
left out to make (printing) matters easier and less expensive. MSA 
data is represented in shorthand. The reader thus 'scans' a text 
superficially and interprets its meaning contextually with regular 
backtracking when the intuitive insertion of the missing information 
leads to an unacceptable interpretation or an unlikely message. MSA 
6 1
 We start from the assumption that the printed source data are correct Apparent 
'typing errors', 'mis-spellings', 'borrowings from colloquial varieties' or 'new 
lexical coinages' are recorded as they are. They may yield a failure during the 
parsing. The subsequent analysis of unsuccessful parses will lead to rejection 
of the string, changes in the grammar rules or expansion of the lexicon. 
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is not a deficient language system. Its graphic representation is 
defective. As a consequence, the data for our syntactic analysis 
system have peculiarities which should be accounted for. In other 
words, an automatic parser for MSA data should be designed to 
obtain its relevant information from a subset of all available sources 
used in the language system. Complementing the data by the 
insertion of extra information before the automatic analysis amounts 
to a manual tagging with a subsequent request for automatic 
validation. The same holds for the (automatic) vocalisation of 
unvocalised MSA data in preparation of a completely automated 
process. 
As a solution to this problem we developed a formal grammar 
which accounts for syntactic structures in MSA as a natural language 
system including its complete phonemic potential. Apart from that 
we developed an equivalent formal grammar which accounts for 
syntactic structures in MSA as represented in its most common 
graphic form, i.e. that of unvocalised written text data. 
3.7 Consequences of the choices made 
Our model for the linguistic description of syntactic structures in 
MSA is based on the Immediate Constituency approach. The 
structural description in terms of constituents is basically expanded 
with a description in terms of functions. Each element of the 
description will be identified by a category label and a function label. 
In other words, the analysis of a string yields a labelled bracketing in 
which each constituent is labelled for both its function and its 
category. The description is linear. This implies that variation in 
word order is described by means of alternative sequences. 
In MSA the relation between constituents or between elements of 
a constituent is marked morphologically or syntactically (e.g. by 
means of juxtaposition). We will account for all relevant 
relationships (concord, agreement, adjacency) and dependencies by 
means of role and feature descriptions. In this way we are (also) able 
to account for discontinuous structures at morphological and 
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syntactic level. The principle of recursion is included by means of 
the description in terms of functions and categories. 
The linguistic units of description are the NP and the VP. At 
many points of the description, however, reference could and can be 
made to a higher level of the description, that of the sentence. Within 
the description of the NP such points are the description of relative 
clauses in postmodifier function to the head of an NP, and the 
description of complement clauses in complement function to the 
head of an NP realised by a verbal noun. Within the description of 
the VP such a point is the description of clauses in complement 
function to the head of a VP. Moreover, the VP may constitute by 
itself a complete clause or sentence. For this reason we included the 
description of the sentence in our formal grammar in order to account 
for the occurrence of clauses in a comprehensive description of the 
NP and VP in MSA. This does not mean that all linguistic 
phenomena able to occur at sentence level (and beyond) are included 
in our expanded description of the NP and VP. In particular, 
discourse-linked features are not (yet) accounted for (see Chapter V). 
The strategy employed within the corpus linguistics approach is 
the setting up of a hypothesis about the syntactic structure of the 
natural language involved and its subsequent testing on linguistic 
data from that language. The testing may provide a basis for 
adjusting the hypothesis; the revised grammar is then tested on new 
data. The final result will be a tested theory about the syntactic 
structure of the linguistic unit under consideration. It is not necessary 
to start from scratch with the setting up of the hypothesis. One can 
make use of any reference work since the hypothesis will be tested in 
any case. We shall use works of Sibawayhi, alZaggägi, Ibn Ginni, 
alSartûnï, Reckendorf (1967), Wright (1974), Cantarino (1974/5), 
Dayf (1982) and Owens (1988) as references for a number of 
grammatical topics concerning Classical and Literary Arabic. There 
are two sources figuring as main point of reference for the lexicon: 
the listing drawn from a concordance program on the test data and 
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Wehr's Arabic/English dictionary (1966). In case of doubt alMungid 
(1960) and alMu'gam al'arabi 'l'asäsi (1989) were consulted. 
Summary 
The study of language as a communicative tool has led to the 
development of different linguistic theories about the functioning and 
the internal organisation of natural languages. We were especially 
interested in the way in which the Arabic language has been 
described so far and we presented our own linguistic model for the 
description of the syntactic structure of two phrasal categories in 
MSA. We called our model: Expanded Immediate Constituent 
approach because we started from the basic assumption that the 
sentence, the largest linguistic unit in our description of syntactic 
structure, can be segmented into smaller linguistic units, the phrasal 
constituents. We distinguished between a functional and a categorial 
description of the constituents and described the use of a function 
and feature description to account for relations between and within 
constituents. The selection of a specific descriptive model and its 
expansion were motivated by our intention to base the description of 
syntactic structure of linguistic units in MSA on large quantities of 
authentic language data, an approach which necessitates the 
automation of the analysis process. 
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Part II: Formal Description 
Introduction 
In the first part of this chapter we used the term 'grammar' in the 
meaning of a linguistic description of a specific natural language. We 
saw that for the description of the Arabic language different linguistic 
models have been used, each with their own way to depict the 
language mechanism, to list and to formalise the rules governing the 
system, to describe the elements involved in the transfer of linguistic 
information and to represent their structural organisation. In this way 
we paid attention to different methods for the description of syntactic 
structure in MSA. We finally proposed a descriptive model which is, 
in our view, most suited for giving an adequate, coherent and 
consistent (linguistic) description of syntactic structures in MSA and 
which, at the same time, is suited for automatic processing, i.e., it 
may serve as input for a programmable machine. We will now 
further elaborate on this last point. 
The final form of the linguistic description of MSA must be such 
that it can be used for the automatic analysis of linguistic data. The 
grammar and data must be in machine-readable form and the lexicon 
of the formal description should match whatever may be encountered 
in the data. The real problems are the following: a formalism must be 
found in terms of which the linguistic description can be expressed 
and a computer program (parser generator) must be available which 
converts the formal linguistic description automatically into a parser 
that can be employed for the analysis of the data. These two 
problems are interrelated. A possible solution is to explore what kind 
of parser generators are available and what they require as input. At 
this point we will make a distinction between computer languages 
and formalisms, between compilers and parser generators. 
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A computer language is an artificial language designed as a 
medium for the execution of whatever job is required. Once all the 
steps to be carried out are correctly described in a source program, a 
compiler translates this source program in a target program and the 
computer will execute the target program exactly like it is told to do 
by the program. Such an approach is called 'dynamic' and 
'deterministic'. It is dynamic because there is a beginning and a 
series of steps to be taken leading inevitably to an end. It is 
deterministic because the computer is explicitly being told from the 
very beginning how to start, where to find what it needs for the 
execution of the program, what to do with it, what the next step will 
be and when its activity will come to an end. 
A formalism is also an artificial, formal language but designed as 
a medium for the definition or the description of static structures by 
human beings. Once all the structures to be defined or described are 
accounted for in a formal grammar, a parser generator (= a computer 
program) automatically converts the formal grammar into a parser. A 
computer can take such a parser as input, together with machine-
readable strings defined or described in the formal grammar, and 
give an answer to the question: is this input string defined or 
described in the formal grammar? The answer may come in 
something resembling a 'yes' or 'no'. It may also come in the form 
of a structured whole, a derivation or a tree structure. Such an 
approach we shall term declarative. It is declarative because in the 
formal grammar only structures are defined or described. There is a 
beginning, a series of rules and an end, but there is no logical link 
between beginning and end. It is declarative because it is not the 
computer but the machine-readable data that determine whether a 
match should occur or not, i.e., the parser is dependent on the input 
string for deciding whether or not its structure can be recognised as 
defined or described in the formal grammar. 
We have opted for the use of a formalism, but hedged our bets 
by insisting that a parser generator should be available. The only 
remaining question is: does there exist a formalism with an 
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accompanying parser generator that suits the description of natural 
languages, and if so: what does it look like? It may not come as a 
surprise, but the answer to the first question is affirmative and the 
selected formalism looks like an 'affix' or 'attribute' grammar. With 
the second question we arrive at the main subject to be discussed in 
section 3 after a few words about formal grammars and their notation 
(section 1), context-free grammars, context-sensitive languages, 
parsing and the processing environment (section 2). 
1 Formal Grammars and their notation 
For a formal definition and a good description of grammars as 
formal systems we refer to Levelt (1974). We borrow from him the 
distinction between mathematically oriented models that are applied 
to linguistic theory (Levelt, 1974: Vol. II) and psychologically 
oriented models that are applied to psycholinguistics (Levelt 1974, 
Vol. III). Within the framework of a (n Arabic) natural language 
understanding system a similar distinction is made by alMuhtaseb 
(1989: 14 ff). Here we restrict ourselves to an informal definition of 
a mathematically oriented formal grammar for linguistic applications. 
In our discussion of (some of) the linguistic models that have 
been applied to the syntactic description of Arabic we reproduced 
sets of syntactic and lexical rules which accounted for the structure 
of our sample sentence according to a certain linguistic framework. 
In the general representation these rules appeared like formulas and 
we spoke of formalisation rather than formal grammars. There is an 
important difference between a formalised grammar and a formal 
grammar even when both are used for a natural language application. 
A formalised grammar of a specific natural language is one in which 
a finite set of rules is represented which accounts for an infinite set 
of language sentences in a generalised unambiguous way. A formal 
grammar of a specific natural language is not only formalised but it 
also provides each sentence which a structural description. A 
formalised grammar accounts for syntactic structures. A formal 
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grammar accounts for syntactic structures and assigns a syntactic 
structure to an input string. 
While discussing the sets of formalised rules that accounted for 
our sample sentence, we met a large variety of mathematical and 
logical symbols, technical terms, abbreviations and graphic 
representations. Besides the now generally accepted 'linguistic 
notation' of grammar rules one encounters other notational 
conventions like the Backus Naur form, the Van Wijngaarden 
Grammatical form, mixtures and extensions of these, or still other 
conventions (cf. Kmlee, 1991; Cleaveland and Uzgalis, 1977). 
For the description of syntactic structures in MSA we follow the 
principles that were previously discussed and presented as our 
linguistic model. The set of grammar rules is written down in a 
formal grammar which comprises a start symbol, production rules, a 
non-terminal vocabulary containing the elements of the meta 
language and a terminal vocabulary containing the lexical entries of 
the natural language described. Function and category names are 
good examples of the elements of the non-terminal vocabulary. The 
strings istarä, muhammadun and hitaban are examples of elements 
of our terminal vocabulary. Our start symbol is 'ROOT'. The formal 
grammar itself as well as the notational conventions used come close 
to the Van Wijngaarden CFG form and will be discussed later. 
2 Context-free grammars and Context-sensitive 
languages 
At the end of the last section the DCG (Definite Clause Grammar) 
formalism was presented as a 'natural extension' of context-free 
grammars. There was also mention of the implementation of DCGs 
in the programming language PROLOG and their use as Arabic 
language parsers. So far the terms parser and parser generator have 
been used rather frequently. For a better understanding of both our 
linguistic and our formal description of MSA syntax at this point we 
explain these and some other, rather technical terms. We will briefly 
discuss the adequacy of formal grammars for the description of 
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natural language (section 2.1), parser, parsing, parsing techniques 
and parsing systems (section 2.2) and the processing environment 
(section 2.3). 
2.1 The adequacy of formal grammars for natural 
language description 
The name of Chomsky is connected with the development of a 
hierarchy, a classification of grammar types according to their formal 
power (cf. Winograd, 1983: 143 ff). For the description of natural 
language two types of grammar may be considered: context-free 
grammar (type 2 of the Chomsky hierarchy) and context-sensitive 
grammar (Chomsky type 1). Large parts of MSA syntax can be 
described by means of a context-free grammar. A number of 
linguistic phenomena (e.g. agreement, concord, coordination, 
deletion, discontinuous dependencies, the root and pattern structure) 
are, however, hard to account for in terms of the usual one-level 
context-free grammar (CFG). These phenomena show combinatorial 
behaviour and they depend on the context in which they occur, that 
is to say, they are context-dependent or context-sensitive. Natural 
languages have context-sensitive properties. But this does not mean 
that context-sensitive grammars (CSGs) are more appropriate for the 
description of natural language (cf. Levelt, 1974II: 26 ff). A good 
solution is to expand the context-free grammar with constraints as 
has been done in the DCG formalism as well as in the type of formal 
grammar we shall discuss in section 3. 
2.2 A parser, parsing, parsing techniques and a parsing 
system 
A parser is a "program which determines the derivation(s) of a 
sentence according to a particular grammar" (cf. Grishman, 1986: 
14). The keyword here is the term 'program' because in our 
referential framework 'program' does not mean an arbitrary analysis 
strategy but the automatic conversion of a formal grammar into a 
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computer program that automatically assigns a derivation to an input 
string when recognised as being described by the formal grammar 
concerned. For example, a definite clause grammar for the 
description of syntactic structures in Arabic implemented in 
PROLOG (and thus an executable program) can be used as a parser 
for Arabic. So we can speak about parsers for context-free grammars 
(including DCGs), for transformational grammars and the like. By 
parsing we understand thus the automated recognition of a string as 
being described by the rules of a particular grammar and the 
representation of the result of this recognition process in the form of 
a derivation tree. 
For a good introduction to issues in parser design, dimensions of 
parsing strategy and parsing systems the reader with a linguistic 
background is referred to Winograd (1983: 89 ff) or Grishman 
(1986: 27 ff). There (s)he may find a discussion of different parsing 
techniques like top-down left-to-right parsing, bottom-up parsing, 
sequential and parallel processing. We will say a few words about 
deterministic and non-deterministic parsing, and about dynamic and 
static parsing. Deterministic parsing means that it is prescribed which 
rule of the grammar is to apply at which point of the analysis 
process. The implementation of formal grammars by means of 
programming languages has the effect of a carefully described order 
of steps to be taken, one after another, to execute (dynamically) the 
analysis activity. In our view, however, the syntactic structures of 
natural languages are static in nature. This means that it is not the 
ordering or the sequence of the rules in the formal grammar that 
determines the derivation of a string; rather, the input string 
determines which rules match its syntactic structure. Therefore, a 
completely different approach, for example in Transformational 
Generative Grammar with its dynamic cyclic generation process of 
utterances, did not suit our objectives. For that reason we preferred a 
static non-deterministic formalism to a dynamic deterministic 
programming language application for the description of MSA 
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syntax or for a dynamic deterministic production system with a 
'transformational overcapacity' (cf. Levelt, 1974Π: 145 ff). 
We opted for a formalism well suited for the description of 
properties generally felt to be context-sensitive characteristics of 
natural language, and which after implementation and compilation 
should guarantee non-deterministic parsing of MSA language data. 
The Extended Affix Grammar formalism, a context-sensitive62 two-
level grammar, appeared to be capable of describing (more 
adequately than similar formalisms) most of the 'context-sensitive' 
properties of syntactic structures in MSA. Moreover, a computer 
program for the automatic translation of an EAG into a parser, a so-
called parser generator, has been available since a number of years at 
the Computer Science Department of Nijmegen University. 
2.3 Processing environment 
The development of a formal description of Modem Standard Arabic 
takes place in a theoretical and in a pragmatic environment of actual 
application. The theoretical environment comprises a research 
framework of Arabic and general linguistics on the one hand and of 
corpus and computational linguistics on the other. The pragmatic 
environment, including a theoretical and a practical dimension, 
consists of a laboratory of hard and software tools ranging from 
mono- or bilingual keyboards and terminals to parser generators, 
syntax checkers and linguistic data bases. The reader is referred to 
the standard literature in this field. Further references relating more 
specifically to the research tools available at Nijmegen are: Aarts 
(1990); Aarts and van den Heuvel (1984 and 1985); Halteren and 
van den Heuvel (1990); van den Heuvel (1987); Koster (1991) and 
Meijer (1990). 
6 2
 We restricted ourselves, however, to finite enumeration of the affix values. As 
a result, the desaiptive power of the formalism is context-free, but the 
grammars are much more compact than equivalent CF grammars. 
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3 Extended Affix Grammars 
In the subsections of 2.2 above we surveyed the formalisations of 
some linguistic approaches used for the description of Arabic syntax. 
The tenor of this overview revealed our preoccupation to look for the 
most adequate and consistent linguistic description with a 'faithful 
formalisation'. We are not so much interested in subjecting it to a 
complexity analysis (cf. Barton et al., 1987), rather, we intend to 
use it for an Arabic language parser. 
We are inclined to adopt a form of syncretism in retaining an 
analysis in terms of immediate constituents (1С) and adopting the 
general idea of stratification of systemic grammar (SG), particularly 
the mechanism of ordering rules. The instantiation of functional and 
lexical schemes and its unification-like equations are strong points in 
lexical-functional grammar (LFG). The concept of predication 
schemes with elaborated argument and satellite positions is attractive 
in functional grammar (FG) and could be combined with the case 
frames and case relations compounds of case grammar (CG). 
Dependency as being developed by Mel'ôuk (1988) may become a 
powerful descriptive tool for the analysis of relationships within 
natural language. The combination of dominance rules, precedence 
statements, meta rules and feature descriptions to account for 
syntactic structures on surface level strings combined with a solid 
formal theory may be reason to opt for a GPSG approach, even 
more so when this approach receives an update like that of the head-
driven PSGs and is integrated in unification-based frameworks. Not 
everybody may consider affix grammars a 'special case' of definite 
clause grammars. Nevertheless, DCGs and affix grammars have 
much in common. One should evaluate the two but before we do so 
we will present the form of affix grammars we have used not from a 
computational point of view but from a linguistic point of view as 
used for a linguistic application. 
The development of a formalism in which non-terminals are 
expanded with features (attributes or meta affixes) took place within 
computer science and mainly with the purpose of defining 
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programming languages. As a matter of fact, two formalisms based 
on the same concept. Attribute Grammars (cf. Knuth, 1968) and 
Affix Grammars (cf. Koster, 1971) have been developed and later 
adapted (restricted) for more linguistically oriented applications (cf. 
Watt, 1974; Watt and Madsen, 1983; Kiihling, 1978). The formal 
definition of Extended Affix Grammars (EAG) is given by Koster 
(1971) and Meijer (1986). A number of detailed studies have been 
undertaken since then.63 Therefore we can limit ourselves to an 
informal description of this formalism. We will discuss this 
formalism only briefly because in the next two chapters the use of 
the EAG formalism for the description of MSA syntax will be 
demonstrated as it is applied to the NP and the VP. 
3.0 Components of the EAG 
The EAG formalism consists of two levels of context-free 
grammars. Both levels contain non-terminals, terminals and a set of 
rules. Besides that, the first level which we call the 'hyper grammar' 
since it contains the hyper rules, also contains a start symbol (section 
3.1). The second level does not contain a start symbol because it is 
in its entirety applied to the non-terminals of the first level (section 
3.2). The interaction between the two levels takes place in an implicit 
way by means of identity rules, the consistent 'substitution rules', 
and in an explicit way by means of predicate rules and meta rules 
(section 3.3). The flow of the information through the grammar can 
be used to direct the analysis process. We must say a few words 
about different versions and dialects of the formalism, about 
notational conventions (section 3.4), about restrictions, conditions 
and optimisation (section 3.5). We will discuss a formal description 
63
 The reader is referred to Ditters (1986) and (1991) for a discussion of the EAG 
formalism used for the description of the NP and the Sentence in MSA, to 
Hallebeek (1992) and Oostdijk (1991) for a formal syntax of European 
Spanish and British English in terms of EAG. 
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of our sample sentence in EAG terms (section 3.6) and end with a 
summary. 
3.1 The first level 
The hyper rules of the first level constitute a context-free grammar 
(CFG), i.e. in a rule one and only one non-terminal is being 
rewritten in one or more other non-terminals or terminal symbols.64 
The role of the start symbol is unique because it occurs only once as 
a left-hand side. Other non-terminals figure once in a left-hand side 
and will figure at least once as a right-hand side. The non-terminals 
of the first level are used to describe the functions and categories we 
want to distinguish in the description of MSA syntax covering the 
whole of the largest linguistic unit we want to describe till the 
smallest part of the terminal values such as, for example, punctuation 
marks that we may expect to occur in our data. The non-terminal 
NP, for example, may figure in several right-hand sides at different 
places in the formal description, as a possible rewriting of a topic 
function or a possible rewriting of a predicate function, as an 'NP 
subject' or an 'NP object'. The hyper rules list the start symbol, the 
non-terminals and terminals in a structured way, each rule stating a 
part of the functional or categorial description. A rule may also list a 
number of alternatives as the rewriting of a left-hand side, i.e. a 
function may be realised by different categories or a category may 
contain different combinations of functional elements. So the 
predicate function in a topic/comment sentence structure may be 
realised by an NP but also by an ADJP or a PP. On the other hand, 
an NP may be constituted by a central element alone, by a 
determiner/head combination or it may include other functional 
elements. The different realisations of a function and the different 
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 As synonyms of the term 'non-terminal' may occur: 'non-terminal symbol', 
'non-terminal name', 'non-terminal label', 'non-terminal variable' and 'hyper 
variable'. As synonyms of the term 'terminal' we may use alternatively: 
'terminal value', 'lexical entry' and 'lexical value'. 
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sequences of functional elements will be described in one single rule. 
The form of the rales on this level can be represented by: 
a : b. 
in which 'a' represents a single non-terminal symbol. The symbol ':' 
represents the rewrite symbol and is equivalent to 'is rewritten in'. 
The right-hand side symbol 'b' may be another non-terminal or a 
string of other non-terminals. The right-hand side may contain a 
terminal symbol, a string of terminal symbols, a combination of one 
or more non-terminals and terminals, or it can be empty. Later we 
come back to the representation of symbols and the notational 
conventions. For the moment we continue with the usual linguistic 
rewriting of 'b': 
b : c . 
b : c, "d". 
b : "d", с 
b : "d". 
b : e . 
С : T . 
e : . 
In these rules the terminals 'd' and 'f are marked by double quotes 
and 'e' is an empty string. By means of the context-free rules of the 
first level it is possible to describe many syntactic structures in MSA 
but at the cost of a huge number of rules since elements can vary in 
the realised value for person, gender, number, case and so on. In 
order to account for this and other kinds of language 'variables' we 
use the second level of the EAG formalism. 
3.2 The second level 
The second level comprises the formalisation of the features involved 
in the description. The rules of the second level also constitute a 
context-free grammar, i.e. one and only one non-terminal is being 
rewritten in one or more other non-terminals or terminal symbols. 
However, in contrast with the hyper rules of the first level, the 
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rewriting of the non-terminals of the second level is a 'once-only' 
declaration of the domain of values the non-terminal concerned may 
receive in the current application. The non-terminals of the second 
level are in fact 'features' to be included in our description of MSA 
syntax. The meta rules list the non-terminals and terminals in a 
unilateral way, each rule defining the maximum range of values a 
non-terminal may have. The form of the rules on this level can be 
represented by: 
f : : g ; H ; I . 
g :: J; K. 
in which Τ represents a single non-terminal meta symbol. The 
double colon '::' represents the rewrite symbol and is equivalent to 
'has the declared value of. The letter 'g' represents another non­
terminal of the second level whose value has been declared earlier or 
will be defined later. The upper-case letters Ή', 'Γ, 'J' and 'K' 
represent terminal values. A more explicit example of a meta rule is: 
gender :: MASCULINE; FEMININE; BOTH. 
The non-terminals of the second level with a limited domain of 
values are used to specify characteristics of non-terminals of the first 
level, whether they are non-terminals denoting a function or a 
category. These non-terminals of the second level operate as 
'attributes' of hyper variables to which they are attached. This 
explains the term 'attribute' as well as the term 'affix' in the names 
of the formalisms of this type: attribute grammar and affix 
grammar.65 
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 In this context, affixes are attributes. They derive their name from the fact that 
the finite classification they impose on non-terminal symbols can be seen as 
affixes to the name of the non-terminals at a meta level. The term 'affix' as 
used in linguistics refers to a morphological element pre-, in- or suffixed to 
another linguistic unit (which is the usual meaning of the term 'affix' in 
linguistics). Whenever confusion threatens between the linguistic and the 
mathematical term, we will connect a specifier to the technical term of the 
formalism ('meta affix', 'affix variable', 'affix name' and 'affix value"). 
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The difference between a one-level and a two-level grammar may 
be illustrated by means of a comparison of the following rules: 
One-level 
NOUN 
MASC NOUN : 
FEM NOUN : 
MASC NOUN; 
FEM NOUN. 
SING MASC NOUN; 
PLUR MASC NOUN. 
SING FEM NOUN; 
PLUR FEM NOUN. 
SING MASC NOUN 
PLUR MASC NOUN 
SING FEM NOUN 
PLUR FEM NOUN 
"man"; "boy". 
"men"; "boys". 
"woman"; "girl". 
"women"; "girls". 
Two-level 
NOUN(MASC,SING) : "man"; "boy". 
NOUN(MASC,PLUR): "men"; "boys". 
NOUN(FEM,SING) : "woman"; "girl" 
NOUNiFEM.PLUR) : "women"; "girls 
A full appreciation of the descriptive power of two-level context-free 
affix grammars comes to light while describing discontinuous and 
context-sensitive phenomena. The considerable reduction in the 
number of hyper rules becomes more apparent when one imagines 
that the number of meta affixes attached to NOUN may be extended 
from two (gender,number) to five (definiteness, 
gender.number.person, case) or even more. Nevertheless, a good 
interaction between the two levels and an adequate control 
mechanism are needed in order to achieve optimal functioning of the 
formalism 
3.3 Interaction between first and second level 
Direct control over the two levels of description is guaranteed by 
three types of rules: implicit identity rules, explicit (non-)identity 
conditions and predicate rules. 
The implicit identity rules are inherent in the formalism. It is 
stipulated that the number of meta affixes attached to a non-terminal 
of the first level must remain the same for each occurrence of the 
non-terminal concerned. Once the non-terminal NOUN has been 
equipped with five meta affix positions, the same non-terminal name 
should never occur with a different number of meta affixes, nor 
should these meta affixes occur in different order. A second 
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condition is that identical meta affix names in the left-hand and right-
hand side of a hyper rule imply identical affix values. When 
agreement in 'gender' is required between noun and adjective with 
each of these non-terminals the same meta affix name of 'gender' 
should be associated and the formalism will stipulate identical 
values. 
An explicit (non-)identity condition is a facility to force an 
identity or a non-identity check between the values of corresponding 
meta affixes of different non-terminals at a certain stage of the 
analysis process. If the condition is not met no match will occur. 
Given, for example, a syntactic structure with a WH-word in subject 
position it is enough to recognise an interrogative pronoun as head of 
a sentence initial NP (cf. Ditters, 1991: 214 ff). One can therefore 
insert an equal condition specifying that a match will occur with an 
element of the subclass of interrogatives. 
Predicate rules resemble the explicit (non-)identity conditions on 
the point of requiring specific values to be met. Predicate rules, 
however, allow for a far broader range of comparisons between meta 
affix values than the 'simple' yes/no condition of the identity rules. 
With predicate rules it is relatively 'simple' to describe agreement 
phenomena within constituents and between constituents. For 
example, the 'gender' and 'number' agreement patterns occurring in 
NPs and VPs are 'easy' to describe by means of predicate rules as 
will be explained in the following chapters. 
3.4 Notational conventions 
Earlier (in section 1) we mentioned the most common formal 
notations such as the linguistic notation, the Backus Naur Form, and 
the Van Wijngaarden Context Free Grammatical Form. In our 
presentation of the Extended Affix Grammar we gave some 
examples in a liberal linguistic notation. We will briefly explain the 
convention we will follow in this study, on the understanding that 
the EAG formalism too possesses its 'colloquial' varieties. 
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Non-terminal names of the first level shall be written in capitals, 
those of the second level in lower-case. Terminal values of the first 
level shall be written between double quotes, those of the second 
level in upper-case whether used in hyper rules or in meta rules. A 
colon represents the rewrite symbol for the hyper rules and a double 
colon for the meta rules. Members of a hyper rule are separated by a 
comma, alternatives by a semicolon, and a period ends each rule. 
Alternatives in a meta rule are separated by a semicolon and a period 
ends each rule. Affixes are attached in bracketed lists to the non-
terminal names of the first level. 
3.5 Restrictions and limitations 
The principle of modularity is a strong point of formal grammars. It 
means that a static description of a syntactic structure can be given 
once but called upon as one sees fit. The structure of the NP is 
described once, but frequently used in the analysis process of the 
most diverse data strings. 
The EAG formalism can describe without restriction the most 
deeply embedded forms of right or middle recursion. The version of 
the EAG parser generator we have used for the description of 
syntactic structure in MSA was unable to handle left-recursion 
satisfactorily. It is, however, possible to give an adequate 
description of the NP and VP in MSA without the need to include 
any left-recursive rules. 
The EAG formalism is designed to handle affix expressions, i.e. 
a combination of a number of meta affixes to be interpreted as a 
whole. The version of the EAG parser generator we have used for 
the description of syntactic structure in MSA did not support this 
facility. For different agreement phenomena in MSA such a facility 
might have been useful but its absence in the version we used was 
not insurmountable. 
The EAG formalism is designed to optimise the information flow 
in the analysis process by calculating the shortest match paths. The 
version of the EAG parser generator we have used for the 
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description of syntactic structure in MSA did not support this 
facility. As a consequence, the information flow had to be indicated 
by the linguist who should, under optimal conditions, only be held 
responsible for the linguistic and not for the computational flow of 
information. 
Not the EAG formalism but restrictions imposed by the 
hard/software environment have made it, for the time being, 
impossible to work with unrestricted verb and common noun 
lexicons. Possible solutions to this problem consisted in drastic 
optimisation of the grammar by means of consistent left-factorisation 
or the use of partial lexicons. The root and pattern based derivational 
morphology of the Arabic language may well be subjected to left-
factorisation but the result is hardly more readable or understandable 
by non-machines when the whole description is reduced to a 
successive decomposition into a first element followed by what other 
element may follow. The use of partial lexicons amounts to a 
selection of the entries matched by an inventory of the test corpus by 
means of a concordance frequency count program. 
3.6 Sample EAG 
In the first part of this chapter (Part I, section 2.2) we used a sample 
sentence to discuss some of the characteristics of the formal rules 
applied within the framework of a specific linguistic model. We will 
conclude this second part with a formal grammar in terms of the 
EAG formalism for the same sentence. The tree diagram of this 
sentence has the form as shown at the opposite page. The realised 
values of the meta affixes are presented by a digit or by the first letter 
of the corresponding value ('3,M,S' corresponding with 'third 
person masculine singular'). 
It is clear that the sample sentence does not represent the full 
expressive power of MSA. It is also clear that a set of rules 
accounting for the syntactic structure of this sentence in terms of the 
EAG formalism does not represent the full descriptive power of the 
EAG formalism. Once again, this simplified grammar, based on 
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Ditters (1991), serves illustrative purposes and will be elaborated 
upon in the following chapters. We first present Diagram 8: 
Diagram 8 
VP HEAD 
Ρ,Ρ,Α,Ι,Ν, 
3.M,S) 
I 
V 
Ο,Ρ,Α,Ι,Ν, 
3,M,S) 
PRED (3,M,S) 
VP (3,M,S) 
AGENT 
(M,S) 
OBJECT 
NP NP 
(I,3.M,S.N) (U.M,S,A) 
/ \ / \ 
HEAD CM HEAD CM 
(P,M,S) (W,SM (P.M,S) (I,MS,A) 
PN С CN С 
(M,S) (WW) (M,S) (Ш,8,А) 
istarä muhammad un kitäb 
ал 
Next we present the four types of rule (meta rules, hyper rules, 
predicate rules, and lexical rules); after that a parse tree and a 
comment follow. 
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- meta rules: 
aspect 
case 
defness 
defnessl 
derivation 
gender 
gender1 
gender! 
kind 
mood 
number 
number 1 
number! 
person 
radicals 
trans 
transitivity 
voice 
: PAST; mood. 
: NOM;GEN;ACC. 
: DEF;INDEF. 
definiteness. 
: 1;П; Ш;Х. 
: MASC; FEM; BOTH. 
gender. 
gender. 
: PROPER; COMMON. 
: INDIC; SUBJ; JUSS; IMPER. 
: SING; DUAL; PLUR. 
number. 
number. 
: FIRST; SECOND; THIRD. 
: THREE; FOUR. 
: TRANS; DUR ANS. 
: IN IRANS; trans. 
: ACTIVE; PASSIVE. 
- hyper rules: 
ROOT S 
S PREDICATE(person,gender.number). END MARKER. 
PREDICATE(person,gender,number) : VP(per5on,gender,number). 
END MARKER : PERIOD. 
VP(person,gender,number) : 
VP HEAD(radicals,aspect,voice,derivation,transittvity, 
person.genderl .numberl ), 
SEPARATOR, 
AGENT(gender,number), 
SEPARATOR, 
OBJECT, 
verb agent agreement is(gender,number,genderl,numberl). 
6 6
 Not all the values of the meta affixes mentioned are used in our sample 
grammar. In other words, the listing could be more restricted for the 
description of the syntactic structure of just this sentence. However, the reader 
may now get an idea about a formal grammar accounting for more than a 
single syntactic stiucture. A more complete list can be found in Chapter IV. 
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VP HEAD(radicals,aspect,voice,derivation,transitivity,person,gender,nmnber) : 
V(radicals,aspect,voice,derivation,transitivity,person,gender,number). 
SEPARATOR : BLANK. 
AGENT(gender,number) : NPidefness.THIRD.gender.number.NOM). 
OBJECT : NP(defness,THIRD,gender,number,ACC). 
NP(defness,THIRD,gender,number,case) : 
NP HEAD(kind,gender,number), 
GENDER MORPH(genderl,numberl), 
CASE MORPH(defness 1 ,gender2,number2,case), 
gender number agreement(gender,genderl,gender2,number,numberl,number2), 
definiteness is(kind,defness,defness 1 ). 
NP HEAD(PROPER.gender.nmnber) : PROPER NAME(gender,number); 
NP HEAD(COMMON,gender,niimber) : COMMON NOUN(gender,number). 
- predicate rules: 
verb agent agreement ¡s(MASC,SING,MASC,SING) : ; 
verb agent agreement ¡s(MASC,PLUR,FEM,SING) : ; 
verb agent agreement istMASC,PLUR,MASC,SING) : . 
gender number agreement(MASC,MASC,MASC,SING,SING,SING) 
definiteness is(PROPER,DEF,INDEF) ; 
derinitenessis(COMMONaNDEFJNDEF) : 
- lexical rules: 
PERIOD : ".". 
BLANK : " ". 
GENDER MORPH(MASC,SING) 
CASE MORPH(INDEF,MASC,SING,NOM) "un": 
CASE MORPHÍINDEF.MASC.SING.ACC) "an". 
PROPER NAME(MASC,SING) "muhammad". 
COMMON NOUN(MASC.SING) "kitâb". 
V(THREE,PAST,ACTTVE,\Tn,TRANS,MASC,SING) "istarâ". 
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This approach is based on three forms of relationship: constituency, 
dependency and linear order. The sample grammar accounts for a 
single sentence: 
istarä muhammadun kitâban 
The parse tree of the sentence as it was produced by the grammar 
and the parser generator is represented in Figure 10. 
Figure 1067 
s 
PREDICATE 
VP(THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VPH(THREE,PAST,ACTIVE,Vm,TRANS,TmRD,MASC,SING) 
V(THREE,PAST.ACTIVE,VIII,TRANS,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
istarä 
AGENT(MASC,SING) 
NP(DEF,THIRD,MASC,SING.NOM) 
NP H(PROPER,MASC,SING) 
PROPER(MASC,SING) 
muhammad 
un 
OBJECT 
NP(INDEF,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC) 
NP H(COMMON,MASC,SING) 
COMMON(MASC,SING) 
kitäb 
an 
END 
PERIOD 
6 7
 The transcription of tbe string has been harmonised with the transcription for 
Arabic followed in this study. The rewriting of the VP into a VP HEAD and 
of the NP into an NP HEAD does not come through as intended because of 
the blank between VP (NP) and HEAD. The lay-out of the parse tree can be 
modelled and manipulated by the suppression of non-terminals and predicate 
rules less relevant for the final form of the figure. In this way the sequence 
SEPARATOR/BLANK has been suppressed. The figure shows syntagmatic 
and paradigamatic relationships by means of vertical and horizontal indenting. 
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Comment; 
The meta rules list the domain of values which a meta affix may 
receive. For some affixes we mentioned intentionally more values 
than used in this formal description in order to refer to a more 
comprehensive description of MSA syntax. An affix variable can be 
rewritten into a sequence of alternatives consisting of a value and 
another affix variable, as is done for 'aspect', but one can observe 
that the affix values are declared unambiguously, i.e., there is only 
one path leading to a final affix value even when passing from 
gender2 or genderl by gender to 'MASC' or "FEM'.68 
In the hyper rules one can observe the alternating sequences of a 
category/function and a function/category description as the rewriting 
of a left-hand side into right-hand sides. Affix variables are included 
in brackets and attached to non-terminals. An example of how these 
affix variables can be used is shown by the predicate rule in the 
rewriting of the category VP in order to account for verb/agent 
agreement. From the condition that identical affix names in one and 
the same rule imply identical values it may be concluded that the 
realisation of the non-terminal AGENT transmits its values directly to 
the VP and that the gender/number relations between AGENT and VP 
HEAD are regulated by means of a predicate rule. The marking of the 
AGENT and OBJECT by means of a nominative and accusative case 
value respectively is given with 'NOM' and 'ACC' in the rewriting of 
these functions. The morphology of the verb and the noun is only 
roughly dealt with in this sample grammar. In the following chapters 
we will describe the characteristics of the syntactic structure of the 
NP and VP in more detail. 
68
 In section 3.2 we mentioned another possible value ('BOTH') for the meta 
affix gender. It may be clear that the domain of declared affix values 
corresponds with what we believe to be an adequate, consistent and efficient 
description of language facts. This may include the introduction of dummy 
values to account for occurrences in which a specific value for gender is of no 
importance. 
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The category NP is presented in a fairly neutral form in order to 
highlight the functioning of the predicate rules for verb agent 
agreement, gender/number agreement and for definiteness. The 
lexical rules describe categories in their final terms including a lexical 
value for the categories 'PERIOD' and 'BLANK'. The sequence of 
affix values attached to the category 'V' or some knowledge about 
the root and pattern morphology of Arabic may suggest that a more 
detailed functional and categoraal description of the verb in MSA than 
the ready-made form Шага is possible. 
A comparison between the formal grammar and the parse tree it 
yields may provoke some questions. The effect of some grammar 
rules is reflected in the analysis result while others seem to be 
ignored completely. The difference between a theoretical and a 
practical presentation of the formalism used with its own colloquial 
varieties and upgrades is clearly shown hereby. The sample grammar 
and its output which we present in the next chapter will clarify most 
of the questions which may have risen. The remaining questions will 
be dealt with in Chapter Г . 
Summary 
Starting with a rather vague definition of Modem Standard Arabic as 
a text-based variety of a natural language we followed in this chapter 
some approaches to the description of Arabic syntax description in 
the past and the present. The discussion of some modem linguistic 
approaches to Arabic syntactic structure brought us to the 
presentation of our method of language description intended for 
automatic processing. This objective necessitated the formalisation of 
our linguistic description, hence our discussion of formal 
elaborations of linguistic approaches to Arabic syntax and the 
presentation of the formalism that will make our linguistic model fit 
for automatic syntactic analysis of MSA language data. A sample 
sentence served as point of reference between the different linguistic 
and formal approaches. A really objective and scientific evaluation of 
the descriptive power of our linguistic and formal model can only be 
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obtained from a detailed description of some syntactic structures in 
MSA and the testing of its adequacy on linguistic data. That is what 
we report on in the next chapters. 
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Ill Description of the Noun Phrase 
Abstract 
On the basis of the linguistic model discussed in the first part of the 
preceding chapter we will now describe the syntactic structure of the 
noun phrase in Modern Standard Arabic and represent this 
description by means of the formal model we presented in the second 
part of the preceding chapter. Linguistic and formal issues relating to 
the noun phrase are discussed as we proceed. 
Introduction 
The automatic syntactic analysis of linguistic entities such as the 
noun phrase (hereafter NP) in Modem Standard Arabic (hereafter 
MSA) requires a description that will lend itself to be automated. 
This condition imposes restrictions on the choice of the descriptive 
linguistic framework as well as its formal representation which we 
discussed in Chapter II and which we will apply to the NP in Part I 
and II of the present chapter. We list the functions that can be 
distinguished within the NP (section LA), the categories that can 
occur in these functions (section LB) and we account for their 
internal relations and dependencies (section I.C). Functions, 
categories and their relations not yet dealt with are discussed (section 
LD) as well as some topics related to the realisation of a function by 
multiple categories and to apposition (section LE). The formal 
description of the NP (Part Π) will be presented while discussing the 
grammar rules for the first and second level of description and the 
combination of both levels (section II A). The linguistic 
argumentation will be presented together with the description of the 
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NP. For our description we assume that a substantial category 
'noun' exists in MSA. This category constitutes in itself (or in 
connection with some additional elements) a coherent entity which 
we call 'noun phrase' (cf. Chapter II section 3.3.3). The primary aim 
of this chapter is then to develop an adequate description of the NP in 
MSA. 
Part I: Informal linguistic description of the NP 
In Chapter II (section 1.3.3) we presented the arguments for an 
approach to linguistic structure in terms of functions and categories, 
head and modifier, governor and dependent, and slot and filler 
(Winograd, 1983: 72 ff). The Arabic linguistic tradition offers 
enough clues to consider the Arab grammarians familiar with these 
notions in one way or another.1 In the following sections we 
describe the functions we can distinguish within the NP in MSA. 
A: Functions within the NP 
Within the NP we distinguish a number of functions: head, negator, 
determiner, postmodifier and complement. Some of them determine, 
others modify the element or the elements which occur in a central 
position: the head function. 
Determination and modification are quite distinct features (cf. 
Repp, 1977: 6). In MSA a category in the head function is always 
1 The value of this statement has been undennined by the inclusion of such a 
paraphrase as 'in one way or another'. However, the last thing we want to do is 
to project our linguistic descriptive framework back onto the Arab grammatical 
tradition or to judge by our criteria the adequacy of the descriptive tools the 
Arab grammarians used in the past and to break more or less with that tradition 
(cf. Fassi Fehri, 1982: 28-31 about the inadequacy of the 'old' descriptive 
concepts such as mubtada', habar, ism, nâsih and so on; Fassi Fehri, 1981: 
302 ff, about his own methodological approach to language description; 
Frayha, 1981: 83 ff and Payf, 1982: 2-43). 
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morphologically or semantically marked for the value 'definite' or 
'indefinite' (section C.3.1) even if this value can only be deduced 
from an accompanying expansion of the head. 
1 The head 
In its most elementary form the NP consists only of a head (HEAD). 
We assume that only one single head function can be distinguished in 
an NP. In pointing at a bare head function we make, of course, an 
abstraction because a function is always realised by a category that is 
at least semantically marked2 for determination. 
That we only admit one head function implies, among other 
things, that in our description we do not take into consideration such 
classical constructions as an infinitive with its agentive complement3 
in the nominative, i.e. both competing for the head function in one 
and the same NP as in the example below.4 The assumption of the 
2
 The notion of markedness that we use is related to a number of specific 
syntactic or semantic features inherent to elements within the whole of a 
natural language as a communicative tool. Given the fact that we are only 
dealing with syntactic structures of strings we may distinguish an unmarked 
head function (cf. markedness in Owens, 1988: 199 ff; Dayf, 1982: 23 ff). 
3
 In the next chapter we will use and explain the term 'agent' and 'agentive 
complement' for the realisations of the functions in the VP constituent 
comparable to 'Subject MPs' in English. Here we only state that we reserve the 
term 'agent' for the morpheme suffixed to the verbal head and referring to a 
specific person (1st, 2nd or 3rd person). We reserve the term 'agentive 
complement' for an NP or complement clause (CCL) realising the function of 
agent of the verb (cf. Carter, Sirbini: 10.32 n.2 vs. 7.5 n.l). The use of 
similar terms in relation to infinitive and verbal form constructions is justified 
because of the 'verbal' behaviour of infinitives in Arabic (cf. Sibawayhi, В I: 
98). 
4
 Within the Arabic concept of 'dependency' the occurrence of an agent has duly 
been explained by the verbal-like behaviour of the verbal noun (cf. Sibawayhi, 
В I: 97-98; Ibn Malik, 'Alfiyya: verse 426; Abu Hayyàn, Manhag: 310 ff). The 
strong impression is that the discussion is mainly at the theoretical level 
(Dayf, 1982, 39). Abu Hayyân only presents one example of corpus data 
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mono-headedness of phrasal constituents at the function level (cf. 
Ditters, 1986: 49) does not contradict the principle of coordination 
because the latter is situated at category level (cf. Chapter Π, section 
3.3.1 and below E.l). 
yu'gibuni qiyämun 'amsi zaydun 
he-wonders-me awakening (nom.) yesterday Zayd (nom.) 
Zayd's waking up yesterday puzzles me (Abu Hayyân: Manhafi, 310) 
2 The negator 
An expansion of the head of an NP is an element that functions as its 
negator. In the following discussion of the functions within the NP 
we leave the presence of a negator out of consideration (with the 
exception of Figure 2) because the combination of a negator and a 
head either becomes a monolithic compound listed as such in the 
lexicon or it excludes any further expansions of the head (cf. the 
examples in section B.2). Other co-occurrences of a negator and the 
head of an NP are realised in a head/postdeterminer construction (cf. 
section B.3) or are situated at sentence level. They then concern the 
negation of a predicate which is linked to a subject and which may be 
realised by a prepositional phrase (hereafter PP) [a] or an idiomatic 
exceptive compound construction [b]: 
(Man.: 318) but even there it concerns an alternative reading of the Koran text 
(s. 19, 2) by Ibn 'Amir 
dikru rahmati rabbika 'abduka zakariyyä'u 
mentioning of-mercy of-lord-your servant-(nom.)-your Zakariyya (nom.) 
the mention of your Lord's mercy by your servant Zakariyya 
As a matter of fact, examples incidentally taken from Arab grammarians and 
Arabists are in no way sequentially numbered. However, examples taken from 
running texts of the corpus of MSA shall be marked by digits in round 
brackets (e.g. the quotations from Nagib Mahfiiz), while the quotations taken 
from Cantarino's Syntax of Modem Arabic Prose are marked by alphabetical 
characters in square brackets (e.g. [a]). The focus of our attention in the 
examples is marked by bold face. 
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[a] ma fi dälika sakkun 
not in that doubt (nom.) 
there is no doubt about it (Cant.: 1,111) 
[b] 1ft huwa bi'ltftlibi wall huwa bi'lfaliafci 
not he in-relation-to-the-student and-not he in-relation-to-the-peasant 
he is neither a student nor a peasant (CanL: 1,115) 
3 The determiner 
An expansion of the head is the addition of an element which 
functions as a determiner to the head of the NP. The element with 
this function may precede or follow the head it determines. Hence the 
distinction between the predeterminer (PREDET) and the 
postdeterminer (POSTDET). 
The Arab grammatical tradition described the predeterminer and 
the postdeterminer as mutually exclusive as far as the head of an NP 
is concerned (cf. alZaggägi, Gumal: 155). For MSA we maintain this 
view. In other words, we consider the predeterminer and the two 
postdeterminer alternatives ('idäfa and tanwin) to be in 
complementary distribution. The formal mark (the case ending) of 
the head which refers to the function of the NP in relation to other 
sentence constituents will not be discussed here. It is only described 
as a certain value attached to the head. However, it plays a decisive 
role in the search for the head element of a phrasal category because 
we consider that element which is marked for its function at the next 
higher level of description and/or which cannot be eliminated without 
affecting the meaning of the constituent, to be the head5 of a 
constituent (cf. Passi Fehri's definition of the head (1982: 187) and 
Owens' problem of finding a head (1984a)). 
In Chapter II (section 3.3.1) we have distinguished between the mono-
headedness of phrasal categories like the noun phrase, the verb phrase, the 
adjective phrase and the adverb phrase on the one hand, and the binary structure 
of the prepositional phrase, the prepositional clause and the complement clause 
on the other. We have agreed to use the term 'head' for mono-headed structures 
and the term 'header' for the first element in a binary structure. 
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4 The postmodifier 
An expansion of the head of an NP is the addition of an element 
which functions as a modifier to the head of the NP. Because this 
element always follows the head of the NP it is called 'the 
postmodifier' (POM). Some special occurrences of postmodification 
(apposition and reformulation) will be discussed briefly in section 
E.4. 
5 The complement 
Another expansion of the head of an NP is the addition of an element 
which functions as its complement (COMPL). With respect to the 
position of the complement function we might be tempted to handle it 
in terms of postmodification, but due to its sometimes peculiar 
syntactic behaviour6 and the possible co-occurrence with a 
postmodifier (to the head) we prefer to introduce here a distinct 
functional element. 
The general structure of the NP in MSA is represented in the 
following figures (Figure la and b) in which optional elements are 
indicated by brackets: 
Figure la NP lb NP 
(PREDET) HEAD (POM) (COMPL) HEAD (POSTDET) (POM) (COMPL) 
A postmodifier follows its head as much as possible with respect to its values 
for 'defmiteness', 'gender', 'number' and 'case' (e.g. agreement). A 
complement gets specific values for 'defmiteness', 'number' and 'case' imposed 
by the head but in no direct relation with the values that the head carries for 
these features. 
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6 Interdependence of functions 
Some realisations of the head function (cf. section B.5) always occur 
in combination with an obligatory expansion which behaves like a 
postdeterminer, a postmodifier or a complement although these may 
co-occur as an optional expansion. 
The general structure of the MP in MSA can be complemented with 
the possible occurrence of clustered functions: 
Figure 2 
(a) (NEG) (PREDET) HEAD (TOM) (COMPL) 
(NEG) HEAD (POSTDET) 
(b) HEAD roSTDET 
(c) HEAD POM 
(d) HEAD COMPL 
Below we present some examples to illustrate this figure. Example 
(1) contains in bold letters the realisation of the head of an NP with 
an optional postmodifier corresponding to the first line (a) of 
function symbols above. The other examples (b) to (d) successively 
illustrate the clustered functions represented above: 
(1) (a) tumma 'alqä 'ala 'Ihugrati - Tidärati - na^ratan sämilatan 
then bas-thrown-be at the-room - the-office - look general 
tben be threw a general look at the room - the office (NM,6,7) 
(2) (b) algami'u fi 'asaddi 'Ibägati 'ilâ murattabätihim 
the-wholein most-intense of-the-need for salaries-tbeir 
everybody urgently needs his salary (NM,13,1) 
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(c) algami'u Π 'asaddi 'Hjàgati 'ilá murattabatihim 
tbe-whole in most-intense of-the-need for salaries-tbeir 
everybody urgently needs his salary (NM,13,1) 
(3) (d) 'an yabi'a hayätahu biml'atin wabamslna ¿unayban 
that he-sells life-his for-hundred and-fifty pound 
that he sells his life for a hundred-and-fifty pounds (NM.l 1,15) 
B: Real isat ions of the NP functions 
Each of the functions we have distinguished within the NP is realised 
by a range of categories including, for example, an adjective phrase 
(hereafter ADJP), NP, PP or a relative clause (hereafter REL CL)7 in 
postmodifier function. Besides this single category realisation, 
combinations of similar or different categories may also occur in an 
NP function such as, for example, the coordination of two ADJPs or 
the sequence of an ADJP, PP and REL CL in postmodifier function 
The 'Arabicity' of nouons such as 'word', 'phrase', 'clause', 'sentence', 
'utterance' or compounds as 'adjective phrase', 'prepositional phrase', 'relative 
clause' and 'noun phrase' should be questioned (cf. Owens, 1988: 23 ff; 161 
and passim; see also: alSäqi, 1977: 16 ff). We do not see, however, any 
problem in using these notions for the description of a specific variety of the 
Arabic language when each notion will be formally defined at one point or 
another in terms of language elements. A 'constituent-free analysis', as pursued 
in Hudson's Word Grammar, describes syntax as part of semantics or uses 
implicit units (for example clauses, Hudson, 1984:187). He is even obliged to 
recognise constituent structure for the explanation of coordinate structures 
(1984: 218). 
The 'prime justification for recognising the unit NP' (and other units as 
well) is not only distributional (Owens, 1988: 148 ff). What about the 
substitution of a mandar NP for a VP or a finite clause (Sibawayhi В I: 59; 
97-100)? 'The use of substitution is quite important in Arabic theory and 
allows Arabic linguists to achieve a much more coherent description than 
would otherwise be the case' (Owens, 1988:69). 
With the concept of substitution (whether paradigmatic or syntagmatic) the 
notion of unit is linked. Trying to ignore part/whole relations in favour of 
purely bilateral relations as in some forms of dependency grammar produces a 
model that proves to be difficult to formalise. 
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(cf. diverse category realisation in section I.E.I). In the following 
listing of possible categories we account for a single category 
realisation in each function. 
1 Realisation of the head function 
By definition the head function of an NP can only be realised by the 
category noun. Several subcategories can be distinguished (cf. 
Owens, 1988: Chapter 4). The listing below is in alphabetical order. 
The function of head can be realised by: 
a - a common noun; the class of nouns constitutes an open class and 
includes nominalized adjectives ((5) and (6)), nominalized verbal 
nouns (7) and nominalized participles ((8) and (9)):8 
(4) dabbat 'alhayätu fi 'idärati 'Isikritäriyyati 
has-crepl-she the-life in office of-the-secretariat 
life slowly entered the secretariat (NM,6,1) 
(5) wa'äbaru qutila fi hâditati tram 
and-anotber bas-been-killed-he in accident of-tram 
and another who was killed in a tram accident (NM, 16,3) 
(6) hawälä 'It&si'ati sabâhan 
around the-ninth morning 
about nine o'clock in the morning (MN,11,12) 
(7) 'anna tasamifakum häti'un wamuhälifun lilta'limäti 
that acting-your wrong and-conflicting to-the-teachings 
that your behaviour is wrong and conflicting with the rules (NM, 12,16) 
(8) alsayyidu mustafä 'Ikätibu 'ala'l'alati 'Ikâtibati 
the-mister Musatafa the-writing on the-instniment the-writing 
Mr Mustafa the typist (NM, 6,13) 
8
 Cf. for 'nominalized' the section on nominalization and ellipsis (section I.E.3). 
Verbal nouns and participles have distinct forms in MSA. 
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(9) 'aqbala 'Imowaftafuna yatafahhasünahá 
has-started-be tbe-employees they-examine-her 
the employees began to look at it (NM,8,9) 
b - a demonstrative; the class of demonstratives is a closed class of 
elements which the Arab grammarians considered to be nouns that 
are independent,9 possibly modified by another noun (cf. Owens, 
1988: 166). So, they consider the demonstrative as an ism 
'al'isära10 ('the noun of indication') in the function of sifa (= 
postmodifier) as in the first example below, or like an ism maríüt or 
mawsuf ('a qualified noun') postmodified by an NP in apposition as 
in the other example: 
marartu bizaydin hädä 
have-passed-I by-Zayd this 
I passed this Zayd (Sîbawayhi Β 1:220) 
9
 From a theoretical point of view we follow the Arab tradition, but in our 
formal description we consider the demonstratives to be 'multi-functional' 
elements. They occur as heads of MPs (a) or as dependent lexemes in expansion 
of a determiner in predeterminer function (b) (cf. section B.3): 
(a) hädihi hälatun lam tusbaq bimatilin ... 
this situation not she-is-anticipated by-similar 
this is a situation that had never occurred before (NM,13,1) 
(b) hädä 'Isahru Ian na'rifa lahu nihâyatan 
this the-month not we-know for-him end 
this month will never come to an end for us (ΝΜ,ΙΙ,Ιό) 
Thus we arrive at a shorter and simpler description of the peculiarities of this 
subcategory concerning the rules for gender, number and case agreement 
between the head and its possible expansions (cf. Part I, section C.3.6 and Part 
II section A). 
1 0
 On sentence level a demonstrative (ism mubham) may occur in the function of 
mubtada' (or 'topic') as in: 
hàdâ zaydun 
this zayd 
this is Zayd (Sibawayhi В 1:256) 
See the remarks of Anghelescu (1970) on the pronominal demonstratives in 
Modem Literary Arabic. 
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haijâ 'Iragulu 
this the-man 
this man (Sîbawayhi Β I: 221). 
с - an elative; the class of elatives is an open class of elements which, 
at this level (in the head function of an NP), are used as relative 
superlatives and are followed by an obligatory expansion in the form 
of an NP. One example occurred in (2) 'asaddi 'Ihägati. Another 
example is: 
(10) bilä 'adnä wa'yin lima hawlahu 
with-not nearest of-awareness for-what around-him (NM,14,21) 
without the slightest notion of what happened around him 
d - an indefinite noun or an indefinite pronoun11 (a closed class of 
elements): 
(11) 'ala 'ayyi hälin 
at any of-case 
in any case (NM,31,18) 
(12) man yadri 
who he-knows 
who knows! (NM.ll.ló) 
(13) wa'ahada ba'duhum mä yahtäguhu minhä 
and-has-taken-be one-of-tbem what he-needs-it from-her 
and one of them took what they needed from it (NM,8,10) 
e - an interrogative noun or an interrogative pronoun; like their 
indefinite counterparts the classes of interrogative nouns and 
interrogative pronouns constitute a closed class and occur as markers 
of an interrogative type of sentence: 
11
 Because of a different combinatorial syntactic behaviour we make a distinction 
between an indefinite noun (entering in gender agreement with the following 
noun) on the one hand and an indefinite pronoun on the other hand. 
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(14) man 'abühä .. man 'ummuhâ ? 
who father-her.. who mother-her? 
who was her father.. who was her mother ? (NM,23,10) 
(15) limuhu ? 
for-what-him ? 
why this (NM,23,18) 
f - a numeral; abstract cardinals (represented in digits or written in 
full) as well as nominalized ordinals may occur as head of an NP as 
is shown by the following examples. One example occurred as 
aitasi' ali in (6). Another example is: 
(16) yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
he-remains in-the-house number 111 
he lives in house number 111 (NN1,13,22) 
g - a personal pronoun; the class of personal pronouns constitutes a 
closed class. A personal pronoun may occur as the head of an NP in 
two distinct forms: a dependent form as shown by the suffixed him 
in murattabâtihim of (2), and an independent form as in (17): 
(17) nafenu lam natasallam 'almurattabäti 
we not we-obtain the-salaries 
we did not get our money at all (NM, 13,4) 
h - a proper name (an open class of elements); examples hereof we 
already encountered in (8): mustafä, and (18): 'ammu 'ibrähim: 
(18) кала 'ammo 'ibrähimu fi 'abü qir 
was-he uncle Ibrahim in Abu Qir 
Uncle Ibrahim was in Abu Qir (NM, 17,16) 
i - a quantifier; the class of quantifiers consists of a limited set of 
elements which are divided into two distinct subgroups: the 
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numerical quantifiers12 entering in different agreement relations13 
with their count complements like mi'atin wahamsina gunayhan in 
(3), and the more restricted group of the non-numerical quantifiers 
(ba'duhum in (13)) and the 'phrase headers'14 ((19), (20) and (21)): 
(19) min (Jawî 'Inufûsi 'Ihulwati 'Imutawädi'ati 
among owners of-the-spirits the-nice the-humble 
among the kind-hearted and gentle people (NM,16,19) 
(20) wa'lmakänu sibhu hälin 
and-the-place resemblance of-empty 
and the place was quasi-empty (NM,18,1) 
(21) biqalaqin wa'adami 'rtiyähin 
with-anxiety and-absence of-delight 
in anxiety without any pleasure (NM,39,17) 
j - a verbal noun (masdar = infinitive); it may be argued that the class 
of verbal nouns forms a distinct sub-group of the nouns on the 
grounds of their specific verb-like syntactic behaviour:15 
(22) al'ana nadhabu H'iW&ri 'Ifutiiri 
now we-leave for-fetching of-the-breakfast 
now we shall go and fetch the breakfast (NM,6,10) 
(23) li'ilmihi bi'annahum min samimi hä'ulä'i 'Iqawmi 
because-of-knowing-him by-that-them from core of-these the-people 
because he knew they were of the same origin as these people(NM,30,5) 
12
 The numerical quantifiers are described as head realisation in an alternative 
rewriting of the MP (cf. part II section A). 
13
 We reserve the term 'agreement' for regular patterns in relationship between 
the immediate constituents of a phrase. We reserve the term 'concord' for 
regular patterns in relationship between immediate constituents of a clause. 
14
 Here are included: du, sibh, sâhib, 'adam etc. (Wright, 1974, II: 203 ff; Dayf, 
1982: 124) 
15
 The verbal nouns are described as head realisation in an alternative rewriting of 
the MP (cf. Part II, section A; cf. also the remark about a masdar MP in note 
4 above). A verbal noun may govern objective complementation and does not 
vary in gender as its nominalized alternative will do. 
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There are two points to be discussed here: the identification of the 
head of an MP and the nature of subcategories that can realise the 
head function in MSA. 
Earlier (section A.3) we stated that the 'case' ending (Trab) carries 
information about the function of the head in relation to the other 
phrasal categories. We came to a formal definition of the head of a 
constituent as being the element that is marked for its function in the 
constituent at the next higher level of description. In a more general 
way it can be stated that 'case' carries information about the syntactic 
relations between the constituents of an utterance as well as between 
the elements that constitute a phrasal category. The head of an NP is 
not only marked for its function in relation to other sentence 
constituents, but it also governs the relations with the other elements 
within the phrasal constituent (cf. section C, 2.2 and 2.4 ). 
In section A.3 we also argued that the successive elimination of 
elements from a phrase leads to the discovery of its head element, 
which cannot be eliminated without affecting the primary meaning of 
the phrase. The information derived from the 'case' value combined 
with successive elimination may lead to the identification of 
alsamä'u, 'akbaru, itnatay 'asrata, hubbu and nahnu as the heads in 
MPs like: 
[c] alsamä'u gamïlatun 
the-sky beautiful 
the sky is beautiful (Cant.: 1,15) 
[d] 'agäbahu 'akbaru 'Ihuddámi sinnan 
bas-anwered-be-him greatest of-tbe-servants age 
the eldest servant answered him (Сапи:П,479) 
[e] ba'da 'tnatay 'asrata sanatan 
after two ten year 
after twelve years (Cant.:II,376) 
[f] lama naqasa biibbuhS 'iyyäya «Jairatan wähidatan 
surely-not has-diminisbed-he loving-her of-me particle single 
her love for me has not in the least diminished (CanL:II,403) 
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[g] law 'ahadnä nafynu 'liarqiyylna bihädä 
if have-taken-we we the-Orientals by-this 
if we Orientals would accept this (Cant.:II,80) 
However, 'case' marking and elimination are less reliable criteria for 
the identification of the head in phrases in which different elements 
could compete for it. We saw already the example of 'ammu 
'ibrâhïm in (18). Other examples are: 
maraitu bizaydin hädä 
passed-I by-Zayd this 
I passed by this Zayd (Sibawayhi В I: 220) 
hädä 'Iragulu 
this tbe-man 
this man (Sibawayhi В 1:221) 
Therefore we add the word order of the elements in the constituent to 
the other criteria: the head of a phrase is the first element in the 
constituent that is marked for its function in relation to the other 
phrasal categories that constitute an utterance. It governs the other 
elements of the constituent and it cannot be eliminated without 
affecting the meaning of the phrase.16 
Another question concerns the nature of subcategories that may 
realise the function of head in an NP. The identification of the head 
of an NP is apparently not self-evident (cf. Akmaijian and Lehrer, 
1976; Owens, 1984a). 
For example Snow (1965: 60) works with a very restricted 
concept of the NP and defines the 'nominal constituent' as a 
sequence consisting of a pre-nominal modifier followed by a 
personal pronoun (of the first or second person), by a proper name, 
or by an NP. However, these notions of 'nominal constituent', 'pre-
1 6
 We may add that by definition the category to which the head element belongs 
gives the appropriate specifier to the constituent as a whole (e.g. a noun in an 
NP, a lexical verb in a VP and so on). 
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nominal modifier' and 'NP' are not further elaborated upon in his 
'late tagmemic' and 'early TG' approach. 
Killean (1966: 16) makes a clear distinction between 
'independent Nouns' capable of being NP heads and 'modifying 
Nouns' not capable of functioning as the syntactic (or semantic) head 
of ал NP. As such the demonstrative and vocative particles as well as 
numerical quantifiers, non-numerical quantifiers, intensifying 
quantifiers (= corroboratives), interrogative nouns and elatives are 
relegated to the class of 'pre-nominals'. 
Hartmann (1974: 155, η. 179; 214) classifies quantifiers, 
vocative particles, elatives, and partitive constructions as pre- and 
postdeterminers without discussing them in any detail. 
Kouloughli (1988: 129) includes the numerals, other quantifiers 
and elatives in the category premodifier. His decision is based on 
'the extensional aspects of the nominal notion (the head noun 
contains)'. 
alKhuli (1979: 28; 52-53; 40 ff) describes the NP as a PP. As 
such it can be modified for certain occurrences by the application of 
obligatory deletion rules for the base element, the preposition. 
Among his very limited lexical rules the '+noun' category even 
includes the adverbial hunä (= 'here') while adjectives, present and 
past participles belong to the Ч-УСГЬ' category. 
Fassi Fehri (1982: 222) at several points suggests a distinction 
between an NP and a quantifier phrase, the latter being rewritten in a 
quantifier and a 'nominal complement'. He touches upon the nature 
of quantifiers being a noun or an adjective, but he finally concludes 
that "le critère casuel est suffisant pour déterminer la tête de la 
construction nominale, en l'absence de données contraires". 
From a linguistic point of view it can be readily argued that our 
criteria for the selection of the head of an NP enable us to include 
quantifiers, elatives (= relative superlatives), and interrogatives as 
possible head categories. However, the same arguments bring us to 
exclude the relative pronoun from occurring in the head function of 
an NP, because it may, together with the element(s) that follow, 
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easily be eliminated without affecting the NP, or it can be considered 
to be an alternative element of the subcategory indefinite nouns and 
pronouns.17 
2 Realisation of the negator function 
The negator function can be realised by a negative particle with a 
specific semantic value18 for both of its applications. It can function 
as an 'absolute' negation of the head. In that case the head is marked 
for the 'definite' value of determination and the 'accusative' value of 
case (24). It can also function as a word formation particle yielding 
the opposite semantic value by negating the actual meaning of the 
head. The negative particle and its head realisation act then as a 
compound noun which is listed as such in the lexicon: 
As shall be discussed later (sections B.4 and D.4.3) we only retain the 
modifying function of the relative clause. This is in contrast to the Arab 
grammatical tradition that considers the relative pronoun, together with what 
follows it, to be a noun(phrase) capable of fulfilling the same functions as 
other nouns or noun phrases (cf. Mosel, 1975: 233; 237 ff; see also: Dayf, 
1982: 117). Arguments which support our stand are the following: a 
discussion of the function of an NP at sentence level goes beyond the scope 
of this study; we want to describe as much as possible the linguistic facts and 
as little as possible that what has been considered as the missing links in it 
(ellipsis, gapping and so on); in our corpus of text data we did not (yet) 
encounter a construction that included a relative clause which differed from 
those we account for in our description. 
We do not discuss here the occurrence of a 'semantic' negator in a 
head/postdetenniner construction where the lexical value of the head yields the 
negation of a certain semantic value contained in the postdeterminer NP: 
(c) satatmku tarwatan min gayri sakkin 
shall-she-leaves-behind fortune from another of-doubt 
she will no doubt leave a fortune (NM,30,1) 
(d) biqalaqin wa'adami 'rtiyàhin 
with-anxiety and-absence of-rest 
with anxiety and unrest (NN1,39,17) 
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(24) lä murattaba lana hätjä 'Isahra 
no salary for-us this the-montb 
no pay at all for us this month (MM,15,5) 
allänihäyatu 
the-non-finity 
infinity (Ali, 1987: 32-33; 82-83; cf. Monteil, 1960: 138 ff) 
3 Realisation of the determiner function 
We made a distinction between an element preceding the head 
(predeterminer) and an element that marks the value of the 
'defmiteness' of the head while following it (postdeterminer) (cf. 
Anghelescu, 1974; Owens, 1988: 82): 
a - categories that can realise the function of predeterminer; here we 
distinguish the central determiner like the prefixed 'al in 'alhayätu 
(4) that may be expanded by a demonstrative (cf. note 9) like hädä in 
(24) and a particular determiner, some vocative particles, like 
'ayyuhä in [h]. The same position can be filled by another category 
of vocative particles19 as yä in: 
With the vocative we enter the domain of discourse level containing the 
prevailing (ir)regularities concerning syntactic behaviour. The first remark to 
be made is that the vocative and related topics (as, for example, inserts) are 
rather situated at sentence level and should properly be described at that level. 
Secondly, the description of a vocative as, for example, in (28) should 
account for: the shortening of an 'affective' suffixed 'FIRST person' pronoun 
that explains the otherwise strange apposition of a proper noun to an 
apparently 'indefinite' head of the MP, or for the combination of a 'definite' 
kinship noun as head of an NP with a proper noun in apposition to it (cf. 
section E.4) (cf. for a summary of the vocative: Wright, 1974 II: 85 ff; 
alZaggägi, Cumal: 157 ff; Ibn alSarräg, Mûgaz: 45 ff). The last remark 
concerns a type of compound expression introduced by the vocative particle: 
(e) yä lilta'äsati (f) yä lahä min m ita tin sari'atin 
oh for-the-misery oh for-her of manner-of-death fast ! 
what a misery ! (NM,23,15) what a sudden death ! (NM, 37,12). 
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[h] 'ayyuha 'l'a'mayäni ! 
oh the-blind-boih! 
oh, you blind people! (CanL:II,219) 
(25) kassif 'almähiyyäti yfl 'amma 'ibrâhima 
cash the-salaries oh Uncle Ibrahim 
bring us our pay, Uncle Ibrahim (NM,8,6) 
The absolute negation la in (24), the vocative particle yä in (26) 
which marks the whole NP, and the central determiner (with or 
without an expansion as in (4), [h] and (24)) yield the same 
morphological markedness as far as determination is concerned. It is 
not possible, however, to describe them as alternatives in one and the 
same function slot. This possibility is blocked by occurrences of a 
vocative particle yá preceding a head with a postdeterminer (26), the 
accumulation of a vocative particle and an expanded central 
determiner like yä 'ayyuhä 'I in [i], and that of a vocative particle in 
the expansion to a relative pronoun as yä 'ayyuhä '¡ladina in Ц]: 
(26) yä rabba Isamawäti 
oh master of-the-heavens 
oh. Lord ! (NM.ll.l?) 
[i] yà 'ayyuhl 'Isä'iru 'Паф ya'isu gariban fi watanihi 
oh the-poet who he-lives strange in country-his 
oh, the poet who lives as a stranger in his own country (Cant.:II,87) 
[j] yä 'ayyuhä 'Uadina 'unzilat 'alayhim 'äyätu 'Igamäli 
oh those descended-she upon-them signs of-tbe-beauty 
oh, you upon whom the token of Beauty has descended (Сат.:П,219) 
b - categories that can realise the function of postdeterminer; here we 
distinguish between a realisation which has an independent and a 
dependent (or bound) status. An N P 2 0 marked for 'genitive' case 
value is the only independent category to occur in the function of 
postdeterminer. The number of successive or nested postdeterminers 
2 0
 For the description of an NP, here in postdeterminer function, we refer to the 
general description of the NP as started in section 1 of this chapter (cf. also 
note 32). 
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is rather restricted.21 We already encountered examples of 
independent postdeterminer constructions in (2) and (4) where him 
and 'Isikritâriyyati respectively determine murattabât and 'idärat. 
The dependent realisations of the postdeterminer function are the 
tanwin (i.e. the morphological marking of the head for the absence of 
any prefixed or following determiner) like the suffixed η of nazratan 
sämilatan in (1) and the diptotic case declension22 и of 'âharu in (5) 
(cf. Wright, 1974,1: 238 ff; Dayf, 1982: 110). 
4 Realisation of the postmodifier function 
In this function the following categories may occur: an NP (like 
'lhagati in (2)), an ADJP (like sämilatan in (1)), a PP23 (like 'ilâ 
murattabätihim in (2)), a syndetic (27) or asyndetic (28) REL CL 
(with or without a relative pronoun respectively): 
(27) wabayna 'Ihugrati 'Imafrusati 'aliati 'ktarShS 
and-between the-room tbe-furnished that has-rented-he-her 
and between the furnished apartment he rented (NM, 18,18) 
(28) tazawwagat min 'amili binâ'in Vahaba bihS 
married-she of worker of-building went-he by-her 
'ila 'aq?u 'Ija'Idi 
to remotest of-the-highland (NM, 16,4) 
she married a construction worker who took her to Upper-Egypt 
2 1
 It rarely goes beyond that of the following example (cf. also the data 
Cantarino presents in П: 99): 
(g) alsittu bintu binti 'uhti naziratin 
the-lady daughter of-daughter of-sister of-Nazira (NM, 39,15) 
the lady is the daughter of the daughter of the sister of Nazira 
2 2
 With the meta affix 'declen' we refer to the different realisations of a basic 
principle of functional description of the Arabic linguistic tradition by means 
of inflection. Some lexical entries satisfied the phonological conditions to be 
marked completely for their syntactic functions (triptote declension), others to 
a less extent (diptotic declension) or not at all (invariable in case). 
23 Here we include what Kouloughli calls "le complement libre" (PP) resembling 
"un syntagme spécificatif ' (ADJP) (Kouloughli, 1988: 156). 
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5 Realisation of the complement function 
Here we make a distinction between 'comparative' complements, 
'count' complements and 'nominal' complements: 
a - the addition of a comparative complement is the obligatory 
expansion of the relative superlative and is realised by an NP. In (2) 
the NP 'lhagati is the expansion of the relative superlative 'asaddi, 
and in (10) the NP wcfyin is the expansion of 'adnä: 
(2) algamï 'u fi 'aáaddi 'ІОДаи 'ila murattabätihim 
the-whole in most-intense of-tbe-need for salaries-their 
everybody urgently needs his salary (NM,13,1) 
(10) bilâ 'adnfi wa'yin lima hawlahu 
witb-not nearest of-awareness for-what around-him (NM, 14,21 ) 
without the slightest notion of what happened around him 
b - count complement: the expansion of a numerical quantifier is 
realised by an NP. We earlier encountered the NP gunayhan as the 
count complement of the numerical quantifier mi'atin wahamsina. A 
similar combination is found in: 
(29) wa'agruhu Tasliyyu sittatu gunayhätin 
and-salary-his the-initial six of-pounds 
and his starting salary was six pounds (NM, 13,18) 
с - verb-like complements: as an expansion of a verbal noun or a 
nominalized participle we find one of the following categories: an NP 
(like 'Ifuturi in (22)), a PP as in [k] or like bi'annahum min samimi 
hä'ulä'i 'Iqawmi in (23), or a complement clause (CCL) as in [1]: 
[k] 'innamâ 'abki hawfan min 'аЦшЬЬі 
only I-cry fearing of the-love 
I only cry because I am afraid of love (Cani:II,404) 
[1] bawfan 'an takûna 'lhayâtu 'Igadidatu 'llati . . . · 
fearing that she-is the-life the-new t h a t . . . 
fearing the new life which . . . (Cant.:II,404) 
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C: Dependencies and relations 
In order to describe cohesion between elements within an NP or to 
account for inter-phrasal relationships involving an NP we make use 
of a regulation mechanism operating on variables attached to 
functional and categorial elements of the description. In our 
descriptive formalism the technical term for these variables is 
'affixes' (cf. Chapter II, Part II.3.2). Dependency relations within 
the NP are expressed by means of these meta affixes in an implicit 
way by consistent substitution or explicitly in the form of 
'predicates' (cf. Part II section A of this chapter). In the next section 
we present the meta affixes involved in relation to the functions in the 
NP (section C.l), we list the meta affixes and their particular values 
in connection with the categories realising those functions (section 
C.2) and we discuss the role of the meta affixes as an expression of 
specific relationships (section C.3). 
1 Affixes attached to the functions within the NP 
A number of meta affixes may be attached to the functions within an 
NP. A typical function affix is that of 'case'. Another example of the 
meta affixes associated with an element of the functional level is that 
of 'np var' for the kind of head realisation of an NP. However, other 
affixes may occur as well. The reason for attaching those meta 
affixes is that they and their values can be used in the description of 
the structuring and in the conditioning of internal relations or 
dependencies between the immediate constituents of a phrase or a 
clause. The meta affixes and their values worth mentioning at the 
functional level arc: 
a 'defmiteness': in our formal description this affix is used to 
impose the value for determination of the head on a dependent 
element (or dependent elements) or to transfer the value for 
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determination of a separate postdeterminer to the constituent as a 
whole. Its value can be: 'definite' (DEF) or 'indefinite' (INDEF);24 
b - 'person': this affix is used to transfer the value of the head for 
'person' to a dependent element (or to dependent elements) or just to 
determine its value for a dependent element. It can take on the values 
'first' (FIRST), 'second' (SECOND) and 'third' (THIRD). Concord for 
person which exists between the head of an NP and the head of a 
following VP is demonstrated in an example we presented earlier but 
reproduce here for the sake of convenience: 
(9) 'aqbala 'Imuwazzaflina yatafahhasünahä 
has-staited-he the-employees (THIRD) they-exainine-(THIRD)-her 
the employees began to look at it (NM,8,9) 
с - 'gender': this affix is used to transfer the value for 'gender' that is 
associated with the head to a dependent element (or to dependent 
elements) or just to impose a certain 'gender' value on a dependent 
element. It can take on the values: 'masculine' (MASC) and 
'feminine' (FEM). Concord for gender which exists between the head 
of an NP and the head of a following VP is demonstrated in: 
(9) 'aqbala 'Imuwazzaflina yatafahhasünahä 
bas-started-be the-employees (MASC) they-examine-(MASC)-her 
the employees began to look at it (NM,8,9) 
d - 'number': this affix is used to transfer the value for 'number' that 
is associated with the head to a dependent element (or to dependent 
elements) or just to impose a certain 'number' value on a dependent 
element. It ranges between the values: 'singular' (SING), 'dual' 
(DUAL) and 'plural' (plur). The latter can be sub-divided into an 
internally and an externally marked form (INPLU/EXPLU). Concord 
24
 For a similar remark concerning not syntactically (= morphologically) but 
semantically marked gender values see note 37. 
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for number which exists between the head of an NP and the head of 
a following VP is demonstrated in: 
(9) 'aqbala 'Imuwazzafuna yatafahhasunahä 
has-started-he the-employees (EXPLU) they-exainine-(EXPLU)-her 
the employees began to look at it (NM,8,9) 
e - 'case': this affix is used to transfer the value for 'case' associated 
with the head to a dependent element (or to dependent elements) or 
just to impose a certain 'case' value on an element (or elements). It 
can take on the values: 'nominative' (NOM), 'genitive' (GEN) and 
'accusative' (ACC); 
f - shared features: sometimes there is an overlap in the realisation of 
certain affix values for certain categories. Both values of the 'gender' 
affix for the pronoun of the first person yield, for example, the same 
lexical item and all the values of the 'case' affix for indefinite 
pronouns may be applicable to a single item. For this reason it is 
useful to introduce a value 'both' (BOTH) for 'gender' and 'all' (ALL) 
for 'case'. In this way the use of shared features leads to a 
substantial reduction in the number of descriptive rules as well as to a 
significant generalisation of the description.25 
25
 For pragmatic reasons other affix variables may be declared like: 'don't care' 
values. When a numerical quantifier is realised by digits instead of its 
alphabetical alternative, the mela affixes for 'gender', 'number' and 'case' are 
meaningless. In order to come to a reduction in the descriptive rules or to a 
significant generalisation it is useful to introduce such 'don't care' values as 
'ABSENT, 'EMPTY' or 'IGNORE'. In our description we used some other 
affix variables in order to get quick information about the nature of the 
analysed NP. So, we introduced, for example, the meta affix 'headreal' in 
order to mark some specific realisations of the head function in an NP. This 
meta affix can receive values as 'MIN' accounting for the minimal constituent 
configuration of a DEMONSTRATIVE, a NUMERAL or an INDEFINITE 
PRONOUN in the head function of an NP, as 'COM' for a COMMON 
NOUN realisation, 'PROP' for a PROPER NOUN and so on. 
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2 Affixes of categories realising the immediate 
constituents of the NP 
Information to be used for the description of syntactic relations and 
dependencies on a certain (functional or categoria!) level originates 
from meta affixes and their realised values attached to non-terminals 
on the next lower (categorial or functional) level. In this section we 
discuss the meta affixes and their possible values that are attached to 
the alternative categories that can occur in the functions we have 
distinguished within the NP. 
2.1 The realisations of the head function 
The categories which occur in the head function, their meta affixes 
and values are: 
a - COMMON NOUN: for our purposes it is necessary and sufficient to 
attach meta affixes to the COMMON NOUN in order to distinguish 
between different types of 'declension' and different values for 
'gender' and 'number': 
COMMON NOUN(declen,gender,number) 
The common noun realisation in a head function is referred to by the 
value 'COM' for 'headreal', the affix for head realisation. The value 
'THIRD' for 'person' shared by all common nouns is transferred to 
the meta affix for 'person' attached to HEAD. The other meta affixes 
('defmiteness'26 and 'case') are still open. Some of the affix values 
for the common noun may originate from a specific realisation as 
registered in the lexicon like: 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING): "wagh". 
26
 In the formal rules we will use 'defness' instead of its longer form 
'defmiteness'. 
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Others may come from a category as 'CASE MORPH' linked to the 
common noun, carrying meta affixes for 'declension' type, 
'definiteness', 'gender', 'number': 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,gender,number,case) 
The meta affix for 'declension' apparently is of no importance on 
HEAD level. It does play a role, however, in the selection of the 
corresponding value of the CASE MORPH realisation, in our example 
indicated by the value 'NORM': 
CASE MORPH(NORM,DEF,MASC,SING,NOM): "u". 
b - DEMONSTRATIVE: linked to this category are meta affixes for 
'gender', 'number' and 'case'. A demonstrative pronoun realisation 
in a head function (cf. note 9) is indicated by the value 'MIN' for 
'headreal' referring as such to a minimal expansion capacity. The 
values definite (DEF) and third person (THIRD) are considered to be 
the intrinsic values of this category: 
DEMONSTRATIVEigendeMiuinber.case) 
с - ELATIVE: under this general term we include the relative 
superlative which can occur in the head function of an NP. The same 
form may occur under the name 'COMPARATIVE' with a different 
syntactic behaviour and with an additional number of three affixes 
referring to the composition of the consonantal root (rl, r2 and r3 
stand for the different radicals). In the case of a relative superlative 
the values for the type of 'declension', 'gender' and 'number' are 
fixed. Its occurrence in the head function is indicated by 'SUPREL' 
for 'headreal': 
ELATrVE(declen,gender,number) 
d - INDEFINITE PRONOUN: this category is fully identified in itself 
and does not need any meta affix attached to it Its realisation in a 
head function is identified by the value 'MIN' for minimum 
expansion capability. It can only be followed by a partitive 
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construction. The values for 'defmiteness', 'gender', 'number', 
'person' and 'case' of the HEAD are invariably 'INDEF', 'MASC', 
'SING', THIRD' and 'ALL' (indicating that the final form remains 
identical for all cases): 
INDEFINITE PRONOUN 
e - INTERROGATIVE NOUN: this category is only marked for the type 
of 'declension'. The head function in which the interrogative noun 
figures is marked for this head realisation by 'INTN', and has the 
values 'SING' and THIRD' for 'number' and 'person'. The affix 
information for 'defmiteness', 'gender' and 'case' originates from 
the specific occurrences of the gender and case morphemes linked to 
the interrogative noun: 
INTERROGATIVE NOUN(declen) 
f - INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN: this category resembles the 
previously mentioned indefinite pronoun in all respects except for the 
value 'QUES' for the interrogative in the head realisation: 
INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN 
g - NOMINALIZED PAST and PRESENT PARTICIPLES: for these 
categories it is useful to have information about their lexical origin (a 
verb consisting of three or four 'radicals'), class ('weak', 'hollow' 
or 'defective' type of verb), 'derivation', 'complementation' as well 
as about the type of 'declension', the value of 'gender' and 
'number'. The affix 'derivation' is, for the moment, mainly used for 
the disambiguation of homonyms in the analysis results.27 The 
values for this affix range from the first verbal stem up to the tenth28 
27
 For example: identical forms for the déverbal adjectives of verbs with identical 
second and third radicals in the Ulrd, IVth, Vlth, Vllth and VIHth derived 
stems. 
28
 The occurrence of the rare and more archaic forms of the Xlth to the XVth 
verbal stem in a text corpus of MSA prose could be met by an optional 
extension of the paradigm. 
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('Γ, ΊΓ, 'IH' and so on). As is the case with 'derivation' the affix 
'complementation' can also be linked to elements of some of the 
noun subcategories: verbal nouns and the nominalized participles. At 
this stage of our investigation this affix is used for the 
disambiguation of analysis results. Its value ranges from 
'intransitive' (INTRAN) to 'triple transitive' (tripl). The occurrence of 
a nominalized present or past participle in the head function is 
marked by 'NAD' for the head realisation and "THIRD' for 'person'. 
The difference between the present and the past participle may appear 
in the value for 'complementation': 
NOM PRESENT PART(radicals,declen,person,type,derivation,compi) 
NOM PAST PART(radicals,declen,person,type.derivation,compi) 
h - NOMINALIZED ADJECTIVE: this category has meta affixes for the 
type of 'declension' and 'number' which are, basically, the 
distinctive features of the adjective in modifying function. Like the 
common noun a nominalized adjective will receive a gender and case 
morpheme in extension. The only difference then between a 
nominalized adjective and a common noun in a head function lies in 
the label 'NAD' instead of 'COM' for the head realisation referring to 
the main domain of application for an adjective (a modifying 
position): 
NOM ADJECmVE(declen,number) 
i - NOMINALIZED VERBAL NOUN: this subcategory behaves like a 
common noun and has meta affixes for type of 'declension', 
'gender' and 'number'. However, the meta affixes for 'radicals', 
'type' and 'derivation' indicate its verbal origin. In contrast to the 
subcategory verbal noun the meta affix value for 'complementation' 
is ignored: 
NOM VERBAL NOUN(radicals,declen,gender,number.type,derivation,IGNORE) 
j - NON-NUMERICAL QUANTIFIER: this subcategory is characterised 
by a value for type of 'declension', 'gender' and 'number'. It 
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constitutes a more or less restricted group of elements subcategorised 
for its common semantic features and corresponding agreement 
phenomena. It has a proper value 'NNUM' for head realisation in the 
head function: 
NNUM QUANT(declen,gender,mimber) 
к - NUMERAL and DIGIT: in contrast to the members of the next 
category the elements of these two subcategories occur as abstract 
numerals in alphabetical characters or in digit form without any 
'counted' or 'count' complement. The former is characterised by 
values for 'définiteness', 'gender', 'number' and 'case'. Digits only 
share the meta affix for the numeric value ('nums').29 Both are 
marked for a minimum expansion capability 'MIN' in the head 
function: 
NUMERAL(declen,nums) 
DIGIT(nums) 
1 - NUMERICAL QUANTIFIER and DIGITAL: the former has meta 
affixes for a numeric value ('nums'), for 'definiteness', 'gender', 
'number' and 'case'; the latter only for a numerical value ('nums'). 
The occurrence of an obligatory count complement with the elements 
of this subcategory (in alphabetical or digital representation) makes it 
worthwhile to describe its structure in an alternative version of the 
NP in order to account for phenomena like gender polarity and 
gender/number agreement within the constituent as well as 
concerning the relation with other constituents on a higher level of 
description (e.g. between 'topic' and 'comment'): 
N QUANT(declen,nums,gender,mimber) 
D QUANT(nums) 
29
 The meta affix 'nums' refers to the semantic value of the numeral or digit 
involved because of its repercussion on realised values for number or case of 
its count complement. 
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m - PERSONAL PRONOUN: this is the only class of elements realising 
the head function with a varying value for 'person'. Furthermore it 
has affix positions for 'gender', 'number' and 'case'. The elements 
of this subcategory constitute a closed set30 with a presumed high 
frequency in MSA, especially for the 'third' person forms. In the 
head function this subcategory has the values 'PERS' and 'DEF' for 
head realisation and determination: 
PERSONAL PRONOUN(gender,number,person,case) 
η - PROPER NAME and INV(ariable) PROPER NAME: in this 
subcategory there is a conflict between syntactic and semantic 
markedness for defmiteness. By definition the proper name carries 
the value 'DEF' in spite of a possible morphological marking as 
'INDEF'. Useful affix slots are those for type of 'declension', 
(morphological) 'defmiteness', 'gender' and 'number'. In the head 
function the elements of this subcategory show specific values for 
'headreal' (PROP), 'defmiteness' (DEF) and 'person' (THIRD) while 
the values for 'gender', 'number' and 'case' come from the 
associated case morpheme. However, a subclass, the invariable 
proper name, is marked for invariable case value, in other words the 
value for 'declen'(sion) type is 'INV' and the case value 'ALL': 
PROPER NAME(declen,defness,gender,nun)ber) 
INV PROPER NAME(gender,number) 
о - VERBAL NOUN: unlike the nominalized verbal noun, the 'real' 
verbal noun carries a fixed value 'SING' for 'number' while it can 
take on different values for 'complementation'. In the formal 
description we exclude the occurrence of an agentive complement 
marked for the nominative case as expansion of the verbal noun 
because we consider such a construction a theoretical construct of 
grammarians unlikely to occur in MSA texts (cf. section A.l). 
However, only the analysis results of large corpora of text can prove 
3 0
 However, they are not Kouloughli's Hnpistic markers (1988: 138). 
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the correctness of such a stand. Relevant affix slots are those for 
'radicals', 'type', 'derivation' and 'complementation' besides the 
two for type of 'declension' and 'gender': 
VERBAL NOUN(radicals,declen,gender,SING,type,derivation,compl) 
2.2 The realisation of the negator function 
The negator function can be realised by a negative particle. With this 
category an affix 'qual' can be associated which allows a distinction 
between this category and elements with a similar function 
(homographs and others) used in the negator function for a verbal 
head (cf. Chapter IV, Part I, section A.2). Here the value for 'qual' 
is 'NOMINAL'. 
2.3 Realisation of the determiner function 
According to their position with respect to the head we distinguish a 
pre- and a postdeterminen 
a - predeterminer categories: the definite article and a vocative 
particle31 can function as predeterminers. Being a predeterminer the 
value 'DEF' for definiteness is associated with them. The definite 
article can receive, in our description, two different types of 
expansion in the form of a preceding demonstrative (cf. note 9) or a 
preceding vocative particle. The demonstrative expansion may vary 
in value for 'gender', 'number' and 'case'. As a consequence, the 
predeterminer will therefore carry the corresponding affix labels; 
b - postdeterminer category: the function of postdeterminer in its 
separate form is realised by an NP marked by the specific 'case' 
31
 Here we find the categories with a direct impact on the head and consequently 
on what follows it. Another vocative construction has an influence on the 
following NP as a whole and is rather to be situated at a higher level exactly 
like it was the case with the form of nominal negation that has an impact 
beyond constituent level. 
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value 'GEN'.32 Its occurrence is reflected in the realisation of the case 
morpheme attached to the head. The value for determination of this 
postdeterminer is transmitted to the constituent as a whole and only 
this meta affix needs to be linked to this category. In its bound form 
the function of postdeterminer is expressed by specific values for 
type of 'declension' and 'definiteness' of the case morpheme 
attached to the head. 
2.4 The realisation of the postmodification function 
Different categories may follow the head of the NP and function as 
its modifiers: MPs, ADJPs, PPs and REL CLs. These postmodifiers 
are not mutually exclusive but may co-occur.33 For the marking of 
the relationship between the head of an NP and its postmodifier(s) it 
is relevant to attach meta affixes for 'definiteness', 'gender', 
'number', 'person' and 'case' to both the head and the 
postmodifier(s). These meta-affixes receive "EMPTY' values when 
the postmodifier function is realised by a PP because its relation to 
the head is only embodied in the preposition. The value for 'person' 
is fixed at 'THIRD' for all types of postmodifier except for that 
realised by an NP which may also receive another value for 'person' 
when the HEAD is realised by a personal pronoun. 
2.5 Realisation of the complement function 
As has been said earlier, complementation has to be regarded as a 
special form of postmodification. As far as the cardinal numerals and 
relative superlatives are concerned complementation is required. 
Verb-like complementation is in most occurrences optional and may 
accompany certain subcategories of nouns (infinitives and 
32
 For the description of the postdeterminer NP we can refer to what preceded and 
still may follow in this chapter on the description of the NP in MSA (cf. 
note 20). 
33
 We include the postmodifiers which Kouloughli calls 'adnominals' or 'free 
complements' (cf. Kouloughli, 1988: 156, see also note 23). 
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nominalized participles). Therefore we prefer to discuss these three 
groups separately from postmodification. 
a - comparative complement: an NP is the only category which can 
follow, as a comparative complement, the head of an NP realised by 
a relative superlative. In our description of the NP we have added the 
meta affix 'elative' to the comparative complement It is used in order 
to account for other occurrences of comparative elements as well. 
The meta affix 'elative' can take on the values 'COMPINFi', 
'сомріырг', 'coMPSUP' and 'SUPREL'. 
b - count complement: an NP is the only category which can follow a 
cardinal numeral as a count complement. For the marking of the 
relationship between the head and its count complement it is relevant 
to attach the meta affixes 'nums' and 'gender' to both the count 
complement and its realisation in order to account for gender polarity 
in MSA (cf. section C.3.3 below). 
с - verb-like complement: an NP, a PP, a complement clause (CCL) 
and a prepositional clause (PP) can occur as verb-like complements. 
For the marking of the relationship between the head and its 
complement(s) it is relevant to attach to both the complement and its 
realisation the meta affix 'complementation' which carries specific 
information about the form of transitivity. 
Nominal complementation follows patterns similar to the syntactic 
structure of constituents with a verb in the head function. 
Nominalized verbal forms may occur accompanied by categories 
realising an agent and/or object function. In the syntactic structure of 
the NP the postdetermination function can be used as a slot for an 
agent or object occurrence. However, co-occurrence of an agent and 
a (multiple) object must be dealt with in an appropriate way. This 
means, for example, that the agent may be realised by an NP in 
postdetermination, a (multiple) object in the form of an NP marked 
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for 'accusative' case value, in the form of a PP, a complement clause 
and/or a prepositional clause. 
3 Value agreement between the realisations of NP 
functions 
The specific values for 'defmiteness', 'person', 'gender', 'number' 
and 'case' attached to the category in head function mark the NP as a 
whole and determine the corresponding values for one or more of its 
expansions. So, the relation between the head of an NP and its 
satellites may be marked by a number of shared features discussed 
below as agreement concerning 'defmiteness', 'person', 'gender', 
'number' and 'case' as well as combinations of them. 
3.1 Definiteness 
In MSA definiteness is always marked in a formal way except for 
some cases of the minimal realisation of the NP, i.e. the bare 
occurrence of a demonstrative, indefinite or interrogative pronoun 
and a personal pronoun as head category. They are semantically 
marked for their determination value. Here we discuss agreement 
concerning 'definiteness' between the head of an NP and its 
expansions. 
a - agreement between head and determiner: 
The predeterminer in its different realisations (cf. section B.3) 
excludes the formal marking of the head for 'INDEF'. So we may 
speak of full definiteness agreement between the head and the 
predeterminer in an NP: 
(30) fi hädihi Tahwäli 
in this (DEF) the-(DEF)-circumstances-(DEF) 
under such circumstances (NM, 10,9) 
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The presence of an independent postdeterminer imposes the value 
'DEF' (definite) on the head of the NP. However the final value for 
'definiteness' of the head/postdeterminer combination depends on 
what value for 'definiteness' emerges from the postdeterminer 
realisation. An indefinite postdeterminer results in an indefinite NP, 
whereas a definite postdeterminer fixes the NP for the value 'DEF'. 
In the first situation there is non-agreement between head and 
postdeterminer as between 'amili (DEF) and bina'in (INDEF) in (28). 
In the second case we are dealing with (accidental) full definiteness 
agreement as between the head hayäta (DEF) and the postdeterminer 
NPAM (DEF). 
The presence of a 'bound' postdeterminer imposes the value 'INDEF' 
(indefinite) on the head of the NP: 
(31) fi hafawätin taqilatìn giddan 
in steps (INDEF) heavy very 
in a very reluctant step (NM,13,8) 
This implies that determination in Arabic has the values 'definite' and 
'indefinite', regardless of whether this has to be understood as 
morphological or semantic markedness (cf. alsirbini and Carter's 
comments: 272-73). 
b - agreement between head and postmodifiers: 
The head of an NP imposes the value for definiteness on all types of 
postmodification categories except on that of a PP (cf. section 
D.3).34 This means that an NP, an ADJP and a REL CL will follow 
the head in full definiteness agreement. For agreement with (a) 
postmodifying NP(s) we refer to (8) where the appositives muçtafa 
and 'alkdtibu follow the head alsayyidu in the value for definiteness. 
In (1) the ADJP sämilatan has the same value for definiteness 
34
 In Chapter V we will mention the occurrence of an indefinite NP in 
apposition to a definite NP head. 
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(INDEF) as its head nazratan. In (27) the ADJP 'almafmsati and the 
REL CL 'aliati 'ktarähä have the same value for définiteness (DEF) 
as their head 'alhugrati. 
с - agreement between head and complements: 
The comparative complement is an obligatory expansion acting as a 
postdeterminer and imposing its value for definiteness on the head it 
determines. We sometimes find constructions with non-agreement or 
with (accidental) similarity exactly as discussed for the combination 
of a head and a postdeterminer. In (2) we saw the definite 
comparative complement 'alhägati as an expansion of 'asaddi and in 
(10) we saw the occurrence of the indefinite complement wa'yin 
preceded by 'adnä. 
Full definiteness agreement as shown in [m] and non-agreement as 
demonstrated by sittatu (DEF) and gunayháíin (INDEF) in (29) can be 
encountered in constructions of some cardinal numerals with their 
count complement strongly resembling the constructions of a 
head/postdeterminer combination. An argument to regard it as such 
can be found in the example in which the formal mark η of dual 
number for the head is dropped before the postdeterminer. Compare 
[n] (a similar construction as that shown in [e]) with (32) (cf. 
alZaggägi, Gumal: 155): 
[m] talätatuhum 
three(DEF)-iheir(DEF) 
the three of them (Cant.11,375) 
[n] mungu mi'atay sanatili 
since of-hundred-two (DEF) of-a-year (INDEF) 
two-hundred years ago (CanL:II,369) 
(32) waqäla 'anhu muwazzafu Isikritäriyyati 
and-bas-spoken-he of-him employee(s) of-the-secretariat 
and the employees of the office said of him (that he) (NM,13,19) 
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Redundancy in full definiteness agreement can be found in a 
construction consisting of a head with predeterminer35 and a count 
complement as in: 
[o] al'asaratu Taqdämi 
the-ten of-lhe-feet 
ten feet (CanL:II,375) 
In other occurrences of the cardinal numerals with a count 
complement (i.e. those with a semantic value of 11 to 20, the 
multiples of ten and their compounds) no relationship exists between 
head and complement as far as determination is concerned. While the 
count complement carries the value 'indefinite', the numeral may 
have its own value for 'definiteness'. So, there is no question of 
agreement in constructions as: 
[p] 'ahada 'asara sayhan 
one ten (INDEF) sheikh (INDEF) 
eleven sheikhs (CanL:II,367) 
[q] sâmahahu bi'ltamâni waTarba'ina 'asan 
forgave-he-him for-the-eight (DEF) and-the-forty (DEF) rod (INDEF) 
he forgave him the forty-eight blows (Cant.:II,377) 
As far as the definiteness agreement between head and verb-like 
complement(s) is concerned (if combined with its agentive or 
objective complement36 in a head/postdeterminer construction), we 
may encounter non-agreement or (accidental) similarity characteristic 
of the construction with a postdeterminer. In (22) above we had the 
object 'alfuturi (DEF) in postdeterminer position to 'ihdäri. In (23) it 
3 5
 Fassi Fehii (1981: 302) seems to confirm the relatively high frequency of this 
rather 'Kufan' construction in Modem Arabic but it is not clear at all on what 
arguments. 
3 6
 With the terms 'agentive' and Objective' complement we refer to (he logical 
agent or object of the action which is realised in the form of an infinitive (or 
masdar). 
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is the agentive complement hi that takes the postdeterminer position 
followed by an objective complement realised by a PP bi'annahum 
min samïmi hä'ulä'i 'Iqawmi. In (33) the objective complement is 
still marked as a direct object in spite of an empty postdeterminer 
slot: 
(33) muttahidïna 'iyyähu muzhatan wadu'äbktan 
taking him joke and-pleasantry 
poking fun at him (MM, 17,3) 
In 'verb-like' combinations there is no definiteness relationship 
between head and (objective) complement 
3.2 Person 
Depending on its categorial realisation, the meta affix 'person' that is 
associated with the head of an NP can carry the value 'first', 
'second' or 'third'. This value sets the scope for the possible 
realisation of some expansions of the head of the NP. 
a - variable person value for the head: 
When a personal pronoun figures in the head function of an NP it 
cannot receive a pre- or postdeterminer as an expansion. In cases of 
special emphasis full person agreement may occur between the head 
and its postmodifier. The head function of the postmodifier is then 
realised by the independent form of the corresponding personal 
pronoun (34) (cf. Ibn alSarrag, Mugaz: 75). In other cases only 
accidental similarity in person value may occur, i.e. identical person 
values referring to different referents (35): 
(34) mädä yuhimmunl 'ani 
what he-concems-me I 
why should it bother me, personally ! (NM, 11,20) 
(35) qälat 'an hayätihimä 'Imustarakati 
spoke-she of life-(THIRD)-of-both-of-them (THIRD) the-common 
she spoke about their life together (NM, 15,22) 
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[r] 'antom 'almadaniyyina 
you (SECOND) the-civilians (THIRD) 
you, the citizens (Cant.:II,80) 
b - fixed person value ('third') for the head: 
The head of the NP may receive a pre- or postdeterminer and the 
head of the latter may vary in person, for example the postdeterminer 
кит (SECOND) and its head tasar ruf (THIRD) in (7) in contrast with 
the postdeterminer himâ (THIRD) and the head hayäti (THIRD) in 
example (35). 
3.3 Gender 
The semantic 'sex' value of the HEAD of an NP37 is, in the form of a 
syntactic 'gender' value, extended to all its expansions capable of 
'gender' variation. This generalisation, however, is too vague for an 
exact description of gender agreement within the NP. Thus we 
discuss its occurrences below while disregarding the postdeterminer 
expansion on which the gender value of the head has no effect.38 
37 Examples of the 'semantic' gender value of an NP bead are bintun in (h), 
'alhadimu in (i) and 'aguzun in (j). all unmarked for gender (= MASC): 
(h) wabintun tazawwagat min 'amili binä'in 
and-daughter (MASC) married-she (FEM) of worker of-building 
and a daughter who married a construction worker (NM,16,4) 
(i) wafatahat 'alhädimu 'Isarrä 'ata 
and-opened-sbe (FEM) the-servant (MASC) the-peep-hole 
and the maid opened the peep hole (NM,28,1) 
(j) wa'mra'atun 'agùzun 'awrâ'u 
and-woman (FEM) old (MASC) one-eyed (FEM) 
and an old one-eyed lady (NM, 15,17) 
3 8
 We are working within the framework of an analysis environment. Gender 
agreement between an interrogative or indefinite noun, some non-numerical 
quantifiers and their postdeterminers (as in [k] and [1]) will therefore be 
accounted for in an implicit way, i.e. an analysis in terms of a head of an NP 
marked for a 'feminine' gender value followed by a postdeterminer realised by 
an NP equally marked fa' a 'feminine' gender value: 
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a - gender agreement between head, predeterminer and 
postmodifier(s): 
Considering the predeterminer capable of receiving a demonstrative 
in expansion (cf. section B.l and 3), the same gender agreement 
between head and predeterminer exists as between head and 
postmodifier(s) if realised by an ADJP (or ADJPs) and/or a REL CL. 
Gender agreement takes place along the following lines: 
i - all lexical categories realising the head function of an NP that 
are semantically marked for [-HUMAN] require, where possible,39 
corresponding gender values for their expansions when they have 
singular or dual number values themselves. 
Examples for this rule are the ADJP sämilatan marked for the gender 
value 'FEMiinine)' because of the gender value 'FEM' of its head 
[k] 'ayyatu ma'sâtin ? [1] bid'atu 'ayyämin 
which(FEM) tragedy(=)? few(FEMSING) of-(lays(MASC,INPLU) 
what tragedy ? (C.:II,156) some days (Cam.:II,156) 
Paronomastic bead/postdetenniner sequences (particular word combinations) 
will be dealt with in the same implicit way. The stylistic value of an identical 
consonantal root origin is not dealt with in parsing at syntax level (see also 
note 44; cf. Reckendorf, 1909): 
[m] waläkinnahä ni'matu 'Ini'ami 
and-but-her blessing of-the-blessings 
but it is a great blessing (Cant.:II,450) 
3 9
 This restriction is needed to account for NPs in postmodification to a head 
which are semantically fixed for a given gender value (n) as well as for gender 
polarity between the head of an NP and some cardinal numbers (three to ten 
and their compounds) occurring as heads of adjective phrases in 
postmodification function (o): 
(n) alwatanu Tummu 
the-country (MASC.SINCNOM) the-mother (FEM,=,=) 
the mother country (Cant.:II,71) 
(o) min 'algihäti Tarba'i 
from the-sides (ΡΕΜ,ΕΧΡίΙΙ,ΟΕΝ) the-four (MASC,SING,=) 
from the four sides (CanL:II,376) 
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nazratan in (1). In (24) we saw the head hâdâ (MASC) being 
followed by the masculine appositive40 'alsahra. 
ii - they require the value 'feminine' for their expansions when 
they are marked for 'plural' number value themselves. This is in 
contrast to lexical categories which realise the head function of an 
NP and are semantically marked for [+HUMAN], whether or not 
they are collective nouns. Even when marked for 'plural' number 
value4 1 nouns denoting human beings are followed by 
expansions with corresponding gender (and number) value. 
An example for the first part of this rale is found in (31) where the 
feminine/singular values for gender and number of the 
postmodifying ADJP taqilatin correspond with the feminine plural 
head hatawätin. The second part of the rule is illustrated by: 
4 0
 In NPs with a singular demonstrative as first element in the NP the usual 
agreement rules remain in effect and there is no reason to challenge (he view 
generally held by the Arab grammarians which attribute the head function to 
the demonstrative. One could still defend that the head imposes the gender 
value upon a postmodifying appositive. The occurrence of a demonstrative 
marked for feminine singular followed by an appositive which is marked for 
plural number value suggests an arbitrary agreement rule apparently specific 
for this occurrence, or the absence of any form of agreement between bead and 
appositive: 
(30) Π hà<Jihi Tahwäli 
in this (FEM.SING) the-circumstances (MASCINPLU) 
under such circumstances (NM, 10,9) 
A more simple and homogeneous description of agreement rules in Arabic 
should result from the view which considers the demonstrative in such an 
occurrence as an expansion of the predeterminer. 
4 1
 The classical grammatical exception to this rule is: a lexical category realising 
the head function of an NP, marked for 'ч-human' nature and 'plural' number 
value may be followed by expansions marked for 'singular' number value if 
the lexical realisation of the head category in the plural belongs to the so 
called 'broken plurals' (cf. Wright, 1974, II: 273; Reckendorf, 1895: 89). 
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(36) bayna niswatin gälisÄti 'Iqurfasä'i 
between women(FEM,INPLU) sitting(=,EX=) the-squatling-position 
between squatting women (NM,13,12) 
Agreement between a plural head and a collective appositive may be 
observed in (23) where the plural hà'ulâ'i ('these') was followed by 
the collective common noun 'alqawmi ('the people'). 
There are, however, a number of formally marked exceptions to 
those 'general' rules. They may include the semantic level. In [u] the 
label 'dog' is applied to human beings. This 'figure of speech' is not 
so easy to interpret correctly at syntax level. 
[s] yahüdun katiratun wanasärä qalilatun 
Jews(COLL) many(FEM,SING) and-Christians(MASC,INPLU) few 
many Jews but few Christians (Cant.:II,55) (FEM.SING) 
[t] 'asmä'un katirun 
names (MASC.INPLU) much (MASC.SING) 
numerous names (CanL:II,S9) 
[u] alküäbu 'lladîna 'at'amtuhum 
the-(Jogs(MASC,INPLU) whom(=£XPLU) fed-I-them (=£XPLU) 
the dogs that I had fed (CanL:II,60) 
If capable of gender variation an NP in postmodifier function agrees 
in gender with the head it modifies. However, a cardinal numeral 
(with a semantic value ranging from three to ten and from thirteen to 
twenty) that is used as a postmodifier follows the gender polarity 
principle, i.e., it is marked for a gender value opposite to that of the 
(gender value in singular of the) head it modifies (cf. also the 
following section): 
(37) wa'awlâduhu Ibamsatu 
and-children-(MASC,EXPLU)-his the-five (FEM.SING) 
with his five children (NM,29,1) 
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b - gender agreement between head and complement: 
Here we need only discuss the gender agreement between a head 
realised by a cardinal numeral and its count complement. Heads with 
a semantic value ranging from three to ten will be followed by 
another cardinal numeral and/or a count complement marked for the 
opposite gender value as found in: 
[m] talätatuhum 
three-(FEM)-of-them (MASC) 
the three of them (Сат.:П,375) 
[ν] nahwa t&l&t&ti malfiylni hindiyyin 
about three (FEM) millions (MASC) Indians 
about three million Indians (CanL:II,371) 
[w] käna lahu falätu banätin 
was to-him three (MASC) of-daughters (FEM) 
he had three daughters (Сапі:П,384) 
3.4 Number 
The number value of the head of the NP governs the number value of 
its expansions according to the following agreement rules: 
i - a head with 'singular' or 'dual' number value imposes 
corresponding values on accompanying expansions:42 
An example is presented in (1) where the ADJP sämilatan (SING) 
agrees with its head nazratan in number (SING). An example for 
'dual' number value is: 
4 2
 However, a 'dual' number value may agree with the sum of two coordinated 
postmodifiers both marked for 'singular' number value (cf. section E.l): 
(q) fi 'Uugatayni Tarabiyyati waTingiliziyyati 
in the-languages-two(DUAL) the-Arab(SING) and-the-English(SING) 
in both languages, Arabic and English (Cant.: 11,52) 
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(38) la ta'rifu hätayni 'Isayyidatayni ! 
not you-know this-two (DUAL) the-ladies-two (DUAL) 
you do not know these two ladies (NM,39,14) 
ii - a head with 'plural' number value imposes one or a 
combination of the following alternatives on accompanying 
expansions: 
the 'plural' number value of the head (when realised by a noun 
denoting human beings) effects an identical number value of its 
expansions: 
Examples of this rule can be found in (36) and [u] where the plurals 
'women' (niswatin) and 'dogs' ('alkiläbu) were combined with a 
plural ADJP (gälisäli 'alqurfasa'/') and REL CL {'alladlna 
' af amtuhum) respectively. 
the 'plural' number value of the head (when realised by a noun 
denoting non-human beings) effectuates the realisation of a 
'singular' number value of its expansions: 
In (19) the plural head 'spirits' (nufus) received the singular 
postmodifying ADJPs 'nice' and 'humble ( 'alhulwat i 
'ІтиШ\ аф' ati). Also the 'heaviness' of the 'steps' (hatawätin) in 
(31) was expressed by a singular ADJP itaqïlatin). 
3.5 Case 
The specific marking for case attached to the head category of an NP 
conditions the case value of all its expansions. In (1) the accusative 
case mark an for the direct object nazratan is repeated in the 
postmodifying ADJP sâmilatan. If the head function is occupied by 
an element which is invariable in case value the corresponding value 
of its expansion(s) will disambiguate the case value of the head: 
(39) qasada mustafä 'Mtibu 'ala 'l'alati 'Ikâtibati 
viewed-he MustafaflNV) the-writing(NOM) at the-machine the-writing 
Mustafa the typist had an eye on ... (ΝΜ,Μ,ΙΟ) 
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The general rule for case agreement is thus: the expansions are 
marked for their relation to the head by an identical case value. A 
notable exception is one of the instances of postmodification, the 
reformulation, in which an 'ACC' case value is required. The 
example [r] in section 3.2 about 'Person' contains the personal 
pronoun nominative 'antum as head of the NP followed by the 
appositive 'almadaniyyina itself marked for accusative case. We 
come back to this matter in section E.4. 
3.6 The clustering of values and conditioned agreement 
At the beginning of this subsection (section C.l) we used one and 
the same example, repeated below, to demonstrate concord between 
an NP and a following verb concerning their value for 'person', 
'gender' and 'number'. According to the Arab grammatical tradition 
we could even have extended it with concord for 'defmiteness' and 
'case' value because both are marked for the 'DEF' and the 'NOM' 
case (Sibawayhi В I: 220; 409; Ibn alSarräg, MUgaz: 75). 
Corresponding values are represented by the equal sign: 
(9) 'almuwaz?afuna yatafahhasuna 
the-employees(DEF>lASC3XPLU,THIRD,NOM)they-exainme 
the employees began to look at it (NM,8,9) (=,=,=,=,=) 
Also within one and the same constituent, the NP, we observed the 
occurrence of regular patterns in value agreement concerning several 
meta affixes. In our description we have to account for these 
regularities. We now make a distinction between the clustering of 
agreement between a head and its predeterminer and/or its 
postmodifier(s) and the conditioned agreement between a head and 
its postdeterminer and/or its complement.43 
As we present the agreement phenomena in the form of a listing of values 
linked to the elements concerned in the morpbo-lexical translation of data it 
may be more convenient to repeat examples that were used earlier in full. 
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3.6.1 The clustering of agreement 
The maximally marked form of agreement44 should exist between the 
head and its dependants. That is, full agreement for a head with 
'SING' or 'DUAL' number value as in (1), and non-agreement for a 
head with 'plur' number value and semantically marked for '-human' 
as in (31) and (30): 
(1) nazratan sámilatan 
look (INDEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) general (=,=,=,=,=) 
then he threw a general look at the room - the office (NM,6,7) 
(31) fi hatawätin taqilatin giddan 
in steps(INDEF,FEM,EXPLU,THIRD,GEN) heavy(=,=,SING,=,=) very 
in a very reluctant step (NM,13,8) 
(30) fi hädihi Tahwäli 
in this (DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) the-circumstances (=,MASC, 
under such circumstances (NM, 10,9) INPLU,=,=) 
Apparent exceptions are presented in constructions involving: 
a - the occurrence of morphologically unmarked realisations: 
(40) fafatahat 'albädimn 'Isaira'ata 
and-has-opened-she (FEM) the-(wo)man-servant (BOTH) the-pecphole 
and the maid opened the peephole (NM,28,1) 
(41) wa'mra'atun 'aguzun 'awrâ'u 
and-woman old (BOTH) one-eyed 
and an old one-eyed woman (NM,1S,17) 
This may include an identical origin for head and dependent(s) as far as the 
consonantal root is concerned [r]. However, at the syntactic level we cannot 
account for this kind of paronomastic structure nor for the imitative pleonasm 
(as Cantarino calls the 'itbä' or the intended end rhyme of the Arab 
grammarians) like in [s]: 
[r] al'agabu Tugäbu [s] kitäbun dahmun fahmun 
the-wonder the-wonderful book big magnificent 
the strangest thing (C.:II,449) a very voluminous book(C.:II,495) 
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b - the occurrence of elements only semantically marked with 
respect to determination ((8) and (42)), gender (43) and number: 
(8) alsayyidu muctafä 'Ikätibu 'ala 'l'âlati 'Ikâtibati 
the-mister Mustafa(INDEF,INV) the-writer on the-instrument the-writing 
Mr Mustafa the typist (NM,6,13) 
(42) biduhüli 'ammi 'ibrfthlma 'Ifarräsi 
with-entering of-uncle (1NDEF) Ibrahim (=) the4)ffice-boy (DEF) 
with the entering of Uncle Ibrahim, the office boy (ΝΜ,ό,Ι) 
(43) wahiya 'änisun fi 'Ihamsína 
and-she spinster in the-fifties 
and she was a spinster in her fifties (NM,29,1) 
с - the occurrence of emphasis (34) and reformulation [r]: 4 5 
(34) mädä yuhimmuni 'ana 
what he-concems-me(DEF,BOTH,SING,nRST,ACC) I 
why should it bother me, personally ! (NM.l 1,20) (=,=,=,=,NOM) 
[r] 'antum 'almadaniyyina 
you (DEF,MASC,EXPLU,SECOND,NOM) the-civUians(=,=,=, 
you, the citizens (Cant..il,80) THIRD.ACC) 
d - the occurrence of a numerical quantifier in postmodifier 
function that, because of its value (ranging between three and ten), 
opposes its head as far as gender (and number) value is concerned: 
(37) wa'awladuhu 'lhamsatu 
and-children-(MASC,INPLU>his the-five (FEM,SING) 
with his five children (NM,29,1) 
e - 'broken' plurals semantically marked for 'non-human': 
(44) mundu 'ashurin qalä'ila 
since months (MASC.INPLU) few (=,=) 
since a few months (NM,31,20) 
We leave out of consideration cases of agreement according to virtual function 
(cf. Ditters, 1985: 76; Payf, 1982: 23), because of the lack of dear examples 
from the corpus. 
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[x] 'ashurun ma'dudätun 
months (MASC.INPLU) countables (FEM.EXPLU) 
some months (Cant.:II,60). 
3.6.2 Conditioned agreement: 
Here we mention the specific relation between a head and its 
postdeterminer, and between a head and its complement: 
a - head and postdeterminer: 
As was said earlier, in this construction the head of the MP is marked 
for the 'definite' value concerning determination while the 
postdeterminer is marked for 'genitive' case. In this generalised 
description we include some occurrences of relative superlatives, 
verbal nouns and nominalized participles as head of an NP with its 
complement realised in postdeterminer position. In a similar way we 
include numerical quantifiers with a semantic value ranging between 
three and ten (29), the hundreds, thousands and millions. In the case 
of these quantifiers the head (when ranging between three and ten) is 
marked for a gender value opposite to that of its count complement 
(in its 'singular' number form) and the latter receives an 'indefinite' 
value for determination. 
(29) wa'agruhu Ta$liyyu sittatu gunayhätin 
and-salary-his the-initial six (FEM) of-pounds (MASC in singular) 
and his starting salary was six pounds (NM, 13,18) 
b - head and complement: 
Here we mention the combination of a verbal noun or nominalized 
participle with a verb-like complement marked for its function in a 
way similar to that of the corresponding verb, i.e. in the form of a 
direct object (an NP marked for the 'accusative' case value or a 
complement clause) or a prepositional object, a PP as in (23). In a 
similar way we include numerical quantifiers (with a semantic value 
ranging between eleven and twenty as well as the tens) with their 
count complement. The complement of a numeral is marked for 
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'indefinite' determination, 'singular' number and 'accusative' case. 
Heads with a semantic value between thirteen and twenty (included) 
or composed of a unit and a ten, assume gender polarity between the 
unit and the ten and gender agreement between the ten and the count 
complement as in [y]: 
(23) li'Umihi bi'annahum min samimi hä'ulä'i 'Iqawmi 
because-of-knowing-his by-that-them from core of-these the-people 
because be knew they were of the same origin (NM,30,5) 
[y] ba'da firâqi hamsata 'asara 'aman 
after separation five (FEM) ten year (INDEF.MASCSING.ACC) 
after a separation of fifteen years (CanL:II,367) 
D: Functions and categories within the post-head 
expansions of the NP 
The realisation of a postmodification or complement expansion in the 
form of an NP does not have to be worked out here because it 
proceeds along the same lines as described so far. Here we discuss 
expansions of the head of an NP realised by an ADJP (section D.l), 
an adverb phrase (hereafter ADVP) (section D.2), a PP (section 
D.3), a REL CL (section D.4), and a complement clause (hereafter 
CCL) (section D.5). 
1 The adjective phrase (ADJP) 
In the next few sections we discuss the functions within the ADJP, 
the categories which can occur in these functions as well as the 
relations and dependencies between the different elements. 
1.1 Functions within the ADJP 
a - the adjective head: 
In its elementary form the ADJP consists only of a head (HEAD). So, 
the basic function in an ADJP is the adjective head. In contrast to the 
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NP (section A.2) and the VP (cf. Chapter IV, I section A.2) in 
Arabic, c.q. in MSA, the addition of a negator function as expansion 
of the head of an ADJP does not exist4 6 In order to express the 
negative value of an adjective head another construction is used: an 
NP consisting of a head and a postdeterminer, the head being 
realised by the noun expressing 'non-existence', 'non-being' or 
'being else than' (gayr), and the postdeterminer being realized by an 
NP the head of which consists of a nominalized adjective (cf. section 
B.3): 
(45) idâkâna 'Idawâ'u gayra mawgûdin bi'lsûqi 
if has-been-he the-medicament other than existent at-the-market 
if the medicine is not available (NM,7,12) 
b - the determiner of an adjective head: 
An expansion of the head is the addition of an element which 
functions as a determiner to the head of the ADJP. The element 
having this function may precede or follow the head it determines. 
Hence the distinction between the adjective predeterminer (PREDET) 
and postdeterminer (POSTDET). A predeterminer and a 
postdeterminer to an adjective head do not seem to be mutually 
exclusive in MSA. Compare for example: 
[z] ka'uçfûrin maksüri Iganähayni 
like-bird broken of-the-wings-two 
as a bird with broken wings (CanuII.llO) 
[aa] altä'ini 'Imaksüru 'Iganähayni 
the-bird the-broken of-the-wings-two 
the bird with broken wings (Cant:II,110) 
However, the combination of a negator and an adjective head may occur, but 
then as a monolithic compound and listed as such in the lexicon (cf. Ali, 
1987: 32-33; 82-83; Monteil:, 1960,138 ff). 
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с - the postmodifier of an adjective head: 
An expansion of the head of an ADJP is the addition of an element 
which functions as its modifier. According to the position of this 
element we speak of a postmodifier (ЮМ). 
d - the adjective complement: 
An expansion of the head of an ADJP (mainly déverbal adjectives) is 
the addition of an element which functions as its complement 
(COMPL). With respect to the position of this complement we could 
think in terms of postmodification, but because of the similarity with 
verb-like complementation (co-occurrence with a prepositional 
object) we prefer to introduce a distinct subsection here as we did 
earlier for the complementation expansion in the NP (section A.5). 
The general structure of the ADJP in MSA is represented in the 
following tree diagram in which optional elements are marked by 
their inclusion in brackets: 
Figure 3 ADJP 
(PREDET) ADJ HEAD (POSTDEO (TOM) (COMPL) 
1.2 Realisation of the ADJP functions 
Each of the four functions we have just distinguished within the 
ADJP can be realised by one or more alternative categories. 
a - subcategories realising the adjective head function: 
The head function of an ADJP by definition can only be realised by 
the category 'adjective' in which, nevertheless, several subcategories 
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can be distinguished. In (19), for example,47 we had the sequence of 
a common adjective (' alhulwati) and a verbal adjective 
Çalmutawàdïatï) in ADJPs as postmodifiers to the head 'alnufusi. 
In the following examples we have an elative (a comparative (46) and 
an absolute superlative (47)) as the head of an ADJP. Moreover, in 
(47) we also have the relative adjective dahabiyyatin in the head 
function of an ADJP: 
(46) nihäyatu 'l'alami 'aqrabu mimmâ tatasawwarüna 
end of-the-world closer than-what you-imagine 
the end of the world is closer than you may think (NM,7,17) 
(47) data huslätin dahabiyyatin wajaynayni zarqäwayni 
possessor of-tresses golden and-eyes-two blue-two 
with golden tresses and blue eyes (NM, 16,16) 
A numeral adjective can also function as the head of an ADJP. In 
(37) we already met the ordinal numeral 'alhamsatu as postmodifier 
to the head 'awlädu. In the following example we have a cardinal 
adjective as head of an ADJP: 
(48) walammä marrat sá'atun {älitatun 
and-when has-passed-she hour third 
and when a third hour passed (NM,9,5) 
b - categories realizing the function of adjective determiner: 
The only category that can realise the function of adjective 
predeterminer is a definite article which is prefixed to the adjective 
head like 'al prefixed to the adjective heads hulwati and mutawâçlVati 
in (19). 
For a more exhaustive description of the adjective phrase the listing of 
examples could easily be completed with data from the corpus to illustrate the 
occurrence of verb-like adjectives, intensives, distributives, multiplicatives 
and partitive adjectives (cf. Wright, 1974, Π: 262 ff; Dayf, 1982:105). 
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The only two categories which can occur in the function of adjective 
postdeterminer are an MP marked by the 'genitive' case value and the 
morphological mark for 'indefinite' case value: the tanwîn or its 
counterpart, the diptotic declension. An example of the latter we 
already saw in (41) where it was represented by the phoneme u, 
diptotic declension mark for the nominative of the postmodifying 
adjective 'awrâ'u. In (49) we have an example of an NP in the 
function of postdeterminer to an adjective head: 
(49) 'aniqan dahabiyya 'Ibitimi wa'lsä'ati 
chic gold of-tbe-ring and-the-clock 
elegant with golden ring and watch (NM,6,17) 
с - categories realizing the function of adjective postmodifier: 
In this function a PP (fi 'lhamsïna in (43)) may occur as well as an 
NP in which the head is marked for indefiniteness (INDEF) and 
carries an accusative (ACC) case value (giddan in (31)). 
d - categories realising the function of adjective complement: 
An adjective head may be complemented by an NP48 ('iyyähu in 
(33)) or by a PP as in: 
(50) bimakrin mawrutin 'an 'al'arçifati 
with-wiliness inherited from the-pavements 
with a cunning learned on the street (NM,21,18) 
The combination of the function marker 'iyyä and a suffixed personal pronoun 
is here analysed as an NP. One could argue that the particle ' iyyä should be 
described in close relation with the prepositions because it governs the 
following pronoun in the 'genitive' (according to Wright, 1974,1: 103) just 
as they do. However, we are dealing with suffixed pronouns in the 
'accusative'. Moreover, the particle is typically used in the context of 
ditransitive verbs, verbal nouns or verbal adjectives to mark one of the direct 
objects which is realised in the form of a dependent personal pronoun. We 
describe therefore the particle concerned as an intensifier which doubles the 
accusative case mark. 
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2 The adverb phrase (ADVP) 
Earlier we saw that categories were marked for their realisation of a 
certain function. This was the case for NPs in postdeterminer 
function to the head of an NP (section C.2.3) and the head of an 
ADJP (section D.I.2 above). They were identified by a 'genitive' 
case marking. This marking for a specific function is also used for 
constituents with an adverbial function. We must however 
distinguish between this adverbial function (among other possible 
functions) of certain constituents and the category 'adverb phrase' 
(with an adverb in the head function) whose only function is 
adverbial in nature. We will first discuss the ADVP and end with a 
few remarks about categories with an adverbial function within the 
description of the NP and their possible realisations. 
2.1 Structure of the ADVP 
The ADVP exists merely of a head. The head of an ADVP is realised 
by an item that belongs by definition to the class of adverbs. 
According to the traditional Arab distinction of the speech categories 
into three classes (nouns, verbs and particles) the adverbs must be 
sought among the particles. They occur in modifying functions as do 
the prefixed verbal premodifier sa (functioning as a future marker 
(cf. Chapter IV, Part I, section B.3)), the verbal negators like lam in 
(51) (cf. Chapter Г , Part I, section B.2), the nominal negator (cf. 
section B.2 above), or sentence operators like the interrogative 
particles in (52): 
(51) lam yahrug ba'du min ni'mati 'Itufulati 
not he-leaves yet from happiness of-the-childhood 
he had not yet left behind the happiness of childhood (NM,6,12) 
(52) hal yahfâ 'Iqamani ? 
does he-is-concealed the-moon ? 
is it new moon? (NM,7,7) 
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The head of an ADVP can be realised by an element of the word 
class of adverbs, a closed class of lexical items. One example is the 
adverb ba'du in (51). Other examples from our corpus are: 
(53) fa'ayna dahaba 'Imagnunu 
but-where has-gone-be tbe-idiot 
but where bas the idiot gone (NM,9,8) 
(54) na'am qàlû li gälika 
yes, have-said-tbey to-me that 
yes, they told me that (NM,9,12) 
(55) rubbamft häma hawlahu kadamn 
maybe has-cirded-be around-bim irritation 
perhaps something irritated him (NM,21,12) 
(56) 'ammä hunä fara'ä ma lam yakun yarähu 
as for here well-has-seen-he what not he-is he-sees-it 
but here he saw what he never had seen (NM,22,7) 
2.2 Phrasal categories with an 'adverbial' function 
Earlier (in section D.1.2) we mentioned the use of the category NP 
marked by an accusative case value as postmodifier of an adjective 
head (very much resembling the functioning of an ADVP in English) 
like in (31) where the accusative NP giddan modifies the adjective 
head taqllat. Also a PP may assume such a postmodifying function 
and occur in an adverbial function. In our description of the NP we 
only mention phrasal categories with an 'adverbial' function which 
may occur within an NP: 
a - an NP marked by the specific adverbial case value 'ACC'49 like 
fabähan as postmodifier to the head of an NP realised by the 
4 9
 In this context we may also account for the occurrence of such nominalized 
adjectives as 'awwalan, 'ahiran, katiran etc. We may also mention here the 
occurrence of two identical NPs both marked for the 'accusative' case value 
and figuring as postmodifiers in an asyndetic sequence [t]. The asyndetic 
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nominalized ordinal number 'altäsVati in (6) ox giddan, postmodifier 
to the head of the ADJP taqilat in (31). 
b - a PP the structure of which we will discuss in the next section. In 
(57) and (58) the adverbs qablu and 'ayna are complements in a PP: 
(57) fama ra'ä bahran min qablu 
so-not has-seen-he sea from before 
so be had not seen a sea before (NM, 18,5) 
(58) min 'ayna laka bi'lnuqudi 
from where to-you by-the-money 
from where do you have this money (NM,21,3) 
Э The prepositional phrase (PP) 
We have come across the PP on several occasions. Now we will 
discuss the functions that we can distinguish within the PP as well as 
the categories which may occur in these functions. In contrast with 
the earlier mentioned phrasal categories there is no dominant element 
in the PP which may be considered 'head' of the phrase or which 
may constitute by itself the phrase. The PP consists of two 
inseparable components: an element that links the phrase to another 
constituent and an element that is linked. We suggested the term 
'header' for the first constituent in this binary construction while the 
ordering of identical categoría! phrases is not limited to NPs (cf. the adjective 
phrases in predicate function in [u]). The syntactic structure of this kind of 
figure of speech should be accounted for in our description of the NP in MSA 
(simply as a case of apposition), but its semantic interpretation goes beyond 
the scope of a syntactic description. 
[t] sallama 'alayhim wähidan wâhidan 
greeted-he upon-them one one 
he greeted them one by one (Cant.:II,493) 
[u] watafsiruhu qaribun qaribun 
and-interpretation-his near near 
and its interpretation is very much like (CanL:II,493). 
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second is called the prepositional complement. The whole phrase is 
called after the category which functions as 'header': a preposition. 
3.1 Functions within the PP 
Within the PP we distinguish a prepositional header function and a 
prepositional complement function: 
a - the prepositional header: 
The prepositional header in a PP realises the connection of a 
prepositional complement with another constituent 
b - the prepositional complement: 
The function of prepositional complement is to modify another 
constituent. 
Both functions are obligatory and they always co-occur in the 
header/complement order. The structure of a PP can be represented 
as follows: 
Figure 4 PP 
/ \ 
HEADER COMPL 
3.2 Realisations of PP functions 
a - the category realising the function of prepositional header: 
The function of prepositional header of the PP is realised by an 
element from the set of prepositions as, for example, bi and duna in 
(59). A preposition can head a construction sometimes wrongly 
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interpreted as a preposition cluster. As a matter of fact, a number of 
prepositions in MSA are built on the basis of a noun and marked for 
their function by an 'accusative' case value. Preceded by another 
preposition (usually min), they become adverbs marked by an 
invariable и case ending or act as noun and realise the head function 
of a prepositional complement (below) with another NP in 
postdeterminer function. The string wara independently used can 
function as preposition with the meaning of 'behind' but preceded by 
the preposition min and followed by a noun (min waraihi in (60)) it 
functions as prepositional complement: 
(59) bilubbin säridin waduna 'ktirätin 
with-mind fugitive and-below concern 
absent-minded (NM,6,3) 
(60) 'alâ min wari'ihi hazinatun hâssatun ! 
is-not from rear-of-him cashbox special ! 
does be not bave behind him a prívate cashbox ! (NM, 10,4) 
b - categories realising the function of prepositional complement: 
As complement of a prepositional head can occur: 
i - an NP marked for 'genitive' case value like lubbin säridin and 
iktirâtin in (59); 
ii - a complement clause;50 for example the clause introduced by 'an 
in (61) or the embedded sentence introduced by 'anna which 
occurred in (23) and is repeated below: 
(61) 'ala'an ya'üda 'ilayhä ba'da qabdi 'Imähiyyäti 
at that he-retums to-her after coUectioning the-salaries 
provided that he should return after receiving their salaries (NM,8,10) 
50
 When realised in the form of a complement clause its verbal head may be in 
the subjunctive mood which was called by Arab grammarians the 'accusative' 
case similar to the accusative in the declension system of the nouns (cf. 
Sibawayhi В 1:407; Ibn alSanág, Mugar. 28). 
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(23) li'ilmihi bi'annahum min (amimi h&'ulft'i 'Iqawmi 
because-of-knowing-his by-that-them from core of-these the-people 
because he knew that they were of the same origin as these people 
(NM,30,5) 
4 Relative clause (REL CL) 
Arab grammarians described the structure of the REL CL as a relative 
pronoun followed by a dependent sentence in which a resumptive 
pronoun refers to the antecedent (cf. Owens, 1988: 156 ff). Such a 
description accounts for the occurrence of REL CLs at sentence level 
in the function of 'topic', 'subject' or 'protasis' (in a conditional 
sentence).51 At phrase level, and this is what concerns us here, such 
a description accounts for the occurrence of a REL CL as a 
postmodifier to a 'definite' head of an NP. A dependent sentence by 
itself, without a relative pronoun, may serve as a postmodifier to an 
'indefinite' head of an NP. Hence Western Arabists distinguished 
between two types of REL CLs in Arabic: the definite or syndetic 
REL CL and the indefinite REL CL. The definite REL CL is realised 
by a declarative sentence and linked by a relative pronoun to the 
preceding head of an NP which is marked for the 'DEF' 
determination value; the indefinite REL CL is realised by a 
declarative sentence annexed to the preceding head of an NP which is 
marked for the 'INDEF determination value (cf. Wright, 1974, II: 
317 ff; Reckendorf, 1967: 523 ff and 595 ff; but see also Bloch, 
1980; 1986: 15 ff, who uses 'relative clause' in a broad sense 
including also participial structures and indirect attributes). 
Below we discuss the functions which can be distinguished 
within the REL CL at phrase level, the categories which can occur in 
these functions, and the elements we want to retain in our description 
of the REL CL in MSA. 
51
 In this context the relative clauses should be mentioned that are introduced by 
the conjunctive pronouns man, ma, 'ayy. They belong to the category noun 
and can function as head of an NP. In this case the relative clause complement 
has to be interpreted and described as a postmodifier to the head of the NP. 
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4.1 Functions within the REL CL 
As mentioned in section B.4 a REL CL can realise the postmodifier 
function in an NP. If the head of the NP is definite the REL CL is 
preceded by a 'header' which is followed by a REL CL complement. 
If the head of the NP is indefinite the REL CL consists only of a 
REL CL complement without header simply in juxtaposition placed 
behind the antecedent it modifies. So we may distinguish: 
a - a REL CL HEADER: 
The function of the REL CL HEADER can be seen as a linker between 
a 'definite' antecedent and a complement transferring specific gender, 
number and case values to the relative complement. 
b - a REL CL COMPLEMENT: 
The function of a REL CL COMPLEMENT is to modify the head of an 
NP. This may occur in two ways: as an obligatory expansion of the 
REL CL header (in case of a syndetic REL CL); or as a direct 
apposition to the head of an NP (in case of an asyndetic REL CL). 
с - the TRACER: 
The TRACER of a REL CL functions as an explicit reference to the 
head of the NP the REL CL modifies. 
The structure of a REL CL can be represented as follows: 
Figure 5a RELCL 5b RELCL 
HEADER COMPL HEADER COMPL TRACER 
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4.2 Realisation of the functions within the REL CL 
a - categories realising the function of REL CL HEADER: 
The function of REL CL HEADER can be fulfilled by an element of the 
closed set of relative pronouns (62), indefinite pronouns (63) or by a 
zero element (64) depending on the value for definiteness of the head 
of the NP. In the latter case the link is established by juxtaposition 
and confirmed by the TRACER. 
(62) fi 'agä'ibi 'alwänihi 'llati tansâbu 'an 'alsafaqi 
in marvels of-colours-his that she-streams from the-evening-glow 
in marvellous colours emanating from the evening glow (NM,22,8) 
(63) wa'ltasä'ula 'ammâ yumkinu 'amaluhu 
and-the-mutual-questioning about-what he-is-possible doing-his 
and their questions about what could be done (NM,14,5) 
(64) kânat 'awwala harakatin qâsiyatin tabduru minhu nahwahä 
was-she first of-gesture harsh she-erupts from-him to-her 
it was the first rude gesture against her from his side (NM,23,22) 
b - the category realising the function of REL CL COMPLEMENT: 
In the function of REL CL COMPLEMENT any type of declarative 
sentence may occur. In (62) the string tansâbu 'an 'alsafaqi realises 
this function. In (63) and (64) yumkinu 'amaluhu and tabduru 
minhu nahwahä fulfil this role. The description of declarative 
sentences as a category goes beyond the scope of this study which 
only concerns the NP and VP. Nevertheless, in their aforementioned 
realisations they are accounted for in the description of the VP (cf. 
Chapter IV). 
с - the category realising the TRACER function: 
The TRACER function in a REL CL is realised by the pronoun suffix 
of the lexical verb (65) or by a resumptive pronoun. The latter may 
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be an independent pronoun in the case of a relative complement in the 
form of an equational sentence without a verb [bb] or by a suffixed 
pronoun (bound anaphor) either linked to the lexical verb (66 and 67) 
or included in a PP (68): 
(65) fara'at ragulan yartadî gilbâban 
and-saw-she man he-wears jalaba 
and she saw a man wearing a jalaba (NM,28,1) 
[bb] almakâna 'lladi huwa fihi 
tbe-place which he in-him 
the place in which it is (Cant.:IlI,165) 
(66) mahbubatuhu 'llati yuhibbuhâ 
loved-his who he-loves-her 
his dear whom he loves (NM,23,1) 
(67) bisawtin ya'tariduho 'Ita'âmu 
by voice he-obstnicts-him the-food 
with a voice strangled by food (NM,8,5) 
(68) fahattâ 'lhamra wa'lmuhaddirâti talabat bihä 
and-even the-wine and-the-drugs asked-she for-her 
and even the wine and drugs she asked for (NM,21,1) 
4.3 Functions and categories retained in our description 
To account for the linguistic facts in a proper way it is necessary and 
sufficient to describe the REL CL header and the REL CL 
complement as well as the categories which can occur in these 
functions. We do not take the tracer function and its categorial 
realisation into consideration because it is accounted for in the 
description of the relative complement itself.52 
5 2
 Given the fact that the tracer receives a function within the relative clause 
complement realisation there is no need to maintain in our description a 
separate function slot for it (cf. Figure Sc). According to the Arab 
grammatical tradition the relative pronoun is not a pan of the relative clause 
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5 Complement clause (CCL) 
Already with the REL CL complement but also with the complement 
clause and later with the prepositional clause we approach the level 
on which the sentence should be discussed. This, however, would 
go beyond the scope of this study but, on the other hand, a 
comprehensive description of the MP (and the VP) appears to be 
incomplete and inefficient without a reference to the description of 
clauses in the form of sentences. Here we will only mention briefly 
the functions and categories to be distinguished in these NP 
expansions (PP, REL CL and CCL). In Chapter IV (Part I, section 
D) we will meet the sentence again (see also Ditters, 1991). 
5.1 Functions within the CCL 
Within the complement clause (CCL) two elements can be 
distinguished: 
a-the CCL HEADER: 
The HEADER indicates the relation of the clause complement with the 
head of the NP. 
but is by itself a modifier to the noun it follows. In the view of the Arab 
grammarians the structure of the relative clause should correspond with Figure 
Sd in which the relative pronoun and the relative clause both are dominated by 
the postmodifying function node. In some occurrences (when marked for 
'dual' number) the relative pronoun can vary in case. Then it becomes clear 
that the relative pronoun 'follows' its antecedent in case value and does not 
constitute an element of the relative clause: 
Fig. 5c RELCL 5d TOM /\ κ\ 
HEADER COMPLRELPRON RELCL 
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b - the CCL COMPLEMENT: 
The CCL COMPLEMENT is an obligatory expansion of the header. 
The general structure of a CCL can be represented as: 
Figure 6 CCL 
HEADER COMPL 
5.2 Realisation of the functions within the CCL 
a - the category realising the CCL header function: 
The header function is occupied by a member of a very restricted set 
of subordinators (cf. this example from Cant.:ΙΠ, 137): 
[cc] intazarat 'ala 'amali 'an tazfara bihädihi 'Isa'âdati 
waited-she at hope that she-attains at-this the-happiness 
she waited, hoping that she would achieve this great happiness 
b - the category realising the clause complement function: 
The clause complement function is occupied by any type of 
declarative sentence like tazfara bihädihi 'isa'âdati in [cc]. Arab 
grammarians considered the complement clause to be equivalent to a 
noun marked for a case value according to its function in the sentence 
(cf. Sibawayhi В I: 407 ff).53 
The Arab grammarians have treated the complement clause as a noun capable 
of taking the topic function in an utterance. They proved the correctness of 
this point of view by replacing the finite clause by the corresponding verbal 
noun construction as the following example from Sibawayhi illustrate: 
'an tasumu hayrun lakum alsawmu haymn lakum 
that you-fast good-thing for-you the-fast good-thing for-you 
fasting is good for you (B 1:475) fasting is good for you (B I: 475). 
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E: Coordination, gapping, nominalization and apposition 
In the introduction we stated that we would mainly deal with a single 
phrasal category (the NP) comprising a single head realisation (the 
'simple' NP). This realisation appears to be very frequent but it is 
not the only one. Therefore we must briefly discuss some 
occurrences of 'multiple category' realisation (the COMPLEX NP) and 
we do so as an extension of what we already said about single 
category realisation of the head function in the MP.54 For the sake of 
completeness we discuss multiple category realisation in other 
functions within the NP as well. It also brings us to discuss the term 
'diverse category' realisation (section E.l) or, in other words, the 
coordination of different categories in a certain function. Closely 
related to multiple category realisation are gapping and reduction 
(section E.2) not to be confused with ellipsis which will be discussed 
in relation to nominalization (section E.3). In section E.4 we 
summarise what we said earlier about apposition and we distinguish 
this form of postmodification from reformulation (section E.4). We 
will mention the possibility that apparent multiple category realisation 
in a string can be interpreted as single category realisation at distinct 
levels and we end this section with an example of the structured 
description55 of an NP (section E.5). 
In terms of dependency grammar there is no objection to consider the 
complementizer as governor of the verb without requiring a governor for the 
complementizer itself. We prefer to consider the complementizer as a 
relational functional element necessarily connected with another element in 
the phrase. A discussion of this topic exceeds the scope of this study. 
54
 Topics such as coordination, gapping, nominalization and apposition are far 
too complex to be dealt with in a small section or a few paragraphs. We will 
only study them insofar as they may occur within the limited scope of a 
description of the NP in MSA. 
55
 We avoid the term 'structural description' because of its connotations within 
TG. 
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1 Multiple and diverse category realisation of a function 
Multiple category realisation in MSA is the occurrence of two or 
more identical phrasal categories coordinated under one and the same 
function label. With that we assume that coordination takes place at 
categorial level and that it is dominated by a single function node. We 
also assume that multiple category realisation concerns the 
coordination of similar categories. In Classical Arabic the 
coordination of nouns in the head function was considered to be 
faulty language. MSA language practice seems to be more tolerant. 
The realisation of different phrasal categories under one and the same 
function label we call 'diverse' category realisation. Diverse category 
realisation is thus a special case of multiple category realisation. We 
further distinguish two types of coordination: 'cumulative' 
coordination that adds one realisation to another and 'selective' 
coordination in which the second conjoin is an alternative for the first 
or specifies iL56 
5 6
 From the triad: 'atf 'albayän, 'atf 'altawkid and 'atf 'alnasaq (in Carter's 
terminology 'explanatory', 'corroboralive' and 'sequential' coordination 
respectively (1981: 275)) we discuss the first two in the paragraph about 
apposition (section E.4). As far as the third is concerned, for the moment we 
are more interested in the formal description of the resulting overall NP node 
that dominates the coordinated constituents than in the fine elaboration of 
semantic differentiation contained in the different connective particles. A 
compromise would be to make first a distinction between coordinating 
conjunctions which may lead to different realised values in the overall NP, 
and those that may not, and next to give the coordinating conjunctions a meta 
affix ranging in value over all the values that the semantic differentiation 
allows for: 
non-restrictive : "wa"; 
alternative : ' 
consecutive : "fa"; 
explicative : "bal"; 
exclusive : "là"; 
inclusive : "hattä"; 
restrictive : "lâkin"; 
successive : "tumma" 
cumulative coordination: 
selective coordination: 
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Coordination takes place by means of coordinators or by simple 
juxtaposition. On various occasions we have met the basic 
cumulative connector wa, for example in (3) where it leads to the 
accumulation of the value of the two conjoins. In case of diverse 
category realisation coordination rather takes place by juxtaposition 
(cf. Beeston, 1976). The occurrence of 'selective' coordination as 
with 'aw in [dd] does not lead to any changes in the overall picture of 
the NP and we shall not linger over details: 
[dd] là tara 'mra'atan 'aw ragulan 'aw fiflan qacjira 'Iwaghi 
not you-see woman or man or child dirty of-the-face 
you won't see a woman, a man or a child with a dirty face(Cant.:II,500) 
We discuss the occurrence of cumulative coordination in the 
following subsections: 
a - multiple category realisation of the head: 
We have to account for the cumulation of realised values. In case of 
multiple category realisation of the head it concerns the meta affixes 
for determination, gender, number and person. The value for case 
should be identical given the fact that the coordinated elements realise 
an identical function at the next higher level. We can summarise the 
cumulation of the values in the following rules: 
-fordefmiteness: 
and 
- for gender 
- for number. 
and 
•DHF + 'INDEF 
•DHF + 'DEF 
•MASC' + "FEM' 
'MASC' + 'BOTH' 
'SING' + 'SING' 
'SING' + 'DUAL' 
= OEF; 
= OEF; 
= 'MASC; 
= 'MASC' 
= 'DUAL', 
= 'INPLU/EXPLU'; 
For multiple category realisation concerning the postmodification function 
and involving the adjective phrase we may distinguish: attributive 
coordination that is realised by asyndetic juxtaposition and distributive 
coordination in which the second conjoin is introduced by a non-restrictive 
(cumulative) coordinating particle. Cf. for coordination: Wright, 1974, II: 272 
ff; Reckendorf, 1895: 442 ff; Owens, 1988: 154 ff; alÖunaydi, 1981: 596; 
Dayf, 1982: 125 ff). 
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- for person: low dominates higher, 
i.e. TlRSr +'SECOND'or THIRD' = 'FIRST, 
or 'SECOND' + THIRD' = 'SECOND'. 
This listing is not exhaustive57 but already one can imagine that the 
combination of these rules in sequences of definiteness, gender, 
number and person results in a long list of realisations given as an 
example in the formal description. Here we mention only the 
coordination of two MPs in postmodifying function ('anta wa'anä = 
you and I) in agreement with the agent marker of the preceding 
lexical verb (wulidnâ) apparently according to the following 
equation:58 
(DEF,MASC,SING,SECONDJ40M) + (=,BOTH,=,FIRST,=) = 
(=?BOTH,INPLU/EXPLU,FIRST,=) 
(69) hunà wulidnâ 
here are-bom-we (DEF,BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST,NOM) 
'anta wa'anä 
you (=,MASC,SING,SECOND,=) and-I (=,=,SING,=,=) 
here we were bom, you and I (NM,30,20) 
A postmodifier which is related to the heads of coordinated NPs is 
subjected to the normal agreement rules. It may function as modifier 
of the coordinated NPs as a whole ([ее] and [ff]) or only of the NP 
head it immediately follows [gg]: 
In our formal description we describe syntactic constructions in which a 
specific affix value does nol matter (IGNORE) or may be absent (EMPTY) 
while in other constructions BOTH genders or ALL cases are included. 
The following construction does not contain a form of pronoun reduplication 
according to Bloch (1986: 3 note 3). However, it looks like a combination of 
his 'pronoun reduplication for coordination' and 'pronoun reduplication in 
apposition' yielding a coordinated pronoun reduplication in apposition. 
Compare this construction also with a 'standard' construction of pronoun 
reduplication for focusing (section E.4, example (35)). 
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[ее] niqäsan wagadlan tawilayni 
discussion (SING) and-debate (=) long (DUAL) 
a long discussion and debate (Cant.:II,61) 
[ff] al'ädäti wa'ltaqälidi 'Ifärisiyyati 
of-the-customs(FEM£XPLU) and-the-manners(MASC,IN=) the Persian 
of the Persian customs and manners (Cantill.SS) (FEM.SING) 
[gg] wa'Idahsata wa'lsurura 'Imutala'li'a 
and-the-suiprise (FEM.SING) and-the-joy (MASC,=) the radiant (MASC,=) 
both surprise and radiant joy (CanL:II,497) 
Within the Arabic grammatical tradition the coordination of NPs 
dominated by the head function is considered to be incorrect. 
Nevertheless constructions of this kind occur in MSA text data as the 
following example demonstrates. The string tahriri däri 'lliwai 
functions as a postdeterminer of the nouns mudir and rais. Its 
presence results in a 'definite' value of determination for both of the 
coordinated heads. Its own value for determination is transferred to 
the corresponding affix position in the overall NP:59 
hasan aitali mudiru wara'isu tahriri däri 'lliwä'i 
Hasan al-Tall director and-chief-of-editing of-house of-the-banner 
Hasan alTall, director and chief editor of the Liwa's publishing house 
In our description of the NP in MSA we do not account for the 
coordination of NP heads at functional level. 
b - multiple category realisation of the postdeterminer: 
The cumulative coordination of postdeterminers to a head function 
does not concern us so much because only the realised value for 
5 9
 The example is from: 'Ahmad Râ'if (1986): albawwäbatu 'Isawdä'u : 
fafahätm min târihi 'l'ihwàni 'Imuslimïna, 'Izuharä'u lil'i'lämi Tarabiyyi, 
alQähira: 8. Another way to combine two (or more) inherent features of one 
and the same head is that of the coordination of head/postdeterminer 
combinations in which the postdeterminer realisations are coreferential: 
(v) laddata 'atfi 'Imar'ati wahanânihâ 
joy of-affection of-the-woman and-of-tendemess-her 
the bliss of a woman's affection and love (Cant.:II,416). 
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determination of the first postdeterminer has an impact on the overall 
NP. There exists, however, a certain combinatorial flexibility in 
number agreement between the head and both of its postdeterminers. 
Data60 can be presented showing a head marked for 'singular' 
number value followed by the cumulative coordination of two 
'singular' number postdeterminer realisations ([hh]) but also a head 
followed by the cumulative coordination of two 'singular' number 
postdeterminer realisations and then marked for 'dual' number value 
([ii]): 
[hh] qatila 'Isawqi wa'ltafriqi 
victim (SING) of-the-passion (=) and-of-the-separation (=) 
a victim of hope and separation (CanL:II,113) 
[ii] ka'sâ 'Ihubbi wa'lsabibati 
cup (DUAL) of-the-love (SING) and-of-the-youlh (SING) 
the calyx of love and that of youth (CanL:II,lS7) 
с 1 - multiple category realisation of the postmodifier: 
The occurrences presented earlier of full, partial, clustered and 
conditioned agreement (section C.3) for the postmodifier remain 
valid also in the case of multiple category realisation. In 
determination and case value the postmodifier unconditionally agrees 
with the head it modifies. As far as person is concerned, a 
postmodifier is always marked for THIRD' person except in the case 
of special emphasis yet to be discussed below as reformulation. The 
coordination of NPs in apposition to a head may (see [jj]) or may not 
6 0
 In his translation of example [hh] Cantarino supplies a general duplicate of the 
first head for the second conjoin. One could say that we are here dealing with 
reduced coordinated structures (cf. section E.2). This is, however, not the case 
at all. There does not exist a bilateral relation between each of the 
postdeterminer realisations and the head. There is full coordination under a 
single function label and the overall result is matched by the 'dual' number 
value of the head. This in contrast with example [gg] that we might have 
interpreted as an оссштепсе of reduced coordinated structures. 
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lead to the addition of values some of which are summarised in the 
following rules: 
- for gender : 'MASC' + 'FEM' = 'MASC'; 
- for number: 'SING' + 'SING' = 'DUAL', 
and 'SING' + DUAL' = TNPLU/EXPUJ. 
Simultaneous occurrence of these rules leads to a number of 
combinations to be accounted for in the formal description. We only 
present those figuring in the following examples: 
Qj] fì 'llugatayni Tarabiyyati 
in the-languages-two(DEF,FEM,DUAL,THIRD,GEN) the-Arab (=,=, 
waTingiliziyyati SING,=,=) 
and-the-English (=,=,SING,=,=) 
in both languages, Arabic and English (Cant.: 11,52) 
As was demonstrated in the preceding example, the coordination of 
ADJPs in postmodifying function is marked by a connective particle 
(Tarabiyyati waTingiliziyyati in [jj]) or, as is shown below, by 
simple juxtaposition (cf. 'lhaqiqatu which modifies all what precedes 
in [kk]): 
[kk] alnahdatu 'I'adabiyyatu wa'lfikriyyatu 'lhaqiqatu 
the-renaissance tbe-cultural and-the-intellectual the-true 
the true cultural and intellectual renaissance (CanL:Il,52) 
с 2 - the diverse category realisations of the postmodifier: 
The noun or, in case of multiple category realisation, the coordinated 
nouns in head function of an NP can be followed by different kinds 
of postmodifying categories. The common order in a sequence seems 
to be: NP(s) in apposition, ADJP(s), PP and REL CL(s). In an 
earlier example we encountered the succession of two NPs in 
apposition to the head followed by a REL CL: 
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(8) alsayyidu muçtafl 'Ikätibu 'ala 'l'alati 'Mtìbati 
the-mister Musatafa the-writer on tbe-instniment the-writing 
'llaiji yadhaku katiran 
who he-laughs much 
Mr Mustafa the typist who laughs so much (NM,6,13) 
d - multiple category realisation of the complement: 
Cumulative coordination is only of importance in the case of gender 
polarity between a head and its count complement. Gender polarity 
then involves the numerical quantifier and the first count 
complement.61 The other head categories govern the overall NP of 
coordinated complements as usual: 
[II] 'asàmi'un 'anta suräha qalbï wa'awila nafsi 
hearing you crying of-heart-my and-wailing of-soul-my 
do you hear my heart's cry and my soul's travail ? (Cant.:II,410) 
2 Gapping, reduction and ellipsis 
Gapping is a phenomenon that occurs in a context of multiple 
category realisation. One of the elements in a coordinated category 
realisation is dropped for some reason, for example because of its 
redundant repetition of already presented information. The condition 
for gapping is that it involves the lexical verb sequence with one or 
more of its dependants and that it indeed concerns the coordination of 
identical realisations (cf. Oostdijk, 1986; Hudson, 1984: 211 ff). So 
defined, gapping62 is not a matter of great concern here for the study 
of the structure of the NP in MSA. It typically is a question that plays 
61
 In Classical Arabic the differentiation was even more subtle. Cumulative 
coordination involving a head with a semantic value of 3 up to and including 
S required the repetition of the head before each complement (cf. Wright, 
1974, II: 242). 
62
 Gapping in Arabic is studied by alRahhâlî (1988) but the rate of tolerance for 
the number of coordinated category realisations that may be dropped in MSA 
has not been studied on the basis of authentic data. 
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a role within the VP and involves a verb sequence (cf. Chapter IV, 
Part I, section E.2). 
The question now is: in what way do we deal with the dropping of 
one of the elements of coordinated category realisations not involving 
the lexical verb sequence? Hudson (1984: 216) speaks about 
'reduction' and 'reduced conjuncts'. Owens (1988: 186 ff) refers to 
Hudson but continues to speak of 'ellipsis', 'deletion' and 'non-
deletion' because in the Arab grammatical tradition 'deletion' has 
served as an important argument in explaining deviations from the 
'regularity of grammatical patterns'. 
In our description of MSA syntax we use the term 'gapping' as 
defined above and involving the dropping of the verb sequence in the 
second conjoin. The term 'reduction' is reserved for the dropping of 
other elements than the verb sequence in the second conjoin of 
coordinated category realisations, e.g. of the prepositional head in 
the second conjoin of two coordinated PPs:63 
(70) wa'htazza ra'sahu bi'ntiçàmin wabut'in 
and-shook-he head-his by-regularity and-slowness 
and shook bis head in a regular and slow movement (NM,6,3) 
We use the notion of ellipsis for the dropping of categorial elements 
beyond sentence level which can only be properly accounted for at 
text level. The reason for the dropping may vary. It may serve to 
avoid redundancy in the form of the repetition of already presented 
information.64 The similarity between ellipsis and gapping or 
reduction is the recoverability of the 'lost' information from earlier 
presented data. The dissimilarity between ellipsis and gapping or 
63
 We prefer to think in terms of the coordination of NPs in the function of 
prepositional complement while the Arabic grammatical tradition assumed a 
'virtual' prepositional governor of the second conjoin. 
64
 However, the information needed to recover the loss must have been presented 
earlier. This in contrast to Owens' use of the term ellipsis. Loyal towards the 
Arab grammatical tradition he invokes ellipsis to explain gaps at sentence 
level. 
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reduction is that ellipsis has nothing to do with the coordination of 
constituents. It rather involves the coordination of sentences. The 
occurrence of ellipsis can be witnessed in an earlier used example 
(15) where there is a reference to a situation described in preceding 
sentences and hinted at by a bound anaphor.65 This suffixed pronoun 
(by definition 'definite') is connected to an interrogative pronoun (by 
definition 'indefinite') in a combination that strongly resembles a 
head/postdeterminer construction: 
(15) limähu ? 
for-what-of-him ? 
why this (NM,23,18) 
Another example is the ellipsis of an interrogative pronoun and verb 
sequence (not in a coordination environment) in: 
(71) Π häli 'lhawàditi ? 
in case of-the-accidents ? 
in case of an accident ? (MM, 10,12) 
referring to the interrogative pronoun and the verb sequence of: 
(72) mâdâ yahdutu lilnuqudi fi hâdihi Tahwäli ? 
what he-happens to-the-coins in this the-situations ? 
what happens with the money in those circumstances ? (NM, 10,9) 
3 Nominalization or ellipsis 
In corpus linguistics it is difficult to adopt a point of view in which 
missing elements are needed for the analysis of data unless they were 
presented earlier (or rather: shortly before) in the running text of the 
corpus. This is exactly the argument for a choice in favour of 
'nominalization' instead of ellipsis in occurrences of adjectives (cf. 
Owens, 1988: 191/2), participles, demonstratives, cardinal and 
ordinal numbers marked with specific values for determination, 
6 5
 A resumptive pronoun is, however, not especially required. 
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gender, number and case but without a direct link to a presumed 
source for these values, i.e., a preceding head realisation:66 
[jj] fi 'llugatayni 'I'arabiyyati waTingiliziyyati 
in the-languages-two(DEF,FEM,GEN) the-Arab (=,=,=) and-the-English 
in both languages, Arabic and English (Cant.:II,52) (=,=,=) 
(73) 'ila hugrati 'ЩЪЦі 
to room of-the-controlling 
to the officer's office (NM,13,12) 
4 Apposition and reformulation 
In linguistics the term apposition is reserved for the occurrence of a 
coreferential NP in pre- or postmodifier function to the head of an 
NP. By absence of a premodifier slot in our description of the Arabic 
NP we consider the first NP in such an occurrence to be the head and 
the second a postmodifying appositive NP. When considered in this 
way, apposition is a subclass of postmodification. Not only because 
of its place following the head but especially because of the 
agreement rules between head and postmodifier (cf. section C.6), all 
the elements occurring as postmodifier to the noun they modify are 
called tawäbi' ('followers'; cf. Owens, 1988: 154 ff) in the Arab 
grammatical tradition. In particular they receive the same values as 
the head for definiteness67 and case. One notable exception to this 
statement is reformulation, a subclass of apposition, in which the NP 
appositive is marked for another case than that of the head it 
modifies. Below we will discuss apposition and reformulation in 
MSA. 
In the differentiation of NPs in apposition to the head of an NP 
the Arab grammarians distinguished between an 'explicative' Çatf 
66
 Cf. the solution of a similar problem in the determiner structure which 
Hallebeek presents for the description of Spanish (Hallebeek, 1992). 
67
 Agreement in definiteness will further be discussed in Chapter V. 
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'albayän)6* (66), a 'corroborative' Çatf 'altawkid) (67), and a 
'permutative' (badal) [mm] (cf. Owens, 1988: 155 ff). The first 
combines two coreferential NPs Camma and nazira in (66)). The 
last two show the occurrence of a resumptive pronoun suffixed to the 
appositive and in coreference with the head. In (67) hu is suffixed to 
kull and refers to sarr; in [mm] ha is suffixed to gadid as well as to 
qadim and is coreferential with kutub according to the prevailing 
rules of gender agreement: 
(66) 'ila bayti 'ammatiki na?iratin 
to bouse of-aunt-your Nazira 
to your aunt Nazira's house (NM,28,18) 
(67) çagiratun wabiki hätjä 'Isarru Iculluhu 
small and-by-you this the-evil all-of-it 
so young and already so malicious ! (NN1,24,3) 
[mm] alkutubu gadidnhä waqadimuhä 
the-books new-her andold-her 
new and old books (Cant:II,72) 
We agree with Owens (1988: 153) that 'technically' (or rather: 'for 
descriptive purposes') the REL CL could be subsumed under the 
various 'followers'. It follows the case inflection of the head and it 
shares, with the corroborative and permutative apposition, the 
occurrence of a coreferential resumptive pronoun (cf. section D.4). 
In contrast with the aforementioned types of postmodification 
characterised by case agreement two occurrences of NPs in apparent 
postmodification do not follow the case inflection of the head of the 
NP. A first example is: 
The technical term 'atf denotes 'inclination', 'coordination' and has been used 
in the meaning of 'apposition' as well. So we already discussed 'atf 'alnasaq 
(cf. note 56) in connection with multiple category realisation or coordination 
(section E.l). The so-called 'descriptive apposition' (or na't) has been 
elaborated on in the description of the adjective phrase. 
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(34) mä(Ja yuhimmuni 'anâ 
what he-concerm-me (ACC) I (NOM) 
why should it worry me, personally ! (MM, 11,20) 
The 'NOM' case value of the NP in postmodifying function to a head 
marked for 'ACC' case value has been explained in the Arab 
grammatical tradition as the remainder after a deletion process and, in 
this case, the deletion of a 'topic' (Bloch's pronoun reduplication for 
focusing (1986: 1 ff); see also: Dayf, 1982: 128). In the next 
example we have an NP marked for 'ACC' case value in a 
postmodifying function to a head marked for 'NOM' case value. In 
the Arab grammatical tradition the 'ACC' case value has been 
explained as the result of a deletion process of a transitive verb 
leaving behind its direct object (cf. alZaggâgï, Gumal: 30; Dayf, 
1982:21): 
[r] 'antum 'almadaniyylna 
you (NOM) the-civilians (GEN/ACC) 
you, the citizens (Cant.:II,80) 
We call this type of postmodification 'reformulation'. It is used for 
the purpose of special emphasis (cf. Ibn alSarräg, Mügaz: 75). We 
describe reformulation in the formal grammar not, as the Arab 
grammarians did, in terms of ellipsis or deletion but as an alternative 
form of an NP in postmodifying function to the head of an NP while 
interpreting the intentional violation of the normal case agreement 
rule as a figure of speech meant for emphasis. 
Constructions involving the occurrence of lexical members from the 
set of kinship nouns and titles present a problem in the sense that a 
choice has to be made in view of an efficient generalisation of rales 
for the description of the syntactic structures of the NP in MSA. It is 
not quite clear whether the kinship noun or title should be considered 
to be the head of the NP, a form of pre-addressing in a discourse-like 
(and therefore a semantically 'definite') environment, or a kind of 
compound construction. We opted for the first alternative in 
agreement with 'word order', one of our criteria for the selection of 
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the head of an NP (cf. section B.l). The correctness of this approach 
is confirmed by sequences of text data as (8), but contradicted by 
'(20) a' where a proper name occurs in explicative apposition to an 
apparent 'indefinite' head of the NP: 
(8) alsayyidu mustafâ 'Ikätibu 'ala 'l'âlati 'Ikâtibati 
the-mister Musatafa the-writer on tbe-instniment tbe-writing 
Mr Mustafa the typist (NM,6,13) 
(20) a käna 'ammu 'ibrähimu fi 'abû qir 
was-he uncle Ibrahim in Abu Qir 
Uncle Ibrahim was in Abu Qir (MM, 17,16) 
A solution can be found in an alternative vocalisation of the head of 
'(20) b'. There we have the combination of a head with a 
postdeterminer connected to it in the form of a shortened 'FIRST' 
person affective personal pronoun. A similar instance is found in 
(68) where, however, it is linked to an abbreviated head as can 
regularly be found at discourse level (si for sayyidí)'. 
(20) b капа 'ammi 'ibrâhïmu fi 'abû qir 
was-he uncle-my Ibrahim in Abu Qir 
Uncle Ibrahim was in Abu Qir 
(68) baytu si 'abdu Tazizi salbi 
house of-m(ister)-my Abdu 1-Aziz Shalbiy 
Mr Abdu 1-Aziz Shalbiy's house (NM,28,4) 
5 Postmodification at different levels 
In example [kk] we were confronted with the coordination of ADJPs 
in postmodifier position to a head: 
[kk] alnahdatu Tadabiyyatu wa'lfikriyyatu 'lhaqiqatu 
tbe-renaissance the-cultural and-the-intellectual the-tme 
the true cultural and intellectual renaissance (CanL:II,52) 
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It may just be a question of interpretation whether one should 
consider the last ADJP ('alhaqiqatu) as a postmodifier to the whole 
of the preceding part of the NP or only the third in a sequence of 
three. In the latter case one has to read: 'the cultural, intellectual and 
true renaissance'. A structured description of this NP should account 
for this ambiguity and yield two different tree diagrams. In Diagram 
1 we see the rather 'flat' representation of a head followed by three 
ADJPs more or less on equal footing. We present in the margin 
abbreviations hinting at the alternative category (c) and function (f) 
levels: 
Diagram 1 
c
 ART 
f 
f PREDET HEAD 
N ADJP COORD ADJP ADJP 
/ \ / \ / \ 
PREDET HEAD PREDET HEAD PREDET HEAD 
ART ADJ ART ADJ ART ADJ 
al nahdatu 'I 'adabiyyatu wa '1 fikriyyatu '1 haqiqatu 
the renaissance the cultural and the intellectual the true 
the true cultural and intellectual renaissance (Cant.:II,52) 
An alternative analysis of this NP is represented in Diagram 2 where 
a different layering clearly shows that the ADJP 'alhaqiqatu' 
functions as postmodifier to all that precedes: 
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с ART 
f 
f PREDET HEAD 
JP 
/ \ 
PREDET HEAD 
N ADJP COORD ADJP ART ADJ 
/ \ / \ 
PREDET HEAD PREDET HEAD 
ART ADJ ART ADJ 
Ί nahdatu 1 'adabiyyatu wa '1 fikriyyatu '1 haqiqatu 
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Part II: Formal description of the NP 
In this section we will discuss a formal representation of the 
linguistic description of the NP in MSA that was presented in the 
first part of this chapter. We will elaborate on the rules for the first 
and second level of description and demonstrate the descriptive 
power and economy of the combination of both levels as realised 
within the formalism of the Extended Affix Grammar (section A). 
We will conclude this section with an explanation of a part of the 
grammar (section B). We will try to make the rules as transparent 
and understandable as possible. The non-terminal and terminal 
elements, the affix variables and values are derived from current 
(meta) language use and only subjected to the restriction that the first 
eight characters of a name are considered to be distinctive in the 
version of the EAG formalism we used for the conversion of our 
grammar into a parser. Section A is subdivided into different layers 
according to the subsequent functional and categorial description of 
the constituents. 
A: The first and second level of description 
The linguistic description of the NP in MSA can be laid down in 
terms of context-free rules. For this purpose our start symbol ROOT 
is rewritten69 in the phrasal category NP. Then the category NP is 
rewritten as a sequence of optional and obligatory functional 
elements, each of them in turn rewritten in terms of its categorial 
realisation. This rewriting in functions and categories is repeated 
until the description in lexical terms has been attained. In other 
69
 A rewrite rule is a formal way to express that all that is presented at the left-
hand side can be considered as sufficiently represented by what is presented at 
the right-hand side. The conventions for the representation of the elements 
involved in this formal description may differ from one formalism to another 
(Levelt, 1974) but are generally explicitly stated. 
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words, starting from the non-terminal name ROOT an in-depth 
description follows in terms of alternating function and category 
layers until the elements of the input string have been accounted for. 
Before starting our description a few words are devoted to the 
terminology we use and the descriptive conventions that we follow. 
There does not exist an exact match between the generally 
accepted terminology in modern linguistics, that of the Arab 
grammatical tradition (contemporary Arabic Linguistics included) and 
the names we use in our multi-layered model for the labelling of 
distinct functions and categories in our description of MSA syntax. 
However, each function or category label is directly defined by the 
elements in which it is rewritten. Even when using labels as NP and 
ADJP, AGENT and DIRECT OBJECT one just has to look for their 
rewriting in order to find an exact description of its categorial and 
functional contents. The guideline for the labelling was the 
introduction of more or less meaningful abbreviations understandable 
by general linguists and corpus linguists. The abbreviations used are 
also listed in Appendix Г . 
The description of syntactic structures is presented in the form of 
context-free phrase structure rules according to the following 
conventions: 
non-terminal names are written in upper-case; a colon represents 
the rewrite-symbol; non-terminal names with an 'empty' 
alternative (e.g. a negator option that may be realised or not) are 
written in lower-case; alternatives are separated by a semicolon; a 
period ends each rule. The element to be rewritten we call 'left-
hand side', the sequence in which it is rewritten we call 'right-
hand side'. A left-hand side rewritten in alternative right-hands 
sides will be repeated. Lexical terminals are included in double 
quotes. 
We mentioned in Part I section B.l 'datives', 'numeral quantifiers' 
and 'verbal nouns' as subcategories which can occur in the HEAD 
function of an NP. Because of their combinatorial properties (the 
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occurrence of a complement) we prefer to describe them as 
alternatives of the NP. Starting now with our initial label ROOT the 
first rule is: 
ROOT : NP; 
ROOT : NP COMPAR; 
ROOT : NP COUNT; 
ROOT : NP NOMCOM. 
What is stated here is simply that ROOT is rewritten in a 'simple' NP 
or a noun phrase with as head an elative (NP COMPAR) or with a 
numeral in the basic function (NP COUNT) or a noun phrase 
comprising a head with nominal complementation (NP NOMCOM). 
This differentiation according to the specific form can also be 
obtained by attaching an affix variable 'np variety' (or 'np var') to 
the non-terminal NP in our rewrite rule while limiting its values to 
SIMPLE, COMPAR, COUNT and NOMCOM respectively. 
ROOT : NP(np var). 
With this distinction between non-terminals and their affix variables 
we are dealing with the components of the first and second level of 
description. At the first level non-terminal elements are arranged in 
phrase structure rules, called 'hyper rules'. These phrase structure 
rules constitute a context-free grammar in which syntactic structures 
are described. As we saw with 'np var', affix variables can be 
attached to the non-terminals of the first level. These meta affixes 
constitute the second level of description. They too are arranged in 
phrase structure rules and constitute a context-free grammar in which 
morpho-syntactic properties are described. The value domain of 
affixes must be finite and is declared in what we call 'meta rules'. 
Affixes are attached to non-terminal labels according to the following 
convention: 
an affix name occurs between brackets behind a non-terminal 
name; affix names are written in lower-case; affix values are 
written in upper-case; affix positions are separated by a comma. 
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Whenever more than one affix (name or value) is associated with 
a non-terminal, the affixes are separated by commas. 
For an adequate description of relations within the NP we have to 
account for realised values such as 'np var' and those for 
'definiteness',70 'gender', 'number', 'person' and 'case'. Therefore 
we first list below in the form of a context-free grammar the affixes 
that were used in our description so far or will be used in the course 
of our discussion. Here the following notational conventions are 
observed: 
non-terminal affix names are written in lower-case; a double 
colon represents the rewrite symbol; terminal (affix) values are 
written in upper-case or between double quotes; alternatives are 
separated by a semicolon; a period ends each rule. 
Meta rules: 
np var : : COMPAR; COUNT; NOMCOM: REFORM; simple. 
simple : : COM; COM CON; COM CON POM; DEF CON; 
DET COM; DEM POM; IND CON; IND CON POM; 
DET COM POM; COM; MIN; NEG; NPVOC; NUM; 
PERS; PROP TOM; QUES. 
defness : : DEF; EMPTY; INDEF. 
gender : : BOTH; EMPTY; FEM; MASC. 
number : : COLL; DUAL; EMPTY; plur, SING. 
person : : FIRST; SECOND; THIRD. 
plur ::EXPLU;INPLU. 
case : : ACC; ALL; EMPTY; GEN; ΝΟΜ. 
In our description we like to receive information about the head 
realisation of the 'simple' NP. For this reason one of the affix values 
for 'np var', 'simple' is itself an affix name which may have one of 
the values defined in the meta rule for 'simple'.71 When we take the 
7 0
 Because of the limited number of distinctive characters in a non-terminal name 
we will use in the rules 'defness' instead of 'definiteness'. 
7 1
 These values refer to the realisation of the head ('COM' refers to a common 
noun) without or with other expansions, e.g. a head/postdeterminer 
combination (COM CON), or a head with a postdeterminer and a postmodifier 
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affix variable 'case' as another example, its rewriting in 'ACC; ALL; 
EMPTY; GEN; NOM' implies that the number of alternative realisations 
is limited to five distinct values. The nominative (NOM), genitive 
(GEN) and accusative (ACC) case are referring to more or less 
morphologically marked values. Some nouns present the same form 
for all cases and may therefore receive the case value 'ALL'. An 
'EMPTY' value for case (or for 'definiteness', 'gender' and 
'number') is less strange than at first sight may appear. Some 
categories which may realise a function do not necessarily carry the 
same affixes or the same affix values as others which may occur in 
the same function. Therefore we also account for the absence of a 
corresponding affix value (EMPTY). 
To allow for different values of an affix which occurs more than 
once in the right-hand side of a rule we add the following meta rules: 
easel 
case2 
defnessl 
defnessl 
defnessS 
gender 1 
gender2 
numberl 
number2 
person 1 
: case. 
: case. 
: defness 
: defness 
: defness 
: gender. 
: gender. 
: number 
: number 
: person. 
Other affixes and their values as listed below will be commented 
upon in the course of our discussion. 
cat : : NOMINAL; VERBAL. 
compi : : CCLOB; NPOB; PPOB. 
complement : : IGNORE; INTRANS; trans. 
constr : : ABSENT; PRESENT. 
deden : : DDT; INVAR; NORM. 
derivation : : I; П; Ш; IV; V; VI; П; Ш; IX; X. 
detstr : : ABSENT; PRESENT. 
ditr : : ACC2; PREPACC; PREP2. 
elative : : COMPINF; COMPINF1; COMPSUP; SUPREL. 
(COM CON POM). We return to this matter while discussing the predicate 
rule concerned. 
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headreal 
infinitive 
mood 
nomcom 
nums 
presence 
qual 
r 
rl 
Λ 
гЭ 
radicals 
sort 
subcat 
tense 
trans 
tritr 
type 
verb 
vomimp 
vowp 
vowel 
: : COM; DEM; INTN; MIN; NNUM; PERS; Ρ 
::F01;F04. 
: : INDIC; IMPER; SUBJ; JUSS. 
: : VERA; VERN. 
: : Ul; U2; U3-10; Ull-12; D13-19; D20-90. 
: : ABSENT; PRESENT. 
: : ABSENT; NOM; verb. 
: : "·"; T ; "m". 
: : r. 
: r. 
: : r. 
: : FOUR; THREE. 
: : CAUSAL; FINAL; INSTR; PLACE; ΉΜΕ. 
: : AN; ANNA; INNA. 
: : PAST; mood. 
: : ACC; ditr; PREP; tritr. 
: : ACC3; ACC2PREP; ACCPREP2; 3PREP. 
: : NORMAL; WAW1; WAW2; WAW3. 
: : LA; LAM; LAN; MA. 
: vowel. 
: : vowel. 
: : "a"; "i"; "u". 
Hyper rules: 
For the description of the NP we want to include the affix name 'np 
var' and we have to keep record of realised values necessary for 
'definiteness', 'gender', 'number', 'person' and 'case'. Therefore, 
our first rule will be: 
[1] ROOT: NP(np var,defness,gender,number,person,case). 
It may be clear that the final value for one or more of these variables 
comes from an earlier or later stage of description. This implies that 
one or more of these affix variables will also occur in connection 
with other non-terminal or terminal elements in the rewriting process. 
A specific value for 'definiteness' results from the presence or 
absence of a pre- or postdeterminer or is lexically determined as 
characteristic for the elements of a subclass (e.g. the personal 
pronouns). The value for 'gender' may be exclusively linked with 
the specific semantic or syntactic realisation of the head element. 
'Number' is, apparently, an important feature, given a distinction in 
singular, dual and an internal or external plural (a single lexical entry 
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may have one or more plural forms). The affix 'person' is relevant 
for the description of structures in which a personal pronoun occurs. 
Other nouns are all 'THIRD' person. A value for 'case' may result 
from the function the element concerned has in a larger context. So, 
while restricting ourselves for this moment to the description of the 
'simple' NP, we can say that the minimal rewrite cycle exists of a 
first category layer (that of the starting point: NP), a first function 
layer (including at least one HEAD), followed by a second category 
layer that could result in a final representation in lexical terms or lead 
to a second rewrite cycle. 
a - the first function layer: 
In the preceding part we presented the overall structure of the NP 
with its obligatory and optional elements (section A.6 Figure 2). 
Here we discuss all these elements that figure as right-hand side 
starting with the rewriting of the phrasal category 'simple' NP: 
[2] NP(simple,defness,gender,number,person,case): 
negator option(qual), 
predet option(detstr,gender 1 .number 1 ,case 1 ), 
HE AD(headreal,defness 1 ,gender,number,person,case), 
postdet option(constr,defness2), 
pom option(presence,defness3,gender2,number2,personl,case2), 
where neg head relation is(qual,detstr, constr.presence.case), 
where defness is(detstr,defness2,defnessl,defness3,defness), 
where gender number relation is(gender,genderl,gender2, 
number,numberl,number2), 
where case relation is(case,casel,case2), 
where simple is(beadreal,qual,detstr,constr,presence,simple). 
The rule can be paraphrased as follows: a 'simple' NP is realised by 
an optional negator, followed by an optional predeterminer and a 
HEAD, that is followed by an optional postdeterminer and an optional 
postmodifier. Where necessary, meta affixes are attached to the non­
terminals according to the rules set for their use in Chapter II. As we 
said there and intend to explain further in section В below, identical 
non-terminal names in a rule imply identical values. For that reason 
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we mentioned different affix names at the places where we do not 
necessarily expect identical values. Which options are actually 
realised depends on the actual linguistic data presented for analysis. 
From earlier discussions, however, it is clear that we do not expect a 
predeterminer and a postdeterminer function to be realised at one and 
the same moment for the same HEAD, while a negator should not co-
occur with a determiner. Furthermore, optional function slots may be 
empty or filled in as expressed below by the alternatives 'ABSENT' 
(or rather an empty string) and 'NOM' for the realisation of the 
(nominal) negator option. The other options should be interpreted in 
a similar way: 
[3a] negator option(ABSENT) : ; 
negator option(NOM) : NEGATOR(NOM), 
SEPARATOR; 
negator oplion(verb) : NEGATOR(verb), 
SEPARATOR. 
[4a] predetoption(ABSENT>EMPTY.EMPTY,EMPTY) : ; 
predet option(PRESENT,gender,niimber,case) 
PREDET(gender,number,case). 
[5a] postdet opüoníABSENT.EMPTY) : ; 
postdet option(PRESENT.defness) : SEPARATOR, 
POSTDET(defness). 
[6a] pomoption(ABSENT,EMPTY,EMPTY£MPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY) : ; 
pom option(PRESENT,defness,gender,number,person,case) 
SEPARATOR, 
POM(defness,gender,niimber,person,case). 
In these rules the non-terminal (function) name SEPARATOR is 
introduced in order to account for blanks between the elements of a 
sequence. The reason to include so many affixes at such a high level 
of description is that at this point relationships between the head of 
the NP and possible realised expansions must be declared. The right-
hand side of the rewrite rule [2] is therefore concluded with a 
sequence of predicate rules. 
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Predicate rules: 
In Chapter Π we discussed in some detail 'predicates' as part of the 
Extended Affix Grammar formalism. There we also gave some 
references to where the formal definition of this component of EAGs 
may be found. Here we limit ourselves to a very informal definition 
of 'predicate' that may serve our purposes. A 'predicate' is an 
explicit listing of affix values and combinations of them invoked at 
its instantiation in a given rewrite rule in order to test membership in 
a relation between meta affixes. We illustrate this informal definition 
with the help of the 'predicate' members of the NP rule presented 
above. 
[7a] where neg bead relation is(qual,detstr,constr,presence,case) 
An NP may occur consisting of the nominal negator and a common 
noun in head function marked for the definite variety of the 
accusative case value with the exclusion of any determiner and 
postmodifier. All these conditions are met by a listing in which 
acceptable affix values are summed up and undesired possibilities left 
out according to the following additional descriptive convention: 
in the final rewriting of a predicate affix positions on the left-
hand side remain unspecified if all the affix values may occur in 
the application concerned; otherwise the affix positions are filled 
with terminal values imposing the occurrence of specific values; 
the right-hand side is empty or contains a specific 'equal' or 'not 
equal' condition on the realisation of still undeclared affix values 
in the left-hand side.72 
In our example this results in: 
[7b] where neg head relation is(NOM,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,ACC) : ; 
where neg head relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,case) : ; 
where neg head relation is(ABSENT,PRESENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,case) : ; 
where neg head relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT,PRESENT,PRESENT,case) : . 
7 2
 An example will occur in the rewriting of the head of an ADJP (see rule [23]). 
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The other alternatives are added to account for an NP structure in 
which only the head function is realised, for a head/predeterminer 
combination and a combination of a head, postdeterminer and 
postmodifier. Still other combinations are possible but not mentioned 
here. 
In a similar way (by predicate rule) the definiteness of the NP is 
declared. Definiteness can be imposed by the head itself (e.g. when 
realised by a personal pronoun), by the presence of a predeterminer 
or by the value for definiteness which the head of a postdetermining 
NP imposes at the 'host' NP. As a consequence, the right-hand 
member [8a] is in our description subsequently rewritten as shown in 
[8b]: 
[8a] where defness is(detstr,defness2,defnessl,defness3,defness) 
[8b] where defness is(ABSENT,INDEF,DEFJNDEFJNDEF) : ; 
where defness is(ABSENT.INDEF,DEF,EMPTY,INDEF) : ; 
where defness is(ABSENT,DEF,DEF,EMPTY,DEF) : ; 
where defness is(ABSENT,DEF,DEF,DEF,DEF) : 
where defness is(ABSENT,EMPTYJNDEF,EMPTY,INDEF) : ; 
where defness is(ABSENT,EMPTY,DEF,EMPTY.DEF) : ; 
where defness is(PRESENT,EMPTY,DEF,DEF,DEF) : ; 
where defness is(PRESENT,EMPTY,DEF,EMPTY,DEF) : ; 
where defness ¡s(PRESENT,ABSENT,DEF,DEF,DEF) 
Gender and number values may be associated not only with the head 
of the NP but also with a predeterminer and postmodifier expansion. 
Prevailing relationships are accounted for by means of the rule 
member [9a] and declared in the predicate rule [9b]: 
[9a] where gender number relation is(gender,genderl,gender2, 
number.number 1 ,number2) 
[9b] where gender number relation is(gender,gender,gender, 
number,number,number) : ; 
where gender number relation is(gender,EMPTY,EMPTY, 
number,EMPTY,EMPTY) : ; 
where gender number relation is(gender,gender,EMPTY, 
number,number,EMPTY) : ; 
where gender number relation is(gender,EMPTY,gender, 
number.EMPTY.number) 
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Within the 'simple' NP there is full definiteness agreement between 
the head and postmodifiers, whether determination is expressed 
syntactically by a predeterminer or a postdeterminer and a 'definite' 
case value, or semantically by membership of a certain lexical class 
(e.g. that of the proper names).73 Where possible a modifier agrees 
with its head in gender, number and case value in the understanding 
that 'non-human' and 'plural' heads attract a standard 'feminine' / 
'singular' (FEM/SING) gender/number value for its modifiers (cf. Part 
I, section C.3.6 ff). By means of the predicate rules [8b], [9b] and 
[10b] relationships within the NP can be determined. In order to 
account for the FEM/SING agreement of a postmodifier with a 'non-
human' 'plural' head at least the following alternative should be 
added: 
where gender number relation is(gender,EMPTY,FEM4NPLU,EMPTY,SING) : ; 
The description of case relationships within the NP could be 
presented in combination with the gender/number predicate rule 
because it concerns the categorial realisation of the same NP 
functions. For convenience's sake it is listed as a separate member 
[10a] and elaborated in [10b]: 
[10a] where case relation is(case,casel,case2) 
[10b] where case relation is(case,case,case) :; 
where case relation is(case,EMPTY,case) : ; 
where case relation is(case,ALL,case) : ; 
where case relation is(case,ALL,EMPTY) : ; 
where case relation is(case,EMPTY,EMPTY) 
To facilitate the reading of analysis results we introduced the affix 
'np var' (including the affix 'simple') to convey immediately some 
information about the NP structure concerned. The general form 
[11a] which we encountered as member of [2] is rewritten below:74 
73
 Agreement in definiteness will further be discussed in Chapter V. 
74
 We only present some of all the possible combinations we accounted for in 
our formal grammar. 
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[lia] where simple is(headreal,qual,detstr,constr,presence,simple) 
[lib] where simple is(COM,ABSENT,PRESENT,ABSENT, 
ABSENT,DET COM) : ; 
where simple is(COM,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT, 
ABSENTCOM) : ; 
where simple is(COM,ABSENT,ABSENT,PRESENT) 
ABSEh4T.COM CON) : ; 
where simple is(COM,ABSENT,ABSENT,PRESENT. 
PRESENT.COM CON ЮМ) : ; 
where simple is(COM,ABSENT,PRESENT,ABSENT, 
PRESENT.DET COM POM) : ; 
where simple is(COM,LA,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT, 
NP VOC) : ; 
where simple istPERS.ABSENT.ABSENT.ABSENT, 
ABSENT.PERS) 
The alternatives to the 'simple' MP should be rewritten at this level as 
follows: 
NP(COMPAR,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,case): 
HEAD ELAT[VE(elative,case), 
COM PAR СОМРЦеІай е); 
NP(COUNT,defness,gender,number,THIRD,case) : 
HEAD COUNT(nums,defness,gender,number,case), 
COUNT COMPL(nums,genderl), 
where nums gender relation is(nums,gender 1,gender); 
NP(NOMCOM,defness,gender,number,THIRD,case): 
negator option(qual), 
predet option(detstr,gender 1 .number 1 .case 1 ), 
HEAD VN(nomcom,defness 1 ,gender,number,case,complement), 
postdet option(constr,defness2), 
pom option(presence,defness3,gender2,number2,per5on2,case2), 
NOM СОМРЦсотрІ), 
where neg head relation is(qual,detstrt constr.presence.case), 
where defness is(detstr,defness2,defnessl,defness3,defness), 
where gender number relation is(gender,genderl,gender2, 
number.number 1 ,number2), 
where case relation is(case,casel,case2), ч 
where complementation is(complement,compl). 
In this rule it is stated that the structure of a comparative noun phrase 
contains a head and a comparative complement, each of them 
accompanied by its specific affix variables. In Arabic inverse gender 
agreement occurs between a cardinal (and ordinal) unit numeral 
ranging between the semantic values of three till ten (in single form 
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or in mixed number) and their count complement taking into account 
the gender value of the head of the count complement in its singular 
number form (cf. Wright, 1974, II: 240 ff; Dayf, 1982: 215). 
Gender agreement or gender polarity between a HEAD COUNT 
realisation and the COUNT COMPL(ement) is accounted for by means 
of a specific right-hand side member and subsequently listed in 
predicate rules: 
where nums gender relation is(nums,genderl,gender) 
where nums gender relation is(Ul,gender,gender) : ; 
where nums gender relation is(U3-10,MASC,FEM) : ; 
where nums gender relation is(U3-10,FEM,MASC) : ; 
where nums gender relation is(Ul l-12,gender,gender) : ; 
where nums gender relation is(D13-19,gender,gender) : ; 
where nums gender relation is(D20-90,gender,MASC) : . 
The structure of an NP in which the head assumes a verb-like 
behaviour closely resembles the 'simple' NP except for a member 
which controls nominal complementation and is further rewritten in 
predicates listing some of the possibilities: 
where complementation is(complement,compl) 
where complementation is(ACC,NPOB) : ; 
where complementation is(ACC,CCLOB) : ; 
where complementation is(PREP.PPOB) 
The optional function elements have already been accounted for. The 
realisation of the functions must explicitly be stated in terms of 
categories described at the following layer. We will return to the 
'simple' NP. 
b 1 - the second category layer: 
In rewrite rule [2] the non-terminal HEAD occurred as a member on 
the right-hand side. Below it occurs as the left-hand side in a number 
of alternatives, each of which is to be rewritten in terms of categories 
and combinations of them: 
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HEADiCOM.defness.gender.number.THIRD.case): 
COMMON NOUN(declen,gender,number). 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(COM.defness,gender,number,TmRD,case): 
NOM ADJECnVE(declen,number), 
GENDER MORPH(gender,number), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,nwnber,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(COM,defness.gender,number,THIRD,case): 
NOM PASSIVE PART(radicals,declen,gender,number, 
type,derivation,complement), 
GENDER MORPH(gender,number), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,gender,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(COM,defness,gender,number,THIRD,case): 
NOM PRESENT PART(radicals,declen,gender,nmnber, 
type.derivation.complement), 
GENDER MORPH(gender,mimber), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(COM,defness,gender,nimber,'raiRD,case): 
NOM VERBAL NOUN(radicals,declen,gender,number, 
type.derivation.complement), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,gender,niimber,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(DEM,DEF,gender,niimber,'raiRD,case): 
DEMONSTRATIVE(gender,niimber,case); 
HEAD(INTN,defness,gender,SING,THIRD.case): 
INTERR NOUN(declen), 
GENDER MORPH(gender.SING), 
CASE MORPH(NORM,defness,genderl,SING,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(MIN,INDEF,EMPTY,EMPTY,THIRD,EMPTY): 
DIGIT(nums); 
HEAD(MIN,INDEF.MASC.SING,'raiRD,ALL): 
INDEF NOUN(NORM), 
GENDER MORPH(gender,number), 
CASE MORPH(NORM,defness,genderl,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(MIN.INDEF,MASC.SING,,nURD,ALL): 
INDEF PRONOUN; 
HEAD(MIN,defness.gender,number,THIRD.case): 
NUMERAL(declen,nums), 
GENDER MORPH(gender.number). 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,gender,number,case); 
HEAD(NNUM,defness,gender.nuinber,THIRD,case): 
NONNUMQUAmiFIER(declen,gender,number), 
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CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,gender,number,person,case): 
PERSONAL PRONOUN(gender,number,person,case); 
HEAD(PROP.DEF,gender,number,THIRD,case): 
PROPER NAME(declen,defness,gender,number), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl.number.case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD(QUES,INDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ALL): 
INTERR PRONOUN. 
Here it is stated that the HEAD function in an NP can be realised by a 
COMMON NOUN followed by a CASE MORPH (case morpheme) and a 
member [13a] which lays a relation between 'gender' and 'genderΓ 
specified in [13b]: 
[ 13a] gender agreement is(gender,genderl ) 
[13b] gender agreement is(gender,gender) :; 
gender agreement is(gender,BOTH) 
An alternative realisation of the HEAD is that by a nominalized present 
participle (NOM PRESENT PART) followed by a gender morpheme 
(GENDER MORPH), a case morpheme (CASE MORPH) as well as by 
the just mentioned 'gender agreement is' member.75 Yet another 
realisation of the HEAD is that by a DEMONSTRATIVE, or by a DIGIT 
(such as " 1 " ; "2"; "22" and so on), an indefinite pronoun (INDEF 
PRONOUN), or an interrogative noun (INTERR NOUN) followed by a 
GENDER MORPH (gender morpheme) and a CASE MORPH and so on 
(cf. Part I, section B.l). The rewriting of the heads of the other NP 
structures proceeds along the following lines: 
HEAD ELATWEtSUPRELcase). 
COMPARATrVE(rl,r2,r3,declen)gender,nuinber), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl). 
HEAD COUNT(nums,defness,gender,number,case): 
N QUANT(declen,nQms,gender,number), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,number.case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
7 5
 One should remember that within one rule identical affix names imply 
consistent substitution and therefore identical values. 
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HEADCOUNT(nums,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY): 
D QUANT(mims). 
HEAD VN(VERN,defness,gender,number,case,complement): 
VERBAL NOUN(radicals,declen,gender,number, 
type,derivation,complement), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD VN(VERA.defness,gender.mimber,case,complement): 
PRESENT PART BASE(radicals,declen,gender.number, 
type.derivalion,complement), 
GENDER MORPH(gender,number), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl,number,case), 
gender agreement is(gender,genderl); 
HEAD VNfVERA.defness.gender.number.case,complement): 
PAST PART BASE(radica]s,declen,gender,number, 
type.derivation.complement), 
GENDER MORPH(gender,nmnber), 
CASE MORPHideclen.defness.genderl.number.case), 
gender agreement ¡s(gender,genderl). 
These rules specify that an element of the categories comparatives, 
numerical or digital quantifiers, verbal nouns, present or past 
participles, whether or not followed by a GENDER MORPH, CASE 
MORPH or a gender agreement rule, may figure in the respective 
function positions. We continue with the rewriting of the other 
functional elements: 
[3b] NEGATOR(NOM) : NOM NEGATIVE PARTICLE; 
NEGATOR(verb) : VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(verb). 
[3c] SEPARATOR: OPT BLANK. 
The verb negator will be discussed and rewritten in its final terms 
during the description of the VP in Chapter IV (cf. section sections 
I.A.2 and I.B.2). 
[4b] PREDET(EMPTY.EMPTY.EMPTY) : DEFINITE ARTICLE: 
PREDET(EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY) : VOCATIVE PART, 
OPT BLANK, 
DEFINITE ARTICLE; 
PREDET(EMPTY.EMPTY,EMPTY) : VOCATIVE PART; 
PREDET(gender.number,case) 
DEMONSTRATIVE(gender,number,case), 
OPT BLANK, DEFINITE ARTICLE. 
[5b] POSTDET(defness): NP(np var,defness,gender,number,person.GEN). 
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The realisation of the postdetemiiner may be suffixed to the HEAD of 
the NP (e.g. a suffixed pronoun) or may follow it separately. Rule 
[3c] above already accounted for these possibilities. Rule [5b] states 
that only the category NP occurs in the postdetemiiner function. This 
NP may be a 'simple' version or one of the others as the affix 'np 
var' indicates. A further rewriting of [6a] results in: 
[6b] POM(defness,gender,number,person,case) 
NP(np var,defness,gender,number,person,case); 
POM(defness,gender,number,THIRD,case) 
ADJP(defness,gender,number,case); 
POMfdefness.gender.number.THIRD.case) 
RELCL(defness,gender,number,case); 
POM(EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,THIRD,EMPTY) : ADVP; 
POM(EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,THIRD,EMPTY) : PP. 
In the rules for the alternative NP structures we still have to account 
for the following non-terminals: 
COMP AR COMPL(SUPREL): OPT BLANK, 
NP(np var.DEF.gender.plur.person.GEN); 
COMP AR COMPL(SUPREL): OPT BLANK, 
NP(np var,INDEF,gender,SING,THIRD,GEN ). 
COUNT COMPL(U3-10,gender): OPT BLANK, 
NPCsimpleJNDEF.gender.SING.THIRD.ACC). 
NOM COMPL(NPOB) : OPT BLANK, 
NP(np var,defness,gender,number,person,ACC); 
NOM СОМРЦРРОВ) : OPT BLANK, PP; 
NOM COMPL(CCLOB) : OPT BLANK, CCL(subcat). 
The value for 'elative' in the left-hand side COMPAR COMPL and the 
value for 'nums' in the left-hand side COUNT COMPL are, for 
convenience's sake, already filled in. The values 'NPOB', 'РТОВ' and 
'CCLOB' of the meta affix 'compi' associated with the non-terminal 
NOM COMPL refer to a specific complementation of the head of the 
NP concerned. In connection with the head of a VP we further 
discuss the affixes 'complement' and 'compi'. 
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Lexical rules: 
A number of the above mentioned right-hand sides (categories) can 
already be rewritten in terms of elements of the lexicon. This is the 
case with: 
OPTBLANK 
OPTBLANK 
BLANK 
DEFDMllh ARTICLE 
DEFINlTb ARTICLE 
INDEF PRONOUN 
INTERR PRONOUN 
NOM NEGATIVE PARTICLE 
VOCATIVE PART 
VOCATIVE PART 
; 
BLANK 
"•al"; 
"Ί". 
"man". 
"ma". 
"la". 
"'ayyuhä 
"yä". 
A complete listing of the lexical realisations of the categories 
involved could, of course, be presented here, but we limit ourselves 
to a few alternatives. Non-terminal categories carrying affix names 
but not further rewritten in function elements can also be rewritten in 
lexical items since the value of the associated affixes has already been 
specified in the meta rales. This rewriting of categories in final terms 
may yield true alternatives or realisations which differ at affix level. 
The lexical rule for the personal pronoun third person singular in 
MSA offers a good example: 
PERSONAL PRONOUN(gender,number,person,case) 
When the value for gender, number, person and case are specified, 
this non-terminal category defines the following lexical items: 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
PRONOUN(MASC 
PRONOUN(MASC 
PRONOUN(MASC 
PRONOUN(MASC 
PRONOUN(MASC 
PRONOUN(FEM 
PRONOUN(FEM 
PRONOUN(FEM 
,SING,THIRD.NOM) 
.SING.THIRD.GEN) 
SING.THIRD.GEN) 
,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
SING.THIRD.GEN) 
SING.THIRD.ACC) 
"huwa": 
"hu"; 
"hi"; 
"hu"; 
"hi"; 
"hiya"; 
"ha'; 
"hä". 
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Some other non-terminals can be rewritten in terminal values as 
follows: 
CASE M0RPH(N0RM,DEF30TH,SING,N0M) : "u". 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING) : "wagh". 
DQUANT(U3-10) : "4". 
DEMONSTRATIVE(MASC,SING,ALL) : "hâdâ". 
DIGIT(U0) : "0". 
GENDER MORPH(FEM,SING) : "at". 
INDEF NOUN(NORM) : "'ayy". 
INTERR NOUN(NORM) : "'ayy". 
N QUANTXNORM.US-IO.MASCSING) : "'arba'". 
NOM PRESENT PARTCTHREE.NORM.MASCSING, 
NORMAL,I,IGNORE) : "kâtib". 
NOM ADJECTrVE(NORM,SING) : "kabir". 
NOM PAST PART(THREE.NORM>MASC,SING, 
NORMALajGNORE) : "maktub". 
NOM VERBAL NOUN(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING, 
WAW2,I,lGNORE) : "qawl". 
NONNUM QUANTinERiNORM.MASC.SING) : "kuil". 
NUMERAL(NORM,U3-10) : '"arba*". 
PAST PART BASE(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING, 
NORMALJ.INTRANS) : "maktub". 
PRESENT PART BASE(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING, 
NORMAUI.ACC) : "kâtib". 
PROPER NAME(NORM,DEF.MASC,SING) : "nagib mahfû?". 
VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLEiLAM) : "lam". 
VERBAL NOUN(THREE,NORM,MASC.SING,WAW2,I>ACC) r'qawl". 
Such a listing reveals choices made during the observation and 
description process of the language facts. We mention a few: 
i - the non-terminal labels INDEF NOUN(NORM) and INTERR 
NOUN(NORM) point to an identical value 'ayy, an ambiguity 
which may be resolved only by making use of information in a 
larger context; 
ii - a similar remark can be made for the lexical values kâtib, maktub 
and qawl. Their occurrence will certainly produce ambiguity in 
the analysis results unless their context may eliminate the 
possibility of an alternative interpretation; 
iii - another lexical item {'arba') can play a role in a context in which 
a numeral quantifier occurs together with a count complement 
Information about the 'gender' and 'number' value then must be 
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accounted for as illustrated in: N QUANT(NORM,U3-10,MASC, 
SING). This in contrast with its occurrence as head of an NP in 
the form of an abstract numeral: NUMERAL(NORM,U3-10); a 
similar distinction should be made for: 'D QUANT(U3-10): "4".' 
and 'DiGlTiUO): "0".'; 
iv - the distinction between a 'nominalized verbal noun' and a 'verbal 
noun' is accounted for in the value for complementation: 
'IGNORE' versus 'trans' or 'INTRANS' in the respective rewrite 
rules. A different NP structure resulted in the description of the 
former in the framework of the 'simple' NP and the latter as 
realisation of an NP with nominal complementation. Other 
apparent repetitions are to be explained on similar grounds. 
Some non-terminal categories include affix variables which refer to 
occurrences of radicals of the consonantal root. Earlier we 
encountered such a non-terminal in the rewrite rule of an NP in 
which an elative occurs in the head function: 
COMPARATrVE(rl,r2,r3,declen,gender.niimber) 
Similar non-terminals constitute our verbal lexicon to be discussed 
later. It may be clear that the rewriting of those non-terminals should 
be linked with a lexical listing of the radical consonants: 
rl : "'"; "b"; "t"; "Ú"; "fi"; "Ì"; "Ï"; "d"; "Э"; "r"; "z"; "s"; "t"; "Ò"; 
"»"; "t"; "Â"; "'"; "ƒ"; T ; "q"; "k"; T ; "m"; "n"; "h"; "w"; "y". 
The lexical values of r2 and r3 (and in case of 4-consonantal roots of 
r4 too) should be defined in a similar way. 
Thus it is possible to rewrite the non-terminal COMPARATIVE into a 
terminal value: 
COMPARATrVE("k,,,"b",,,r",NORM,BOTH,SING) : '"akbar". 
So far we have discussed a first cycle of rewrite rules in terms of 
functions and categories. A number of categories has been rewritten 
in terminal values (lexical items). Other categories can be further 
described in terms of functions and categories in a second rewrite 
cycle. The remaining 'macro' categories may now figure as left-hand 
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sides; they are again rewritten in terms of functions and combinations 
of them at a second function layer. 
b 2 - a second function layer: 
The elements concerned are: NP, ADJP, ADVP, PP, REL CL and 
CCL (complement clause). For the rewriting of NP we refer here 
back to the first rewrite cycle where we started the discussion of 
NP(np var). We make here a recursive use of the NP category. The 
other phrasal categories can be rewritten as follows: 
[ 14] ADJP(defness,gender,number,case): 
adj predet option(detstr), 
ADJ HEAD(defness 1 ,gender,number,case), 
adj postdet option(constr), 
adj pom option, 
adj complement option, 
where adj ρ defness is(detstr,constr,defnessl,defness). 
Contrary to the prevailing relations within the NP structure, a 
predeterminer and a postdeterminer in an ADJP are not mutually 
exclusive. This is the reason why we introduced here a different 
right-hand member for the determination of definiteness to be 
worked out in a predicate rule: 
where adjp defness is(PRESENT,PRESENT,DEF,DEF) : ; 
where adjp defness is(ABSENT,PRESENT,DEF,INDEF) 
where adjp defness is(ABSENT,ABSENT,INDEFJNDEF) 
The optional members of an ADJP can be rewritten as follows: 
[ISa] adj predet option(ABSENT) : ; 
adj predet option(PRESENT) : ADJ PRED. 
[16a] adj postdet option(ABSENT) : ; 
adj postdet option(PRESENT) : SEPARATOR, 
ADJ POST. 
17a] adj pom option : ; 
adj pom option : SEPARATOR, 
ADJ POM. 
[ 18a] adj complement option : ; 
adj complement option : SEPARATOR, 
ADJ COMPL. 
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The description of the ADVP and PP at this point is rather 
straightforward: 
[19] ADVP: ADV HEAD. 
[20] PP : PREP HEAD, 
SEPARATOR, 
PREP COMPL. 
The cohesion between the head of an NP and a REL CL in 
postmodifying function is marked by agreement relations concerning 
the affixes of definiteness, gender, number and case: 
[21] RELCL(defness,gender,number,case) : 
RELCL HEAD(defness,gender,niimber,case), 
OPT BLANK, 
RELCL COMPL. 
A reference to the antecedent in the form of a bound anaphor may 
occur in the relative complement under certain conditions (section 
I.C.4.3; cf. Wright, 1974, Π: 319 ff). Its presence or absence is not 
used in our analysis process and we consider it, for this moment, 
redundant information sufficiently accounted for in the rewriting of 
the REL CL complement 7 6 
For the complement clause (CCL) it is important to account for 
the type of complement clause and the possible occurrence of the 
subjunctive mood of a verbal head in the complement clause 
conditioned by the presence of a specific header ('an, li, kay, likay, 
When explicitly taken into account, one may expect some additional 
alternatives to be added to the rewrite rule for the relative clause: 
RELCL : RELCL HEAD, 
RELCL COMPL; 
RELCL : RELCL HEAD, 
RELCL COMPL, 
TRACER. 
However, the place of the tracer is not described in the appropriate way. It is 
only stated that a relative clause may consist of a relative clause head followed 
by a complement or by a head, a complement and a following tracer. To 
account for the positions in which the tracer may occur we should consider it 
part of the complement 
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fa, hattä). Therefore the affix variable 'subcat' is attached to the head 
as well as to the complement and may carry the value 'ANNA', 
'INNA' (followed by a nominal clause type) or 'AN' (followed by a 
verbal clause type with a verbal head in the subjunctive mood). 
[22] CCL(subcat) : CCL HEADER(subcat), CCL COMPL(subcat). 
с 1 - a third category layer: 
The right-hand sides of the second function layer now figure as left-
hand sides to be rewritten in the terms of categories and 
combinations of them. These elements are: 
[23] ADJ HEAD(defness,gender,niunber,case) : 
ADJ BASE(declen,numberl), 
GENDER MORPH(gender,number), 
CASE MORPH(declen,defness,genderl.number.case), 
where agreement is(gender,genderl,number,numberl). 
The right-hand side member in which a relationship between gender 
and number is determined will be rewritten in the following predicate 
rule: 
where agreement is(gender,gender,number,SING) 
not equal(numberJNPLU); 
where agreement is(gender30TH,number,SING) 
not equal(gender30TH); 
where agreement is(gender,BOTHJNPLU,INPLU) 
not equal(gender30TH); 
where agreement is(gender,gender,INPLU,INPLU) 
In most of the alternative right-hand sides the rewriting of the left-
hand side is conditioned by the meta rules of the affixes concerned 
and by the condition stated in the right-hand side. The explicit 
condition in the right-hand sides of this predicate rule is used to 
avoid undesired ambiguities at affix level. 
[15b] ADJ PRED : DEFINITE ARTICLE. 
[16b] ADJ POST : NP(np var,defness,gender,number,THIRD,GEN). 
[17b] ADJ POM : NP(np var,defness,gender,niimber,THIRD,GEN); 
ADJ POM : ADVP; 
ADJ POM : PP; 
ADJ POM : CCUsubcat). 
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[18b] ADJ COMPL : PP. 
[24] ADV HEAD: ADVERB. 
[20a] PREP HEAD: PREP(sort). 
[20b] PREP COMPL : NP(np var,defness,gender,number,pereon,GEN); 
PREP COMPL : CCL(subcat). 
[21a] RELCLHEAD(INDEF,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY) : ; 
RELCL HEAD(DEF,gender,mimber,case) 
SYN RELATIVE PRONOUN(gender,number,case). 
In this rule it is stated that there is an 'empty' realisation of the REL 
CL head unless the head of the preceding NP, the antecedent, was 
marked for the 'DEF' value of the meta affix 'definiteness', which 
value is repeated in its postmodifier. 
[21b] RELCL COMPL : CLAUSE(cat). 
[22a] CCL HEADER(subcat) : CCL COMP(subcat). 
[22b] CCL COMPL(subcat) : COMP CLAUSE(subcat). 
A number of the categories we mentioned above, which occurred on 
the right-hand side of rules, have already been rewritten in terms of 
terminals of the lexicon such as: CASE MORPH, DEFINITE ARTICLE 
and GENDER MORPH with their respective affix values. Other 
categories can now directly be rewritten in lexical terminals, for 
example: 
ADJ BASE(NORMJNPLU) : "kibâr". 
ADVERB : "hunâ". 
CCL COMP(AN) : "'an". 
PREPfHME) : "qabla". 
SYN RELATIVE PRONOUN(MASC,DUAL,NOM) : "'alladäni". 
The remaining 'macro' categories may now occur as left-hand sides 
in the rules of a third rewrite cycle. They are going to be rewritten in 
terms of functions and combinations of them. 
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с 2 - a third function layer: 
The categories occurring above as right-hand sides were: NP, 
ADVP, PP, CCL (complement clause), VP (verb phrase) and 
CLAUSE. For the rewriting of NP, PP and CCL we may refer back 
to earlier mentioned function layers. The VP will be discussed in the 
next chapter. The CLAUSE can be rewritten as follows: 
[25] CLAUSE(VERBAL): adverb option(presence), 
negator option(qual), 
PREDICATE(tense,gender,number,person), 
adverbial option, 
adv neg mood relation is(presence,qual,tense); 
CLAUSE(NOMINAL): 
TOPIC(gender,number,person<case), 
SEPARATOR, 
COM MENT(gender 1 .number 1 .person 1 .case 1 ), 
g η agreement is(gender,genderl,number,numberl), 
с agreement is(case,casel). 
Here we make use of the values for the affix variable 'cat' in order to 
distinguish between a nominal and a verbal type of clause in our 
description. It is further stated in this rule that a clause may consist of 
a predicative function (accompanied by a number of optional 
functions) or a topic and comment function. Relationships within the 
clause alternatives are stated in a separate member of the rewrite rule 
and are further specified below: 
adv neg mood relation is(PRESENT,ABSENT,PAST) : ; 
adv neg mood relation is(PRESENT,ABSENT4NDIC) : ; 
adv neg mood relation is(PRESENT,LA,INDIC) : ; 
adv neg mood relation is(ABSENT,LA,PAST) : ; 
adv neg mood relation is(ABSENT,LA,INDIC) : ; 
adv neg mood relation is(ABSENT,LAM,JUSS) : ; 
adv neg mood relation is(ABSENT,LAN,SUBJ) : ; 
adv neg mood relation is(ABSENT,MA,PAST) 
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Of the predicate rules governing gender, number and case agreement 
between the realisations of the topic and comment functions we 
mention here only part of the possible realisations:77 
g η с agreement is(gender,gender,number,number) : ; 
g η с agreement is(gender,gender,plur,plurl) 
not equal(plur,plurl); 
g η с agreement i$(gender,FEM,pliir,SING) : ; 
g η с agreement is(gender,EMPTY,niimber,EMPTY) 
с agreement is(case,case) : ; 
с agreement is(NOM,EMPTY) 
The rewriting of the COMP CLAUSE resembles that of the DECL 
SENTENCE except for the value for tense in its verbal realisation and 
for the case value of the topic in its nominal realisation: 
[26] COMP CLAUSE(AN): 
PREDICATE(SUBJ,gender,number,person), 
adverbial option; 
COMP CLAUSE(ANNA): 
ANNATOPIC(gender,number,person,ACC), 
SEPARATOR, 
COMMENT(gender 1 .number 1 .person 1 .case 1 ), 
g η с agreement is(gender,genderl,number,numberl). 
d - a fourth category layer: 
The functions described as right-hand sides in the rewriting of the 
CLAUSE can now be rewritten directly or indirectly in terms of 
categories and final (lexical) terms. These functions and optional 
functions are: 
[27a] adverb option(ABSENT) : ; 
adverb option(PRESENT) : VERB PREM, 
SEPARATOR. 
A comparison by means of a not equal condition here imposes different values 
for the plural number (INPLU/EXPLU). 
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In our overall description of the VP we distinguish between modal 
and temporal verbal premodifiers (VERB PREM). We also account for 
adverbial postmodifiers of the head of a VP (see Chapter IV). Here 
we restrict ourselves to account for the absence or presence of a 
verbal premodifier and the possible consequences. 
[27b] VERB PREM : "qad"; 
VERB PREM : "sa"; 
VERB PREM : "sawfa". 
In addition to a verb phrase adverbial we also account for a sentence 
adverbial: 
128a] adverbial option : ; 
adverbial option : SENT ADV. 
[28b] SENT ADV: NP(np var.INDEF.gender.number.THIRD.ACC); 
SENT ADV: PP; 
SENT ADV: ADVP. 
The negator option has already been mentioned in connection with its 
occurrence within the MP structure. Therefore we refer to rule [3a]. 
The other optional functions can be rewritten in the following way: 
[29] PREDICATE(tense,gender,number,person): 
VP(tense,person,gender,mimber). 
[30] TOPIC(gender,number,person,NOM): 
NP(np var,defness,gender,number,person,NOM). 
[31] COMMENT(gender.number,person,EMPTY): 
VP(tense,person,gender,nurnber); 
COMMENT(gender,number,peison,case): 
NP(np var,defness,gender,number,person,case); 
COMMENT(gender,number,THIRD,case): 
ADJP(defness,gender,number,case); 
COMMENT(EMPTY,EMPTY,THIRD,EMPTY): ADVP; 
COMMENT(EMPTY,EMPTY.THIRD,EMPTY): PP. 
[32] ANNA TOPIC(gender,niimber,person,ACC): 
NP(np var,defness,gender,number,person,ACC). 
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Of all these phrase categories only the VP still has to be discussed 
but this will be done in the next chapter.78 We will end this section 
with a remark about the description of 'reformulation' in MSA. A 
difference in case relation between head and postmodifier may occur 
for purposes of special emphasis (cf. Part I, section E.4: 
reformulation and apposition). For the description of this kind of 
syntactic structure we have to redefine case relationship. Moreover, 
also the prevailing relations for 'person' should be accounted for. 
Therefore we present an alternative (REFORM) for the rewriting of 
the 'simple' NP: 
[2'] NP(REFORM,defness,gender,number,person,case): 
predet option(detstr,gender 1 .number 1 .case 1 ), 
HE AD(headreal,defnessi ,gender,number,person 1 .case), 
postdet option(constr,defness2), 
pom option(presence,defness3,gender2,niimber2,personl,case2), 
where defness is(detstr,defness2,defnessl,defness3,defness), 
where gender number relation is(gender,genderl,gender2, 
number,numberl,number2), 
where person is(person,personl,person, 
number,number2), 
where reformulation is(case,casel,case2). 
The predicate rules for person and case are as follows: 
where person is(THIRD,FIRST,THIRD,number,numberl) : ; 
where person is(SECOND,THIRD,SECOND.number,numberl) : . 
where reformulation is(case,ACC,case) : not equal(case,ACC); 
where reformulation is(case,NOM,case) : not equal(case,NOM). 
In this way we account for MPs like: 
7 8
 A rather important element at the lexical level to be accounted for in 
automatic analysis of text data is the 'blank' or 'space' (" " or " "). In our 
description we have included the occurrence of an optional blank to be 
rewritten in 'nothing', BLANK or BLANKS. A similar remark can be made 
in relation to interpunction marks and other non-alphanumerical graphic 
tokens. 
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[г] 'antum 'almadaniyyina 
you (MASCINPLU.NOM) the-civilians (MASC^XPLU.ACC) 
you, the city dwellers (Cant.:II,80) 
'almadaniyyina nahnu 
the-civUians (MASCilXPLU.GEN/ACC) we (BOTH,INPLUJ^ OM) 
the citizens, I mean: we ! 
B: Derivation 
The rules involved in the analysis process of an input string will now 
be discussed with the following example of a 'NOMCOM' NP: 
(23) li'ilmihi bi'annahum min samîmi hä'ulä'i 'Iqawmi 
because-of-knowing-his about-lhat-them among core of-these tbe-people 
because he knew that they too had the same origin (NM,30,5) 
This construction includes a verbal noun as HEAD VN, an NP in 
POSTDET function and a PP in the function of nominal 
complementation. By ignoring the link with the rest of the utterance 
we can bypass the preposition and start the description of an 
'NOMCOM' NP. 
A verbal noun, a present and a past participle may occur with a 
lexically given 'number' of governed elements (= transitivity). For 
the verbal noun this 'number' is equal to that of the corresponding 
lexical verb (involving, for example, an agent, a direct object and an 
indirect object). This implies that in a 'HEAD VN', realised by a 
present participle, this 'number' is reduced by 'one' because it 
realises itself the function of agent. The complementary power of a 
past participle as a realisation of the 'HEAD VN' function is even less. 
An appropriate way to regulate categorial realisation and 
complementary power (cf. Chapter П, section 1.3.3) is by means of 
a 'predicate', here named: 'where complementation is'. 
The complement part of this sequence may receive the graphic 
representation shown in the tree of Diagram 3: 
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NP NOMCOM Diagram 3 
HEADVN POSTDET NOMCOMPL 
VERBAL N NP COMPL PHR 
HEAD DO 
PERS PP 
HEADER COMPL 
I I 
PREP CCL 
HEADER COMPL 
I I 
COMP DECLSENT 
/ \ 
TOPIC COMMENT 
NP PP 
ι / \ 
HEAD HEADER COMPL 
PERS PREP NP 
/ \ 
HEAD POSTDET 
NOUN NP 
/ \ 
PREDET HEAD 
Λ I 
DEM ART NOUN 
'ilmi hi bi 'anna hum min samimi hä'ulä'i 1 qawmi 
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For the description of this structure we should at least declare the 
following lexical rules, hyper rules and predicates combined with the 
meta rules listed in the preceding section: 
INF I( ,"l,,,,,m",NORM,NORMAL,F04,MASC): "'um". 
VERB LEXICON( ,"lYm",PREP,"i","a",F04): . 
These two lexical rules constitute the base components of elements 
from the subcategory of VERBAL NOUNs: 
VERBAL NOUN(THREE,NORM,MASC.SING,NORMAL,I,PREP): 
INFI( ,"l",,,m',,NORM,NORMAL,F04,MASC), 
VERBLEXICON( ,,,l","m",PREP>"i,,)"a,,.F04). 
Combined with a CASE MORPH we arrive at the description of the 
head element of a 'NOMCOM' NP: 
CASE MORPH(NORM,DEF,MASC,SING,GEN): "i". 
HEAD VN(VERN,DEF)MASC,SING,GEN,PREP): 
VERBAL NOUN(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING,NORMAL,I,PREP), 
CASE MORPH(NORM,DEF,MASC,SING,GEN), 
gender agreement is(MASC,MASC). 
We have, of course, to include the following predicate rule in our 
formal grammar: 
gender agreement is(MASC,MASC): . 
We have still to account for the definiteness of the HEAD VN: 
postdet option(PRESENT,DEF): SEPARATOR, 
POSTDET(DEF). 
SEPARATOR: OPT BLANK. 
OPT BLANK: ; 
OPT BLANK: BLANK. 
POSTDET(DEF): NP(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN). 
The building up of the categorial realisation of the postdeterminer 
function occurs in a similar way. The lexical rule for the personal 
pronoun constitute the basis for the HEAD of an NP with some 
specific affix values: 
PERS PRONOUN(MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN) : "hi". 
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HEAD(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN). 
PERS PRONOUN(MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN). 
The HEAD is the unique functional element in the postdetermining 
NP: 
NP(PERS,DEF.MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN)· 
negator option( ABSENT), 
predetoption(ABSENT,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY), 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD.GEN), 
postdet option(ABSENT,EMPTY), 
pomoption(ABSENT,EMPTY,EMPTy,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY), 
where neg bead relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT, ABSENT.ABSENT.GEN), 
where defness is(ABSENT,EMPTY,DEF,EMPTY,DEF), 
where gender number relation is(MASC,EMPTY.EMPTY, 
SING.EMPTY .EMPTY), 
where case relation is(GEN,EMPTY,EMPTY), 
where simple is(PERS,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,PERS) 
It may be clear that the following predicate rules should be declared: 
where neg head relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,GEN). . 
where defness is(ABSENT,EMPTY,DEF,EMPTY,DEF): . 
where gender number relation is(NMSC,EMPTY,EMPTY,SING,EMPTY,EMPTY): . 
where case relation is(GEN,EMPTY,EMPTY):. 
where simple is(PERS.ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,ABSENT,PERS)· . 
We need some form of nominal complementation. According to the 
lexicon, the verbal noun concerned may occur with a prepositional 
complement: 
PREP(INSTR) · "bi". 
CCL COMP(ANNA) : "'anna". 
PERS PRONOUN(MASC,EXPLU,THIRD,ACC) : "hum". 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,MASC,INPLU,THIRD,ACC). 
PERS PRONOUN(MASC,INPLU,THIRD,ACC). 
NP(PERS,DEF,MASC,INPLU,THIRD,ACC): 
negator option(ABSENT), 
predetoption(ABSENT,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY), 
HEAD(PERS.DEF,MASC,INPLU.THIRD,ACC), 
postdet oplion(ABSENT,EMPTY), 
pomoption(ABSENT,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY), 
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where neg head relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT, ABSENT,ABSENT,ACC), 
where defness ¡s(ABSENT,EMPTY,DEF,EMPTY,DEF), 
where gender number relation ¡s(MASC,EMPTY,EMPTY. 
SING.EMPTY.EMPTY), 
where case relation is(ACC,EMPTY,EMPTY), 
where simple isiPERS.ABSENT.ABSENT.ABSENT.ABSENT.PERS). 
We should add the following predicate rules to our formal grammar: 
where neg head relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT, ABSENT.ABSENT.ACC): . 
where case relation is(ACC,EMPTY,EMPTY): . 
Interpreting the input string further, another lexical rule accounts for 
the string min: 
PREP(PLACE) : "min". 
The sequence samimi hä'ulai 'Iqawmi will be analysed as a 'simple' 
NP with in the head function a common noun and in the 
postdeterminer function a predeterminer/head combination by means 
of the following rules: 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING) : "samim". 
CASE MORPH(NORM.DEF.MASC,SING.GEN): "i". 
HEADiCOM.DEF.MASC.SING.THIRD.GEN): 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING), 
CASEMORPH(NORM,DEF,MASC,SING,GEN), 
gender agreement is(MASC,MASC). 
The NP rule in which these rules can be combined is: 
NP(COMCON,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN): 
negator option( ABSENT), 
predet optioniABSENTEMPTY.EMPTY.EMPTV), 
HEADiCOM.DEF.MASCSING.THIRD.GEN). 
postdet option(PRESENT,DEF), 
pomoption(ABSENT.EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY.EMPTY,EMPTY), 
where neg head relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT, PRESENT.ABSENT.GEN), 
where defness isiABSENT.DEF.DEF.EMPTY.DEF), 
where gender number relation is(MASC,EMPTY,EMPTY, 
SING.EMPTY.EMPTY). 
•where case relation ¡s(GEN,EMPTY,EMPTY). 
where simple is(COM.ABSENT,ABSENT,PRESENT,ABSENT.COM CON). 
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We should add the following predicate rules to our formal grammar: 
where defness is(ABSENT,DEF,DEF,EMPTY,DEF) : . 
where simple is(COM,ABSENT,ABSENT,PRESENT,ABSENT.COM CON) : . 
The value COM CON for the meta affix 'simple' and the value 'DEF' 
of the HEAD and the overall NP are originate from the realised 
postdeterminer option. This postdetermining NP is accounted for by 
the following rules: 
DEMONSTRATrVE(BOTH,INPLU,ALL):Hhà'ula'i". 
BLANK: " ". 
AimCLE: "T. 
PREDETŒOTO,INPLU,ALL):DEMONSTRA™E(BOTH.INPLU,ALL), 
OPT BLANK, 
ARTICLE. 
COMMON N0UN(N0RM30TH,C0LL) : "qawm". 
CASE MORPH(NORM.DEF,BOTH,COLL,GEN): "i". 
HEAD(COM,DEF,BOTH,COLL,THIRD,GEN): 
COMMON NOUN(NORM30TH,COLL), 
CASE M0RPH(N0RM.DEF30TH,C0LL,GEN), 
gender agreement is(BOTH,BOTH). 
We will add yet another predicate rale: 
gender agreement is(BOTH,BOTH): . 
However, now we can present the NP rule for the combination of a 
predeterminer and head: 
NP(DETCOM,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN): 
negator option(ABSENT), 
predetoption(PRESENT,BOTH,INPLU,ALL), 
HEAD(COM,DEF,BOTH,INPLU,THIRD,GEN), 
postdet option(ABSENT,EMPTY), 
pomoption(ABSENT.EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY), 
where neg head relation is(ABSENT,ABSENT. ABSENT,BSENT,GEN), 
where defness is(PRESENT,EMPTY,DEF,EMPTY,DEF), 
where gender number relation is(BOTH JOTH.EMPTY, 
INPLUJNPLU.EMPTY), 
where case relation is(GEN.ALL,EMPTY), 
where simple is(COM,ABSENT,PRESENT,ABSENT,ABSENT.DET COM). 
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We expand our grammar with the following predicate rules: 
where defness is(PRESENT,EMPTY,DEF,EMPTY,DEF) 
where gender number relation is(BOTH JOTH.EMPTY, 
INPLU,INPLU,EMPTY) : . 
where case relation is(GEN,ALL,EMPTY) 
where simple is(COM,ABSENT.PRESENT,ABSENT, 
ABSENT.DET COM) : . 
The above-mentioned genitive NP will be included as POSTDET by 
means of the following hyper rule: 
POSTDET(DEF): NP(DET COM.DEF,BOTH,COLL,THIRD,GEN). 
The combination of these MPs can be interpreted as a prepositional 
complement which together with the earlier mentioned PREP rule 
constitutes a PP on the basis of rules such as: 
PREP COM PL: NP(np var.defhess.gender.number.person.GEN). 
PREP HEAD: PREP(PLACE). 
PP : PREP HEAD, 
SEPARATOR, 
PREP COMPL. 
An alternative rewriting for the PREP COMPL matches, by means of a 
number of rules, the structure of a complement clause (CCL). This 
CCL constitutes, in combination with a BLANK, the earlier 
encountered PREP(INSTR) and CCL HEAEKANNA), the rewriting for the 
nominal complement of the verbal noun. The affix value 'ANNA' will 
select the following alternative of the PREP COMPL rule: 
PREP COMPL: CCL(ANNA). 
ССЦANNA): CCL HEADER(ANNA), CCL COMPUANNA). 
CCL COMPUANNA): COMP CLAUSE(ANNA). 
COMP CLAUSE(ANNA): 
ANNA TOPIC(genderjiumber,person,ACC), 
SEPARATOR, 
COMMENT(gender 1 .number 1 .person 1 ,casel ), 
g η с agreement is(gender,genderljiumberjiumberl). 
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The above-discussed 'PERS' NP marked for accusative case value 
fits the right-hand side of the ANNA TOPIC while the preposition min, 
a BLANK and the 'COM CON' NP sequence matches the COMMENT 
part: 
ANNA TOPIC: NP(np var,defness,gendei\mimber,person,ACC). 
SEPARATOR: OPT BLANK. 
COMMENT: PP. 
We will add the following predicate rule to our formal grammar: 
g η с agreement is(MASC,EMPTYJNPLU,EMPTY) : . 
The preposition/complement clause combination accounts for a 
prepositional realisation of the NOM COMPL member of the 
'NOMCOM' NP: 
NOM COMPL(PPOB): OPT BLANK, PP. 
Some option rules have not yet been accounted for: 
negator option(ABSENT) : . 
predetoption(ABSENT,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY) : . 
postdet option(ABSENT,EMPTY) 
pom option(ABSENT,EMPTY) : . 
With these rewrite rules we have accounted for the input string of 
example (23). We may say: these rules present a formal grammar that 
contains the syntactic description of a specific NP in MSA. A last 
remark concerns the separately presented rewrite rules for the same 
non-terminal NP. This is done for convenience's sake and clarity, 
but they ought to be presented as alternatives. 
Summary 
In the first and second section of this chapter we presented the 
elements which constitute the building blocks for a linguistic and 
formal description of the NP in MSA. The motive was not simply to 
analyse the syntactic structure of the NP, but more significantly to do 
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so in such a way that the analysis could be automated and made 
conducive to the acceptance of large quantities of authentic text data. 
This condition limits the range of possibilities both for the linguistic 
and for the formal description. The restrictions thus introduced were 
hinted at during the discussion of the NP. We come back to them in 
the next chapter where we deal with the VP in MSA. 
For the linguistic description of the NP we made use of the 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic properties of the language system. 
This resulted in the presentation of this phrasal category in terms of 
functions and categories. The functions we distinguish are the head 
and modifiers, representing the positions to be filled with 
corresponding categories. The choice of the labelling suggests a 
certain flow of information, a certain hierarchy and coherency 
between the elements accounted for in our description in terms of 
relations and dependencies. 
The head function is central and is realised in an NP by a noun or 
noun-like element. An NP may consist of only a head. This is for 
example the case with an invariable proper name, a personal pronoun 
and an indefinite or interrogative pronoun in the head function. In 
other words, in these realisations semantic definiteness or 
indefiniteness is not syntactically differentiated by means of 
morphemes. This is in contrast with other head realisations which are 
positively marked by means of modifiers. They can be divided into 
elements related to the determination of the head (the pre- and 
postdeterminer) and others used for further specification of the head 
(the postmodification). In the latter we further distinguish a particular 
type of modification linked to a subset of head categories (déverbal 
nouns) and that we call the 'complement function'. 
Relations and dependencies between the elements that constitute an 
NP are expressed by means of specific values concerning syntactic 
marks for definiteness, gender, number, person or case and 
combinations of them. Relations and dependencies between 
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constituents and involving an NP are expressed by means of a 
specific value concerning the case value of the head of that NP. 
Categories realising NP functions may consist of a single element or 
of a structured combination of several elements once again to be 
described in terms of functions and categories. Thus, we discussed 
in connection with the realisation of NP functions also the adjective 
phrase, the adverb phrase, the prepositional phrase, the relative 
clause and the complement clause in some detail. 
A further elaboration consisted of a discussion of cumulative 
coordination concerning the NP functions as well as of the co-
occurrence of different categories in these functions. We dealt 
marginally with such related topics as gapping, reduction and 
ellipsis. We also mentioned the occurrence of elements from the 
category of adjectives in the head function of an NP and spoke about 
'nominalization' rather than of 'ellipsis1 of the head and retention of 
the postmodifier in a presumed head/postraodifier combination. We 
ended the linguistic description with a few words about apposition, 
reforrnulation and postmodification at different depths. 
For the formal description of the NP we made use of a generalisation 
procedure in terms of the Extended Affix Grammar formalism. The 
linguistic description of the first section has been represented by 
means of context-free rules of the EAG formalism in which we 
distinguished a first and second level of description. The integration 
of these two levels enabled us to account in an adequate, coherent 
and efficient way for the relations and dependencies between the 
distinct elements which may appear in an NP occurring in MSA text 
data. 
IV Description of the Verb Phrase 
Abstract 
The syntactic structure of the noun phrase in Modern Standard 
Arabic showed a strong constituent cohesion notwithstanding the 
sometimes great combinatorial complexity of its components. In this 
chapter we will describe the syntactic structure of the verb phrase in 
MSA which may contain noun phrases as well. We will represent the 
description of the verb phrase in terms of the EAG formalism and 
discuss some related linguistic and formal issues. 
Introduction 
In Arabic a verb always occurs in a finite form. In other words, a 
verb is always marked for a specific value of tense,1 a value for 
voice, stem (derivation), person, gender and number. The last three 
variables determine the 'implied' agent. At the occurrence of an 
explicitly expressed agentive complement the 'implicit' agent assumes 
a 'neutral' value, invariably third person singular, independent of the 
agentive complement, and varying only in gender value. 
As a consequence it does not make sense to distinguish between 
a finite verb and a non-finite verb, between a finite verb phrase and a 
non-finite verb phrase or between a finite clause and a non-finite 
clause. The non-finite varieties simply do not exist. This is for us 
reason to describe verb sequences in other terms than in an 
auxiliary/main verb combination. A subcategorisation feature will 
1
 Tense may vary between the values 'PAST and 'mood'. Mood may assume 
different values. 
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determine whether or not an individual lexical entry may receive a 
coreferential verb in extension (cf. Part I, section B.l and also 
Ditters, 1989b). 
Within an Arabic verb a number of functional elements can be 
distinguished. The presence or absence of a prefix functions as a 
tense marker for a root which may be composed of three or four 
consonants carrying an abstract semantic value. The combination of a 
k, t and b, for example, encloses the notion of 'writing', 'producing 
something with a quill, pen or typewriter'. The combination of those 
consonants and a specific vowel pattern transmits information about 
the voice. A suffix carries information about the value for mood, 
person, gender and number. Besides an externally inflectional system 
Arabic also has an internally inflectional system. This means that 
elements from a limited set of consonants and vowels may be added 
and included within a root pattern consisting of three of four 
consonants in order to expand the semantic value of the basic pattern. 
Moreover, a temporal or modal premodifier as well as an object 
pronoun suffix may be combined in a single continuous form, which 
may constitute by itself a complete sentence (cf. Chapter II, Part I, 
section 3.1).2 
We will present a compact and homogeneous description of the 
VP including a function slot for an agentive and/or an objective 
element in the complement structure of the verbal head. The 
motivation for such an approach is that it presents an adequate 
account for the VP constituent which comes close to the theory of 
grammatical effect and transitivity of the Arab grammarians. 
A further argument in favour of this approach is syntactic in 
nature. The Arabic language basically is an inflectional system. The 
verb form in MSA always includes information about 'tense', as well 
as 'person', 'gender' and 'number'. A value for these last three 
variables denotes an implied agent of the verbal action or it refers to a 
following explicitly mentioned agentive complement (cf. Ayoub's 
2
 Cf. the analysis schemes of David Cohen (1971: 49-78), a pioneer in the 
formal description of the Arabic verb form. 
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Agrj and Agr0, 1981: 65 if). An agent position is part of the verbal 
form and can only be 'neutralised' by a postpositioned explicit 
agentive complement. Instead of dealing with an agent slot that is 
sometimes filled and sometimes empty, we locate the (obligatory) 
agent position in the verbal head and will account for an optional 
verbal head extension.3 
A third argument in favour of this approach is lexical in nature. 
The bundle of semantic features of the lexical entry which may occur 
in the head function of a VP sets the conditions for the co-occurrence 
of an explicit agentive complement and/or objective complement 
realisations. In other words, any lexical realisation of the verbal head 
function imposes its complement structure including optional and 
obligatory components as the framework for the information transfer 
opted for. Only those elements which comply with the conditions 
laid down in the semantic feature pattern of a specific verbal head 
entry may occur in an explicit agentive complement and/or object 
function (cf. Passi Fehri, 1986:131 ff; Moutaouakil, 1989:4 ff). 
As far as the organisation of this chapter is concerned, we are 
dealing exclusively with a single phrasal category, the VP.4 In Part I 
we describe informally the functions that can be distinguished within 
the VP (section A), the categories which can occur in those functions 
3
 In languages organised according to the so-called SVO word order (subject-
verb-object) the subject and the predicate function are sisters both directly 
dominated by the sentence node. The object function is sometimes considered 
a sister of the subject and predicate function, sometimes it is considered to be 
a daughter of the VP node. In our description and according to our 
terminology: an explicit agentive complement and an objective complement 
are both dominated by the VP node. 
4
 In one of the first versions of our Extended Affix Grammar for MSA we 
distinguished between a 'simple VP' and a 'complex VP'. The former referred 
to a single category realisation of the verbal head function while the latter 
involved a multiple category realisation of the head function possibly resulting 
in differently realised values for 'gender' and 'number' in the 'complex VP' 
constituent. Later the concept of a 'complex VP' was dropped in favour of a 
(far more simple) description of verb sequences in terms of 'complementation'. 
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(section B) and we account for their internal relations and 
dependencies (section C). Functions, categories and their relations 
not dealt with in sections A - С are discussed in section D while 
some topics related to gapping are discussed in section E. The formal 
description of the VP (Part II) takes the form of an elaboration of the 
rules for the first and second level of description (section A). We 
demonstrate the descriptive power and economy of the combination 
of both levels as realised within the formalism of the Extended Affix 
Grammar and we conclude this section with a derivation (section B) 
and a Summary. 
Part I: Informal linguistic description of the VP 
In Chapter II (section 1.3.3) we presented the arguments for an 
approach to linguistic structure in terms of functions and categories, 
head and modifier, governor and dependent, slot and filler (cf. 
Winograd, 1983: 72 ff). The Arabic linguistic tradition offers enough 
clues to consider the Arab grammarians familiar with these notions in 
one way or another. In the following sections we describe the 
functions we can distinguish within a VP in MSA. 
A: Functions within the VP 
Within the VP in MSA we distinguish a number of functions, all but 
one modifying the element or the elements which occur in a central 
position, the head function. 
1 The head 
In its most elementary form the VP consists only of a head (HEAD). 
We assume that only one single head function can be distinguished in 
a VP. Here we refer to elements which may occur in the head 
position of the VP and constitute by itself the VP. A bare head 
function is, of course, an abstraction because this head function is 
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always realised by a category that in MSA is marked at least 
syntactically and/or semantically for 'tense' and 'voice' combined 
with values for 'gender', 'number' and 'person' of the implied agent 
of the verb. We do not discuss here the differentiation of elements 
within the head realisation. This is done briefly in the description of 
the category realising the head function and in the description of the 
verbal head at morphological level. 
The assumption of the mono-headedness of phrasal constituents 
at the function level does not contradict the possibility of the 
coordination of elements which occur in the head function of the VP. 
In our description coordination is accounted for at category level 
under dominance of one and the same function (cf. Chapter ΙΠ, Part 
I, section E.l and below section E.l). 
We only distinguish one head function in the VP. The head is 
realised by a verbal base and a (pro)nominal element which 
constitutes the agent of the verb or refers to an explicit agentive 
complement. This is in clear appreciation of the stand taken by the 
Arab grammarians in this matter. They postulate that the verb assigns 
functions to the agent and the object and therefore governs the agent 
in the nominative case value and the object in the accusative. As a 
consequence they analyse the obligatory verbal pronoun suffixes,5 
with the exception of the third person,6 as dependent pronouns in the 
nominative case (cf. Ibn Ginni, Liima' : 41; Owens, 1988: 68 ff). 
Since an explicit agentive complement may not precede, not even in рал, the 
verb form, the Arab grammarians did not consider the present tense prefixes of 
the verb forms part of a discontinuous prefix/suffix pronoun morpheme 
referring to the agent of the verb, but rather tense, number and person markers. 
In his comment on Sirbini (1981: 165, 7.8 (1)), Carter also speaks about 
prefixed "number and person markers (not agent pronouns)". 
The third person masculine singular is the least marked form of the verb, i.e. it 
is zero marked for the gender, number and person value of the verb. It refers to 
the absentee (¿ä'ib) in the speaker/addressee (mutakallim/muhätab) relation of 
verbal communication (cf. Fleisch, 1979: 116 ff; Bohas, 1984: 31). This 
unmarked form is also used as neutral form in combination with an NP or 
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2 The negator 
An expansion of the head of a VP is an element that functions as a 
negator. By itself it is not clear whether the negator only relates to 
one of the constituent elements of the verbal head and negates its 
realised 'tense', 'voice', 'gender', 'number' and/or 'person' value or 
that it bears on the whole of the verbal head including its agentive 
and objective complements. The ambiguity on this point cannot be 
removed within the phrasal constituent itself but only in a larger 
context. 
On the other hand, we clearly distinguish between a negator as an 
additional functional element within the VP and a semantic value of 
negation expressed in the form of a specific realisation of the head 
function in a VP such as the lexical entry laysa (= 'to be not') (cf. 
example (7) below). This other form of negation is dealt with in the 
section about the head function and its realisations (section B.2). In 
this subsection we discuss the negator function. However, there are 
indications for a gradual transition of some occurrences of a 
negator/head combination into a compound expression listed as such 
in the verb lexicon:7 
wanahnu mäzilnä natahaddatu 
and-we not-have-ceased-we we-speak 
and we are still speaking (Ali, 1988:1) 
The negator immediately precedes the head of the VP and denies 
rather than modifies the semantic value expressed in the head 
realisation and what may depend on it. Therefore we create a 
different function position for the negator instead of considering it an 
CCL acting as explicit agentive complement of the verb (cf. Carter, Sirbini, 
section 7.5: subject versus agent; 7.12; 7.57.3; 9.01) 
7 The layout of the source from which the example is taken shows the 
concatenation of the elements better than it is in our representation. 
Notwithstanding its rather frequent occurrence in this text we do not want to 
draw a conclusion from it. The question is only: should such a combination be 
accounted for at syntax level or should it be listed as such in the lexicon? 
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alternative realisation within the (pre)modifying function. Moreover, 
the negator may co-occur with the elements in (pre)modifying 
function as is shown by the sequence of a premodifier and negator 
in: 
[a] 'an sawfa lä 'ataharraku min bagdäda 
that (future) not I-move from Baghdad 
that I will not move from Baghdad (Cant.:I,76) 
3 The modifier 
Another expansion of the head is the addition of an element which 
functions as a modifier. This element (or: the elements) may precede 
or follow the head it (they) modifies (modify). Hence the distinction 
between a premodifier (PREM) and a postmodifier (POM). It may be 
clear that this expansion modifies the verbal head or the relation 
between the verbal head and a dependent element. Otherwise the 
modifying function should be accounted for within the description of 
the dependent element itself.8 
a - premodifier 
Within this function we distinguish a modal and a temporal 
premodifier. Therefore we assume a single premodifier function with 
alternative realisations adding a modal, a modal/temporal or a 
temporal value to the head: 
[b] falsawfa nuqaddimu lahä walimatan 
and-surely(future) we-give to-her banquet 
we shall give her a banquet (Cant.:I,77) 
8
 In Arabic there is a difference between 'the man came riding' or 'the man came 
smiling' and 'the riding man came' or 'the smiling man came'. In the first set 
of sentences we are dealing with postmodification within the VP. In the other 
we are dealing with modification within the MP in subject position. 'Riding' 
and 'smiling' in the first set will be interpreted as an adverbial and a peripheral 
postmodifier respectively in our description of the VP in MSA. 
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b - postmodifier 
We distinguish two types of postmodifier: the adverbial and the 
peripheral postmodifier. 
i - adverbial postmodifier 
An adverbial postmodifier is an optional expansion which is strictly 
related to the verbal base component of the head. It functions as a 
modifier of the semantic value expressed in the head realisation. 
Examples of an adverbial postmodifier are the intern (cognate or 
absolute) object and the accusative of state or condition specifying 
how the semantic value of the verbal head is realised.9 
ii - peripheral postmodifier 
A peripheral postmodifier is a facultative expansion of the head. It 
functions as a modifier to the head, not modifying its verbal base 
component, but its (pro)nommal element A peripheral postmodifier 
may function as a modifier to optional expansions of the head as 
well, for example as an expansion to the negator or to one of the 
verbal complements. So we call peripheral postmodifiers those 
elements which Arab grammarians and Arabic linguists list as 
accusative complements of time, place, state or condition, cause or 
reason, limitation or determination (cf. Ibn Hisàm, Sudür. 214 ff; 
Wright, 1974, Π: 109 ff). 
4 The complement 
Another expansion of the head of a VP is the complement function 
(COMPL). Such a complement may incorporate several other 
functional elements among which we distinguish an explicit agentive 
Arab grammarians and Arabic linguists discuss the absolute object and this 
accusative of state or condition together with the objective complements 
because of the corresponding formal marking by means of an accusative case 
value (cf. section 4). They are, however, well aware of a functional 
differentiation between them (cf. Owens, 1988: 167 ff; 320 ff) 
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complement and/or one or more objective complements. The 
realisation of an explicit agentive complement while depending on the 
free choice of the speaker or writer may be considered purely 
optional. The realisation of one or more objective complements is 
dictated by the valency of the head realisation and accounted for by a 
specific value for transitivity. The complement function then is 
obligatory in nature as far as the objective complement is 
concerned.10 Reasons for the inclusion of an explicit agentive 
complement within the complement function are: 
- just like an explicit agentive complement, an objective complement 
(cf. example (1)) may be the explicitation of the bound agent pronoun 
of the verbal head depending on an active or passive voice marking 
of the head; 
(1) qila 'innahu yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
was-said-he that-him he-lives in-the-house number 111 
one said that he lived at number 111 (NM, 13,22) 
- both an explicit agentive complement and an objective complement 
may occur at the same position in the VP constituent: 
(2) watahanat 'al'afwâhu 'Ita'âma 
and-ground-she the-mouths (agent compi) the-food (obj. compi.) 
and the mouths ground the food (NM,8,2) 
(3) watabi'ahu 'Isayyidu mustafâ 
and-followed-he-him (obj. compi.) the-mister Mustafa (agent compi) 
and Mister Mustafa followed him (NM,6,13) 
- both the explicit agentive complement11 and an objective 
complement are conditioned by the contextual semantic feature 
pattern of the head realisation;12 
10
 Even the possible ellipsis of what in English is called the 'indirect object' for 
ditransitive verbs is conditioned by an earlier occuirence of it 
11
 The relation which pertains between the implied agent and its particularisation 
in the form of an explicit agentive complement is one of coreferentiality, i.e. 
both refer to one and the same identity in the extra-linguistic reality. 
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- the incorporation of both an explicit agentive complement and an 
objective complement under one and the same function node 
facilitates the description13 of a number of syntactic constructions 
representing, for example, word order variation, coordination or 
gapping (cf. section I.E). 
The theory of the grammatical effect Carnai) of the verb in the Arabic 
grammatical tradition bears upon an explicit agentive complement and 
one or more objective complements. The notion of transitivity is 
embedded in this theory and concerns the objective complement(s) of 
Therefore we may say that both the explicit agentive complement and any 
objective complement are conditioned by the subcategorisation of the lexical 
verb. 
12
 According to the Arabic grammatical tradition it is the realisation of the verb 
that is responsible for the marking of the function of the explicit agentive 
complement and the object(s), in other words, the verb is the governor ('ämil) 
of a dependent (ma'mul) or of the dependants resulting in a nominative case 
(га/) for the implied agent or explicit agentive complement (fa'i I) and an 
accusative case (nasb) for the object (maf Hi) or a preposition (harfu 'Igarr) 
followed by a genitive construction (rnagrûr) (cf. Sibawayhi В I, 14; 47). 
When we consider the verb to be a derivation of the infinitive or, the other 
way around, the infinitive a verb without the aspect of time, it is quite 
understandable that the infinitive should be able to govern depending 
elements in a nominative, an accusative or preposition followed by a genitive 
construction (cf. Srbawayhl В 1,97). 
As we said in Chapter III (Part I, section A.l) we do not take into 
consideration such classical constructions as an infinitive with its explicit 
agentive complement in the nominative unless we should come across a high 
occurrence of this type of constructions in MSA text data. 
As far as the semantic feature pattern is concerned in the automatic analysis 
including a syntactic as well as a semantic component this feature pattern will 
govern the correct matching between the realisations of a head and its 
complements. In our syntactic description we have so far ignored the semantic 
component. 
1 3
 A clear example of the influence of the chosen formalism on the description 
of linguistic structures. 
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a verb.14 In our description of the VP we consider the explicit 
agentive complement and object functions the basic components of 
the complementation of a verbal head. When later we come to speak 
of (in)transitivity of a verbal head (with values such as: intransitive, 
mono-, di-, and intransitive) we refer only to the absence or the 
presence of a number of objective complements (cf. Passi Fehri, 
1986: 131 ff). 
5 Interdependence of functions 
Some realisations of the head function (cf. section I.B.I) only occur 
in combination with an expansion. In the previous section we spoke 
of the occurrence of an objective complement conditioned by the 
subcategorisation of the verbal head realisation. Later we will come 
back to the obligatory objective complement for a verbal entry like 
qäla ('to say'). Here we mention an entry like ¡abita ('to last') which 
never occurs without an external agentive complement in the form of 
a complement clause (hereafter CCL) and resembling our structure of 
cleft sentences as in (4). This verb may also receive a complement in 
the form of what we will describe as a topic/comment combination 
(see also our discussion in section B,l) as in (5): 
(4) wamä labita 'an saqatat bayna 'aydiyhinna 
and-not lasted-he that felt-she between hands-their 
and it didn't last long before she sunk down in front of them (NM,37,1) 
Transitivity here concerns the number and form of the arguments to which a 
lexical verbal entry extends its effect beyond the (implied or explicit 
argument of) Agent. Several subcategorisation frameworks are in use: one 
which limits the notion of transitivity to the number of compulsory objective 
complements of a lexical verbal entry; one which includes optional and 
compulsory objective complements; one which contains all possible 
expansions of a verbal head including all that, in the framework of the 
Semantic Function Hierarchy, is called: arguments and satellites (cf. Dik, 
1983: 13; Moutaouakil, 1989: 6 ff). In this study we use the terms 'mono-', 
'di-' and 'tritransitive in order to refer to the number of possible objective 
complements defined in the complement structure of a verbal entry. 
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(5) walabita 'Igundiyyu yarmi bibasarihi 
and-lasted-he the-soldier he-looks with-look-his 
and the soldier continued to look (NM,7,14) 
The general structure of the VP in MSA, as far as the function slots 
are concerned, is represented in Figure 1 in which possible 
expansions are indicated by the inclusion in brackets. The possibility 
of the occurrence of a conditioned head/complement function is 
accounted for by the addition of a HEAD COMPL combination: 
Figure 1 VP 
(PREM) (NEG) HEAD (COMPL) (ADV POM)(PHR POM) 
(PREM) (NEG) HEAD (COMPL) (PHR POM) (ADV ЮМ) 
HEAD COMPL 
B: The realisation of VP functions 
Each of the functions we have just distinguished within the VP is 
realised by a category such as a 'finite' verb in the head function. 
Sometimes different categories may occupy a given function slot like, 
for example, an NP (cf. Chapter Ш) or a CCL (cf. Chapter ΙΠ, Part I, 
section D.5) in the function of complement. Besides this single 
category realisation also combinations of similar or different 
categories may occur in a VP function. An example of such a 
combination is the coordination of two NPs in the function of explicit 
agent or the sequence of an NP, a prepositional phrase (hereafter PP) 
(cf. Chapter ΠΙ, Part I, section D.3) and an adjective phrase (hereafter 
ADJP) (cf. Chapter III, Part I, section D.l) in the function of 
complement. For a listing of the categories that may occur in each 
function it suffices to account for single category realisation. 
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1 Realisation of the head function 
The head function of a VP can, by definition, only be realised by an 
element of the category 'verb'. The elements of the category verb are 
listed in the verbal lexicon in their unmarked form. Realisation of the 
lexical element requires that the values for the affixes 'tense' and 
'mood', 'voice', 'gender', 'number' and 'person' be supplied. The 
agent of the verb is realised: 
- by means of a continuous morpheme suffixed to a verbal base, for 
example, the second person of the imperative mood as in (9); 
- in the form of the third person feminine singular past tense as in 
(6); 
- or in the form of a discontinuous morpheme pre- and suffixed to 
the verbal base15 as the prefix/suffix combination of the third person 
masculine singular ya и which occurs twice in (10). 
In the following examples we see a verbal head in the past tense 
and active voice (6), a lexical element with the semantic value 'not to 
be' as verbal head which occurs in the past tense and active voice (7), 
a verbal head in the past tense and passive voice (8), a verbal head in 
the present tense and imperative mood (9), and a sequence of verbal 
forms in (10): 
(6) dabbat 'alhayätu fi idärati 'Isikritäriyyati 
has-creeped-she the-life in office of-the-secretariat 
life slowly entered the secretariat (NM,6,1) 
(7) 'annahu laysa dahiyyatan lihâditin min 'alhawâditi 
that-him not-is-he victim to-accident of the-accidents 
that he is not the victim of an accident (NM, 14,2) 
(8) nuqisa 'alâ çafhatihi 'imti'ädun täbitun 
has-been-engraved-he at surface-his annoyance lasting 
a constant annoyance was engraved on its surface (NM,6,12) 
15
 The use of the term 'discontinuous morpheme' refers in our description to the 
prefix/suffix marking of the present tense with a varying value for 'mood', 
'person', 'gender' and 'number' (see above note 5). 
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(9) wamut yä himäru 
and-die oh ass 
die, you ass (NM,10,14) 
(10) wakäna mä yazâlu yalhatu 
and-was-he not he-ceases he-is-out-of-breath 
and he did not cease to breathe heavily (NM,53,18) 
In example (10) we come across a sequence of three coreferential 
verbal forms. We have marked the first in the linear sequence as head 
of the VP, so that the finite verb that follows капа has to be 
described in reference to the complement structure of this head 
realisation. In other words, the lexical verb капа may receive a 
complement realised by a VP. In a similar way, the negator/head 
combination mä yazälu, which here occurs as the complement of 
капа, is in its turn followed by a complement realised by a VP 
(yalhatu).16 
In a study about the description of verb sequences in MSA (cf. 
Ditters, 1989b: 247 ff) we stated that there is no reason at all to 
introduce the notion of 'auxiliary verb' in the description of the VP. 
The argument was and still is that the combination of a finite verb 
form and a non-finite lexical verb does not occur in Arabic language 
material. The reason for this is quite simple: each lexical verb without 
exception only occurs in finite form marked with a value for tense, 
A different interpretation is defended by linguists who describe the first verbal 
head капа as an 'auxiliary verb' to be understood as a 'past' marker, a 
temporal premodifier of the following verb yazâlu. This verbal head yazâlu, 
in its turn, is considered to be an 'auxiliary verb' to be understood as a 
modal premodifier of the following verb yalhatu which then is considered to 
be the 'main' verb of this sequence (cf. Cant.: Ill, 260). The lexical verb 
entry капа is not exclusively used as 'past' marker in MSA (cf. example 
(14)). There is therefore no reason to consider this verb as a temporal 
premodifier. The argument that in spoken Arabic only an incomplete 
paradigm of this lexical entry has survived, one which alternates with other 
temporal premodifying particles, is irrelevant for our description of MSA. 
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mood, voice and agent, the latter expressed by a value for gender, 
number and person. 
The question yet to be answered is: how can we arrive at a 
description of coreferential verb sequences in MSA which is both 
accurate and efficient?17 One is rather tempted to use the 
directionality of the individual verbal heads in order to differentiate 
between different occurrences of coreferential VPs. When the verbal 
head of the second VP is meant to modify the first, the second can be 
considered to be a postmodifier of the head of the first VP. This is 
clearly the case with what in the Arab grammatical tradition is called 
a hâl muqârin (cf. Wright, 1974, И: 20 ff). An example of such a 
verb sequence is: 
(11) dahala yatababtaru 
has-entered-he he-prances 
he entered prancing (ΝΜ,ό,Π) 
When, on the other hand, the verbal head of the first VP is used in 
combination with a following coreferential VP in order to express a 
specific semantic value, the first VP can be considered to govern 
another VP in a head/complement relation. Instead of meaning-based 
1 7
 The temi 'coreferential verb sequence' is used to denote a sequence of verbal 
heads referring to the same entity in the extra-linguistic reality. In the Arabic 
grammatical tradition such verb combinations are usually treated in chapters 
discussing the syntactic behaviour of капа wa'ahawätuhä and käda 
wa'ahawätuhä. Coreferentìality is also discussed in connection with ?anna 
wa'ahawätuhä and 'a'lama wa'ahawätuhä, but here it concerns a 
coreferential relation between the objects of these verbs and this should be 
discussed in the paragraphs about complementation (cf. Diners, 1989b). How 
coreferentìality is expressed syntactically will be discussed later (section 
I.C.3). Apart from that, the syntactic analysis of a sequence of coreferential 
VPs may differ from the analysis of coreferential verb sequences. Compare, 
for example, the structures of (10) and (11) with the mubtada'¡habar relation 
(in our study synonymous to topic/comment) in: 
(a) ma fata fata 
what has-happened-he has-happened-he 
what has passed has passed (NM,41,18). 
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criteria to distinguish between a postmodifying VP and a 
complement VP, we defend a lexical approach for the description of 
verb sequences by saying that the lexical entry dahala in (11) does 
not allow for a VP in its complement structure. Any following 
coreferential VP should be interpreted as a postmodifier. On the 
other hand, капа, as well as zäla, in (10) are marked for the 
occurrence of a coreferential VP in their complement structure. Any 
following coreferential VP should be analysed as objective 
complement. In this way käna wa'ahawätuhä as well as käda 
wa'ahawätuhä are considered 'plain verbs' and as such they occur in 
the lexicon where also information about their syntactic combinatorial 
capabilities is stored in the form of alternative entries with their 
individual subcategorisation and feature patterns. For example, the 
entries for the verb käna are the following:18 
1 käna (); 
2 käna (noun phrase in the nominative case); 
3 käna (noun phrase in the accusative case); 
4 käna (adjective phrase in the accusative case); 
5 käna (adverb phrase); 
6 käna (prepositional phrase); 
7 käna (coreferential verb phrase); 
8 käna (complement clause); 
9 käna (sentence). 
The traditional division of verbs into 'main' verbs and 'copulative' 
verbs19 is not a distinction between verbs but between different 
The information included between brackets should be read as: 'followed by' 
or 'governing', for example, an NP marked for nominative case value. 
Here we are not quite in line with the linguistic tradition. However, when a 
distinction between an existential and a copulative verb proves to be less 
productive in a formal description for the automatic syntactic analysis of 
MSA language material, this should not be interpreted as a rejection of the 
linguistic model drafted by the early Arab grammarians. Their distinction in 
käna 'Itämma (the 'complete' verb entry käna) and käna 'Inäqisa (the 
'defective' verb entry käna) also served a language description which was 
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complement structures, alternatives of one and the same verb, each 
with its own syntactic combinatorial capabilities. Examples for the 
different realisations of the verb капа20 are: 
1 (12) tumma 'a'âdat 'algitâ'a kamäk&na 
then put-back-she the-cover as was-he 
then she put the cover back in its initial position (NM,40,19) 
2 (13) wakäna 'Isayyidu lutfiy huwa 'llatfi 'arafahu bi'abu qir 
and-was-he the-mister Lutfi he who knew-he-him at-Abu Qir 
and it was Mr Lutfi who knew that he was in Abu Qir (NM,18,12) 
3 (14) satakunu 'Isanatu nihäyata Tàlami 
(future)-she-is the-year end of-the-world 
this year becomes the end of the world (NM,7,5) 
4 (IS) kána tayyiban 
was-he good 
he was good (NM,13,19) 
5 (16) walä kam käna 'umnihu waqtahâ 
and-not how much was-he age-his time-her 
neither how old he was at that time (NM,32,19) 
6 (17) 'agal käna 'ammu 'ibràhimu fl 'abu qir 
indeed was-he uncle Ibrahim in Abu Qir 
indeed Uncle Ibrahim was in Abu Qir (NM, 17,16) 
7 (18) wakäna yad'ühä 
and-was-he he-calls-her 
and he called her (NM, 16,22) 
8 (19) fakäna gawâbuhu 'an ibtâ'a lahä hilyatan latifatan 
but-was-he answer-his that bought-he for-her finery lovely 
but his answer was that he bought her something nice (NM,21,21) 
meant to serve generative and didactic purposes (a prescriptive grammar for 
correct language use based on ал overall concept of the language system). 
2 0
 The group of käna wa'ahawätuhä contains the entries: käna, zalla, sarà, 
laysa, 'amsä, bäta, mä zäla, mä banha. The group of kâda wa'ahawätuhä 
includes the entries: käda, kar aba, 'awsaka, 'asa, sarà'a, 'ahada, ga'ala 
and habba. 
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9 [c] kâna 'Ifarâ'inatu yatlubuna Tilma 
was-he the-Pharaohs they-seek the-science 
the Pharaohs sought knowledge (Cant.:I,75). 
In example 9[c] we are, morphologically speaking, no longer dealing 
with a sequence of coreferential verb forms in the strict sense of the 
word because of the singular/plural opposition in the first and second 
verb form. Our way of accounting for this 'particular' form of 
concord is to describe the (agentive) complement of the verb form 
kâna as a sentence realised by a topic/comment structure (including 
an NP topic and a VP comment). 
2 Realisation of the negator function 
The negator function in a VP can be realised by a number of 
particles, each with a specific semantic value and application. The 
negative particle lam is reserved for the negation of a statement in the 
past tense in which case it is followed by a verb form marked for 
jussive mood (20). In combination with the postmodifying adverb 
ba'du the negative particle lam may receive the value 'not yet' just 
like lammâ which, like lam, is followed by a verb form marked for 
the jussive mood [d]: 
(20) lam yahmg ba'du min ni'mati 'Itufulati 
not (past) he-leaves yet from grace of-the-childhood 
he had not yet left the softness of his childhood (NM,6,16) 
[d] lammä yakun 'aldinu qad kamala 
not-yet he-was the-religion surely is-achieved-he 
the religion was not yet perfect (Cant:!, 129) 
Another negative particle for the past tense is ma (21). This particle 
may also occur with a present tense indicative mood but then 
(according to Cant.:I,109) it is "preferably used in direct discourse 
and, thus, with the first and second persons" [e]: 
(21) mä labita 'an qata'ahu mustafä 
not has-lingered-he that has-intemipted-he-him Mustafa 
it did not take long before Mustafa broke it (the silence) (NM,9,17) 
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[e] mä 'asukku fi dálika yä bunayya 
not I-doubt in that oh little-son-mine 
I have no doubt about it, my son ! (Cant.:I,109) 
A negative particle for the present tense indicative mood is la (22); 
for the negation of the future Ian is used, followed by a verb form 
marked for subjunctive mood (23): 
(22) lä yumkinu 'inkäni 'Iwäqi'ati 
not he-is-possible denial of-the-reality 
it is impossible to deny the reality (NM, 13,5) 
(23) Ian yusärikakumä 'ahadun 
not (future) he-shares-you-both somebody 
nobody will share with you (NM,54,12) 
3 Realisation of the modifier function 
In the preceding chapter we saw that a modifier has a direct relation 
with the head it modifies. The modifier function in the VP can be 
realised by categories modifying the verbal head or modifying other 
constituents within the VP but then always in relation to the verbal 
head. According to its position in relation to the head of the VP we 
made a distinction between a premodifier and a postmodifier 
function. 
3.1 Realisation of the premodifier function 
The function of premodifier in a VP can only be realised by a 
number of particles each with a specific semantic value and distinct 
syntactic behaviour. We distinguish premodifiers which add to the 
head of the VP a temporal value as in (24) and (25) or a modal value 
as in (26) - (28): 
(24) sa'as'alu 'anhu bawwäba 'Iwizârati 
(future)-I-ask about-him porter of-the-ministry 
I shall ask the porter of the Ministry about him (NM, 11,10) 
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(25) wasawfa yusâwiru 'asdiqä'ahu 
and-(future) he-consults friends-his 
and he will consult his friends (NN1,60,3) 
(26) qad tusraqu fi 'Izahmati 
perhaps you-are-robbed in the-crowd 
perhaps you are robbed in the crowd (NM,10,13) 
(27) walyakun riquki sahdan 
and-indeed-is-he saliva-your honey 
and let your saliva be honey (NM,22,4) 
(28) 'igan faltalzim nuqtata 'Ibulisi 
then well-you-hang-on post of-the-police 
well stay then in the police post (NM,58,6) 
We have already rejected the possibility of verbs functioning as 
premodifiers to the head of a VP by defending a 'main verb' analysis 
(cf. Ross, 1969; Pullum and Wilson, 1977) against a 
(transformational) 'phrase structure' analysis (cf. Akmaijian, Steele 
and Wasow, 1979). We have not yet accounted for instances where 
an NP marked for an adverbial function by means of an accusative 
case value is followed by a verbal head; for example, 
(29) wamarratan 'ibtasama 
and-sometimes smiled-he 
and sometimes he smiled (NM,6,9) 
In a number of natural languages (Arabic included) sentence 
adverbials are more or less free to occur in any place between the 
other constituents of a sentence. For Arabic we defined therefore an 
optional position for a sentence adverbial before and behind the 
predicate function in the 'verbal' sentence. The occurrence of an 
adverbial which follows the predicate function gives rise to 
ambiguity because it can be interpreted as a sentence adverbial and as 
a postmodifier of the verbal head within the VP realising the 
predicate function. Apart from a syntactic (word order) difference 
there seems to exist a semantic difference between example (29) and: 
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wa'btasama marratan 
and-smiled-he time 
and he smiled once 
We are therefore inclined to consider the accusative NP in (29) as 
functioning at sentence level, while it has the function of 
postmodifier of the head in the variant of (29) we presented. In other 
words, in our description of the VP in MSA we do not allow for the 
occurrence of adverb phrases, NPs and PPs in premodifier function. 
3.2 Realisation of the postmodifier function 
For the postmodifier function we have made a distinction between an 
adverbial and a peripheral postmodifier. Either function may be 
realised by specific categories. 
3.2.1 Realisation of the adverbial postmodifying 
function 
The function of adverbial postmodifier is exclusively related to the 
semantic value expressed in the verbal base of the head realisation. In 
the Arabic grammatical tradition this type of adverbial postmodifier is 
normally discussed in the chapters about the absolute or cognate 
object (cf. the chapters dedicated to the description of the maf йі 
mutlaq: Wright, 1974, II: 53 ff; Sibawayhi, В I: 15; 189 ff; Abu 
Hayyän, Manhag: 136 etc.). The adverbial postmodifier is realised 
by an NP marked for accusative case value whose characteristic 
element is directly related (formally or semantically) to the verbal 
head (cf. Chapter ПІ, Part I, section D.2):21 
(30) bi'anna 'amma 'ibrahima tagayyara tagayyoran batirán 
by-that uncle Ibrahim has-changed-he a-change a-serious 
that Uncle Ibrahim had changed considerably (NM, 16,6) 
21
 We speak here about a 'characteristic element' rather than the 'head' of the NP 
because of the distinct head realisations this NP may receive as shown in the 
examples (30) - [f] (cf. the summary in Wright, 1974, II: 56, rem. a). 
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(31) kâna yaglisu gilsatan murihatan 
was-he he-sits a-way-of-sitting a-reposeful 
he sat very relaxed (NM, 17,17) 
[f] kâna yahàfu 'asadda 'Hiawfi 'ashâsan 
was-he he-fears very-intense of-the-fear persons 
he very much feared some apparitions (Cant.:II,446) 
(32) waqâla - liyagziki 'allähu 'anni bayra 'Igizà'i 
and-said-he - compensate-you the-God for-me best of-the-recompenses 
and he said - let God give you a better compensation for me (NM,24,10) 
3.2.2 Realisation of the peripheral postmodifying 
function 
The peripheral postmodifier modifies one of the constituents of the 
VP. This may concern the (pro)nominal element of the verbal head 
itself or one of the other functional elements within the VP.22 The 
peripheral postmodifier can be realised by different phrasal categories 
(accusative NP or ADJP, PP, VP or CCL).23 Below we present 
some examples of the peripheral postmodifier of elements in different 
function positions. 
a - categories which function as peripheral postmodifier of the verbal 
head: 
1 - accusative ADJP; for example, 
(33) 'alladi yadhaku katiran 
who he-laughs much 
who laughs a lot (NM,6,14) 
2 2
 Without this link with the head a possible postmodifier should be described 
within the framework of the constituent which realises the VP function 
concerned, i.e. at a lower level than in the following example where it is 
argued that the agent frequently effects what is expressed by the finite verb. 
2 3
 In the context of syntactic analysis it will be difficult to detennine whether 
such a phrasal category must be interpreted as a postmodifier within the VP 
or as a sentence adverbial at sentence level. 
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2 - PP; as we said earlier (cf. Chapter HI, section I.D.3), this PP may 
consist of the sequence preposition/NP or preposition/CCL: 
(34) wa'htazza ra'suhu bi'ntijàmin wabut'in 
and-shook-he head-his with-regularity and-slowness 
and his head shook in a regular and slow movement (NM,6,3) 
(35) gâ'a bayyà'u 'Isamani liyagma'a 'l'aqsâta 'Imustahaqqata 
came-he merchant of-the-butter for-he-gathers the-pans the-merited 
the butter merchant came to collect his money (NM,8,11) 
3 - VP; in (11) the VP occurs as, what is called, a häl muqärin (cf. 
section I.B.I; Wright, 1974, Π: 19) and in (36) it occurs as, what is 
called, а Ш muqaddar (36) (cf. Wright, 1974, П: 20): 
(11) dahala yatabafetaru 
has-entered-he he-prances 
he entered prancing (NM,6,17) 
(36) wa'äda 'ila 'Imakätibi yanfu<Ju 'anhä 'Igubära 
and-retumed-he to the-desks he-takes-off from-her the-dust 
and he went back to the desks to take off dust (NM,6,6) 
b - the category which functions as peripheral postmodifier of the 
negator 
- AD VP; for example, 
(20) lam yahrug ba'du min ni'mati Utufûlati 
not he-leaves yet from grace of-the-childhood 
he had not left yet the softness of his childhood (NN1,6,16) 
с - categories which function as peripheral postmodifier of the 
complements 
i - a postmodifier of the agentive complement 
1 - NP with accusative case value; for example, 
(37) wata'awwaha 'ahmadu qfi'ilan : 
and-sighed-he Ahmad saying: 
and Ahmad sighed saying (NM, 12,2) 
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2 - circumstantial clause (gumía hâliyya) introduced by the 
connective wa called the wâwu 'Ihäl (cf. Wright, 1974, II: section 
183); for example, 
(38) tumma dahaba wahuwa yaqulu linafsihi 
then has-left-he and-he he-says to-soul-his 
then he left saying by himself (NM,6,10) 
ii - a postmodifier of the objective complement 
1 - NP with accusative case value; for example, 
(39) fara'âhâ qâdimatan 
then-saw-he-her advancing 
then he saw her come (while she came) (NM,25.3) 
2 - NP/PP combination; for example, 
(40) fataha 'Inawâfida wàhidatan ba'da 'uhrä 
opened-he the-windows one after other 
he opened the windows one after another (NM,6,2) 
3 - circumstantial clause; for example, 
[g] 'amä lamahanä 'ahadun wanahnu bärigäni? 
(interr.)-not remarked-he-us someone and-we leaving-both ? 
Did nobody spot us while we left ? (Cant.:III,267) 
4 Realisation of the complement function 
Under the function label 'complement' we included an explicit 
agentive complement as well as an objective element (or objective 
elements depending on the valency of the lexical verb). Each of them 
may occur, as we saw earlier, in explicit agentive complement/object 
order (2) or in object/explicit agentive complement order (3). In 
occurrences where we have a verbal head with an objective 
complement realised by a personal pronoun or a definite NP as 
objective complement and an indefinite NP as explicit agentive 
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complement, the object/explicit agentive complement order appears to 
be most common. 
(2) watahanat 'al'afwähu 'Ita'äma 
and-ground-she the-mouths (agent, compi) the-food (obj. compi.) 
and the mouths ground the food (NM,8,2) 
(3) watabi'ahu 'Isayyidu mustafâ 
and-followed-he-him (obj. compi.) the-mister Mustafa (agent compi) 
and Mister Mustafa followed him (NM,6,13) 
The function of explicit agentive complement and objective 
complement (including agent and object attributes) can be realised by 
a number of different phrasal categories: NP, ADJP, PP, CCL and 
sentence (hereafter S). What category realises what function is 
defined in the complement structure of each individual verbal entry in 
the lexicon.24 
We do not discuss here the positioning of an NP marked for the 
nominative case value before the verbal head nor its occurrence in 
initial position of an utterance.25 The fronting of an objective 
24
 Some information about the complement structure of verbal heads and their 
derived nominal forms (infinitive, participle) may be deduced from 
grammatical rules. As a general mie it can be stated that the second stem 
derivation of intransitive verbal entries of the first stem is usually transitive; 
the fourth stem of a verbal entry usually is causative; the complement 
structure of an infinitive usually contains an NP marked for genitive case 
value or a prepositional phrase preceded by the general prepositional linker li 
or by a linker which is typical for the verbal entry; every verbal entry 
(transitive or intransitive) may receive an intern or absolute object as 
complement which we, however, accounted for in terms of adverbial 
postmodifiers. 
25
 Bakir distinguishes between the topicalisation of an NP marked for a 
nominative case value with the occurrence of a coreferential pronominal 
anaphor behind the verbal head on the one hand and the pre-verbal preposing 
of an NP marked for the nominative case value without a returning 
pronominal anaphor on the other (cf. Bakir, 1980: 60 ff; 125 ff). We make a 
distinction between a sentence initial NP (topic) followed by a 'comment' 
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complement is not discussed here either because these kinds of 
syntactic structure should be dealt with at sentence level. 
4.1 The explicit agentive complement 
The explicit agentive complement26 is realised by an NP or a CCL. In 
example (6) we saw the occurrence of 'alhayätu in the function of 
explicit agentive complement to the verb form dabbat. In (4) we saw 
the occurrence of the CCL 'an saqatat bayna 'aydiyhinna in the 
function of agent. 
4.2 The objective complement 
In the following sections we briefly discuss the complement structure 
of verbal heads according to the number of complements they may 
take, as well as the form the realisation of these complements may 
receive. 
a - monotransitive verbal heads 
The objective complement with monotransitive verbal heads can be 
realised by a clitic pronoun suffixed to the head of the VP as in (3), 
an NP marked for an accusative case value (40), a PP (41) and (42), 
a CCL (43) or an S (44): 
(3) watabfahu 'Isayyidu mustafâ 
and-followed-he-him the-mister Mustafa 
and Mr Mustafa followed him (NM,6,13) 
(possibly realised in the form of a VP) on the one hand and topicalisation as 
well as pre-verbal preposmg (left dislocation) on the other (cf. Chapter II, 
Part I, section 3.1). 
Every lexical verb is realised in a finite form, zero-marked as in the third 
person singular (like 'aqbala m (b)) or otherwise. The rules governing 
concord between a verbal head and an explicit agentive complement will be 
discussed in section C.3.: 
(b) 'aqbala 'Imuwazzafuna yatafahhasûnahâ 
has-started-he the-employees they-examine-her 
the employees began to look at it (NM,8,9) 
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(40) fataha 'Inaw&fida wähidatan ba'da 'uhrä 
opened-he the-windows one after other 
he opened the windows one after another (NM,6,2) 
(41) walahiqa bihi hamämun 
and-came-along-he by-him Hamam 
and Hamam came along with him (NM,6,18) 
(42) wa'tarafat bi'anna 'amma 'ibrähima tagayyara 
and-admitted-she by-that uncle Ibrahim has-changed-he 
and she admitted that Uncle Ibrahim had changed (NM, 16,6) 
(43) 'arada lahâ 'an tas'ada kamä yas'adu 
wanted-he for-her that she-is-happy like he-is-happy 
he wanted her to be happy like he was (NM,22,5) 
(44) tasâ'ala samirun limädä nasqä bi'lzawägi 
asked-he-himself Samir for-what we-have-trouble with-the-marriage 
Sam ir asked by himself: Wherefore do we care about marriage (NM,7,8) 
As we said earlier, we consider käna wa'ahawätahä plain 'main' 
verbs. Apart from the forms mentioned above, the objective 
complement of such verbal heads can also be realised by an N P 
marked for nominative case value (13), an ADJP marked for an 
accusative case value (15), an AD VP (16), a coreferential VP (18) or 
an S [с]: 
(13) wakäna 'Isayyidu lutfi huwa 'llatfl 'arafahu bi'abu qir 
and-was-he the-mister Lutfi he who knew-he-him by-Abu Qir 
and it was Mr Lutfi who knew that he was in Abu Qir (NM,18,12) 
(15) käna tayyiban 
was-he good 
he was good (NM,13,19) 
(16) walä kam käna 'umruhu waqtahä 
and-not how-much was-he age-his time-her 
neither how old he was at that time (NM,32,19) 
(18) wakäna yad'ühä 
and-was-he he-calls-her 
and he called her (NM, 16,22) 
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[c] käna 'Ifarä'inatu yatlubüna Tilma 
was-he the-Pharaos they-seek the-science 
the Pharaohs sought knowledge (Cant.:I,75). 
On the ellipsis of the 'main' verb käna in instances of coordination of 
the objective complement realised by coreferential VPs the reader is 
referred to section E. 
b - ditransitive verbal heads 
The objective complements of ditransitive verbal heads can be 
realised by different combinations of phrasal categories.27 Possible 
combinations are: 
i - an NP (for example a suffixed clitic pronoun affixed to the head of 
the VP) followed by a VP (45), or by another NP [h], an ADJP [i], a 
PP (46), a CCL (47)2 8 or an S (48): 
(45) ra'äho yngädira 'Iwizârata 
saw-he-him he-leaves the-ministry 
he saw him leave the Ministry (NM,11,12) 
In the function of a ditransitive verbal head a verb may occur that extends its 
effect to two objective complements. In Arabic grammar Wright (1974, II: 47 
ff) distinguished two classes of ditransitive verbs: 'those whose objects are 
different from, and in no way connected with, one another, and those whose 
objects stand to one another in the relation of subject and predicate'. This 
second class consists of what we usually call the complex transitive verbs 
governing a direct object and an object attribute. The relation between direct 
object and object attribute resembles a mubtada'lhaben relation characterised 
by a coreferentiality of which we only can describe the syntactic form. 
The fronting of an object (the WH-NP rnädä) from a verb in a complement 
clause ('afala) in case of interrogative sentences has not been described (yet) 
in our formal grammar. The parser will search for a intransitive lexical verb 
subcategorised for the occurrence of three direct objects in the form of two 
NPs (the WH-NP mádá and the suffixed pronoun NP ril) and a finite clause 
or try alternative derivations. 
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[h] laqad baddalta rabi'anl iitä'an 
indeed changed-you spring-our winter 
you have indeed turned our spring into winter (Cant.:II,166) 
[i] hal tahsibuni magnunan ? 
(inter.) you-consider-me mad ? 
do you think me mad ? (Cant. :II, 166) 
(46) 'ahbarathum bi'anna 'Iragula yargabu fi 'Izawägi 
told-she-them by-that the-man he-likes in the-mamage 
she told them that the man wanted to marry (NM, 17,4) 
(47) wamädä turïduni 'an 'af ala ? 
and-what you-want-me that I-do ? 
and what do you want me to do (NM, 13,3) 
(48) fasa'alahu lutfì bai qabatja huwa murattabahu? 
and-asked-he-him Lutfi (inter.) took-he he salary-his ? 
and Lutfi asked him did he take his salary ? (NN1,9,9) 
ii - a PP followed by an NP (49), by another PP (50), a CCL (51) or 
an S (52): 
(49) na'am, qâlû li dSlika 
yes , said-they to-me that 
yes, they said that to me (NM,9,12) 
(50) yarmi bibaçarihi min maglisihi 'ilä 'iyädati duktûrin 
he-throws with-look-his from seat-his to clinic of-doctor 
he looked from his seat to the clinic of a doctor (NM,7,14) 
(51) waqäla 'an 'ammi 'ibrâhîma 'annahu farräsun 
and-said-he about uncle Ibrahim that-him office-boy 
and he said of Uncle Ibrahim that he was an office boy (NM, 13,16) 
(52) qâlat lahu lä 'ahada li fi 'Idunyä 
said-she to-him no one to-me in the-world 
she said him: I have nobody in the world (NM,23,11) 
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с - tritransitive verbal heads 
The realisation of the objective complements that occur with 
tritransitive verbal heads may take place in the form of different 
combinations of phrasal categories. In the Arabic linguistic tradition, 
lexical verbs such as 'ahbarat in (46) and yulinu in (53) were 
considered to govern three objective complements i.e. a complement 
which in our linguistic tradition is called: an indirect object, and a 
coreferential pair with a mutual relation of topic/comment (cf. Wright, 
1974, П: 51; Sibawayhi, В I: 19): 
wa'a'lama 'allähu zaydan 'amran bayran minka 
and-informed-he the-God Zayd(obj.l) Amr(obj.2) beöer(obj.3) than-you 
and Allah let Zayd know that 'Amr is better than you(Sibawayhi В I: 19) 
Dayf (1982: 18; 166) states that such a coreferential pair of 
complements may be contained in a single object clause (or CCL) as 
in: 
(53) wahuwa yu'linu bisawtin masmu'in 'annahu (Jàhibun 
and-he he-announces with-voice audible that-him going 
and he announces with an audible voice that he shall go (NM,9,S) 
In our description we consider the occurrence of a topic/comment 
relation introduced by the conjunction 'anna a simple CCL. 
C: Dependencies and relations 
In order to describe the cohesion between the elements within the VP 
or to account for inter-phrasal relationships involving a VP, we make 
use of a regulation mechanism operating on variables attached to the 
functional and categorial elements of the description. In our 
descriptive formalism the technical term for these variables is 
'affixes' or 'meta affixes' (cf. Chapter II section 11.3.2). Dependency 
relations within the VP are expressed by means of these affixes in an 
implicit way or explicitly in the form of 'predicates' (cf. Part II, 
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section C.2). In the next sections we present the affixes involved in 
relation to the functions in the VP (section C.l), we list the affixes 
and their particular values in connection to the categories realising 
those functions (section C.2) and we discuss the role of the affixes in 
expressing various relationships (section C.3). 
1 Affixes attached to the functions within the VP 
With the functions within the VP meta affixes may be associated. 
Their values are characteristic for certain categories realising those 
functions and in MSA they are usually marked by means of 
morphemes. The association of meta affixes with functions can be 
used in the description of the structuring and in the conditioning of 
internal relations or dependencies within a constituent or between 
constituents. The meta affixes and their values worth mentioning for 
the functional elements are: 
a - 'tense': this affix is used to select the corresponding elements 
which function as inherent agent markers of the VERBAL HEAD and 
are realised by suffixed (for the past tense), or prefixed and suffixed 
pronoun clitics (54) (for the present tense). The value of this meta 
affix can be 'PAST' for the past tense and 'mood' in the present 
tense:29 
(54) farähü yatagassasuna 'alayhi 
and-went-they (PAST) they-examine (mood) at-him 
and they began to snoop on him (NM,17,3) 
29
 A distinction between different aspects of the verb like the 'durative', 
'progressive' and 'perfective' is meaningless for MSA because the finite verb 
is only marked for one tense opposition: PAST vs. present with various 
mood values in the present tense. A durative or progressive aspect is 
expressed by means of a sequence of two coreferential finite verbs. The 
possible (semantic) differences between, for example, sequences like: капа 
yaglisu I käna gälisan I galasa (he was used to sit down / he was sitting / he 
sat ) or yaglisu I huwa gälisun] (he sits / he is sitting) are syntactically 
reprresented as alternative sequences of the two sentence types in MSA. 
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b - 'mood': this affix is used to differentiate the 'present' tense and to 
select the corresponding elements which function as inherent agent 
markers of the VERBAL HEAD and are realised by prefixed and 
suffixed pronoun clitics. This affix is also used in the conditioning of 
agreement between verbal negators or subordinators and the 
corresponding verbal mood of the head. The value of this meta affix 
can be: 'indicative' (INDIC), 'subjunctive' (SUBJ), 'jussive' (JUSS) and 
'imperative' (IMPER);30 
с - 'person': this affix is used to select the corresponding elements 
which function as inherent agent markers of the VERBAL HEAD and 
are realised by suffixed or prefixed and suffixed pronoun clitics. This 
affix is also used to transfer the value of the head for 'person' to a 
dependent element (or to dependent elements) or just to fix its value 
for a dependent element. It can take on the values: 'first' (FIRST), 
'second' (SECOND) and 'third' (THIRD). Concord between a given 
value of the head in a VP and the head of a following NP and/or VP 
for 'person' has already been hinted at in Chapter ΠΙ, Part I, section 
C. 1 by means of (9) (repeated here): 
'aqbala 'Imuwazzafuna yatafahhasunahä 
has-staited-he (THIRD) the-employees (=) they-examine-{=)-her 
the employees began to look at it (NM,8,9) 
The complement of the main verb 'aqbala was interpreted as a 
sentence of the topic/comment structure in order to account for the 
relationship between both parts. In a further elaboration on the 
'person' and 'gender' affixes we will contrast this example with 
another in which a VP functions as a peripheral postmodifier to the 
verbal head dahala (cf. section В 3 above): 
(11) wadahala yatabahtam 'Isayyidu mustafâ 
and-has-entered-he (THIRD) he-prances (=) the-mister Mustafa (=) 
and Mr Mustafa came in prancing (NM,6,17) 
3 0
 In our description of MSA we do not account for the two varieties of the 
classical 'energetic' (cf. Wright, 1974, II: 41 fi). 
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d - 'gender': this affix is used to select the corresponding elements 
which function as inherent agent markers of the VERBAL HEAD and 
are realised by suffixed or prefixed and suffixed pronoun clitics. This 
affix is also used to transfer the value of the head for 'gender' to a 
dependent element (or to dependent elements) or just to impose a 
given 'gender' value on it. It can take on the values: 'masculine' 
(MASC) and 'feminine' (FEM). Concord between the value of the 
head in a VP and the head of a following NP and/or VP for 'gender' 
is demonstrated in: 
'aqbala 'Imuwazzafuna yatafahhasünahä 
has-started-he (MASC) the-employees (=) they-examine-(=)-her 
the employees began to look at it (ΝΜ,β,ί)) 
(11) wadahala yatabahtaru 'Isayyidu mustafl 
and-has-entered-he (MASC) he-prances (=) the-mister (=) Mustafa 
and Mr Mustafa came prancing in (NM,6,17) 
In the NP 'Isayyidu mustafà the masculine gender value is associated 
with both elements, the head 'Isayyidu and the postmodifying 
apposition mustafa, morphologically expressed in the form of a zero 
mark. 
e - 'number': this affix is used to select the corresponding elements 
which function as inherent agent markers of the VERBAL HEAD and 
are realised by suffixed or prefixed and suffixed pronoun clitics. This 
meta affix is also used to transfer the value of the head for 'number' 
to a dependent element (or to dependent elements) or just to impose a 
given 'number' value on it marking in this way prevailing 
relationships. It can take on the values: 'singular' (SING), 'dual' 
(DUAL), 'collective' (COLL) and 'plural' (INPLU/EXPLU). Concord 
between the value of the head in a VP and the head of a following 
NP and/or VP for 'number' is demonstrated in: 
(54) farähQ yatagassüna 'alayhi 
and-have-gone-they (EXPLU) they-examine (=) upon-him 
and they began to snoop on him (NM,17,3) 
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(11) wadahala yatabahtaru 'Isayyidu mustafâ 
and-has-entered-he (SING) he-prances (=) the-mister Mustafa 
and Mr Mustafa came prancing in (NM,6,17) 
f - 'quality' (or 'qual'): this affix is connected with the NEGATOR 
function and is used to differentiate between the presence or absence 
of a negator. In the case of its occurrence the value for 'quality' 
differentiates between a 'nominal' (NOM) or 'verbal' (verb) realisation 
of the negator. The affix variable 'verb' can receive values like 'LA', 
'LAM' or 'LAN' corresponding with different ways to realise the 
'present', 'past' or 'future' tense negation of the verbal head; 
g - 'nature': this affix is attached to the PREMODIFIER function and 
used to mark a modal or temporal modifier of the head of a VP. The 
value it may receive reflects these different applications: 'modal' 
(MODI and MOD2) and 'past' (PAST) or 'future' (FUT) for temporal 
premodifiers; 
h - 'real' (realisation): this affix is connected with a POSTMODIFIER 
function and its value refers to one of the two purposes it may serve: 
an adverbial (ADV) or a peripheral (PERIPH) postmodifying function; 
i - 'complementation' : this affix is used to match values for the 
complement structure of a verbal entry which are listed in the lexicon 
with constituents co-occurring with the realisation of such a verbal 
entry in an utterance. In other words, certain values for 
'complementation' mark the relation between the realisation of a 
VERBAL HEAD with its COMPLEMENTS. For this reason this meta 
affix is connected with both of these functional elements. Its value 
ranges from 'intransitive' (INTRAN) to 'triple transitive'. However, the 
value 'monotransitive', and also the higher transitive values, may 
occur in one or more alternatives, for example, 'accusative' (ACC) or 
'prepositional' (PREP) in order to specify at the same time the phrasal 
form in which the complement is realised in connection with a given 
verbal head; 
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j - shared features: sometimes there is an overlap in the realisation of 
certain affix values for certain categories. Both values of the 'gender' 
meta affix for the clitic pronoun of the first person yield, for example, 
the same lexical item. For this reason it is useful to introduce a value 
'both' (BOTH) for 'gender'. The introduction of such an artefact is 
also pursued with other meta affixes in order to arrive at a substantial 
reduction of the number of descriptive rules as well as to a significant 
generalisation of the description.31 
2 Affixes attached to the categories within the VP 
Most of the meta affixes attached to the functional elements within 
the VP also play a role at the categorial level or receive their values 
there. Therefore we limit ourselves in the following sections to the 
presentation of the meta affixes which only appear at the categorial 
level. These affixes and their values are: 
a -'radicals': this affix is attached to the category VERB which, 
together with a PAST SUFFIX or with a PREFIX and a SUFFIX, realises 
the HEAD function in a VP. The affix is used to identify the group of 
lexical verbal entries to which a given head realisation may belong. 
Its value may be: 'three' (THREE) or 'four' (FOUR) referring to the 
number of consonantal radicals in the verbal root; 
b - 'type': this affix is used to identify the class to which a VERB 
belongs in order to facilitate the matching between a realised 
occurrence and the form in which it occurs in the lexicon. Its value 
may be: 'strong' (NORMAL) or 'weak', the latter subdivided in a 
number of subcategories referring to the specific realisation of one or 
more of the root consonants; 
3
 ! For pragmatic reasons other affix variables may be declared like: 'don't care' 
values. In certain occurrences the value of an affix may be of no importance at 
all for a correct analysis result. In order to come to a reduction in the number 
of descriptive rules required or to a significant generalisation we make use of 
such 'don't care' values as 'ABSENT, ΈΜΡΤΥ' and 'IGNORE'. 
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с - 'derivation': this affix is attached to the category VERB which, as 
mentioned earlier, realises the HEAD function in a VP together with a 
PAST SUFFIX or with a PREFIX and a SUFFIX. Its value varies from 
the first verbal stem up to the tenth,32 marked as 'Γ, ΊΓ, 'III' and so on 
until 'X*); 
d - 'voice': this meta affix is also connected with the category VERB 
and is used to mark the combinatorial capabilities of a verbal head 
realisation in relation to the information about its complement 
structure stored in the lexicon. The value of this affix can be: 'active' 
(ACTIVE) or 'passive' (PASSIVE). As a matter of fact, a lexical verbal 
entry is listed with the maximum of complement features (optional as 
well as obligatory ones) it may receive while in 'active' voice. When 
a verbal head in a given realisation is marked with the 'passive' value 
of 'voice' the number of potential objective complements is reduced 
by one; 
e - 'vowelpat' (vowel pattern): this affix is attached to the prefix33 of 
the VERB which in MSA may receive different vowels depending on 
the realised values of the meta affixes for 'derivation' and 'voice'. The 
value of this 'vowel pattern' affix can be: 'A' or 'U* which refers to the 
final realisation. With 'second stem' for derivation, 'four radicals' and 
'active' voice the 'vowelpat' equals 'A' in: 
(11) wadahala yatabahtaru 'Isayyidu mustafl 
and-has-entered-he he-prances (vowelpat = 'A') the-mister Mustafa 
and Mr Mustafa came prancing in (NM,6,17) 
3 2
 The occurrence of the rare and more archaic forms of the Xlth to the XVth 
verbal stem in a text corpus of MSA prose could be accounted for by means 
of an optional extension of the paradigm. 
3 3
 As a matter of fact, the value of 'vowelpat(tern)' originates from a 
combination of values for four other affix variables ('mood', 'radicals', 'stem' 
and 'voice'). To maintain a separate affix variable is a question of descriptive 
pragmatics. The combinatorial explosion of 3 values for 'mood' with 2 
values for 'radicals', 10 for 'stem' and 2 for 'voice' can be reduced to 2 
alternative values for 8 alternative combinations of realised values for the 
vowel in the veib prefix. 
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f - 'prefix': this affix is attached to a VERB realisation marked for 
'imperative' mood and 'first stem' (I) derivation in order to 
differentiate between initial vowels. The value of this meta affix may 
be: 'U', Τ or 'ABSENT' referring to terminal vowel realisations as, for 
example, "U' in this example: 
(55) 'uktub li mudakkiratan 
write for-me memorandum 
write me a memo (NM, 12,19) 
With the category VERB we are very close to the individual verbal 
elements as they are listed in the verb lexicon. Therefore we also 
mention here: 
g - 'гΓ, 'r2', 'гЗ', 'г4': these meta affixes are attached to VERB 
ELEMENTS and to the alternative entries of VERB LEXICON in order to 
specify the terminal values of the radical consonants. Depending on 
the realised value of the meta affix 'radicals' three or four radicals 
may be specified in this way. The set of values of these affixes 
corresponds with the complete set of consonants in the MSA 
alphabet; 
h - 'vowpast' and 'vowpresent': these meta affixes too are connected 
with the terminal values of the entries which constitute the VERB 
LEXICON. The information about the realisation of the vowel for the 
second consonant of a verbal entry both in the past and present tense 
comes from the lexicon. The values for the affixes 'vowpast' and 
'vowpresent' are stored there in order to be matched in the analysis 
process of MSA text data. They can be: 'U', Τ or 'A'; 
i - 'infinitive': this meta affix is connected with the individual entries 
of the VERB LEXICON and its value refers to a code table for the exact 
form of the infinitive for the Τ (first stem) derivation of the verbal 
entry concerned. The value of this affix varies from FOI to F66. 
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So far we have discussed the meta affixes attached to the categories 
which may occur in most of the five function positions we 
distinguished in the VP. We still have to discuss the affixes of the 
categories which may occur in the postmodifying and complement 
functions. However, since all these categories have already been 
discussed in connection with one of the categorial realisations within 
the framework of the NP constituent, the reader is referred to Chapter 
ID, Part I, section D. 
Two points of interest remain: 
- a discussion of the sentence, i.e. the category which may occur, as 
we have seen, as one of the realisations of an objective complement. 
We will discuss this point hereafter in section D.l (cf. also Ditters, 
1991); 
- a further elaboration of the absolute or cognate object, especially the 
form in which this adverbial postmodifier may be realised. 
As far as the absolute or cognate object is concerned we can say that 
it is realised by an NP. About the HEAD of such an NP we can be 
more explicit. It usually is an infinitive or a clustered function of a 
head with an infinitive as complement realisation (cf. example [f]X a 
combination of a head with a verbal noun in apposition, a noun built 
on the pattern of what in the Arabic tradition has been called: an ism 
'alnaw' (31) or an ism 'almarra (56), i.e. a noun indicating 'the way 
how an action is carried out' and a noun indicating 'whether an action 
occurs once or a number of times'. 
(31) kâna yaglisu gilsatan murihatan 
was-he he-sits way-of-sitting reposeful 
he sat reposefully (NM, Π, 17) 
(56) wahuwa yabtasimu ibtisämatan farihatan sa'idatan 
and-he he-smiles smile joyful happy 
and he gives a happy and joyful smile (NM, 18,8) 
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A morphological rule generates the pattern of these action nouns on 
the basis of the individual verbal entries of the VERB LEXICON. The 
use of meta affixes for this purpose is therefore not necessary. 
3 Value agreement between the realisations of VP 
functions 
A combination of values for 'tense', 'person', 'gender' and 'number' 
attached to the category in head function marks the VP as a whole. It 
carries information about the function of the VP within an utterance 
but, as we said earlier, we do not discuss here the relation between 
the head of a VP and other constituents at sentence level.34 In the 
next sections we treat the relation between the verbal head and its 
expansions as far as this relation is marked by a number of shared 
features discussed below as agreement of tense, person, gender, 
number, complementation, and the clustering or conditioning of 
values. 
3.1 Tense 
A given value for 'tense' realised in the verbal head may be shared by 
expansions in the negator and premodifier functions. 
a - agreement between verbal head and negator 
The value 'PAST for tense in the head realisation combines with the 
occurrence of the negator particle ma. The value 'INDIC' for mood in 
the head realisation is shared by the negator particles lä and ma. The 
value 'SUBJ' for mood in the head realisation co-occurs with the 
negator Ian. The value 'JUSS' for mood marks the co-occurrence of 
the verbal head with the negator particles lam or lamrm. 
b - agreement between verbal head and premodifier 
This exclusion concerns adverbial clauses while subordinate clauses are only 
mentioned as possible realisations of a complement function. 
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The value 'PAST' for tense in the head realisation combines with the 
realisation of the modal premodifier qad [d]. The value 'INDIC' for 
tense of the verbal head can also appear in combination with the 
modal premodifier qad (26). The apparent syntactic bivalency of this 
premodifier is solved by the specific semantic value in both 
realisations. The value 'JUSS' for tense in the head realisation occurs 
in combination with the modal premodifier / as shown in (27): 
[d] lammä yakun 'aldinu qad kamala 
not-yet he-was the-religion surely is-achieved-he (PAST) 
the religion was not yet perfect (Cant:I,129) 
(26) qad tusraqu fi 'Izahmati 
perhaps you-are-robbed (INDIC) in the-crowd 
maybe you are robbed in the crowd (NM,10,13) 
(27) walyakun riquki sahdan 
and-indeed-is-he saliva-your honey 
and let your saliva be honey (NM,22,4) 
The value 'INDIC' for tense in the head realisation appears in 
combination with one of the two alternative temporal premodifiers sa 
and sawfa. 
(14) satakünu 'Isanatu nihäyata Tàlami 
(future)-she-is the-year end of-the-world 
this year becomes the end of the world (NM,7,5) 
[a] 'an sawfa là 'ataharraku min bagdâda 
that (future) not I-move from Baghdad 
that I will not move from Baghdad (Cant.:I,76) 
3.2 Person 
A relationship concerning person holds between a verbal head and an 
explicit agentive complement. The value 'THIRD' for person in the 
verbal head realisation in MSA is always shared by the following 
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explicit agentive complement.35 The kind of agreement we mention 
here has a pure formal character given the fact that in any sequence of 
a verbal head and an explicit agentive complement the verbal head is 
marked for a 'neutral' person value which agrees with the 'THIRD' 
person value associated with the agentive complement. 
3.3 Gender 
Also gender agreement relates to the occurrence of a verbal head and 
an agentive complement. The value 'MASC' for gender of the head 
combines with an identical gender value of the agentive complement 
even if this complement is realised by an embedded sentence: 
(57) la yumkinu 'an yabi'a hayätahu bimi'atin wahamsina gunayhan 
not he-is-possible that he-sells life-his by-hundred and-fifty guineas 
he cannot sell his life for 150 pounds (NM, 11.15) 
A restriction on this rule will be discussed in section 3.6. 
The value 'FEM' for gender associated with the head is followed by 
an agentive complement marked for the same gender value as in (6): 
An apparent exception to this rale is for example the occurrence of a "FIRST 
person nominative NP in a position frequently used for the explicit agentive 
complement preceded by a THIRD' person verbal head realisation as in the 
example below. The 'FIRST person nominative NP in question should, 
however, be interpreted as a postmodifier to the objective complement 
suffixed to the verbal head as discussed in Chapter III, section E.4: 
mädä yuhimmuni 'anä 
what he-concems-me (ACC) I (NOM) 
why should it bother me, personally ! (NM, 11,20) 
The occurrence of a 'FIRST or 'SECOND' person value with the head 
realisation and a postpositioned independent personal pronoun with a similar 
person value is not considered to constitute a head/explicit agentive 
complement sequence and will be discussed in the section concerning 
apposition (section I.E.3). 
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(6) dabbat (FEM) 'alhayâtu (FEM) fi 'idärati 'Isikritäriyyati 
has-creeped-she the-life in office of-the-secretariat 
life slowly entered the secretariat (NM,6,1) 
3.4 Number 
Number agreement between a verbal head and its agentive 
complement can only be considered purely accidental in nature since 
the verbal head is always marked for the singular value of number, 
irrespective of the number value carried by the following agentive 
complement: 
(58) wamadat (SING) 'algälisätu (EXPLU) yaqumna 
and-set-out-she the-sitting (FEMJEXPLU) they-come-up 
and the sitting women began to rise to their feet (NM,39,10) 
3.5 Complementation 
Of a completely different nature is the relation which holds between a 
verbal head and its objective complements. A value for 
complementation of the head refers to the categorial realisation of its 
objective complements. In other words, there exists a direct 
correspondence between a verbal head and its objective complements 
according to the information attached in the lexicon to each verbal 
entry concerning the maximum number of objective complements 
and the optional or obligatory character of their occurrence, the nature 
of their mutual relation (coreferential or not) and their categorial 
realisation. 
As for the number and categorial realisation of the objective 
complements, we have seen for the lexical entry капа (section B.l) 
that one of the realisations of this lexical entry may occur in a given 
context approximately corresponding to the English existential verb 
'to be' (cf. example (12)). Other realisations of this lexical entry 
extend their grammatical effect to an NP or an ADJP marked for the 
accusative case value, a PP, a coreferential VP, a CCL or an S. The 
corresponding names for the complementation value are then 
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respectively: 'ACC' for an NP or ADJP, 'PREP' for a PP complement, 
'VP' for a coreferential VP, 'CCL' for a CCL and 'S' for a sentence. 
As for the number of objective complements, their mutual 
relation and categorial realisation, some ditransitive verbs (for 
example the 'perception' and 'resultative' verbs) require a 
coreferential relation between the two obligatory objective 
complements as in (45) and [i]: 
(45) ra'ähu yugädirn 'Iwizärata 
saw-he-him he-leaves the-ministry 
he saw him leave the Ministry (NM,11,12) 
[i] hal tahsibuni magnunan ? 
(inter.) you-consider-me mad ? 
do you think me mad ? (Cant.:II,166) 
In other occurrences such a coreferential relation is only required for 
the combination of an optional and an obligatory complement as in 
(47) where the optional complement ni is coreferential with the agent 
of the verbal head in the second objective complement 'an 'afala: 
(47) wamâdâ turidunl 'an 'afala ? 
and-what you-want-me that I-do ? 
and what do you want me to do (NM,13,3) 
Some verbs require the obligatory objective elements to be of the 
same semantic category as the NPs in [h]: 
[h] laqad baddalta rabi'anä sitä'an 
indeed changed-you spring-our winter 
you have indeed turned our spring into winter (Cant.:II,166) 
For other ditransitive verbs such a relation does not exist as in (46) 
where the objective complement hum is not related with the second 
complement (PP): 
(46) 'ahbarathum bi'anna 'Iragula yargabu fi 'Izawâgi 
told-she-them by-that the-man he-likes in the-marriage 
she told them that the man wanted to marry (NM, 17,4) 
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Objective complements of ditransitive verbal heads can be realised by 
different combinations of phrasal categories as in (45) or (47) and we 
may refer to the other examples in section B.3.2. In the example of a 
tritransitive verbal head mentioned in the same section we can 
distinguish an optional objective complement followed by an 
obligatory coreferential pair expressing a kind of topic/comment 
relation: 
wa'a'lama 'allâhu zaydan 'amran bayran minka 
and-infonmed-he the-God Zayd(obj.l) Amr(obj.2) better(obj.3) than-you 
and Allah let Zayd know that 'Amr is better than you(Sibawayhi В I: 19) 
The value agreement discussed in this section concerns the value for 
(objective) 'complementation' attached to each lexical verbal entry 
and the matching of such a combinatorial pattern in the direct 
neighbourhood of such a verbal head realisation.36 In a similar way 
the value agreement between verbal derivatives (verbal nouns as well 
as verbal adjectives) of a given verbal entry and dependent objective 
complements should be explained (cf. Chapter III, section I.C.2.5). 
3.6 The clustering of values and conditioned agreement 
The verbal head in a head/explicit agentive complement combination 
is always marked by a 'THIRD'-'SING' value for person and number. 
The 'THIRD' person value represents the neutral, unmarked person 
while the explicit agentive complement is always marked for 'THIRD' 
person value. Agreement between the head of a VP and its 
expansions then only regards the gender value of the head and the 
gender/number value of the explicit agentive complement. What can 
occur, then, is accidental similarity in gender and number 
Ideas for the formal description of the bundle of semantic features typical for 
each lexical entry have been elaborated in the framework of different 
linguistic theories (cf. Passi Fehri, 1988; Moutaouakil, 1989). For a proposal 
inspired by the predication theory of Dik's Functional Grammar and devised 
for application within the framework of an Extended Affix Grammar for 
MSA see Ditters (1989c). 
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((MASCSING) or (FEM,SING)) between the head and an explicit 
agentive complement which is marked for SING number value; partial 
(person, gender) agreement between a verbal head and an explicit 
agentive complement which is marked for DUAL or plural 
(INPLU/EXPLU) number value. No formal agreement at all is realised 
when the verbal head realisation carries the value 'FEM' for gender 
and occurs with a non-human masculine plural head realisation of an 
NP as explicit agentive complement: 
(2) watahanat (FEM, SING) 'al'afwähu (MASCJNPLU) 'Ita'äma 
and-ground-she the-mouths the-food 
and the mouths ground the food (NM,8,2) 
In the description of the VP we use the term 'conditioned agreement' 
to characterise the relation between the verbal head and its objective 
complements. We have already discussed the affix values related to 
complementation. We have seen that a number of identical or 
different categories may occur as objective complement and we 
looked at the relation which may connect objective complements. We 
have already mentioned the optional or obligatory character of an 
objective complement. Here we restrict ourselves to a repetition of 
the general rules to which the relation between verbal head and its 
objective complements are subjected: 
i - according to their feature pattern mono-, di- and tritransitive verbal 
heads marked for active voice can or must govern one, two or three 
objective complements in a realisation whose form is determined by 
the feature pattern of the head; 
ii - an NP marked for accusative case value or a CCL considered to 
occupy the objective complement function of a mono-, di- or 
tritransitive verbal head marked for 'active' voice (Γ) may occur, with 
a nominative case value, as the explicit agentive complement37 of the 
same mono-, di- or tritransitive verbal head marked for 'passive' 
voice (1): 
In Arabic linguistic terminology called a nä'ibu '¡fa il (= 'deputy' agent). 
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(1) qila 'innahu yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
was-said-he (that-him he-lives in-the-house number 111) (explicit agent) 
they said that he lived at number 111 (NN1,13,22) 
(Γ) qälat 'innahu yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
said-she (that-him he-lives in-the-house number 111} (objective compi.) 
she said that he lived at number 111 
Only objective complements realised by an MP accusative may occur 
as explicit agentive complement of a 'PASSIVE' verbal head. 
Prepositional objects (li and bi'lsafari in [j]) keep their PP realisation 
for active and passive voice value of the verbal head [j]: 
[j] lam yu'dan li bi'lsafari 'ila 'Ibahrayni 
not was-allowed-he for-me to-the-joumey to Bahrayn 
I was not allowed to travel to Bahrayn (Cam.:I,55) 
The combinatorial capabilities of a verbal entry are laid down in the 
lexicon in the form of affix variables attached to the entry. The values 
of these affixes determine the complement structure of the entry.38 
D: Functions and categories within post-head expansions 
The realisation of a postmodification or complement expansion in the 
form of an NP, an ADJP, a PP, an AD VP and a CCL does not need 
to be worked out here, because it proceeds along the same lines as 
It may be clear that the semantic features of a lexical entry may be stored in a 
similar way in the form of affix variables whose value may be used to 
disambiguate formal ambiguities between syntactically identical realisations 
of constituents in complement and postmodifying functions. The information 
that the lexical verbal entry ¿ataba may receive an objective complement in 
the form of an accusative NP marked for the semantic value 'writable' can be 
used to distinguish between such an NP as objective complement and an 
accusative NP marked for the semantic value 'time' as an adverbial 
postmodifier of time: 
'aktubu Tana (NPacc + ^ ) 'aktubu 'Insalata (№>
асс + ^ ^ 
I-write the-moment I-write the-message 
I write now I write the letter 
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described in Chapter III. The expansion of the verbal head by means 
of a VP does not need to be worked out either, because it proceeds 
along the same lines as described so far in this chapter. Here we 
discuss the expansion of the head of the VP realised by a sentence 
(S). 
1 The sentence (S*)39 
The description of the sentence level goes beyond the scope of this 
study, which concerns the description of the NP and VP in MSA, 
both constituents situated just one layer below sentence level. 
However, as we said earlier, for the description of some 
postmodifying and complement expansions of the head of an NP 
(relative clause and CCL) we had to account for sentence-like 
structures. The same remark holds for the description of the VP. 
A verbal head may receive a CCL in expansion. For a specific 
subclass of lexical verb entries, as for example qála ('to say'), the 
structure of two of the four objective complement realisations can 
best be described as that of a sentence because the verbal head may 
be followed by one of the two basic sentence structures we 
distinguished earlier in MSA: a nominal sentence containing a 
topic/comment sequence and a verbal sentence in which the focus is 
on the predicative value of a verbal head. 
In Diagram 1 the tree diagram is shown of the constituent 
structure of a VP (59) with a finite form of the lexical entry qâla in 
the verbal head function, followed by a peripheral postmodifier in the 
form of an accusative NP and an objective complement in direct 
speech realised by a declarative nominal sentence (S), in its turn 
rewritten in its constituents: 
We use the symbolic representation S' because we are not dealing here with 
the description of the sentence in general but with the subset of sentences that 
may occur in the function of agentive or objective complement to a verbal 
head, and in the function of postmodifier or complement to an NP head. For 
a formal description of sentence structures in MSA cf. Ditters (1991). 
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(59) qâla dâhikan - 'anä min 'al'a'yfini 
said-he laughing -1 among the-notables 
he said laughing -1 am a wealthy man (NM,21,4) 
Diagram 1 
VP HEAD ADV POM OBJ COMPL 
VERB NP DECL SENT / \ I / \ 
VBBASE VB SUFFIX HEAD TOPIC COMMENT 
VB3ELM SUFFK ACT PART NP PP 
HEAD HEADER COMPL 
PERS PREP NP 
/ \ 
PREDET HEAD 
qäl dâhikan 'anä 
ART NOUN 
min 'al 'a'yâni 
Some other realisations of the objective complement of the verbal 
entry qäla in the form of a sentence are shown in the following 
examples. In most of the occurrences we find the asyndetic 
juxtaposition of the complement with a change of a third person 
agent into a first person marking the transition of indirect to direct 
speech: 
a - an objective complement realised by a declarative predicative 
sentence in direct speech including a second occurrence of the same 
verbal head with an objective complement in the form of a CCL: 
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(60) fa'ädat taqûlu - quita Іака 'innanl fâhimatun 
but-retumed-she she-says - said-I to-you that-me understanding 
but she said again -1 told you that I understand it (NM,21,18) 
b - an objective complement realised by a declarative nominal 
sentence in direct speech (61): 
(61) qäla munqabida 'Iqalbi - 'innahä 'af?a'u käritatin 
said-he oppressed of-the-heart - indeed-her more-shocking of-disaster 
he said with oppressed heart - this is indeed the greatest disaster 
(ΝΜ,Π,19) 
с - an objective complement realised by an interrogative sentence in 
direct speech: 
(62) yaqulu mutahallilan fi 'Italifuni - wahal yabffl 'Iqamaru? 
he-says jubilant in the-phone - and-(mter.) he-is-concealed the-moon ? 
jubilant he says in the phone - is it new moon ? (NM,7,6) 
(63) qäla : taqdiru taqûlu H mä(Jä dafa'aka 'ila tilka 'Ifi'lati 
said-he: you-can you-tell to-me what pushed-he-you to that the-action ? 
he asked : can you tell me what brought you to such an action? (NM,25,6) 
d - an objective complement realised by a declarative negative 
nominal sentence in direct speech: 
(64) wahuwa yaqulu - 1ft 'atara lahu 
and-he he-says · no trace for-him 
and he says - no trace of him (NM,9,3) 
e - an objective complement realised by an imperative sentence in 
direct speech: 
(65) tumma qäla - tasawwaru 'annahu suriqa fi 'Itariqi 
then said-he - imagine that-him has-been-stolen-he in the-road 
then he said - imagine that he has been robbed underway (NM,9,19) 
f - an objective complement as 'deputy' agentive complement to a 
verbal head in passive voice: 
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(1) qila 'innahu yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
was-said-he that-him he-lives at-the-house number 111 
they said that he lived at number 111 (NM, 13,22) 
(32) qäla - liyagziki 'allähu 'anni hayra 'Igizâ'i 
said-he - that-compensate-you the-God for-me best of-the-recompense 
he said - let God give you a better compensation for me(NM,24,10) 
1.1 Functions within S' 
Here we only discuss the functions within the sentence as far as they 
occur in the examples just presented. We refer to the two basic 
sentence structures (discussed in Chapter II, section 1.3.1): the 
nominal sentence consisting of a topic function (mubtada) and a 
comment function (habar) as we have seen in (59) and (64); the 
verbal sentence consisting of a predicate function as we have seen in 
(60) and (65). 
1.2 Categories within S' 
The topic function in a sentence can be realised by an NP with 
nominative case value as 'anä in (59), an NP with accusative case 
value preceded by the nominal negator là (cf. (64)), an NP with 
accusative case value preceded by the emphatic particle 'inna (cf. 
(61)).40 
(59) faqâla dâhikan - 'anfi min 'al'a'yàni 
but-said-he laughing -1 among the-notables 
but he said laughing -1 am a wealthy man (NM,21,4) 
(64) wahuwa yaqulu - lä 'atara lahu 
and-he he-says-no trace for-him 
and he says - no trace of him (NN1,9,3) 
This implies that we have excluded from our description of the nominal 
sentence structure an alternative realisation of the topic in the form of a CCL. 
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(61) qäla munqabida 'Iqalbi - 'innahfi 'afza'u kâritatin 
said-he oppressed of-the-heart - indeed-her more-shocking of-disaster 
he said with oppressed heart - this is indeed the greatest disaster 
(NM,11,19) 
The predicate function in a nominal sentence can be realised by an 
NP with nominative case value (cf. 'afza'u käritatin in (61)), an 
ADJP with nominative case value (cf. fähimatun in (60)), a PP (cf. 
min 'al'a'yäni in (59)), a VP (cf. suriqa in (65)). In a verbal 
sentence the predicate function is realised by a VP (cf. wahal yahfä 
'Iqamaru in (62)). 
E: Coordination, gapping and apposition 
In the introduction we stated that we would mainly deal with a single 
phrasal category: the VP comprising a single head realisation. Even if 
one gets the impression that this realisation appears to be the one 
most frequently used, it is not the only possibility. Therefore we 
must briefly discuss the occurrence of 'multiple category' realisation. 
For the sake of completeness we discuss multiple category realisation 
in other functions within the VP as well. It brings us also to discuss 
the term 'diverse category' realisation (section E.l) or, in other 
words, a sequence of alternatives in a given function slot. Closely 
related to multiple category realisation and coordination is gapping 
(section E.2), not to be confused with ellipsis, which we defined as 
going beyond sentence level and which we will only mention in 
passing. We end this first section with a remark on apposition in the 
VP (section. E.3). As noted at the beginning of the discussion of 
coordination, gapping and apposition in the description of the NP, 
we will only mention here related phenomena occurring under the 
VP node in MSA. 
1 Multiple and diverse category realisation of a function 
In Chapter III (Part I, section E.l) we defined multiple category 
realisation as the occurrence of two or more phrasal categories 
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coordinated under one and the same function label. In doing so we 
assumed that coordination takes place at categoria! level and that it is 
dominated by a single function node. We also assumed that multiple 
category realisation implies the coordination of similar categories. 
This in contrast with 'diverse' category realisation that consists of the 
realisation of different phrasal categories under one and the same 
function label. We further distinguished coordination marked by a 
coordinative particle and by simple juxtaposition. 
In this section we will speak of multiple category realisation in 
relation to the VP. We will see whether or not what has been said 
about 'cumulative' and 'selective' coordination41 in relation to the 
constituents of the NP also applies to the constituents of the VP. 
a - multiple category realisation of the head 
The presence of a coordinator is a first criterion for distinguishing 
between coordinated VPs on the one hand and the asyndetic 
sequence (or simple juxtaposition) of coreferential or non-
coreferential VPs on the other. In section B.3 in the sequence of 
coreferential VPs the second VP was interpreted as a peripheral 
postmodifier realised by a VP: 
(11) dahala yatababtaru 
has-entered-he he-prances 
he entered prancing (NM,6,17) 
(36) wa'äda 'ilä 'Imakätibi yanfuiju 'anhä 'Igubära 
and-retumed-he to the-desks he-takes-off from-her the-dust 
and he went back to the desks to take off dust (NM,6,6) 
In the sections B.l and В.4 in the sequence of coreferential VPs (cf. 
(18)) the second VP was interpreted as objective complement 
(realised by a VP) to a verbal head belonging to a particular subclass 
of lexical entries (капа wa'ahawätuhä as well as käda 
41
 Cf. the listing of coordinative panicles in note 51 of Chapter III. 
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wa'ahawätuhä).42 The succession of non-coreferential VPs43 could 
be interpreted as the occurrence of a verbal head belonging to the 
subclass of ditransitive lexical entries with two objective 
complements; one of these is realised by a VP (cf. (45)): 
(18) wakäna yad'ühä 
and-was-he he-calls-her 
and he called her (NN1,16,22) 
(45) ra'ähu yugädim 'Iwizärata 
saw-he-him he-leaves the-ministry 
he saw him leave the Ministry (NM,11,12) 
When coordination takes place at categorial level and is governed by 
a single function node, the coreferentiality of the VPs or the 
condition of similarity between the coordinated verbal heads will then 
become an important criterion to distinguish between the 
coordination of two sentences each of them realised by a VP [к] and 
the coordination of two VPs under one and the same function node 
(predicate) in a sentence like 'adhabu wa'agi'u in (66) where we are 
dealing with identical affix values for the verbal heads as far as tense, 
voice, person, gender and number are concerned: 
[k] 'ahbabtuhâ wa'ahabbatni 
loved-I-her and-loved-she-me 
we loved each other (Cant:III,14) 
4 2
 The directionality of what we may call the semantic flow (from postmodifier 
to the verb or form the verb to its expansion) differentiates between a 
peripheral postmodifier and an objective complement both realised in the 
forni of a verb sequence. 
4 3
 In example (45) we are dealing with the juxtaposition of non-coreferential 
VPs notwithstanding the fact that both are marked for ACTIVE voice, 
THIRD person, MASC gender and SING number. Ambiguity is, however, 
excluded since for the expression of reflexivity in MSA a noun/possessive 
pronoun combination will occur (nafsahu or 'aynahu in the meaning of: 
himself) instead of a bound clitic object pronoun. 
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(66) 'innani min 'alyawmi 'Itàni fi 'Isahri 'adhabu wa'a¿i'u 
me from the-day the-second in the-month I-go and-I-come 
I come and go already from the second of this month (NM, 12,3) 
The lexical entry in multiple category realisation of the verbal head is 
usually different except in the case of repetition for special emphasis 
on different objective complements as in [1]: 
[1] yusammihi qawmuhu muhammadan wayusammihi 'ahmada 
he-calls-him people-his Muhammad and-he-calls-him Ahmad 
his people call him Muhammad and also Ahmad (Cant:III,13) 
Concerning these identical affix values for the verbal heads we 
should keep in mind what has been said in section C.3.6 about the 
clustering of affix values and degrees of agreement between the 
verbal head and its agent. We can draw a distinction between the 
coordination of verbal heads with an implied agent and the 
occurrence of a verbal head with an explicit agentive complement in 
coordination with a second verbal head. Coordinated verbal heads 
with an implied agent demonstrate complete agreement in tense, 
voice, person, gender and number values (67). Coordinated verbal 
heads with explicit agentive complements may express 
coreferentiality by means of (accidental) full (68), partial or 
unmarked agreement: 
(67) nahnu lam natasallam 'almurattabäti walam nuwaqqi' fi 'Ikasfi 
we not we-receive the-salaries and-not we-sign in the-register 
we did not receive our salaries nor signed the payroll (NM,13,4) 
(68) wawada'a 'Imudiru yadahu 'ala 'Isammä'ati waqäla 
and-placed-he the-director hand-his over the-speaker and-said-he 
and the director put his hand over the phone and said (NM,7,18) 
In the last examples we believed to be dealing with multiple category 
realisation of VPs because of the coreferentiality of the verbal heads 
and similarity of the categories. However, what then is the difference 
between multiple category realisation of VPs and the coordination of 
two (and even more) sentences? Such a distinction is not always so 
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evident as in [к], since not only conjoins but also sentences can be 
introduced by a coordinative particle. While analysing some 
examples of coordination we are inclined to speak of coordinated 
VPs in (58) and (69), but coordinated sentences in (70) and (71). 
The only formal criterion to distinguish between the one and the 
other has been found in a further differentiation of the connective 
particle into a cumulative (wa) or selective coordinator Çaw) and a 
consecutive (fa) or a successive coordinator (tumma): 
(58) wamadat 'algälisätu yaqumna wayug&dirna 'Ihugrati 
and-set-out-she the-sitting they-come-up and-they-leave the-room 
and the sitting women began to rìse and to leave the room (NM,39,10) 
(69) huwa yuhaddituka 'aw yatadabbalu fimä lä ya'nihi 
he he-speaks-you or he meddles in-what not he-concems-him 
he speaks to you or meddles in what does not concern him (NM, 13,20) 
(70) walam yagid 'almuwazzafuna buddan min 'al'insiräfi fagâdarû 
and-not finds-he the-employees escape from the-departure so-went-they 
and the employees didn't see another alternative than to leave(NM,14,3) 
(71) ibtasama 'ammu 'ibrähimu tumma rafa'a 'isba'ahu 'Uà fawqu 
smiled-he Uncle Ibrahim then lifted-he fmger-his to above(NM,25,9) 
Uncle Ibrahim smiled and pointed then with his finger into the air 
A meaningful distinction between multiple category realisation of the 
verbal head, the coordination of VPs at sentence level and the 
coordination of sentences realised by VPs seems to be a question of 
semantics rather than syntax. We limit ourselves in this chapter to the 
description of VPs. 
b - multiple category realisation of the premodifier 
We distinguished in section B.3 a temporal and a modal premodifier 
to the head of a VP. Since so far we have not encountered any 
instances where both types of premodifier co-occur, we have 
refrained from including in our description the rules that would 
account for such instances. 
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с 1 - multiple category realisation of the postmodifier 
The distinction between an adverbial and a peripheral postmodifier 
may lead to the accumulation of similar categories in postmodifying 
position. For multiple category realisation of postmodifiers realised 
by NPs, ADJPs and categories other than VPs coordination may 
occur in the form of simple juxtaposition as in (41), an example of 
coordinated peripheral postmodifiers in the form of ADJPs: 
(41) lahiqa bihi hamämun raqiqan nahifan munfawiyan 'ala nafsihi 
stuck-he to-him Hamam slender fragile bowed over soul-his 
Hamam followed him, a slender, fragile and absent-minded man 
(NM,6,18) 
с 2 - diverse category realisation of the postmodifier 
Examples of diverse category realisation of the peripheral 
postmodifier are (72) where we see the coordination of an ADJP and 
a circumstantial clause, and (73) with a PP and a circumstantial 
clause: 
(72) hadara Tustädu kâmilun muhawwatan bihälatin min waqärin 
was-present-he the-master Kamil surrounded by-halo from dignity 
Mister Kamil arrived surrounded by an air of dignity 
wafi yadihi misbahatun 
and-in hand-his rosary 
with a rosary in his hand (NM,6.19) 
(73) tumma 'äda biwaghin tâfihin bi'lgayzi wahuwa yaqulu 
then retumed-he with-face flowing-over with-the-anger and-he he-says 
then he returned with a face twisted with anger saying (NM,9,6) 
d 1 - multiple category realisation of the complements 
The coordination of NPs in the function of explicit agentive 
complement or objective complement is frequently found to occur in 
our text corpus. In (74) and (75) we find examples of coordinated 
agent NPs (cumulative and selective) and CCLs (76) respectively, in 
(77) and (78) we see examples of coordinated objective complement 
CCLs and NPs respectively: 
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(74) baharahu 'Ibahru 'Imustahabu wa'lsâhilu 'Imutarami 
overwhelmed-he-him the-sea the-raging and-the-shore the-wide 
the raging sea and the wide shore overwhelmed him (NM,18,6) 
(75) tumma gä'a samirun 'aw 'alragulu 'Igämidu kamä yud'ä 
then came-he Samir or the-man the-inscrutable as he-is-called 
then came Samir or the enigmatic as he was called (NM.6,15) 
(76) bada 'annahu 'ntalaqa min 'aglâli 'Ihumûmi 
appeared-he that-him was-free-he from chains of-the-worries 
it looked to him as if he was freed from the chains of sorrow 
wa'annahu yuhalliqu fï hulmin 
and-that-him he-circles in dream 
and floated into the air (NM.IS.Q) 
(77) 'ahbarathum bi'anna 'Iragula yargabu il 'Izawägi minhä 
told-she-them about-that the-man he-wants in the-marriage from-her 
she told them that the man wanted to many her 
wa'annahu ya'iduhä bihayätin sa'idatin 
and-that-him he-promises-her to-life happy 
and held out to her the prospect of a happy life (NM, 17,4) 
(78) ra'ä 'Ifagra fi tal'atihi 'Isihriyyati 
saw-he the-twilight in appearance-his the-magic 
he admired the twilight in its magic appearance 
wa'lgurûba fi 'agä'ibi 'alwänihi 
and-the-sunset in wonders of-colours-his 
and the sunset in its wonderful colouring (NM,22,8) 
(79) kâna yu'änä huznan galilan waya'san rä'i'an 
was-he he-suffers affliction immense and-desperation frightening 
he underwent deep sorrow and dreadful desperation (NM,24,16) 
d 2 - diverse category realisation of the complements 
The occurrence of diverse category realisation (an NP and an ADJP 
in (43) or an NP and a VP in (45)) is, as we have already seen in 
section B.4.2, very common with di- or intransitive verbal heads. 
(43) wagada fihä murattabahu kämilan 
found-he in-her salary-his complete 
he found in it his salary until the last penny (NM,15,10) 
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(45) ra'ähu yugädiru 'Iwizärata 
saw-he-him he-leaves the-mmistry 
he saw him leave the Ministry (NM,11,12) 
2 Gapping and ellipsis 
In a context of multiple category realisation one of the elements in the 
second conjoin can be dropped, for example because of its redundant 
repetition of information already presented. In section I.E.2 of the 
previous chapter we called this phenomenon 'gapping' and stated the 
conditions for its occurrence in the framework of the NP. The 
condition for gapping is that it involves the lexical verb with one or 
more of its dependants and that it indeed concerns the coordination of 
identical realisations (cf. Oostdijk, 1986; Hudson, 1984: 211 ff). So 
defined, gapping44 is typically a phenomenon that plays a role within 
the VP and involves the second conjoin. In (80) and (22) it is 
possible to speak of gapping concerning the verbal head realisation 
läha and yumkinu and to speak of multiple category realisation of the 
explicit agentive complement. Gapping is connected with the multiple 
category realisation of expansions of the verbal head in a VP. Having 
a direct relation with the verbal head gapping may concern multiple 
category realisation of an explicit agentive complement, an objective, 
an adverbial and even a peripheral complement. 
a - multiple category realisation of the explicit agentive complement: 
(80) falâha Tirtiyahu Ω waghihi hinan waTimti'ädu hinan 
then-appeared-he the-joy in face-his moment and-the-anger moment 
there appeared sometimes joy on his face sometimes anger (NM,6,9) 
faläha Tirtiyahu Γι waghihi hinan wa(lâha) Timti'ädu hinan 
4 4
 Gapping in Arabic has been studied by alRahhäli (1988) but the rate of 
tolerance for the number of coordinated category realisations that may be 
dropped in MSA has not been studied on the basis of authentic data. 
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(22) lä yumkinu 'inkâru 'Iwäqi'ati walä 'Itahamibu 
not he-is-possible ignoring of-the-reality and-not the-escaping 
it is impossible to ignore the reality and to escape 
min 'almas'üliyyati 
from the-responsibility 
his responsibility (NM,13,5) 
lä yumkinu 'inkâru 'Iwäqi'ati walä (yumkinu) 'Itahamibu min 
'almas'üliyyati 
(81) 'ahfä 'Igitä'u gismahâ hattâ 'Idaqani wa'lmmdílu 'Ibunniyyu 
hid-he the-cover body-her till the-chin and-the-kerchief the-brown 
the cover concealed her body up to her chin and the brown handkerchief 
ra'sahä wagabinahä hattâ 'Ihâgibayni 
head-her and-forehead-her till the-eyebrows-two 
her head and front till her eyebrows (NM,31,13) 
'ahfä 'Igitä'u gismahâ hattâ 'Idaqani wa('ahfa) 'Imindilu 'Ibunniyyu 
ra'sahä wagabinahä hattä 'Ihägibaini 
b - multiple category realisation of the objective complement: 
(79) käna yu'änä huznan galilan waya'san rä'i'an 
was-he he-suffers affliction immense and-desperation frightening 
he underwent deep sorrow and dreadful desperation (NM,22,16) 
käna yu'änä huznan galilan wa(yu'äni) ya'san rä'i'an 
In this last example we can even speak of gapping at two different 
levels. First we have the dropping of the verbal head yuänä in the 
second conjoin because of the occurrence of yu'änä as objective 
complement of käna in the first conjoin. However, we are also 
confronted with the dropping of the main verb käna in the second 
conjoin passing unnoticed because of the absence of its objective 
complement yu'änä. 
After a first occurrence the main verb käna (or another main verb 
like madä in (58)) used as a past time or a 'habit' marker may 
consistently be dropped in larger stretches of running text; 
nevertheless, it should be accounted for. Below sentence level we are 
seldom confronted with such an occurrence but in (82) we should 
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notice the 'habit' of passing the summer somewhere and (the 'habit') 
to speak of it in great length upon return: 
(82) кала yasifu kulla 'ämin fî dâlika 'Imasifi 
was-he he-aestivates eveiy of-year in that the-summer-resort 
he used to pass the summer every year in that resort 
wayahki 'an gamälihi 
and-he-tells about beauty-his 
and to report about its beauty (NM, 18,13) 
kâna yasifu kulla 'ämin fi dâlika 'Imasifi wa(kâna) yahki 'an gamälihi 
(58) wamadat 'algälisätu yaqumna wayugâdima 'Ihugrata 
and-set-out-she the-sitting (FEM) they-rise and-they-leave the-room 
In this last example one could arrive at a different analysis of the 
string resulting in a different tree diagram depending on a description 
in terms of gapping (a) or in terms of multiple category realisation 
(b). Our formal grammar accounts for it in terms of multiple category 
realisation. 
a wamadat 'algälisätu yaqumna wa(madat/madayna) yugädirna 'Ihugrata 
and the sitting women came to their feet and started leaving the room 
b wamadat (('algälisätu) ((yaqumna) wa(yugädiina 'Ihugrata))) 
the sitting women began to rise and leave the room 
с - multiple category realisation of the adverbial complement: 
(34) wa'htazza ra'sahu bi'ntizämin wabut'in 
and-shook-he head-his in-regularity and-slowness 
and he shook his head in a regular slow movement (NM,63) 
wa'htazza ra'sahu bi'ntizämin wa('htazza ra'sahu bi')but'in 
d - multiple category realisation of the peripheral complement: 
(83) käna yad'ühä liyubtä'a warqata nasibin Π 'Izähiri 
was-he he-calls-her for-he-is-being-sold ticket of-lottery in the-open 
he used to call her apparently to buy a ticket 
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waliyubqiyahä 'atwala muddatin mumkinatin ma'ahu 
and-for-he-keeps-her longer of-period possible with-him 
fi haqiqati Tamri 
in verity of-the-matter 
but in fact to keep her as long as possible with him (NM, 16,22) 
In Chapter III, Part I, section E.2 we used the term ellipsis for the 
dropping of categorial elements beyond sentence level and without 
any connection with coordinated categories. Here we should only 
concentrate on the occurrence of ellipsis involving the verbal head of 
a constituent. However, given the fact that ellipsis occurs beyond 
sentence boundaries we only mention the dropping of a verbal head 
likefa'alti in (84) and a verbal head/explicit agentive complement 
combination mädä yahdutu in (85). These sequences will not be 
accounted for in our formal description. 
(84) limàhu ? 
for-what-his ? 
why this (NM,23,18) 
Another example of ellipsis including a verbal head is: 
(85) fi hàli 'Ihawäditi ? 
in case of-the-accidents ? 
in case of an accident ? (NM, 10,12) 
where implicit reference is made to an interrogative pronoun and 
verbal head mentioned shortly before this occurrence: 
(86) mädä yahdutu lilnuqudi fi hädihi Tahwäli ? 
what he-happens to-the-coins in this the-situations ? 
what happens with the money in those circumstances ? (NM, 10,9) 
We spoke about gapping in relation to the dropping of the 'main' 
verb käna in occurrences of coordination of the objective 
complement realised by coreferential VPs (see above section E.2). 
This form of gapping may go beyond sentence level. As a matter of 
fact we should speak then in terms of ellipsis of a verbal head or 
refine our definition because gapping takes place in a coordination 
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environment and ellipsis does not. For the syntactic description 
below sentence level we do not need to solve this problem for which 
we do not yet have a satisfactory solution. 
3 Apposition 
Within the VP apposition may occur in connection with NPs 
realising the function of complement to the verbal head. As such its 
description proceeds along the lines set out in the preceding chapter. 
The only occurrence particular for the VP is an NP in apposition to 
the agent of the verbal head: 
(87) hunä wulidnä 'anta wa'anä 
here were-bom-we you and-I 
here we were bom both of us (NM,30,20) 
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Part II: A formal description of the VP 
In this part we elaborate on the formal representation of what we 
discussed in the first part. The non-terminal name VP will be 
rewritten in a sequence of its optional and obligatory functional 
elements by means of the rules of the Extended Affix Grammar 
formalism. After the description of this formalism in Chapter II and 
the application of the rules to the description of the structure of the 
NP in MSA we may restrict ourselves here to a sketch of the broad 
outlines of the formal structure of the VP in MSA and a discussion 
of the basic components (section A) presented later in the form of a 
simplified and abridged grammar (section B). We will try to make the 
rules as transparent as possible. The non-terminal and terminal 
names, the affix variables and values are therefore presented in a 
more 'natural' way than they may be (for pragmatic reasons) in the 
unabridged version of the grammar. 
A: The first and second level of description 
We will combine the elements of the first and second level in the 
description of the VP as we did for the description of the NP in the 
preceding chapter. Also the conventions used in the description are 
the same (cf. Chapter III, Part II, section A). We will start with the 
meta rules, to be followed by the hyper rules. We maintain the 
alternation of functional and categorial layers of description. 
Predicate rules and lexical rules are discussed in order of their 
occurrence. The description of the VP replaces the rudimentary 
description of the VP we presented in Chapter II, Part II, section 3.6. 
On the other hand, the VP grammar incorporates the description of 
the NP that we presented in the previous chapter. Where necessary 
we will extend some rules for this purpose. 
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Meta rules 
The meta rules which define the value domains of the affixes 
involved in the description of the VP are the following: 
case 
easel 
case2 
cat 
compi 
complement 
constr 
declen 
defness 
defnessi 
defness2 
defness3 
derivation 
deriv 1 
detstr 
ditr 
elative 
gender 
gender 1 
gender2 
headreal 
infinitive : 
mood 
moodl 
nature 
nomcom 
np var 
number 
numberl 
number2 
nums 
person 
person 1 
plur 
prefix 
prem 
presence 
qual 
radicals 
r 
rl 
: ACC; ALL; EMF1 V; GEN; ΝΟΜ. 
: case. 
: case. 
: NOMINAL; VERBAL. 
: CCLOB; NPADJP; NPNP; NPOB; 
PPCCL; PPNP; PPOB. 
; IGNORE; INTRANS; trans. 
: ABSENT; PRESENT. 
: DIPT; INVAR; NORM. 
: DEF; EMPTY; IN DEF. 
: defness. 
: defness. 
: defness. 
: I; П; Ш; Г ; V; VI; П; Ш; IX; X; EMPTY. 
: derivation. 
: ABSENT; PRESENT. 
: ACC2; PREPACC, PREP2. 
: COMPINF; COMPINF1; COMPSUP; SUPREL. 
: BOTH; EMPTY; FEM; MASC. 
: gender. 
: gender. 
: COM; DEM; INTN; MIN; NNUM; PERS; 
PROP; QUES. 
: FOI; F04; F34. 
: IGNORE; IMPER; INDIC; JUSS; SUBJ. 
: mood. 
: ABSENT; prem. 
: VERA; VERN. 
: COMPAR; COUNT; NOMCOM; REFORM; simple 
: COLL; DUAL; EMPTY; plur; SING. 
: number. 
: number. 
: Ul; U2; U3-10; Ull-12; D13-19; D20-90. 
; FIRST; SECOND; THIRD; EMPTY. 
: person. 
: EXPLU; INPLU. 
: ABSENT; I; U. 
: FUT; MODI; MOD2; PAST. 
: ABSENT; PRESENT. 
: ABSENT; NOM; verb. 
: TOUR; THREE. 
: ; "q"; "1"; "m"; "w". 
:r. 
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г2 
гЗ 
i4 
simple 
simple 1 
sort 
subcat 
tense 
tense 1 
trans 
tritr 
type 
typel 
verb 
voice 
voice 1 
vowelpat 
vowimp 
vowp 
vowel 
COM; COM CON; COM CON POM; DEF CON; 
DEM POM; DET COM; DET COM POM; MIN; 
IND CON; IND CON ЮМ; NP VOC; NEG; NUM; 
PERS; PROP POM; QUES. 
simple. 
CAUSAL; FINAL; INSTR; PLACE; ΉΜΕ. 
AN; ANNA; INNA. 
PAST; mood. 
tense. 
ACC; ditr; PREP; tritr. 
ACC3; ACC2PREP; ACCPREP2; 3PREP. 
NORMAL; WAW1; WAWYA2; WAWYA3; EMPTY. 
type. 
LA; LAM; LAMMA; LAN; MA. 
ACTIVE; PASSIVE; EMPTY. 
voice. 
A;U. 
vowel. 
vowel. 
"a"; ""; "i"; V'; EMPTY. 
Hyper rules 
The start symbol for this formal grammar is ROOT to be rewritten 
into a VP right-hand side: 
ROOT VP(tense,person,gender,number). 
In Part I, section A we mentioned in addition to the obligatory 
function of verbal head (VP HEAD) the optional function slots for a 
negator (negator option), a modifier (premodifier and postmodifier 
option) and a complement function (compi option). In section В we 
mentioned the categories which may realise these functions. In 
section С we discussed the affix variables and their values which we 
judged necessary to attach to both the functions and categories in our 
account of the VP structure. So is for instance information about the 
value for person, gender and number of the VP important for 
agreement between a topic and its comment in a topic/comment 
sentence structure. On the basis of the information presented in these 
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sections we can now rewrite the VP constituent with its relevant affix 
variables and we will comment on each right-hand side member: 
VP(tense,person,gender,number) : 
premodifier option(nature), 
negator option(qual), 
VB HEAD(tense,person,gender,number.complement), 
compi option(gender I .number 1 .compi), 
postmodifier option(presence), 
nature tense relation(nature,tense), 
quality tense relation(qual,tense), 
gender number relation(gender,number,genderl,numberl), 
complementation is(complement,compl). 
1 The premodifier option(nature) 
The first member of the rule above describes the premodifier option. 
The premodifier is an optional function in the VP. When realised it is 
important to know the 'nature' of the premodifier concerned. Hence 
the affix variable 'nature' which can get the value 'ABSENT' or 'prem' 
(premodifier). When occurring, the value for 'prem' may be 'FUT' or 
'PAST', referring to a temporal premodifier emphasising the 'future' 
respectively 'past' tense value of the verbal head, or the value 'MODI' 
or 'MOD2' for a modal premodifier of the head as demonstrated in the 
earlier presented examples: 
(24) sa'as'aJu 'anhu bawwâba 'Iwizârati 
(future)-l-ask about-him porter of-the-ministry 
I shall ask the porter of the Ministry about him (NM,11,10) 
[h] laqad baddalta гаЬГаіш sitä'än 
indeed-(past) changed-you spring-our winter 
you have indeed turned our spring into winter (Cant.:II,166) 
(26) qad tusraqu fi 'Izahmati 
(modal) you-are-robbed in the-crowd 
maybe you are robbed in the crowd (NM,10,13) 
(27) walyakun riquki sahdán 
(modal)is-he saliva-your honey 
and let your saliva be honey (NM,22,4) 
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The rule for the premodiiier option states the absence or the presence 
of the premodiiier function, which can then be rewritten in its final 
terms: 
premodifier option(ABSENT) : ; 
premodiiier option(nature) : VB PREM(nature). 
1.1 VB PREM(nature) 
We are still describing the category VP in its functional components. 
The realisation of the premodifier option will yield the functional 
component VB PREM, which carries the affix label 'nature' to 
differentiate between various premodifier realisations: 
VB PREM(natiire) : VP ADVP(nature). 
1.2 VP ADVP(nature) 
The categories realising the premodifier function can already be 
described in the form of lexical rules as follows: 
VP ADVP(PAST) 
VP ADVP(FUT) 
VP ADVP(FUT) 
VP ADVP(MODl) 
VP ADVP(MOD2) 
The occurrence of a premodifier of the kind 'MOD2' coincides with 
the jussive (JUSS) mood of the verbal head. Hence a link between 
'nature' and 'tense' is established by means of a predicate member in 
the rewriting of the VP: 
nature tense relation(nature,tense) 
By means of listing combinations of values for the affix variables 
'nature' and 'tense' we account for a number of combinations likely 
to occur, while disregarding unlikely combinations: 
nature tense relation(PAST,PAST) : ; 
nature tense relation(FUT,INDIC) : ; 
nature tense relation(ABSENT,tense) : ; 
nature tense relation(MOD 1JNDIC) : ; 
nature tense relation(MOD2,JUSS) 
qaa ; 
"sa"; 
"sawfa" 
"qad"; 
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2 The negator option(qual) 
The negator option is an optional function. When realised, it is 
important to know what type of negator it concerns. Hence the affix 
variable 'qual' attached to the non-terminal. The value of this affix 
may be 'ABSENT', but in case of occurrence the value for 'qual' is 
'NOM' or 'verb' according to a 'nominal' or 'verbal' type of negation. 
The 'verbal' type corresponds to different lexical realisations 
combined with specific 'tense' values of the verbal head expressing a 
past, present or future temporal aspect of the negation or the 
prohibitive command aspect of the negator/verbal head combination; 
consider the following examples: 
(20) lam yahrug ba'du min ni'mati 'Kufulati 
not (past) he-leaves yet from grace of-the-childhood 
he had not yet left the softness of his childhood (NM,6,16) 
(21) mi labita 'an qata'ahu mustafä 
not (past) has-lingered-he that has-intemipted-he-him Mustafa 
it did not take long before Mustafa broke it (the silence) (NM,9,17) 
(22) la yumkinu 'inkâru 'Iwâqi'ati 
not (present) he-is-possible denial of-the-reality 
it is impossible to contest the reality (NM,13,5) 
(23) Ian yusärikakumä 'ahadun 
not (future) he-shares-you-both somebody 
nobody shall share with you (NM,54,12) 
The rule for the negator option states the absence or the presence of 
the negator function which then can be rewritten in its final terms: 
negator option(ABSENT) : ; 
negator option(NOM) : NEGATOR(NOM), 
SEPARATOR; 
negatOT option(verb) : NEGATOR(verb), 
SEPARATOR. 
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2.1 NEGATOR(veib) 
The realisation of the negator option will yield the functional 
component NEGATOR which bears the affix label 'verb' to 
differentiate between various 'verbal' negator realisations. 
NEGATOR(verb): VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(verb). 
2.2 VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(verb) 
The categories realising the negator function can be described in final 
lexical terms: 
VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(MA) : "ma"; 
VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(LAM) : "lam"; 
VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(LAMMA) : "lammä"; 
VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(LA) : "la"; 
VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(LAN) : "Ian"; 
VERB NEGATIVE PARTICLE(LA) : "là" 
These affix values for 'verb' co-occur with certain values for tense of 
the verbal head. Hence the link between 'verb' and 'tense' established 
by means of a predicate in the rewriting of the VP: 
verb tense reIation(verb,tense) 
By the listing of values for the affix variables 'qual' and 'tense' we 
account for a number of combinations likely to occur and disregard 
unlikely combinations: 
quality tense relation(MA,PAST) : ; 
quality tense relationfLAMMA.PAST) : ; 
quality tense relation(LAM,JUSS) : ; 
quality tense relation(ABSENT,tense) : ; 
quality tense relation(LAN,SUBJ) : ; 
quality tense relation(LAJNDIC) : ; 
quality tense relation(LAJUSS) 
The predicates for the 'nature tense relation' and the 'verb tense 
relation' both condition a specific value for tense of the verbal head. 
The analysis of authentic data will reveal whether or not we have to 
account for conflicting tense values. 
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3 VB HEAD(tense,person,gender,number,compIement) 
The verbal head is the obligatory function within the VP. The 
presence of the affix variables for person, gender and number reveals 
that the VB HEAD45 plays an intermediary role in the transmission of 
values for these meta affixes from the category VERB to the category 
VP as a whole. The variable 'complement' will be used in connection 
with a complement expansion. The affix variable 'tense' is used for 
the description of the correspondence between the verbal head and an 
optional premodifier (27) or negator (20): 
(27) walyakun riquki sahdan 
(modal)is-he (jussive) saliva-your honey 
and let your saliva be honey (NM,22,4) 
(20) lam yahrug ba'du min ni'mati 'Itufulati 
not (past) he-leaves (jussive) yet from grace of-the-childhood 
he had not yet left the softness of his childhood (NM,6,16) 
The function of verbal head is realised by a verb: 
VB HEAD(tense,person,gender,number,complement): 
VERB(tense,person,gender,number,complement). 
3.1 VERB(tense,person,gender,number,complement) 
Within the category VERB we distinguish the VB BASE and the VB 
SUFFIX. The VB SUFFIX yields, alone (as in (21)) or in combination 
with the PREFIX (as in (24)), the value for 'person', 'gender' and 
'number'. The other affix variables are used for the recognition of 
alternatives depending on specific values for 'type', 'derivation' and 
'voice'. In case of a 'PAST' value for tense there is no PREFIX attached 
to the verbal base. We account for such an 'EMPTY' realisation by 
means of a rule which controls the prefix suffix relation: 
45
 The alternating sequence of functions and categories is demonstrated here by 
the use of the prefix VB for function elements and VP for categoria! 
realisation (VB HEAD vs. VP HEAD). 
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(21) ma labita 'an qata'ahu mustafä 
not has-lingered-he that has-intemipted-he-him Mustafa 
it did not take long before Mustafa broke it (the silence) (NM,9,17) 
(24) sa'as'alu 'anhu bawwâba 'Iwizârati 
(future)-l-ask about-him porter of-the-mmistry 
I shall ask the porter of the Ministry about him (NM, 11,10) 
The rule for VERB looks as follows: 
VERB(tense,person,gender,number,complement) 
prefix option(tense 1 ,type 1 ,denv I .voice 1 .vowel,person 1 .genderl .number 1 ), 
VB BASEiradicals.type.denvation.tense.voice.complement), 
VB SUFFIX(tense,type,person,gender,number), 
prefix suffu relation(tensel,personl,genderl,numberl, 
tense,type,person,gender,number), 
prefix verb base relation(denvl,voicel.denvation.voice) 
Below we will comment on each line in the left-hand side of the 
rewriting of the category VERB: 
3.1.1 prefix option(tense,type,denvation,voice)vowel,person,gender,number) 
The prefix option may be empty or realised depending on the value 
for 'tense'. In the past tense there is no prefix attached to the verbal 
head. As a consequence, the affix value 'PAST' for tense is 
accompanied by 'EMPTY' values for the other affix variables and 
yields an empty rule: 
prefix option(PAST,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY. 
ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ) , 
prefix option(mood,type,derivation,voice,vowel,person,gender,number) 
VB PREFIX(moc)d,type,denvation,voice,vowel,person,gender,number) 
3.1.1.1 VB PREFIX(mood,type,derivation,voice,vowel,person,gender .number) 
A number of meta affixes are attached to the VB PREFIX function in 
order to deal with the different realisation of the category PREFIX 
depending on the values for 'mood', 'type', 'derivation', 'voice', 
'vowel', 'person', 'gender' and 'number'. These affixes are 
transferred to the category PREFIX: 
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VB PREFIX(inood,type,derivation,voice,vowel,person,gender,number): 
PREFlX(mood,type,derivation,voice,vowel,person,gender .number). 
3.1.1.2 PREFIX(mood,type,derivation,voice,vowel,person,gender,number) 
We list here only a few of the possible realisations: 
PREFlXaMPER,NORMALJ,ACnVE,U,SECOND,MASC.SING) : "V; 
PREFIX(mood,typeJ,PASSIVE,U,nRST,BOTH,EXPLU) : "nu"; 
PREFlX(mood,type,V,ACnVE,A,THIRD,FEM,EXPLU) : "ya". 
In the first rewriting of the non-terminal PREFIX it is stated that the 
prefix of a normal, first stem verb in the imperative mood and active 
voice for the second person singular is 'u when the characteristic 
vowel of the indicative is a 'U' (cf. (55)). In the last rule it is stated 
that the prefix of the third person, feminine external plural (EXPLU) 
of a Vth stem active voice verb is ya for any value for mood and 
type. 
(SS) 'uktub li muijakkiratan 
write for-me memorandum 
write me a memo (NM, 12,19) 
The relation between VB PREFIX and VB BASE is controlled by a 
predicate rule: 
prefix verb base relation(deriν 1,voice 1,derivation,voice) 
In case of a 'PAST' value for tense no PREFIX should be recognised. 
The following alternative of the predicate rule will account for this 
particular prefix/verb base relation: 
prefix verb base relation(EMPTY,EMPTY,I,ACTIVE): . 
3.1.2 VB BASE(radicals,type,derivation,tense,voice,complement) 
For the rewriting of the function VB BASE it is necessary to account 
for the elements which all verbs have in common and the 
components which are characteristic for a given lexical entry.46 
At this point our description proved to be not adequate enough as will be 
discussed in following chapter (section 12). 
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Depending on the value for the variable 'radicals' we are dealing with 
a verbal root consisting of 3 or 4 consonants: 
VB BASE(THREE,type,derivation,tense,voice,complement): 
VP 3ELEMENTS(rl ,r2,r3,type,derivalion,tense,vowel,voice), 
VP 3LEX(rl,r2,r3,complement,vowpast,vowpres,infinitive); 
VB BASE(FOUR,type,derivation,tense,voice,complement): 
VP 4ELEMENTS(rl ,r2>r34,4,type,derivation,tense,vowel,voice), 
VP 4LEX(rlj-2j3j-4,complement,vowpast)vowpres,infmitive). 
For each verbal element it is important to mention affix variables for 
the individual root radicals, the 'type' of verb, its 'tense' value, its 
'vowel' value occurring in the prefix of its first stem sound 
imperative and the value for voice. 
3.1.2.1 VP SELEMENTSfrUlja.type.derivation.tense.vowel.voice) 
The non-terminals VP 3ELEMENTS and VP 4ELEMENTS are entries of 
two large sets in which the complete paradigmatic conjugation is 
listed including alternatives in case of different values for type, 
derivation, tense and voice but irrespective the specific value of the 
radicals. Rewriting, for example, the past tense, first stem and active 
voice of verbal entries with the value 'WAWYA2' for the affix variable 
'type' (one class of the so-called hollow verbs) we encounter these 
alternatives: 
VP 3ELEMENTS(rl,"wV3,WAWYA24,PAST,U,ACTIVE) : R(rl), "à", R(r3); 
VP 3ELEMENTS(rl ,"w'\r3,WAWYA2aj»AST,U,ACnVE) : R(rl ), "u", R(r3). 
With corresponding verb suffixes we are able to account with this 
rule for verbal realisations like: gala and quina from the lexical entry 
qwl as well for the realised forms of similar verbs like: 'wb ('to 
return'), 'wd ('to bend'), dwq ('to taste'), zwl ('to go away'), 'wd ('to 
return'), qwm ('to get up'), kwn ('to be'), etc. 
3.1.2.2 VP 3LEX(rl,r2/3,complement,vowpast,vowpres,infmitive) 
The VP 3LEX and VP 4LEX non-terminals are entries of the verb 
lexicon and represent certain values for the radicals, the value for 
'complement' particular for this lexical entry, information about their 
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characteristic vowel pattern for the past tense and the different moods 
as well as about the pattern of its first stem infinitive(s). The vowel 
pattern for the transitive root combination ktb is a in the past tense 
and и in the different moods while this lexical entry has the pattern 
[rl] ι [г2] ά [гЗ] at for its I stem infinitive. In the verb lexicon this 
information will be formalised as: 
VP 3LEX(,,k","t">"b,,,ACC,"a",,,u",F34):. 
3.1.3 VB SUFFIX(tense,type,person,gender,number) 
Verbal entries are always realised with a value for 'person', 'gender' 
and 'number'. In the PAST 'tense' those values are represented in the 
suffixed pronoun. With the variable 'mood' as intermediary value for 
the meta affix 'tense' we are nearly always dealing with a 
PREFIX/SUFFIX combination. 
VB SUFFIXUense.type.person.gender.number): 
VP SUFFIX(tense,type,person,gender,number). 
3.1.3.1 VP SUFFIX(tense,type,person,gender,number): 
As was the case for the non-terminal VP PREFIX the rewrite rule for 
VP SUFFIX includes a number of affix variables. The variable 'type' is 
of importance for some alternative realisations of verbal entries 
characterised by a third radical w or y. Here are two out of a large 
listing of SUFFIX non-terminal realisations: 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,STRONG,SECOND,MASC,EXPLU) : "turn"; 
VP SUFFIX(JUSS,WAWYA2,SECOND,MASC,EXPLU) : 'Q". 
The relation between the realised forms of the prefix and suffix is 
described by means of a predicate rule: 
prefix suffix relation(tensel,personl,genderl,numberl, 
tense,type,person,gender,number): . 
In the 'past' tense no VP PREFIX is realised. As a consequence this 
possibility should be accounted for by an alternative of the 
prefix/suffix predicate rule like: 
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prefix suffix re]ation(PAST,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY, 
PAST,NORMAL,FIRST,BOTH.SING): . 
With the completion of the formal description of the verbal head we 
can pass to the rewriting of the following functional element in the 
structure of the VP: the complement option. 
4 The complement option(gender,number,compI) 
The complement option may be empty or realised. When realised it is 
important to know whether it concerns an explicit agentive 
complement (6), an objective complement (12), a combination of 
both and in which order they then follow the verbal head (explicit 
agentive complement - objective complement as in (2) or objective 
complement - explicit agentive complement as in (3)): 
(6) dabbat 'alhayâtu fi 'idärati 'Isikritäriyyati 
has-creeped-she the-Iife (subj. compi) in office of-the-secretariat 
life slowly entered the secretariat (NM,6,1) 
(12) {urnma 'a'âdat 'algifâ'a kamâ käna 
then put-back-she the-cover (obj. compi) as was-he 
then she put the cover back in its initial position (NM,40,19) 
(2) watahanat 'al'afwflhu 'Ifa'àma 
and-ground-she the-mouths (subj. compi) the-food (obj. compi.) 
and the mouths ground the food (NM,8,2) 
(3) watabi'ahu 'Isayyidu mu$tafä 
and-followed-he-him (obj. compi) the-mister Mustafa (subj. compi) 
and Mr Mustafa followed him (NM,6,13) 
The relation between an objective complement and the verbal head is 
controlled by the value for 'compi'. The occurrence of an explicit 
agentive complement interacts with the value for 'gender' of the verb 
realisation. We list therefore by means of the predicate rule the 
conditions under which this influence occurs: 
gender number relation(gender,number,genderl,numberl) 
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By the explicit listing of values for the affix variables 'gender' and 
'number' of the verb prefix/suffix combination of the verb and those 
of the explicit agentive complement (here represented as: 'genderl' 
and 'numberl') we account for a number of combinations likely to 
occur, while disregarding impossible combinations. We will 
elaborate here only on a few occurrences: 
gender number relation(gender,number,EMPTY,EMPTY) : ; 
gender number relationCFEM.SING.FEM.EXPLU) : ; 
gender number relation(gender,SING,gender,SING) 
These alternative realisations of the predicate rule include the 
following implications: the absence of an explicit agentive 
complement;47 the occurrence of an explicit agentive complement 
marked for a feminine gender and an external plural number matched 
by the FEM/SING value for gender and number of the verbal head; the 
occurrence of a singular explicit agentive complement with matching 
gender value between verbal head and complement 
We continue with the elaboration of the complement option stating 
that this functional element may be absent or realised by a 
complement phrase, which then should be rewritten as an objective 
complement or an explicit agentive complement or a combination of 
both: 
compi ορΙίοη(ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΓΥ) : ; 
compi option(gender,number,compl) : VB COMPL(gender,number,compl). 
4.1 VB COMPL(gender,number .compi) 
The verbal complement function with its meta affixes for 'gender', 
'number' and 'compi' may receive a number of realisations in the 
form of complement phrases (COMPLP) mutually differentiated by 
means of different values for the aforementioned affixes: 
VB COMPL(gender,number,compl): COMPLP(gender,number,compl). 
This alternative permits the possible occurrence of an objective complement 
depending on the condition laid down in the predicate rule for 
'complementation'. 
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4.2 COMPLP(gender,number,compl) 
The complement phrase comprises different functions such as 
agentive or objective complement and combinations of both in 
different order: 
COMPLP(gencler,mimber,compl) : 
AGENT COMPL(gender,number), 
OBJ COMPL ΟΡΉΟΝ(οοωρΙ); 
COMPLP(gender,number,compl) 
OBJCOMPL(compl), 
AGENT COMPL OPTION(gender,mimber). 
In the rewriting of the complements a number of alternatives are 
given depending on the value for complementation as well as on the 
word order of the complements. We only present and discuss some 
of the alternatives. For a discussion of the different phrasal categories 
we further refer to Chapter III. 
4.3.1 AGENT COMPL(gender,number) 
An explicit agentive complement may be realised by an NP which 
then is marked for 'NOM' (nominative) case value and a gender and 
number value (6). An explicit agentive complement may also be 
realised by a CCL which as a whole is considered to be marked for 
'NOM' case value and MASC/SING gender/number value (1). 
(6) dabbat 'alhayâtu fi 'idârati 'Isikritáriyyati 
has-creeped-she the-life (NOM JEM.SING) in office of-the-secretariat 
life slowly entered the secretariat (NM,6,1) 
(1) qua 'innahu yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
was-said-he {that-him he-lives in-the-house number 111} 
one said that he lived at number 111 (NM, 13,22) (NOM.MASC.SING) 
The realisations of the explicit agentive complement function are 
accounted for by means of the rule: 
AGENT COMPL(gender,number) 
NP(np var.defmiteness.gender.nurnber.THIRD.NOM); 
AGENT COMPL(MASC,SING) : CCL(subcat). 
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The possible co-occurrence of an agentive complement is accounted 
for by the rule: 
AGENT COMPL OPTION(EMPTY.EMPTY) : ; 
AGENT COMPL OPTION(gender,number) : SEPARATOR, 
AGENT COMPL(gender,number). 
4.3.2 OBJ COMPL(compl) 
All occurrences of an objective complement should be accounted for 
in a rewrite rule by means of alternatives to the non-terminal OBJ 
COMPL(compl) while it presents the different values for the affix 
variable 'compi' (complementation). We mention some alternatives, 
the first of which refers to an objective complement realised by a 
dependent personal pronoun of the third person masculine singular 
as in: 
(13) wakäna 'Isayyidu lutfi .. huwa 'lla<ji 'arafahu .. bi'abu qir 
and-was-he the-mister Lutfi .. he who knew-he-him .. at-Abu Qir 
and it was Mr Lutfi who knew that he was in Abu Qir (NM,18,12) 
OBJ COMPL(NPOB) : OPT BLANK, 
NP(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC); 
OBJ COMPL(CCLOB) : BLANK, CCL; 
OBJ COMPL(PPOB) : BLANK, PP; 
OBJ COMPL(NPNP) : OPT BLANK, 
NP(np var.definiteness.gender.number.person.ACC), 
OPT BLANK, 
NP(np var,defmiteness,gender,number,THIRD,ACC); 
OBJ COMPL(NPADJP) : OPT BLANK, 
NP(np var,defmiteness,gender,number,person,ACC), 
BLANK, 
ADJP(defmiteness, gender.number.ACC); 
OBJ COMPL(PPCCL) : BLANK, PP, 
BLANK, CCL(subcat). 
Examples of the other alternatives have been presented earlier: a CCL 
in (43), a PP in (20), a sequence of NPs in [h] and a combination of 
an NP and an ADJP in [i]. 
(43) 'aräda lahä 'an tasada kamäyas'adu 
wanted-he for-her that she-is-happy like he-is-happy 
he wanted her to be happy like he was (NM,22,5) 
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(20) lam yahrug ba'du min ni'mati 'Ifufulati 
not (past) he-leaves yet from grace of-the-childhood 
he had not yet left the softness of his childhood (NM,6,16) 
[h] laqad baddalta rabi'anä sitä'än 
indeed changed-you spring-our winter 
you have indeed turned our spring into winter (Cant.:II,166) 
[i] hal tahsibuni magnunun ? 
(inter.) you-consider-me mad ? 
do you think me mad ? (Cant.:II,166) 
The possible co-occurrence of an objective complement is accounted 
for by the rule: 
OBJCOMPLOFnON(EMPTY) :; 
OBJ COMPL OPTION(compl) : SEPARATOR, 
OBJ COMPL(compl). 
In the rewriting of the VP we included a predicate rule in order to 
describe the relations between the verbal head and its objective 
complement(s): 
complementation is(complement,compl) 
The reason for this is first to account for the absence of any 
complements, and secondly to distinguish as much as possible 
between complements and postmodifying expansions by means of a 
matching between the realisation of an objective complement and the 
information contained in the affix variable for 'complement' of the 
verbal head. A few correspondences are listed below: 
complementation is(ACC,EMPTY) : ; 
complementation is(PREP,EMPTY) : ; 
complementation is(PREPACC,PPNP) : ; 
complementation is(ACC2,NPOB) : ; 
complementation is(PREPACC,PPOB) 
The first two alternatives account for a verb base marked for 
transitivity realised by an NP with accusative case value and a PP 
with no actually realised objective complements. The third alternative 
matches the number of objective complements accounted for. In the 
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other alternatives the number of realised objective complements is 
less than the indicated maximum number of the verb base concerned, 
a situation which may occur in a VP marked for 'PASSIVE' voice 
value. 
5 The postmodifier option(presence) 
The last option in the rewriting of the VP concerns a functional 
element accounted for in our description as a postmodifier to the verb 
base itself (adverbial postmodifier) or to one of its constituting 
elements, be it in a direct sense (the agent of the verb realised in the 
suffix or the prefix/suffix combination) or in a larger meaning 
(concerning one of the other realised functional elements such as: 
premodifier, negator or complement). The affix variable linked with 
this functional element has to do with its presence or absence and, 
when realised, this verbal postmodifier can further be described as an 
adverbial or a peripheral postmodifier and combinations of both. The 
explicit mention of these postmodifiers, even when realised by 
similar categories, is necessary in order to account for their possible 
co-occurrence. The distinction of an adverbial and a peripheral 
postmodifier is reflected below in the alternatives: VERB ADVERBIAL 
and PHRASE ADVERBIAL. The formal description according to our 
conventions results in the following rules: 
postmodifier option(ABSENT) : ; 
postmodifier option(PRESENT) : VB POM. 
In our detailed grammar version the verbal postmodifier is further 
differentiated by means of the meta affix 'pom' in an 'adverbial' 
(ADV) and a 'peripheral' (PERIPH) postmodifier. Here we reduce the 
adverbials directly to adverb phrases and refer the reader to Chapter 
III (Part I, section D.2) for a discussion of the phrasal category 
ADVP: 
VB ЮМ BLANK, ADVP. 
We end this section with the listing of the remaining lexical rules: 
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OPT BLANK: ; 
OPT BLANK: BLANK. 
BLANK: " ". 
R(r): I'bttghhddrasssdu'gfqklmnhwy) (r). 
This last rule defines the radical R with the affix 'r' associated with it 
as an element from the set of consonants contained between the brace 
brackets. 
B: Derivation 
In Diagram 2 we see a part of example (60) represented: 
Diagram 2 
VP HEAD IND OBJ DIR OBJ 
VERB PP CCL 
/ \ / \ / \ 
VB BASE VB SUFFIX HEADER COMPL HEADER COMPL 
VB 3ELM SUFFIX PREP NP COMP DECLSENT 
HEAD TOPIC COMMENT 
N NP ADJP 
HEAD ADJ HEAD 
qui tu la 
PERS ACT PAKT 
ka 'inna ni fähimatun 
The rules involved in the analysis process of an input string will now 
be discussed with this example of a VP: 
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(a) . . . qultu laka 'innani fähimatun 
. . . said-I to-you that-me understanding 
. . . I told you that I understand it (NM,21,18) 
This string is part of a larger sequence: 
(60) fa'ädat taqulu - qultu laka 'innani fähimatun 
but-retumed-she she-says - said-I to-you that-me understanding 
but she said again -1 told you that I understand it (NM ,21,18) 
We select a subset of rules from our formal grammar to account for 
the syntactic structure of string (a). This mini grammar uses the meta 
rules which we presented in section A of this Part II. By the start 
symbol and its rewriting into a VP it is determined that the linguistic 
unity of description here is the VP. 
ROOT : VPitense.person.gender.number), 
END MARKER. 
VP(tense,person,gender,number) : 
premodifier option(nature), 
negator option(qual), 
VB HEAD(tense,person,gender,number,complement), 
compi option(genderl,numberl,compi), 
postmodifier option(presence), 
nature tense relation(nature,tense), 
quality tense relation(qual,tense), 
gender number relation(gender,number,genderl,numberl), 
complementation is(complement,compl). 
The first sequence in the input string will be matched by the 
following combination of lexical rules: 
VP 3LEX("q","w","r',PREPACC,,'a","u",F01):. 
VP 3ELEMENTS(,,q","w',,"r,WAWYA2J,PAST,,,a",ACmVE) : 
RIC'q"), "ä", R30"); 
VP 3ELEMENTS("q","w",',r,WAWYA2J,PAST,"a",ACTIVE) : 
Rl("q"), "u", R3(T). 
The combination of these rules yields the recognition of a VB BASE: 
VBBASE(THREE,WAWYA2,I,PAST,ACTIVE,PREPACC): 
VP3ELEMENTS("q',,"w","r',WAWYA2J,PAST,,,a',,ACnVE), 
VP3LEX("q\"w,',T,PREPACC,"aYu,,,F01). 
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In a similar way, the lexical rule for VP SUFFIX leads to the 
recognition of a в SUFFIX: 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,WAWYA2,FIRST,BOTH,SING). "tu". 
VBSUFFIX(PAST,WAWYA2,FIRST,BOTH,SING): 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,WAWYA2,FIRST,BOTH,SING). 
This VB SUFFIX and the VB BASE match the description of the 
category on the condition that the predicate rale concerning the prefix 
option is being met. The 'PAST' value for tense in the VP SUFFIX rule 
accounts for the 'PAST' value for tense in the prefix option which, 
with further 'EMPTY' affix values, matches an empty string: 
prefix option(PAST,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY.EMPTY, 
ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ): . 
These affix values together with the value Ί' for derivation and 
'АСП Е' for voice in the realisation of VB BASE above match with the 
following predicate rules which control the prefix/suffix relation and 
the prefix/verb base relation in the description of the category VERB: 
prefix suffix re]ation(PAST,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY, 
PAST,WAWYA2,FIRST30TH,SING): . 
prefix verb base relation(EMPTY,EMPTY,I,ACnVE): . 
With that the hyper rule can be given for the category which matches 
the first part of our input string: 
VERB(PAST,FIRST,BOTH)SING)PREPACC): 
prefix option(PAST,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY, 
ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ,ΕΜΡΤΥ), 
VBBASE(THREE,WAWYA2J,PAST,ACTIVE,PREPACC), 
VBSUFFIX(PAST,WAWYA2,FIRST,BOTH,SING), 
prefix suffix relation(PAST,EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY, 
PASr,WAWYA2,FIRST,BOTH,SING), 
prefix verb base relation(EMPTY,EMPTY,I,ACnVE). 
The value 'PREPACC' for complementation associated with the lexical 
entry qwl is instrumental in the identification of the other elements in 
the input string. The BLANK/PP sequence and the BLANK/CCL 
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sequence match a structure accounted for by the rewriting of the non-
terminal OBJ COMPL(PPCCL) in our grammar. In Chapter III we 
discussed in detail the functions and categories within the PP and the 
CCL. For practical reasons we refer to their description there and 
operate now with the categories PP and CCL which match laica and 
' inni fähimatun of our input string. Making use of the association of 
the non-terminal BLANK with the lexical value " ", we arrive at the 
rule which accounts for OBJ COMPL(PPCCL): we can list the 
following rules which are involved in the recognition of an objective 
complement 
OBJ COMPL(PPCCL) : BLANK, PP, BLANK, CCL(subcat). 
With 'EMPTY' values for gender and number the absence of an 
explicit agentive complement is accounted for: 
COMPLP(EMPTY,EMPTY,PPCCL) : 
OBJ COMPL(PPCCL). 
VB COMPL(EMPTY,EMPTY,PPCCL): 
COMPLP(EMPTY,EMPTY ,PPCCL). 
compi optioníEMPTY.EMPTY.PPCCL): 
VB COMPL(EMPTY,EMPTY,PPCCL). 
With the selection of the following alternative rewritings for 
premodifier option, negator option and postmodifier option we come 
close to the over-all description of the VP in our grammar: 
premodifier option(ABSENT) 
negator option(ABSENT) 
postmodifier option(ABSENT) 
Combinations of affix values yielded by preceding matchings are, if 
allowed to occur, determined by the following predicate rules: 
nature tense relation(EMPTY,PAST): . 
quality tense relation(EMPTY,PAST):. 
gender number relation(BOTH,SING,EMPTY,EMPTY): . 
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complémentation is(PREPACC,PPCCL) 
After the recognition of an END MARKER, the structure of the input 
string is recognised as a VP according to the rules of our mini 
grammar: 
END MARKER. " ". 
VP(PAST,nRST,BOTH,SING)
 : 
premodifier option(EMPTY), 
negator option(EMPTY). 
VBHEAD(PAST,FIRST,BOTH,SING,PREPACC), 
compi option(EMPTY,EMPTY,PPCCL), 
postmodifier option(ABSENT), 
nature tense relation(EMPTY,PAST), 
quality tense relaüon(EMPTY,PAST), 
gender number relation(BOTH,SING,EMPTY.EMPTY), 
complementation is(PREPACC,PPCCL) 
Our mini grammar will also account for the syntactic structure of the 
whole sequence in (60) with the borrowing of only a few more rules 
from the base grammar. 
(60) fa'ädat taqulu - qultu laka 'innani fähimatun 
These rules concern: 
i - the verbal entry in the lexicon which lists the radicals ' W and 
contains the affix value 'ACC' for an objective complement, the 
vowel pattern sequence α-u and the code F01 for its infinitive 
scheme 'awd: 
VP 3LEX("q,,,"w","r,,PREPACC,nan,"un,F01) : ; 
VP3LEX( ,"w","d,,,ACC ,"a",Hu",F01) 
ii - alternative realisations for the VP SUFFIX with the values 'THIRD', 
'FEM' and 'SING': 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,WAWYA2,FIRST,BOTH,SING) : "tu"; 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,WAWYA2,THIRD,FEM .SING) : "at". 
iii - the prefix/suffix combination as well as the form of the 'INDIC' 
(indicative) mood of the verbal entry qwI: 
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PREFIXαNDIC,WAWYA2,I,ACTIVE,A.THIRD,FEM,SING):,•ta·,. 
VP SUFFIX(INDIC,WAWYA2,THIRD,FEM,SING): V . 
prefix optiontfNDIC.WAWYAZJ.ACnVE.A.THIRD.FEM.SING): 
prefix suffix relalion(INDIC,THIRD,FEM,SING, 
INDIC,WA\VTA2,THIRD,FEM,SING). . 
prefix verb base relation(I,ACnVEJ,ACmVE). 
VP 3ELEMENTS("q","w,'),,r',WAWYA24,PAST,,,a",ACTIVE) : 
RlCq")."âr,K3CV)·. 
VP 3ELEMENTS(Mq","w","r,,WAWYA2,I,PAST,,'a,,,ACTIVE) : 
Rl("q"),"u",R3("r); 
VP 3ELEMENTS("q",,,wH,"r,,WAWYA2,I,INDIC,,,u",ACmVE) : 
Rl("q"). "ü",R3(T); 
VP 3ELEMENTS("q".,,w","l",WAWYA2,I,INDIC,,,u",ACTrVE) : 
Rl("q"). "u". Κ3("Γ). 
iv - the complete account for a PP as objective complement for the 
verbal entry qwl; 
ν - the complete description of a CCL as objective complement 
realisation for the verbal entry qwl. 
Summary 
In Parts I and II of this chapter we have presented the elements 
which constitute the building blocks for a linguistic and formal 
description of the VP in MSA. The reason for doing so was our 
desire to study the syntactic structure of the VP but in such a way 
that the research could be automated and involve large quantities of 
authentic text data. This condition limits the range of possibilities 
both for the linguistic and for the formal description. In what way 
this limitation occurs has been hinted at during the discussion of the 
VP. 
For the linguistic description of the VP we have made use of the 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic properties of the language system. This 
has necessitated a description of the VP in terms of functions and 
categories. The functions we distinguish are: a head and modifiers, 
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representing the positions to be filled with corresponding categories. 
The choice of the labelling suggests a certain flow of information, a 
certain hierarchy and coherency between the elements accounted for 
in our description in terms of relations and dependencies. 
The head function is central and is realised in the VP by an element 
of the category verb. A VP may consist of a head realisation alone 
because the verbal head is always realised in a finite form, i.e. the 
verbal head is always marked for a value of 'tense', 'voice', 'person', 
'gender' and 'number'. This characteristic was an important argument 
to reject the notion of 'modal' or 'auxiliary' verb forms in MSA and 
to work with a single verbal head function. As a consequence, the 
description of the complement structure of a verbal head became 
slightly more complicated in order to account for additional categorial 
realisations of objective complements. The linguistic implications of 
this choice are far from settled but for the moment the syntactic 
description has become more transparent and the burden is 
transferred to the lexicon. 
Besides the central function of verbal head, a number of other 
function slots can be distinguished. These are used for a further 
specification of the head. The function slots we have mentioned are 
the following: negator, modifier (pre- and postmodifier) and 
complement In the complement function we have concentrated on an 
explicit agentive complement and/or one or more objective 
complements. 
Relations and dependencies between the elements that constitute a 
VP are expressed by values concerning morpho-syntactic markers 
for tense, type, voice, number of radicals, person, gender, number, 
complementation, and combinations of them. Relations and 
dependencies between constituents and involving a VP are expressed 
by means of a value for mood of the head of this VP. 
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Categories realising VP functions may consist of a single element or 
of a structured combination of several elements once again to be 
described in terms of functions and categories. So, we discussed in 
connection with the realisation of VP functions also the sentence in 
some detail. For other phrasal categories occurring within a VP such 
as NP, ADJP, ADVP, PP, or CCL we referred to their description in 
Chapter III. 
It was found that cumulative coordination involved a wide range of 
functions and categories realising these functions. In order to account 
in a satisfactory way for coordination it was found necessary to 
consider gapping and ellipsis. We ended the linguistic description 
with a few words about apposition. 
For the formal description of the VP we made use of the Extended 
Affix Grammar formalism. The informal linguistic description of the 
first part of this chapter (Part I) has been represented by means of 
rules of the EAG formalism in which we distinguished a first and 
second level of description. The integration of these two levels 
enabled us to account in an adequate, coherent and efficient way for 
the word order, relations and dependencies between the different 
elements which may appear in a VP occurring in MSA text data. 
V Testing the Grammar 
Abstract 
In the preceding chapters we presented the informal and formal 
linguistic description of the NP and VP in MSA in the form of 
abstract schemes and listings of non-terminals and features relevant 
for the description. Little has been said so far about the use of our 
formal grammar, except for a casual remark about the testing of 
linguistic hypotheses about syntactic structure and the creation of 
databases of analysed MSA language material. In this chapter we 
will concentrate on the relation between the description, the 
described object and the analysis results. 'Testing' is here the 
keyword because, in the continuous process of drafting and 
reshaping, authentic language material provided the means to verify 
the adequacy of the description. The analysis of authentic language 
material certainly constitutes a valid criterion for judging about the 
correctness of the description but what are 'correct' analyses? This 
chapter deals with the topics of testing the grammar and the 
'correctness' of the analysis results. We will go into the three main 
stages of testing to which our formal grammar has been subjected, in 
order to assess its performance and to clarify what still has to be 
done. 
Introduction 
In a broad discussion of the available means for the linguistic and 
formal description of syntactic structure we selected a descriptive 
model and a formalism suited for the automatic syntactic analysis of 
MSA data (Chapter II). We applied this model to the description of 
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the NP and VP. We formalised the description in order to 'illustrate' 
the descriptive adequacy of our grammar by analysing a few MPs 
and VPs (Chapters III and IV). Nothing has been 'proved' as yet 
concerning what may be called the observational and methodological 
adequacy of the description. No arguments have been given in order 
to show that the description meets its purposes and to what extent it 
does so. The description of the development process of the grammar 
itself has been left aside and with that the link between the 
description, the described object and the analysis results. 
From the beginning, the observation of language material 
provided the data for the description. We checked the adequacy of 
the description on language material. At the initial stages of the 
drafting of our structural description, the data used for the checking 
of the description came from grammar books, from specialised 
studies in the relevant literature, from random reading and from 
acquired language intuition. During the step by step elaboration and 
expansion of the description, samples of MSA data were selected 
from the literature (cf. Appendix I), first to illustrate the informal 
linguistic description and at a later stage to be used as test material 
for the formalised description. The evaluation of these analysis 
results provides an indirect assessment of the performance of our 
formal grammar. A more satisfying 'proof will result from a real 
test of the grammar in its current form on a corpus of running text 
In the following sections we will discuss in some detail the 
testing of the description on actual language data in order to draw 
conclusions about the observational, descriptive and methodological 
adequacy of the formal grammar. This discussion will be divided 
into three parts: the drafting of the grammar and its expansion on the 
basis of random testing of the NP and VP description (section 1); the 
verification of the drafted hypothesis about the syntactic structure of 
the NP and VP in MSA on selected language data and the adaptation 
of the description on the basis of the analysis results (section 2); a 
test of the grammar on a corpus of new running data and an 
evaluation of the analysis results (section 3). By then it will be clear 
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what we mean by 'correct' analysis results and we will come to a 
conclusion concerning the descriptive power of our formal grammar 
(section 4). Finally we present some suggestions for future 
developments and research (section 5). 
1 Random testing of the grammar 
The first draft of our formal grammar described the NP in its most 
elementary form with its basic features. Single element structures 
appear to be basic, while 'gender' and 'number' constitute the 
principal domains of differentiation between the members of various 
(sub) classes of nouns (at least in principle). The function-oriented 
morphological marking by means of a 'case' value appears to be an 
additional feature, implicitly or explicitly associated with most of the 
elements which may occur in the central position of an NP. 
We described pre- and postdetermination as optional expansions 
of the head, a deliberate choice in order to account in an appropriate 
way for the co-occurrence of a pre- or postdeterminer with the 
'definite' case variety as bound morpheme suffixed to the head 
realisation and for the occurrence of the 'indefinite' case variety 
suffixed to the head realisation when no element realises the pre- or 
postdeterminer function 
A differentiation in 'person', although only relevant for a small 
and limited set of elements (personal pronouns) realising the head 
function in an NP, has been added in order to complete the basic 
scheme for the NP structure in MSA.1 
1.1 Testing the basic NP structure 
At this point it was possible to test whether or not the description of 
the NP in terms of class membership, definiteness, gender, number, 
person and case was adequate enough to account for the base 
1 This base scheme comprises lexical information about class membership, 
morpho-lexical information concerning 'gender', 'number' and 'person' as well 
as lexico-syntactic information concerning 'definiteness' and 'case'. 
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structure of the NP in MSA. With rules rewriting an NP in an 
optional, mutually exclusive, pre- and postdeterminer and an 
obligatory head we obtained the following analysis results of which 
we, for brevity, only represent the main category label with 
associated affix values: 
1 ragulun. ((a) man): NP(COM,INDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
[to be read as: an NP with a common noun in the bead function and marked for 
indefiniteness, masculine gender, singular number, third person and nominative 
case] 
2 'albanätu. (the daughters): NP(DET COM,DEF,FEM,INPLU,THIRD,NOM) 
[an NP with a common noun in the head function and marked for definiteness in 
the form of a predeterminer (DET COM), feminine gender, internal plural 
number, third person and nominative case] 
3 bintu ragulin. ((the) daughter of (a) man): NP(IND CON4NDEF,FEM,SING, 
THIRD.NOM) 
[an NP with a common noun in the head function and marked for indefiniteness 
in the form of a postdetenniner (IND CON), feminine gender, singular number, 
third person and nominative case] 
4 bäbu 'almadrasati. ((the) door of the school): NP(DEF CON.DEF.MASC.SING 
THIRD.NOM) 
[an NP with a common noun in the bead function and marked for definiteness in 
the form of a postdeterminer (DEF CON), masculine gender, singular number, 
third person and nominative case] 
The description of postdetermination is slightly different, since the 
proper value for definiteness of the NP in postdeterminer function 
determines the value for definiteness of the NP in which the 
postdeterminer occurs. The head of the NP in 3 and 4 is marked for 
definite (DEF). The postdeterminer in 3, itself an NP, is indefinite 
(INDEF) and transmits this value to the overall NP. This is accounted 
for by the values 'IND CON' (indefinite construct state) and 'INDEF' 
associated with the first NP non-terminal. In 4, however, the 
postdeterminer is definite (DEF) and transmits this value to the host 
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NP which for this reason is marked for 'DEF CON' (definite 
construct state) and DEF. 
Thus far we presented the test results for only one category, 
although a highly frequent one, which may occur in the head 
function of an NP in MSA, the common noun. In Chapter III we 
listed all the other subcategories we used in our formal description. 
We will present some additional parse results as arguments for using 
6 affix variables to describe the NP in MSA: 
5 hâtayni. (these (2)): NP(MIN,DEF,FEM,DUAL,THIRD,GEN) 
NP(MIN,DEF,FEM,DUAL,THIRD,ACC) 
[an NP with a (demonstrative) pronoun in the head function and marked for 
definiteness (MIN.DEF), feminine gender, dual number, third person and 
nominative/accusative case respectively] 
6 nahnu. (we): NP(PERS>DEF,BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST,NOM) 
[an NP with a personal pronoun in the head function and marked for definiteness, 
a gender value applicable to both masculine and feminine referents (BOTH), 
external plural number, first person and nominative case] 
In 5 we have two analysis results due to an ambiguity in case 
(GEN/ACC) for the dual number (DUAL) of the demonstrative. In 6 
we have an example with a specific value for person (FIRST) and a 
neutral value for gender (BOTH) of the personal pronoun. 
Next we see the analysis results of an abstract numeral in 7 
which we described as indefinite (INDEF) mainly on the basis of 
receiving a diptotic declension variety for case. Its counterpart in 
digital form received in our description the value definite (DEF) 
mainly on the basis of lexical arguments (it refers to a single entity in 
the discourse universe). 
7 hamsatu. (five): NP(NUM,INDEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
[an NP with a numeral in the head function and marked for indefiniteness, 
feminine gender, singular number, third person and nominative case] 
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8 14. (14): NP(NUM,DEF„„ALL) 
[an NP with a numeral in the head function and marked for definiteness. This NP 
is unmarked for gender, number and person but has a single form for the different 
cases] 
In the description of the syntactic structure of the NP (cf. Chapter 
III) we reserved a special place for the occurrence of a numeral, an 
elative or a déverbal noun (infinitives and participles) in the head 
function because of their typical form of complementation. Instead of 
single element structures we are dealing with multiple element 
structures subdivided in a head and a complement function. For the 
numeral it concerns a specific relation with the count complement 
(gender polarity and number case relations) as demonstrated in the 
parse tree of the 'count' NP (NP(COUND) in 9: 
9 hamsu banätin. (five daughters): NP(COUNT,DEF,FEM.SING.THIRD.NOM) 
[an NP with a numeral in the head function and followed by a count complement 
(COUNT). The head realisation is marked for definiteness, feminine gender (due 
to the realisation of the count complement), singular number,2 third person and 
nominative case value] 
The derivation tree of this NP has the following form:3 
2
 It is worth to reconsider the number value of the overall NP and to bring it in 
line with the 'logical' value of the numeral (e.g. a plural value). It is not 
sufficient to impose the number value of the count complement upon the 
overall NP since this value directly depends on the semantic value of the 
numeral. 
3
 For the presentation of the parse trees of examples used in this chapter we will 
use the form in which they will appear in the linguistic database. Exception 
will be made for the non-terminal names which are presented in a more readily 
understandable form. The non-terminal names may slightly differ from those 
presented in chapter III or IV ('PERSONAL PRONOUN' becomes 'PERS 
PRONOUN' and 'NOM NEGATIVE PARTICLE' becomes 'NOM NEG 
PART'). The trees are represented in a flat form. Only the relevant function and 
category alternations are shown. Root sequences, morphological schemes and 
vowel patterns are not represented vertically in columns, but horizontally and in 
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NP(COUNT,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
HEADCOUNTfmiO.DEF.MASCSING.NOM) 
N QUANT(NORM,U310,MASC,SING) 
hams 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING,NOM) 
u 
COUNT COMPL(U310,FEM) 
NP(COM,INDEF,FEM,EXPLU,THIRD,GEN) 
HEADCCOM.INDEF.FEM.EXPLU.TmRD.GEN) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM)FEM,EXPLU) 
banât 
CM(NORM,INDEF,BOTH,EXPLU,GEN) 
in. 
The parse tree shows an element of the set of units from 3-10 (U310) 
as numeral combined with a case morpheme (CM) in the head 
function of a 'count' NP (NP(COUNT)). The head governs a count 
complement realised by an NP in the genitive case and plural 
number. Gender polarity (MASC/FEM) between the head and its 
count complement is accounted for. Predicate rules governing the 
relationship between head and complement are not shown in the 
parse tree. 
The elative is involved in a special relationship expressed by means 
of a specific value for definiteness, number and case of the 
complement as pictured in the 'elative' NP (NP(ELATIVE)) below: 
10 'akbaru ragulin! ((the) greatest man): NP(COMPAR,DEF,BOTH,SING, 
THIRD.NOM) 
[NP with an elati ve in the head function and followed by a comparative 
complement (COMPAR). The head realisation is marked for definiteness, neutral 
gender (BOTH), singular number, third person and nominative case value] 
NP(COMPAR,DEF,BOTH,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
HEAD ELATIVE(SUPREL,NOM) 
COMPARATTVEC'k'V'bW.NORM.MASCSING) 
'akbar 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SlNG,NOM) 
u 
lines. The form of the tree structures is respected by means of vertical 
indenting. 
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COMPAR COMPL(SUPREL) 
NP(COM,lNDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
HEAD(COM,INDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING) 
ragul 
CM(NORM,INDEF,BOTH,SING,GEN) 
in! 
The 'elative' head (HEAD ELATIVE) and comparative complement 
(COMPAR COMPL) combination in 10 provide a good argument to 
differentiate between a 'normal' head/(indefmite) postdeterminer 
combination (as in 3) and an alternative rewriting of comparative 
NPs. The affix value 'SUPREL', associated with both the head and 
the complement (a matching controlled by means of predicate rules 
not shown in the parse tree) stands here for 'relative superlative'. As 
in earlier examples, text tokens such as / /, /./ and /!/ are accounted 
for in the formal grammar via non-terminals as 'SEPARATOR', 'OPT 
BLANK', 'END MARKER' and their rewriting in final terms. 
Déverbal nouns may show a nominal, a verbal or a nominal-verbal 
syntactic behaviour as far as their expansion with complements is 
concerned. The complement structure of a verbal noun, a present and 
a past participle proportionally reflects the value for transitivity of the 
corresponding verbal entry as well as the form in which the 
complements may occur. In an NP with 'nominal complementation' 
(NP(NOMCOM)), class membership with nouns is usually 
demonstrated by the occurrence of one of the complements in the slot 
preserved for a postdeterminer (e.g. the agentive complement 'my' 
in 11): 
11 hubbi 'iyyähä! (my love for her): NP(NOMCOM.DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD, 
ALL) 
[NP with a déverbal noun in the head function and followed by a nominal 
complement (NOMCOM). The head realisation is marked for definiteness, 
masculine gender, singular number, third person and 'neutral' case value since the 
suffixed pronoun suffu (0 of the first person singular eliminated the vowel of the 
case ending] 
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NP(NOMCOM,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ALL) 
HEAD VN(VERN,DEF,MASC,SING,ALL,ACC) 
VERBAL NOUN(THREE.NORM,MASC,SING,NORMALJ,ACC) 
hubb 
POSTDÈT(DEF) 
NP(PERS,DEF,BOTH,SING,FIRST,GEN) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,BOTH,SING,nRST,GEN) 
PERS PRONOUN(BOTH,SING>FIRST)GEN) 
NOM COMPL(NPOB) 
OBJ PART 
'iyyâ 
NP(PERS)DEF,FEM,SING(THIRD,ACC) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
PERS PRONOUN(FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
hä! 
Like the corresponding verb, the infinitive may be accompanied by 
an agentive complement (/" = 'my'), here as realisation of the 
postdeterminer function, and an objective complement (hä = 'her'), a 
combination of the object marker 'iyyâ followed by an accusative 
NP. 
The random testing of our NP grammar not only concerned the 
standard single and two-element structures but also two NP 
structures with some discourse connotation. They display a 'simple' 
syntactic organisation, but deviate in the normally expected feature 
realisation. The first of them is represented in 12 and shows one of 
the ways to express a vocative (VOC) introduced by an exclamative 
particle (VO(EXC)). Typical for this structure is its 'definite' (DEF) 
case variety marking of a common noun without the occurrence of a 
pre- or postdeterminer. 
12 yâ ragulu! (hey man!): NP(NP VOCJ)EF,MASC,SING,THIRDJ40M) 
[NP introduced by a vocative particle assuming the role of predeterminer and with 
a common noun in the head function marked for definiteness. This NP is marked 
for masculine gender, singular number, third person and nominative case value] 
NP(NP VOC,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
Vl(EXC) 
VOC PART(EXC) 
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HEADiVOC.DEF.MASCSING.THIRD.NOM) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING) 
ragul 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING.NOM) 
u! 
The following parse tree (13) associated with the input string là 
binta! shows how our formal grammar accounts for absolute 
negation within a 'negative' NP (NP(NEG)). Typical for this structure 
is its 'definite' (DEF) 'accusative' (ACC) case variety marking of a 
common noun without the occurrence of a pre- or postdeterminer. 
13 lä binta! (no daughter!): NP(NEG,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRDACC) 
[NP introduced by a negative particle assuming the role of predeterminer and with 
a common noun in the head function marked for defmiteness. This NP is marked 
for feminine gender, singular number and third person. The head realisation is 
marked for an accusative case value, typical for this structure and no expression 
of the functional of the NP] 
NP(NEG,DEF.FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
NEGATOR(NOM) 
NOM NEG PART 
là 
HEAD(NEG,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,FEM>SING) 
bint 
CM (NORM.DEF.BOTH .SING, ACC) 
a! 
The formal description of the basic structures of the NP in MSA 
involving single element structures, two-base structures and 'special' 
cases has been tested on samples of data from manuals and 
textbooks. The analysis results correspond with the formal 
description and are, as a consequence, grammatically 'correct'. 
Moreover, they are in agreement with the linguistic intuition about 
the basic structure of a 'simple' NP, a 'COUNT' NP, a 'COMPAR' 
NP and a 'NOMCOM' NP. At least, the description does not 
contradict what is known and what has been said about this phrasal 
category. We will now tum to the random testing of our VP core 
grammar. 
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1.2 Testing of the basic VP structure 
Although we did not elaborate in detail on the function of the VP at 
sentence level, we know from our discussion of the sentence types 
that information about 'person', 'gender' and 'number' is necessary 
in order to account properly for relationships between the elements 
of a nominal sentence with a VP realising the comment function. A 
value for 'mood' is another characteristic by which the function of a 
VP is determined. Hence our description of the basic structure of the 
VP as a single element structure characterised by a specific value for 
tense, person, gender and number. The description of the base 
structure of the VP further comprises the (optional) occurrence of a 
temporal or modal premodifier and a negator. 
At word level a number of other variables mainly associated with 
the realisation of the VP head and carrying morphological, syntactic 
or lexical information, plays a role in the description and the analysis 
of VP structures. From what we said earlier about the syntactic 
behaviour and complement structure of a verbal noun (cf. example 
11) we know that the number of 'radicals', the realised value for 
'derivation', the 'type' of verb and its 'complement(ation)' are 
relevant issues, for the verbal head to be complemented with the 
meta affix 'voice'. 
At this point we started the testing of our description of the VP 
on data from the complete verbal conjugation paradigm and 
discovered that our description of the verb base (VB BASE) as 
discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter IV, Part II, section 3.1.2) 
was not detailed enough to deal with the phonological properties of 
the third radical w or y verbs when combined with their pronoun 
suffixes. We introduced therefore an additional affix 'combi' 
associated with the verb base and the verb suffix to control the 
combination of radical consonants in the patterns of the present tense 
forms of the 'irregular' verbs as is demonstrated in the value 'RIV' 
(= first radical followed by a vowel) in analysis 1. The sequence ra 
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is analysed as the form of the imperative, second person masculine 
singular of the verb ra'ä 'to see': 
1 ra! (see!): VP(IMPER,SECOND,MASC,SING) 
[VP marked for the imperative mood, second person masculine singular. 
Information about the head realisation is presented at a lower level in the tree]4 
VP(IMPER,SECOND,MASC,SING) 
VBHEAD(IMPER,SECOND,MASC,SING,ACC) 
VERB(THREE,RA Y.R 1 ДДШІС.АСП Е.АСС) 
га! 
[the head is realised by the 3-consonantal (THREE) verb ra'ä (RAY) constituted 
by its first radical consonant with vowel (RIV) of the first stem (I) indicative 
(INDIC) active (ACTIVE). The affix value 'ACC' provides information about the 
transitivity of the verb entry concerned in the form of a direct object] 
Our formal grammar has been adapted by the addition of a meta rule 
and the replacement of the non-terminals VB BASE, VP ELEMENTS, 
VB SUFFIX and VP SUFFIX in the hyper rules and lexical rules: 
combi : : EMPTY; RIV; R1VR3; R1R2; R1R2V; R1R2VR. 
VP BASE(radicals,type,combi,derivatíon,tense,voice,complement) 
VP 3ELEMENTS(rlj2j3,type,combi,derivation,tense,vowel,voice) 
VB SUFFIX(tense,type,combi,person,gender,nmnber) 
VP SUFFIX(tense,type,combi,person,gender,number) 
In the analysis of the past tense form the value for 'combi' attached 
to the verb (VP 3EL) following the radicals (k,t,b) and the indication 
of the type of the verb (NORMAL) is 'empty' („): 
2 kataba. (he wrote): VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
The derivation trees of VPs are flattened representations. By changing the hyper 
njle indicators Τ (= function description) and 'c' (= category description) in a 'n' 
(= not to appear), intermediary steps in the description and the rewriting process 
remain on the background and do not appear directly in the analysis results. 
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VBHEAD(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,PREPACC) 
VP3EL("kn,"t",,,b",NORMAL„I,PAST,ACnVE,PREPACC) 
katab 
VPSUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
a. 
With a now satisfactory morphological parser of verb forms, further 
testing concerned the realisation of verbal premodification and 
negation. The following derivation tree shows the negation (LAN) of 
the verb combined with a subjunctive mood value (SUBJ) of the 
head. Information about the type of negation appears lower in the 
derivation than its repercussion on the mood of the verbal head 
(SUBJ). It is worth considering associating an additional affix with 
the VP label for a better account of the function of the VP. 
3 lan yaktuba. (he will not write): VP(SUBJ,THIRD,MASC.SING) 
VP(SUBJ,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
NEGATOR(LAN) 
lan 
VBHEADiSUBJ.THIRD.MASC.SING.PREPACC) 
PREFIX(SUBJ,NORMAL,I,ACTIVE,A,TraRD,MASCALL) 
ya 
VP3EL("kn,"t",,,b",NORMAL„I,SUBJ.ACnVE,PREPACC) 
ktub 
VP SUFFIX(SUBJ,NORMAL„THIRD,BOTH.SING) 
The results obtained in this round of testing are in agreement with 
linguistic intuition about the structure of the 'simple' VP and with 
what has been said about this phrasal category. The ambiguities 
which occur are proper to the language system (homonymy as in the 
1st and IVth stem indicative passive in 4a), or they are the result of 
deliberate decisions while drafting the grammar. 
4a. 1 yu'lamu. (it is being known): VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VBHEAD(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING,PREPACC) 
PREFIX(INDIC,NORMAL,I,PASSIVE„U,THIRD,MASC,ALL) 
yu 
VP3ELC",',"r,,"m".NORMAL,J4NDIC,PASSIVE,PREPACC) 
'lam 
VP SUFFIX(INDIC,NORMAL„THIRD,BOTH,SING) 
u. 
or: 
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4a.2 yu'lamu. (he is being notified): VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
identical to 4a. 1 except for: 
VP3EL(",,,,"l","ni,,,NORMAL>JV4NDIC,PASSIVE,PREPACC) 
The derivation trees of 4a and 4b differ from each other in the value 
for complementation (PREPACC vs. ACC2). This ambiguity is a 
consequence of the way we formalised the verbal lexicon. We will 
return to this matter in section 4. 
4b. 1 yu'lamu. (it is being known): VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(INDIC,THIRD>MASC,SING) 
VB HEAD(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC2) 
PREnX(INDIC,NORMALJ,PASSIVE,A,THIRD,MASC,ALL) 
yu 
VP3ELCYr."m",NORMAL„I4NDIC,PASSIVE,ACC2) 
Чаш 
VP SUFFIX(INDIC)NORMAL„THIRD,BOTH,SING) 
u. 
or: 
4b.2 yu'lamu. (he is being notified): VPflNDIC.THIRD.MASC.SING) 
identical to 4b. 1 except for: 
РЗЕЦ ,"r
,
,"m",NORMAL,JV,INDIC,PASSIVE,ACC2) 
The first round of testing concerned the basic structures of the NP 
and VP. The 'correctness' of the description was measured in terms 
of 'correct' analysis results. The 'correctness' of the analysis results 
was measured according to language intuition and in comparison 
with the relevant language handbooks. 
On this level of basic structures we aimed and arrived at correct 
analysis results obtained fully automatically without any intervention 
or tagging of the data. The efficiency of the description is hard to 
measure. The processing time of NP structures at this level remained 
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well below one second CPU time.5 The processing time of a verb 
form varies depending on the value for tense, derivation, voice and 
type of the verb. Present tense forms are relatively expensive in 
comparison with past tense forms because of the combination of 
prefixes and suffixes with the verb base. The IVth stem is apparently 
a complicated structure since its analysis is rather expensive for all 
types of verbs, in past and present tense, in the active as well as in 
the passive voice. The description of the conjugation paradigm of the 
subclass of the 'defective' verbs is clearly the most complicated in 
view of processing time and the number of inevitable ambiguities. 
The number of ambiguities varies anyway depending on the 
similarity between pronoun prefixes and derivation prefixes or on the 
co-occurrence of pronoun suffixes with weak radical consonants. 
The occurrence of a specific temporal/modal premodifier or a 
negator with a verbal head will certainly have its repercussions on 
the processing time but it has less weight than the variation in person 
and gender value as the following comparison shows between a first 
and third person singular head with and without a temporal, modal, 
negating, temporal-negating (twice) premodifier: 
Figure 1 
CPU CPU 
'aktubu I write 3.7 yaktubu he writes 7.0 
sa'aktubu I will write 2.7 sayaktubu he will write 5.0 
qad 'aktubu perhaps I will write 4.0 qad yaktubu perhaps he will write 7.7 
la'aktubu I will not write 8.0 lä yaktubu he will not write 1S.8 
sawfa lä 'aktubu I shall not write 4.7 sawfa la yaktubu be shall not write 9.0 
Ian 'aktuba I shall not write 3.5 Ian yaktuba he shall not write 6.7 
So far we have accounted for the basic forms of the NP and VP in 
MSA and tested their structures, especially as far as the nominal and 
verbal morphology are concerned. We have left some important 
aspects of syntactic structure out of consideration: the occurrence of 
5
 The timing results should only be used for relative comparisons, the absolute 
figures relate to a relatively slow implementation on an old-fashioned 
mainframe computer. Better implementations of the parser are forthcoming. 
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postmodifiers of the head of an NP, the description of 
postmodification and complementation in the VP. For the description 
of these expansions of the head and the subsequent testing of the 
adequacy of this description we used selected language material as 
will be discussed in the next section. 
2 Testing of the grammar on selected data 
Arabic grammar books, specialised studies and language intuition 
provide ample information as to the categories which, besides the 
NP itself, may occur as postmodifier to the head of an NP. In this 
way we came to a first draft for the description of the adjective 
phrase (ADJP), prepositional phrase (PP) and relative clause (REL 
CL). The same sources helped to describe complementation and 
different forms of postmodification in the VP which also lead to the 
inclusion of the adverb phrase (ADVP) in our grammar. 
In order to verify our linguistic description we gathered language 
material from prose literature (mainly from two short stories of 
Nagib Mahfuz)6 as well as from a grammar of Modem Arabic Prose 
based on corpus data (Cantarino 1974/5). The same data, the 250 
odd examples used in this study (cf. Appendix I) served for testing 
and retesting of our formal grammar. In this way the adequacy of the 
description of the NP (section 2.1) and VP (section 2.2) could be 
assessed and evaluated (section 2.3) which led to the inclusion of 
some rales describing the basic structures of the sentence (2.4). 
2.1 Testing of the NP grammar 
The relationship between head and postmodifier is marked by 
identical values for determination and case and by an elaborate 
scheme of matches concerning gender and number at the occurrence 
of a head marked for a plural number value (cf. Chapter ΙΠ, Part I, 
section 3.6). Adaptation and refining of the predicate rules for 
Nagib Mahfuz.1963. Dunyä 'llähi (6-25); Giwâru 'Uâhi (27-60). 
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section 3.6). Adaptation and refining of the predicate rules for 
definiteness, case, gender and number agreement were required. 
Below we mention some of our experiences. 
• Adjective phrase 
Testing an NP including an ADJP in postmodifying position 
revealed an ambiguity since we allowed for an adjective to occur as 
'nominalized adjective' in the head function of an NP and testing 
yielded a head/ADJP combination and a head/NP combination. This 
ambiguity has not been eliminated since a large number of productive 
schemes (e.g. the déverbal adjective 'Ikätibu) has entered the lexicon 
as nominalized adjectives: 
alsayyidu mu$tafà 'Ikätibu 'ala 'lälati 'Ikâtibati 
the-mister Musatafa the-writer on thé-instrument the-writing 
Mr Mustafa the typist (NM, 6,13) 
la. mustafä 'alkâtibu. : NP(PROP POM,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
[NP with a proper name in the head function and followed by a postmodifier 
expansion (PROP POM). The head realisation is further marked for definiteness, 
masculine gender, singular number, third person and nominative case] 
lb. mustafä 'alkâtibu. : NP(PROP POM,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
The difference between la and lb is situated in the realisation of the 
postmodifier which will be interpreted, in one instance, as an NP 
with a nominalized adjective in the head function and as an ADJP in 
another. This ambiguity is not reflected at the highest level of 
description. 
Testing an NP including an ADJP in postmodifying position 
compelled us to reconsider the description of definiteness for the 
ADJP since a predeterminer and a postdeterminer are not mutually 
exclusive in the ADJP as they are in the NP. In the following 
example the head of the ADJP maksuru is 'specified' by a 'definite' 
postdeterminer 'Iganâhayni while it is itself postmodifier of the 
'indefinite' NP head 'ифігіп: 
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ka'usfurin maksürí 'Iganähayni 
like-bird broken of-the-wings-two 
as a bird with broken wings (Cant.:II,110) 
In the following example we observe the occurrence of a definite 
article 7 before the head of the ADJP maksuru apparently because it 
has to agree with the head it modifies 'altairu in 'defmiteness'. 
Notwithstanding that, it is followed by a 'definite' postdeterminer 
'Iganähayni: 
altâ'iru 'Imaksüni Iganähayni 
the-bird the-broken of-the-wings-two 
the bird with the broken wings (Cant.:II,110) 
In the first draft of our description of the ADJP we considered the 
'definite' genitive NP 'Iganähayni to be 'postdeterminer' of the 
adjective head. Now we describe this kind of sequence in terms of 
'postmodification' similar to the structure of a syndetic or asyndetic 
relative clause. 
The occurrence of ADJPs in postmodifying position brought us to 
describe discontinuous relationships within the NP since 
postdeterminer realisations within an NP are surrounded by the head 
and its postmodifying element. The postdeterminer 'llugati 
'Varabiyyati, for example, is enclosed by the head of the NP ta'rihu 
and the postmodifier of the head 'Iqadimw. 
ta'rihu 'llugati Tarabiyyati 'Iqadimu 
history of-the-language the-Arabic the-old 
the early history of the Arabic language (Cant. 11,102) 
The occurrence of this type of discontinuity is a source of 
ambiguities especially when the head of the NP (and, as a 
consequence, also the head of the ADJP) happens to be marked by a 
genitive case value (the standard marking for a postdeterminer) or 
when the postmodifier is invariable in case value. 
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- Noun phrase 
An NP in postmodifying position yields four different structures 
resulting in different alternatives. Below some analysis results 
illustrate the occurrence of apposition, reformulation, pre-address 
and a corroborative expression. 
i - apposition: predicate rules for 'definiteness', 'gender' and 
'number' agreement have been reformulated for the occurrence of an 
NP in postmodifying position. The NP in apposition will normally 
agree in case with the head it modifies but we had, as testing 
revealed, also to account for a syntactically indefinite proper name 
mustafâ, invariable (ALL) in case, in postmodifying position to a 
syntactically definite head in the nominative:7 
'alsayyldu mu$tafâ. : NP(DETCOM POM.DEF.MASC.SINGJHIRD.NOM) 
[an NP with a common noun in the head function and marked for definiteness 
because of the occurrence of a predetenniner. The common noun is further marked 
for masculine gender, singular number, third person and nominative case and has 
a postmodifier in expansion] 
We only present here the postmodification part of the derivation tree: 
roM(DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD.ALL) 
NP(PROP,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ALL) 
HEAD(PROP,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ALL) 
PROPER NAME(INV,DEF,MASC,SING) 
mustafâ. 
ii - reformulation: case agreement is being violated when the 
appositive NP is meant for special emphasis, reformulation as we 
Also the hyper rules have to be adapted in order to account for constructions in 
which, for example, a proper name is followed by an indefinite NP in 
apposition: 
'aminatun 'alsä'ihu tayyäratun magribiyyatun 
Amina 'alSâ'ih (DEF) pilot Moroccan(INDEF) 
Amina 'alSâ'ih, a Moroccan pilot 
The example is from: Jamal, E.M. and E.M. elMarbaz. 1991. Arabisch 
Communicatief I. Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff. p. 9. 
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have called it earlier. In order to describe the prevailing relationship 
and to avoid undesired ambiguities a predicate rule has been added to 
establish an anaphoric relation between the head and its 
postmodifier. This predicate rule matches the value for person, 
gender and number (BOTH,EXPLU,FlRST) of both of the elements, 
head and postmodifier, involved in the 'reformulation' NP 
(NP(REFORM)) 
kitâbunâ nahnu. (our book indeed): NP(DEF CON,DEF,MASC.SING,THIRD,NOM) 
[an NP and marked for defmiteness because of the occurrence of a 'definite' 
postdeterminer (DEF CON). The head of the NP is further marked for masculine 
gender, singular number, third person and nominative case] 
We present only the realisation of the postdeterminer with its 
postmodification expansion in the derivation. The affix value 
'REFORM' informs us about the type of postmodification in which 
the dissimilarity in case value is meant for special emphasis. 
Predicate rules accounting for the realised values are not shown in 
the analysis result: 
roSTDET(DEF) 
NP(REFORM,DEF,BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST,GEN) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST,GEN) 
PERS PRONOUN(BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST,GEN) 
ná 
POMiDEF.BOTH.EXPLU.FIRST.NOM) 
NP(PERS,DEF,BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST)NOM) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST,NOM) 
PERSPRONOUN(BOTH,EXPLU,FIRST,NOM) 
nahnu. 
iii - pre-address: the testing on real data revealed the problem of 
'expanded' proper names like 'uncle Ibrahim' which violate the 
general rule of syntactic definiteness agreement within the NP. We 
opted for an adaptation of the grammar by formulating an alternative 
hyper rule for the NP in which the occurrence of an element of a 
limited set of lexical entries (nouns denoting family relations) 
followed by a proper name was described as 'pre-address': 
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käna 'ammu 'ibrShlmu fi 'abu qir 
was-he uncle Ibrahim in Abu Qir 
Uncle Ibrahim was in Abu Qir (NM,17,16) 
'ammu 'ibràhimu. : NP(PROP,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
[an NP with a proper name in the head function thus marked for definiteness. The 
head of the NP is further marked for masculine gender, singular number, third 
person and nominative case. The occurrence of a 'pre-address' is reflected by the 
non-terminal 'PRE AD' combined with a case morpheme. The overall value for 
definiteness comes from the proper name 'PROPER NAME' even when it has 
itself a diptotic declension type and carries the value 'indefinite' (INDEF). 
Predicate rules not shown in the derivation tree control the occurrence of the 
realised values] 
NP(PROP,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD>NOM) 
HEAD(PROP,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
PRE AD(MASC,SING) 
'am m 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING,NOM) 
u 
PROPER NAME(DIPT4NDEF,MASC,SING) 
'ibrâhim 
CNKDIPT.INDEF.BOTH.SING.NOM) 
u. 
iv - corroborative expression: an element of a limited set of lexical 
entries (dát, 'ayn, nafs, hull) may occur in postmodifying position to 
the head of an NP with which it agrees in case value. A pronoun 
suffixed to the corroborative refers back to the head of the NP.8 
(i) fi hädihi 'llahzati 'aynihâ 
in this the-moment of-eye-her 
in this very moment (Cant.11143) 
8
 Elements with a similar function but entering in a different form of 
construction (wahda, data, bidat etc.) are described separately. 
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The NP in this example realises the function of prepositional 
complement embedded in a PP structure. We elaborate here only on 
the prepositional complement:9 
hädihi 'llahzati 'aynihä.: NP(DEM roM,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
[an NP with a demonstrative in the head function and followed by a postmodifier. 
The head of the NP is marked for definiteness, feminine gender, singular number, 
third person and genitive case value] 
The postmodifier in this NP is realised by a second NP once again 
expanded with a postmodifier: 
'allahzati 'aynihä.: NP(DET COM POM.DEF.FEM.SING.TfflRD.GEN) 
[NP with a common noun in the head function and marked for definiteness (DEF) 
because of the occurrence of a predeterminer and followed by a postmodifier (DET 
COM POM) The head of the NP is further marked for feminine gender, singular 
number, third person and genitive case value] 
The postmodifier of the third NP in this string, is the corroborative 
concerned of which we present the analysis tree below: 
'aynihä.: NP(DEF CON,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
[NP with a definite noun in the head function because of the occurrence of a 
postdetenniner, itself definite (DEFCON) which value is transmitted to the 
overall NP. The head of the NP is further marked for feminine gender, singular 
number, third person and genitive case value] 
POM(DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
NP(DEF CON,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
HEAD(NNUM,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
NONNUM QUANTQN(NORM,FEM,SING) 
'ayn 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING,GEN) 
9
 The prepositional complement is realised by an NP with a demonstrative in the 
head function (hädihi). This NP has a second NP in apposition ('allahzati 
'aynihä) of which we further discuss the postmodifying corroborative NP. An 
alternative analysis of the prepositional complement presents the demonstrative 
as an extension of the determiner (cf. Chapter ΙΠ, Part I, section B.l.b). 
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POSTDETD(DEF) 
NP(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
PERS PRONíFEM.SING.THIRD.GEN) 
hä. 
• Prepositional phrase 
A PP may figure in postmodifying position as expansion of the head 
of an NP . The realisation of the prepositional header can be 
determined by the lexicon, in other words, a specific preposition will 
always co-occur with a given noun (cf. the preposition 'ilä combined 
with the common noun 'lhagati equivalent to 'the need for' as in the 
example be low) . On the other hand, a PP may occur a lmost 
independently at nearly all places in a string, at the beginning, in the 
middle or at the end of phrasal categories and is a source of 
inevitable ambiguities. 
algamì'u fi 'asaddi 'lhagati 'ilä murattabätihim 
the-whole in most-intense of-tbe-need for salaries-their 
everybody urgently needs his salary (NM,13,1) 
'alhägati 'ilä murattabätihim: NP(DET COM POM,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
[NP with a definite common noun in the head function because of the occurrence 
of a predeterminer and followed by a postmodifier realised by a PP (cf. its 
derivation tree below). The head of the NP is further marked for feminine gender, 
singular number, third person and genitive case value] 
The postmodifying part of the derivation tree is presented below: 
POM(DEF„,THIRD,) 
PP 
PP HEADER(DIREC) 
'ila 
PPCOMPL 
ΝΡίΟΕΡΟΟΝ,ΟΕΡ,ΡΕΜ,ΕΧΡίυ,ΤΗΗίΟ,ΟΕΝ) 
HEAD(COM,DEF>FEM,EXPLU>THIRD,GEN) 
PAST PART B(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING)NORMAUl,ABSENT) 
murattab 
GM(FEM,EXPLU) 
ät 
CM(NORM,DEF,FEM,EXPLU,GEN) 
ι 
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roSTDET(DEF) 
NP(PERS,DEF,MASC,EXPLU,THIRD,GEN) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,MASC,EXPLU,THIRD,GEN) 
PERSPRONOUN(MASC,EXPLU,THIRD,GEN) 
him. 
- Relative clause 
A clause may occur in postmodifying position to a definite or an 
indefinite head of an NP. In case of a definite antecedent a relative 
pronoun links the head and the relative clause (syndetic REL CL). In 
case of an indefinite antecedent the relative clause follows 
immediately the head it modifies (an asyndetic REL CL). A third 
construction consists of a postmodifying ADJP which, in 
combination with another functional element, constitutes a so-called 
'contacted' relative clause. 
i - syndetic REL CL: a relative pronoun links a clause to the definite 
head of an NP but, according to the Arabic linguistic tradition, the 
pronoun does not constitute a functional element of that clause. 
Instead of describing two separate postmodifying elements (a relative 
pronoun and a clause) we included the relative pronoun as a relative 
link in the description of the REL CL but maintained case agreement 
between pronoun and antecedent. We tested the correctness of the 
description, among others, on a shortened form of the following 
input string: 
wabayna 'Ihugrati 'Imafrüsati 'llatl Ictar&hft 
and-between the-room the-fumisbed that has-rented-he-her 
and between the furnished apartment he rented (NN1,18,18) 
'alhugratu 'aliati iktarähä.: NP(DET COM POM,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
[NP with a definite common noun in the head function, because of the occurrence 
of a predeterminer, and followed by a postmodifier (ОЕТСОМЮМ). The head of 
the NP is further marked for feminine gender, singular number, third person and 
nominative case value] 
The postmodifier is realised by a syndetic relative clause: 
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POM(DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
REL CL(DEF,FEM,SING,ALL) 
RELCL HEAD(DEF,FEM,SING,ALL) 
REL PRON(FEM,SING,ALL) 
'aliati 
RELCL COMPL 
CLAUSE(VERBAL) 
PREDICATEfPAST.TmRD.MASC.SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC) 
VP3EL("k"."r,',',y",WAWYA3„VIII,PAST,ACTIVE,ACC) 
iktarâ 
VPSUFF1X(PAST,WAWYA3„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
OBJ COMPL(NroB) 
NP(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
PERS PRONOUN(FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
hà. 
ii - asyndetic REL CL: in the asyndetic version a clause occurs in 
juxtaposition to the indefinite head of an NP: 
tazawwagat min 'amili binâ'in çlahaba bihä 'ila 'aqsâ 'Isa'idi 
married-she of worker of-building went-he by-her to remotest of-the-highland 
she married a construction worker who took her to Upper-Egypt (NM,16,4) 
'amili binâ'in dahaba bihä.: NP(IND CON POM4NDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,GEN) 
[NP with an indefinite noun (IND) in the head function followed by an indefinite 
postdeterminer and a postmodifier (IND CON ЮМ). The postmodifier imposes 
its value for definiteness on the overall NP (INDEF). The head of the NP is 
marked for masculine singular, third person and genitive case value] 
The postmodifier is realised by an asyndetic relative clause of which 
we represent here the realisation of the predicate function: 
POMaNDEF„,THIRD,) 
REL CL(INDEF,„) 
RELCL COMPL 
CLAUSE(VERBAL) 
PREDICATE(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC.SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,PREP) 
VP3EL("(J","h","b"^ ORMAL,4,PAST,ACTIVE,PREP) 
dahab 
VPSUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL,)THIRD,MASC,SING) 
a 
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iii - contracted relative clause: we completed the description of 
postmodification with an account of the ambivalent role of a verbal 
adjective as a postmodifier to the head of the NP on the one hand, 
and figuring as a linkage to a succeeding functional element on the 
other. In the string below, the ADJP 'Iqalili agrees with the head 
Taf radi in definiteness and case but with the head 'adadu of a 
following NP in gender and number. We described this special form 
of postmodification in our grammar as an alternative of a head -
postmodifier structure and tested the description, among others, on 
the following sequence. We present only part of the derivation tree 
without mention of the predicate rules governing the definiteness and 
case, gender and number agreement characteristic for this structure: 
min 'ülä'ika Tafrâdi 'Iqalili 'adaduhum fi 'Ibilädi Tarabiyyati 
among those the-individuals the-few number-their in the-regions the-Arabic 
of those individuals so scarce among the Arabs (Cant.in,161) 
'al'afrädi 'Iqalili 'adaduhum. : NP(DET COM.DEF.MASC.INPLU.THIRD.GEN) 
[NP with a definite common noun in the head function preceded by a 
predeterminer (DET COM) and followed by a postmodifier. The head of the NP is 
marked for masculine, internal plural, third person and genitive case value] 
NP(DET COM.DEF.MASCJNPLU.THIRD.GEN) 
PU 
CD 
'al 
HEAD(COM,DEF,MASC,INPLU,THIRD,GEN) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC4NPLU) 
'afräd 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,INPLU,GEN) 
i 
SPPOMCDEF.MASCSING.THIRD.GEN) 
ADJP(DEF,MASC,SING,GEN) 
ADJ PRED 
CD 
'al 
ADJ H(DEF.MASC,SING,GEN) 
ADJ B(NORM,SING) 
qalil 
GM(MASC,SING) 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING,GEN) 
ι 
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NP(DEFCON>DEF,MASC,SING,TmRD,NOM) 
HEADtCOM.DEF.MASC.SING.THIRD.NOM) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING) 
'adad 
CM(NORM,DEF.BOTH,SING,NOM) 
U 
POSTDET(DEF) 
NP(PERS,DEF,MASC,EXPLU,THIRD,GEN) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,MASC,EXPHJ,THIRD,GEN) 
PERSPRONOUN(MASC,EXPLU,THIRD,GEN) 
hum. 
- Multiple and diverse category realisation 
The testing of the NP grammar on selected data resulted in a 
considerable number of rejections due to the occurrence of MPs in 
coordination not (yet) accounted for. We expanded the grammar, 
therefore, to allow for the coordination of NPs. In other words, we 
accounted for single and multiple category realisation in the NP 
under the head function node as well as under the postdeterminer 
node. We limited the number of NPs in cumulative coordination to 
two, and the number of NPs in alternative or successive coordination 
to three as in the following examples:10 
data huslatìn dahabiyyatin wa'aynayni zarqäwayni 
possessor of-tresses golden and-eyes-two blue-two 
with golden tresses and blue eyes (NN1,16,16) 
là tara 'mra'atan 'aw ragulan 'aw tifian qadira 'Iwaghi 
not you-see woman or man or child dirty of-the-face 
you won't see a woman or a man or a child with a dirty face (C.:II,500) 
10
 This is a pragmatic limitation which could be extended by alternative rules. In 
the case of selective coordination it is relatively easy to increase the number 
of allowed alternatives. In the case of cumulative coordination we already 
accounted for the cumulative effect of the combination of a singular number 
with a singular yielding a dual number value, and for the result value of a 
singular/plural and plural/plural combination by means of predicate rules. An 
increase in the number of allowed cumulative and/or selective coordinated 
structures requires an additional al iemali ve mie. 
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As for the postmodifier function, testing forced us to account for 
single or multiple and diverse category realisation involving an 
ADJP, NP, PP or REL CL, or combinations of them. As for 
apposition, we included rules describing two NPs in cumulative 
coordination or three NPs in selective coordination.11 It turned out to 
be necessary to describe the occurrence of one or two (syndetically 
or asyndetically coordinated) ADJPs (as in the example below); the 
combination of one or two ADJPs with a REL CL; and the 
combination of one or two postmodifying NPs with a REL CL. 
alnahdatu Tadabiyyatu wa'lfikriyyatu 'Ihaqiqatu 
Ihe-renaissance the-cultural and-the-intellectual the-true 
the true cultural and intellectual renaissance (CanL:II,52) 
2.2 Testing of the VP grammar 
The morphological description of the VP was developed on the basis 
of conjugation paradigms and initially tested on data chosen at 
random. Placed on top of the NP grammar, the VP grammar 
included categories like the NP, ADJP, PP and ADVP so that the 
description of verbal complementation and postmodification required 
only a few additional rules. The testing of the description revealed, 
however, an increasing number of ambiguities. By describing 
relationships and dependencies more detailed, some ambiguities 
were eliminated. An important percentage of ambiguity is, however, 
inherent to a syntactic description in which 'unacceptable' analysis 
results cannot be filtered out by the application of semantic criteria 
but only by means of human intervention. We shall return to this 
point later. First we discuss some results of the testing and 
subsequent corrections in the subsections about 'complementation' 
and 'postmodification'. 
1
 ' Apposition to the agent marker of the verbal head pronoun suffix is described 
in the framework of the VP. 
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- Complementation 
We included an explicit agent in the complement structure of a verbal 
entry. Confusion with an objective complement occurred only when 
the realisation of the agentive complement was not explicitly marked 
for this function (nouns invariable in case like indefinite pronouns, 
most demonstratives, nouns derived from defective verbs). Except 
for some examples (in i and ii) which include an agentive 
complement, we concentrate on the description and test results of 
objective complementation and will mention sources of ambiguity. 
i - an agentive complement (a nominative NP) and an objective 
complement (an accusative NP): ambiguity is caused when one of 
the elements or both do not carry the morphological marking of their 
function. The following example is unambiguous as far as the 
agentive complement is concerned. Since a verb phrase adverbial 
may occur in the form of an accusative NP, we were confronted here 
with alternative analyses representing 'Ita'ama once as an objective 
complement and once as a verb phrase adverbial: 
watahanat 'al'afwähu 'Ita'ama 
and-ground-she tbe-mouths (agent compi) the-food (obj compi.) 
and the mouths ground the food (NM,8,2) 
In the derivation tree the agentive complement is followed by an 
objective complement which consists of an NP. In our description 
we make use of the non-terminal OBJ COMPL(NTOB) which account 
for an accusative NP as objective complement following the agentive 
complement. 
tahanat 'al'afwähu 'Ita'äma. : VP(PAST,THIRD.FEM,SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,FEM,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,FEM,SING,ACC) 
VP3EL(Y."h","n,,,NORMAL,4,PAST.ACTIVE,ACC) 
tahan 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„THIRD,FEM,SING) 
at 
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AGENT COMPL(MASCJNPLU) 
NP(DETCOM,DEF>MASC4NPLU,THIRD,NOM) 
P U 
CD 
'al 
HEAD(COM,DEF)MASCJNPLU,THIRD>NOM) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,INPLU) 
'afwâh 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,INPLU,NOM) 
u 
OBJCOMPL(NPOB) 
NP(DETCOM,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
P(,.) 
CD 
'al 
HEAD(COM,DEF,MASC>SING,THIRD,ACC) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING) 
taam 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING,ACC) 
a. 
ii - an agentive complement (in the form of a nominative NP) and a 
prepositional object (PP): the selection of a preposition, characteristic 
for a certain verbal entry, is determined in the lexicon but not yet 
realised in our verbal lexicon. Here lies another source of ambiguity 
since a verb phrase adverbial too can be realised in the form of a PP. 
walahiqa bihi hamämun 
and-came-along-he by-him Hamam 
and Hamam came along with him (NM,6,18) 
The proper name hamâm has been analysed as a common noun 
('pigeon') listed as such in the lexicon. The PP bihi has been 
interpreted once as prepositional object and once as verb phrase 
adverbial. 
iii - a ditransitive form of complementation (in the form of a PP and 
an accusative NP): our grammar produced alternative analyses 
representing the phrasal categories concerned as matching the 
complement structure of the verbal entry as well as combinations of 
an objective complement and a verb phrase adverbial and sequences 
of verb phrase adverbials. At the current state of affairs, only 
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intervention can eliminate semantically unacceptable analysis results 
of the automatic syntactic processing of untagged language data. 
iv - an objective complement realised by a CCL: since a complement 
clause is morphologically not marked for its function, a CCL may 
occur as agentive or as objective complement of a (mono-, di- or 
tritransitive) verbal head in a syntactic analysis environment. In other 
words, we have here a potential source of ambiguity. In the example 
below we have a direct object realised by a complement clause. The 
realisation of the header of the complement clause is linked with the 
'meaning' of the lexical verbal entry and conditions the value of 
subjunctive mood (SUBJ) of the following verbal head tas'ada:12 
'aräda lahä 'an tas'ada kamä yas'adu 
wanted-he for-her that she-is-happy like he-is-happy 
he wanted her to be happy like he was (NN1,22,5) 
'aräda 'an tas'ada. : VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERBH(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,PREPACC) 
VP3EL(,r","w",,d",WAWYA2,JV)PAST^CTIVE,PREPACC) 
'arad 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
a 
OBJ COMPUCCLOB) 
CCL(AN) 
CCL H(AN) 
COMP(AN) 
'an 
CCL C( AN) 
VPtSUBJ.THIRD.FEM.SING) 
VERB H(SUBJ,THIRD,FEM,SING,INTR) 
PREFIX(SUBJ,NORMAL,I,ACTIVE,THIRD,FEM,SING) 
ta 
VP3EL("s",H4"',"d",NORMAL,J,SUBJ,ACTIVE4NTR) 
s'ad 
VP SUFFIX(SUBJ,NORMAL„THIRD30TH,SING) 
a. 
1 2
 While dealing witb analysis we only bave to account for the occurrence of a 
subjunctive mood for the following verbal head realisation. 
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ν - an objective complement followed by an object attribute 
(accusative NP and ADJP): notwithstanding the anaphoric relation 
obtaining between both elements, an alternative analysis of the ADJP 
(verb phrase adverbial) has been obtained, as well. 
hal tahsibuni magnünan ? 
(interr.) you-consider-me mad ? 
do you think me mad ? (Cant.:II,166) 
tahsibuni magnünan? : VP(INDIC,SECOND,MASC,SING) 
We represent here the objective complementation: 
OBJ COMPL(NPADJP) 
NP(PERS,DEF,BOTH.SING,FIRST,ACC) 
НЕАОСРЕКЗ.ОЕР.ВОТН.ЗІКСПКЭТДСС) 
PERS PRONOUN(BOTH,SING,FIRST,ACC) 
ni 
ADJP(INDEF,MASC,SING,ACC) 
ADJ H(INDEF,MASC,SING,ACC) 
PAST PART B(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING,NORMAU,ABSENT) 
magnun 
GM(MASC,SING) 
CM(NORM,INDEF,BOTH,SING,ACC) 
an? 
vi - an objective complement realised by a PP with a clause as 
prepositional complement: an alternative interpretation for the PP 
(verb phrase adverbial) has also been produced by the grammar. 
wa'tarafat bi'anna 'amma'ibrähima tagayyara 
and-admitted-she by-that uncle Ibrahim has-changed-he 
and she admitted that Uncle Ibrahim had changed (NM,16,6) 
i'tarafat bi'annahu tagayyara. : VP(PAST,THIRD,FEM.SING) 
OBJ COMPL(PP) 
PP 
PREP HEAD(CAUSAL) 
bi 
PREP COMPL 
CCUANNA) 
CCL H(ANNA) 
COMP(ANNA) 
'anna 
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CCL C(ANNA) 
ANNA TOPIC(THIRD,MASC,SING) 
NP(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
PERS PRONOUN(MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
hu 
COMMENT(MASC,SING,TmRD,) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB HiPAST.THmD.MASC.SINCPREP) 
VP3EL("g","y,,,,,r",WAWYA2„V,PAST.ACrnVE,PREP) 
tagayyar 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
a. 
vii - an objective complement reaHsed by a VP: the analysis of a VP 
in the function of objective complement of a verbal head has replaced 
an analysis of verb sequences in terms of an auxiliary and a main 
verb. In this way the description gained in simplicity and consistency 
although it introduces a source of ambiguous analyses, a VP as verb 
phrase adverbial (hai) and a VP as direct object (VPOB).13 
wakäna yad'ühä 
and-was-he he-calls-her 
and he called her (NM,16,22) 
kàna yad'ühä. : VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC) 
VP3EU,V,"w,,,"n",WAWYA2,4,PAST.ACTIVE,ACC) 
kán 
VPSUFFIX(PAST)NORMAL„TmRD,MASC,SING) 
a 
OBJ СОМРЦ РОВ) 
VPaNDIC.THIRD.MASCSING) 
VERB H(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC) 
PREFIX(INDIC,MORMALJ.ACnVE,TraRD,MASC,ALL) 
ya 
VP 3EL(,,d",'"".'V,,DAW,R 1 2 гЗJUNDIC,ACTrVE,ACC) 
d'Û 
νΡ8υΡΡΙΧαΝΟΚ,ΟΑ\ν,Κ1Κ2νΚ3,ΤΗΠΙΟ,ΒΟΤΗ.8ΙΝΟ) 
1 3
 It is worth considering to combine the verb phrase adverbial and the VP as 
direct object into a single functional element when their realisations refer to 
the same referent. 
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OBJ COMPL(NTOB) 
NP(PERS,DEF,FEM)SING,THIRD,ACC) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
PERS PRONOUN(FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
hâ. 
viii - an objective complement realised by a clause: no ambiguity 
occurs when a clause figures as direct object (OBJ COMPL(NPSE)) of 
a verbal entry. The non-terminals in the derivation tree show that we 
are dealing with an interrogative clause type, introduced by an 
interrogative particle (Q(PART)) followed by a question tail 
(QT(PART)). The tail is constituted by a declarative sentence which 
contains a predicative function (PRED) in the form of a VP. 
fasa'alahu lutfi hal qabada huwa murattabahu? 
and-asked-he-him Lutfi (inter.) took-he be salary-his ? 
and Lutfi asked him: did he take his salary ? (NM,9,9) 
sa'alahu hal qabada? : VP(PAST,THIRD.MASC.SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD>MASC,SING,DITR) 
VPSELfs", ,,'l",NORMAL,4,PAST)ACTIVE,DITR) 
sa'al 
VPSUFFK(PAST,NORMAL„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
a 
OBJ COMPL(NPSE) 
NP(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,'raiRD>ACC) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD?AC:C) 
PERS PRONOUN(MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
hu 
STaNTERROGATIVE) 
Q(PART) 
hal 
QT(PART) 
SE(PRED) 
PREDICATE(VERBAL,IGNORE,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VPiPAST.TmRD.MASC.SING) 
VERB HiPAST.THIRD.MASCSING.ACC) 
VP3EL("q","b","^ "^ ORMAL„I,PAST,ACTIVE,ACC) 
qabad 
VPSUFFÌX(PAST,NORMAL„'nnRD,MASC,SING) 
a? 
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- Postmodificat ion 
Most of the aspects expressed in the verbal head and by the elements 
connected with it (premodifier, agentive and objective complement) 
may receive a further specification in the form of postpositioned 
modifiers. We tested our description and we will present examples 
of 'correct' (= in agreement with the language intuition) analysis 
results and mention the source or nature of ambiguities obtained. The 
first examples concern postmodifiers of the verbal head. Analyses of 
agent and object modifiers will follow. 
i - syntactic structures expressing the way in which the intensity with 
which, or the number of times that the verbal activity is realised have 
usually the form of an accusative NP, an accusative ADJP or a PP. 
In a purely syntactic description, ambiguity (recognition of an 
objective complement and of a verb phrase adverbial) is most likely 
to occur. From the analysis results we will discuss some derivations 
which confirm the adequacy of our description and we will mention 
sources of ambiguity. Straight rejections have little illustrative value. 
They will be discussed in the evaluation. 
käna yaglisu gilsatan murihatan 
was-he he-sits a-way-of-sitting a-reposeful 
he sat very relaxed (NM,17,17) 
In this example the description of the way of sitting is expressed by 
means of an accusative NP consisting of a (derived) noun/adjective 
combination. 
yaglisu gilsatan murihatan. : VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SINGJNTR) 
PREFIX(INDIC.NORMAL4,ACTIVE,A,THIRD,MASC,ALL) 
ya 
VP3EL("g","r,"s",NORMAL„I,INDIC,ACTIVE4NTR) 
glis 
VP SUFFIX(INDIC,N0RMAL„THIRD30TH,SING) 
u 
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VA 
NP(COMPOM,INDEF,FEM,SING>THIRD,ACC) 
HEADCOM,INDEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,FEM,SING) 
gilsat 
CM(NORM,INDEF,BOTH,SING,ACC) 
an 
¥OM(ltiOEF,FEM,SlNG,THSRO,ACC) 
ADJP(INDEF,FEM,SING,ACC) 
ADJ HaNDEF,FEM,SING,ACC) 
PRESENT PART B(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING, 
murih WAWYA2,IV,ACC) 
GM(FEM,SING) 
at 
CM(NORM,INDEF,BOTH,SING,ACC) 
an. 
A n accusat ive N P with an 'elative' in the head function is yet another 
w a y to modi fy the head of a VP. 
käna yahäfu 'asadda 'lhawfi 'ashäsan 
was-he he-fears very-intense of-the-fear persons 
be very mucb feared some apparitions (Cant.:II,446) 
yahafu 'asadda 'alhawfi. : VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB ΗίΙΝΟΐα,ΤΗΚΟ,ΜΑβα,βΙΝΟ,ΑΟΟ 
PREFIX (INDIC.WAWYA2,I,ACnVE,THIRD,MASC,ALL) 
ya 
VP3EL(,,h","w","f',WAWYA2„I,INDIC,ACnVE,ACC) 
hâf 
VPSUFFIX(INDIC,WAWYA2„TraRD,BOTH,SING) 
u 
VA 
NP(ELATIVE,DEF,BOTH,SING,'raiRD,ACC) 
HEAD ELATIVE(SUPREL,ACC) 
COMPARATIVE("s,,,"d","d,,,NORM,BOTH,SING) 
'asadd 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING^CC) 
a 
COMPAR C(SUPREL) 
NP(DET COM.DEF.MASCCOmTHIRD.GEN) 
Pt..) 
CD 
'al 
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HEAD(COM,DEF,MASC,COLL,THIRD,GEN) 
NOM VERBAL NOUN(THREE,NORM,MASC,SING, 
hawf NORMALJACC) 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,COLL,GEN) 
i. 
While testing the occurrence of a cognate object, the drawbacks of a 
purely syntactic description come to light as well. The occurrence of 
a cognate object of an intransitive verb in the form of an accusative 
NP composed of a head/postmodifier combination (as in the example 
below) is 'correctly' analysed. A similar combination following a 
transitive verb is analysed once as a verb phrase adverbial (VA) 
realised by an accusative NP (noun/adjective), once as direct object, 
once as a direct object/verb phrase adverbial combination, and once 
as a verb phrase adverbial/direct object combination. 
bi'anna 'amma 'ibrähima tagayyara tagayyuran batirán 
by-lhat uncle Ibrahim has-changed-he a-change a-serious 
that Uncle Ibrahim had changed considerably (MM, 16,6) 
tagayyara tagayyuran. : VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,PREP) 
VP3EL("g","y,,,V',WAWYA2„V,PAST,ACTIVE,PREP) 
tagayyar 
VP SUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
a 
VA 
NP(COM,INDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
HEAD(COM,INDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
NOM VERBAL NOUN(THREE,NORM,MASC.SING,NORMAL, 
tagayyur V.PREP) 
CM(NORM,INDEF,BOTH,SING,ACC) 
an. 
ii - syntactic structures modifying one of the elements of the VP: we 
concentrate here on the modification of the verbal head itself (realised 
by a VP with identical referent), the modification of an agentive 
complement (realised by an ADJP), and the modification of an 
objective complement (realised in the form of an ADJP). In 
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agreement with the rules of our grammar, the coreferential VP 
yatabahtaru (see the example below) is also recognised as a direct 
object of the verb dahala. 
iia - modifying the verbal head: a coreferential VP modifies a verbal 
head. 
dahala yatabahtaru 
has-entered-he he-prances 
he entered prancing (NM,6,17) 
dahala yatabahtaru. : VPfPAST.THIRD.MASCSING) 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC) 
VP3EL("d,V'h",T,NORMAU,I,PAST,ACTrVE.ACC) 
dahal 
VPSUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„TraRD,MASC,SING) 
a 
VA 
VP(INDIC,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB HaNDICTHIRD.MASCSINGJNTR) 
PREFK(INDIC,NORMAL,II,ACTIVE,THIRD,MASC,ALL) 
ya 
VP4EL("b,',"h","t",,,r",NORMAL,n4NDIC^CnVEJNTR) 
tabahtar 
VPSUFFIX(INDIC,NORMAL„THIRD,BOTH,SING) 
u. 
iib - modifying the agentive complement: the accusative ADJP in the 
following derivation tree is interpreted as a verb phrase adverbial 
( V A ) . 1 4 The description of the agentive and the nominal 
complementation is left out of consideration in the tree below: 
wata'awwaha 'ahmadu qâ'ilan : 
and-sighed-he Ahmad saying: 
and Ahmad sighed saying (NM, 12,2) 
ta'awwaha qâ'ilan. : VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
14
 The relation between the modifier and the modified is syntactically expressed 
by agreement in gender and number value. 
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VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,INTR) 
VP3EL( ."w","h",NORMAL,V,PAST,ACnVEJNTR) 
ta'awwah 
VPSUFFlX(PAST,NORMAL„TmRD,MASC,SING) 
a 
VA 
NP(NOMCOM,INDEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
HEADVN(VERA4NDEF,MASC,SING,TfflRD,ACC) 
PRESENT PART B(THREE,NORM,SING,WAWYA2J,PREPACC) 
qä'il 
GM(MASC,SING) 
CM(NORMJNDEF.BOTH,SING,ACC) 
an. 
iic - modifying the objective complement: 
fara'ähä qâdimatan 
then-saw-he-her advancing 
then he saw her come (while she came) (NM,25,3) 
ra'âhâ qâdimatan.: VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
In the following derivation tree the past tense suffix (VP SUFFIX 
(PAST)) of the defective verb ra'ä (WAWYA3) matches a third person 
masculine singular pronoun suffix while presenting an empty string. 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC) 
VP3EL("r", ,"y,',WAWYA3.,I,PAST,ACTIVE,ACC) 
гя'а 
VPSUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„TraRD,MASC,SING) 
OBJ COMPL(NPOB) 
NP(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,FEM>SING,'raiRD,ACC) 
PERS PRONOUN(FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
há 
VA 
NP(COM,INDEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
HEAD(COMJNDEF,FEM,SING,TraRD,ACC) 
NOM PRESENT PART(THREE,NORM,SING,NORMAL4,ABSENT) 
qâdim 
GM(FEM,SING) 
at 
CM(NORM,INDEF,BOTH,SING,ACC) 
an. 
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The parser gives for the verb base also an alternative analysis (a 
different verb base followed by another past tense suffix) which we 
present below. 
VP(PAST,THIRD,MASC,DUAL) 
VERB Н(РА5Т,ТНІКО,МА8С,ОиАЦАСС) 
РЗЕЦ , ,"y,',WAWYA3>,I,PAST,ACmVE,ACC) 
ra' 
VPSUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL>,THIRD,MASC,DUAL) 
à 
- Multiple and diverse category realisation 
In Chapter IV we discussed the question of coordination of VPs 
under the head function node. Our description of the VP is based on 
a single head and a single category realisation. As far as the 
realisation of complementation and postmodification are concerned, 
on these points we accounted for multiple and diverse category 
realisation (cf. Chapter IV, Part I, section E.l). 
2.3 The Sentence 
For the testing of linguistic data, whether containing an NP or a VP, 
it proved to be more convenient (or even inevitable) to account for 
the syntactic structure of clauses. Otherwise, relative clauses, 
complement clauses and prepositional phrases with a clause realising 
the prepositional complement function had to be eliminated or 
skipped by the manual tagging of the clauses. Therefore the 
description of the simple sentence was included in our formal 
grammar of the NP and VP in MSA, or rather, we placed a 
description of the simple sentence on top of the grammar which 
included also the description of the NP and the VP in MSA. 
Our main aim being the description of the NP and the VP, one of 
the first objectives in expanding our grammar with a description of 
sentence types was to take measures so that the testing of data 
containing 'only' NPs, 'only' VPs, 'only' VPs and NPs or 'only' 
NPs and VPs was guaranteed. For this reason we started the 
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sentence description with an 'elliptic sentence', rewritten into a topic 
function or a predicate function. The categorial realisation of the 
former was described as an NP, that of the latter as a VP. 
The testing of a 'simple' NP then becomes restricted to 
nominative NPs since only nominative NPs may occur in a topic 
function. The analysis of the string 'alrafiulu ('the man') produces a 
derivation tree representing a sentence (ST(DECLARATIVE)) in an 
elliptic form and comprising a topic function (TOPIC). 
'alragulu. : ST(DECLARATIVE) 
ST(DECLARATIVE) 
TOPIC(MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
NP(DETCOM.DEF,MASC.SING,THIRD,NOM) 
P U 
CD 
'al 
HEAD(COM4DEF,MASC,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
COMMON NOUN(NORM,MASC,SING) 
ragul 
CM(NORM,DEF,BOTH,SING,NOM) 
u. 
The testing of a 'simple' VP kataba ('he wrote') produces a tree 
representing a declarative sentence (ST(DECLARATIVE)) of a 
predicative sentence type (SE(PRED)) which comprises a predicate 
function (PRED(VERBAL...)). 
kataba. : ST(DECLARATIVE) 
ST(DECLARATIVE) 
SE(PRED) 
PRED(VERBAL,IGNORE,THIRD,MASC,SING) 
VPiPAST.THIRD.MASCSING) 
VERBH(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,PREPACC) 
VP3EL("k","t",nb,,.NORMAL,J.PAST,ACTIVE,PREPACC) 
katab 
VPSUFFIX(PAST,NORMAL„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
a. 
By expanding the description of the sentence with a 'comment' 
function we were able to test PPs, ADJPs and ADVPs at sentence 
level since these categories, just like an NP, may occur in MSA in 
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the comment function of a sentence. However, at the same time we 
had to accept a source of ambiguity since a nominative NP may 
function as topic as well. 
It may be clear that, after the description of some of the main 
components of the (simple) sentence in MSA, it is only one step to 
describing the simple sentence itself. It is also a logical step since a 
simple VP, 2 NPs, the combination of an NP with a PP, ADJP or 
AD VP may constitute a complete sentence in MSA. 
Accounting for the relations between the components of a simple 
sentence, we were able to start testing the sentence structures 
discussed in Chapter II (cf. Part I, sections 3.1 and 2) including: 
- an unmarked verbal sentence structure (as in (1) and (2')): 
(1) istarä muhammadun kitäban 
has-bought-he muhammad (nom.) book (ace.) 
Muhammad bought15 a book (Bakir, 1980: 6) 
(2") istarähu muhammadun 
bas-bought-he-it (ace.) muhammad (nom.) 
- a nominal sentence with topic and unmarked verbal sentence 
predicate (as in (3)): 
(3) muhammadun 'istarä kitäban 
muhammad (nom.) has-bought-he book (ace.) 
- a nominal sentence with a nommai sentence comment (as in (6')): 
(б1) alkitâbu muhammadun 'istarähu 
(def.)book (nom.) muhammad (nom.) has-bought-he-it 
- a verbal sentence with direct object emphasis (as in (2)): 
(2) istarä kitäban muhammadun 
has-bought-he book (ace.) muhammad (nom.) 
15
 The Arabic verb combines a perfective aspect with the past tense and 
represents our present perfect and simple past in one and the same form. 
Hence the translation for istarä may be 'he has bought' or Ъе bought'. 
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- object fronting in the verbal sentence, comment of a nominal 
sentence (as in (4)): 
(4) muhammadun kitäban 'istarä 
muhammad (nom.) book (ace.) has-bought-be 
- object fronting in a verbal sentence (as in (5)): 
(5) kitäban 'istarä muhammadun 
book (ace.) has-bought-he muhammad (nom.) 
In our sentence grammar we did not account for object fronting 
beyond the topic in a nominal sentence with a verbal sentence 
comment. As a consequence, example (6) failed to receive an 
analysis: 
(6) * kitäban muhammadun 'istarä 
book (ace.) muhammad (nom.) has-bought-he 
As to (7), this example presents an exponential agentive/objective 
complement ambiguity on sentence, VP and NP level and produces 
36 syntactically 'correct' analyses.16 
(7) ra'à mustafä musa 'Iqaçira 
saw-he Mustafa Musa the(def.)-short (асе.) 
Mustafa saw the small Musa (Bakir, 1980: 10,1.10 a) 
With the description of the basic sentence structures we were able to 
test NPs including a syndetic or an asyndetic REL CL. Earlier, in 
The ambiguity originates from the umnarkedness for case of the two proper 
names following the verbal head. At NP level the 1st string (mu$tafä) is 
interpreted as an independent NP, the 2nd suing (musa) as an independent NP 
and as a postmodifier or a postdetenniner to the Irst string, and the 3rd string 
(alqasira) as an independent NP or as a postmodifier of the 1st or the 2nd 
string. At VP level the 1st string can play the role of direct object, verb 
phrase adverbial or agentive complement, the 2nd string may be direct object 
or agentive complement, the 3rd string may function as direct object. At 
sentence level all three strings match the function of a sentence adverbial. 
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section 2.1 above, we presented already a REL CL ...'aliati 
'ktarähä without comment: 
POM(DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,NOM) 
REL CL(DEF,FEM.SING,ALL) 
RELCL HEAD(DEF,FEM,SING,ALL) 
REL PRON(FEM,SING,ALL) 
'aliati 
RELCL COMPL 
ST(DECLARATIVE) 
SE(PRED) 
PREDICATECPAST.TraRD.MASC.SING) 
VP(PAST.THIRD,MASC.SING) 
VERB H(PAST,THIRD,MASC,SING,ACC) 
VP3EL(,'k",,,r",,,y,,WAWYA3„vm.PAST, 
iktarâ ACTIVE.ACC) 
VPSUFnX(PAST,WAWYA3„THIRD,MASC,SING) 
OBJCOMPMNPOB) 
NP(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,TmRD,ACC) 
HEAD(PERS,DEF,FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
PERS PRONOUN(FEM,SING,THIRD,ACC) 
hâ. 
In the rewriting of the relative clause complement we changed 
CLAUSE(VERBAL) into sentence(type) (ST(DECLARATIVE)) and thus 
extended the description of relative clauses with the sentence 
structure. 
In section 2.2 viii above, we discussed a clause as realisation of the 
objective complement of a verbal head. In the rewriting of the 
objective complement we changed CLAUSE into SENTENCE in order 
to simplify the formal description. We accounted for a declarative as 
well as for an interrogative sentence type. Complement clauses 
which may occur in the function of agentive and objective 
complement and, when included in a PP, also as verb phrase or 
sentence adverbials had still to be accounted for. We expanded our 
description with a complementizer/complement clause sequence and 
tested the adequacy of the description on language data as shown in 
section 2.2 (iv and viii). 
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We end this section with a listing of the test results of the above-
mentioned sentence types (1) - (7) with mention of the number of 
analyses: 
(1) 2 analyses: kitâban is once analysed as an objective complement and 
once as a verb phrase adverbial; 
(2) 1 analysis; 
(2') 1 analysis; 
(3) 2 analyses: kitâban is once analysed as an objective complement and 
once as a verb phrase adverbial; 
(4) 1 analysis; 
(5) 8 analyses; 
(6) not described in the grammar, 
(6') 1 analysis; 
(7) 36 analyses, already accounted for in footnote 16. 
The ambiguity of (5) is partly caused by the interpretation of the 
string muhammad as a nominaJized adjective NP or as ADJP. The 
string has also been analysed as a sentence with focused object; as a 
sentence with a predicate and indefinite topic; as an elliptic sentence 
consisting of a sentence adverbial (the accusative NP as Illrd stem 
infinitive with the VP in nominal complementation) and an indefinite 
topic (nominalized adjective NP); and as an elliptic sentence 
consisting of a sentence adverbial (the accusative NP as Illrd stem 
infinitive with the VP in nominal complementation) and a nominal 
predicate (an ADJP). 
2.4 Evaluation 
Our formal grammar constitutes a single entity subdivided in a 
number of modules describing the syntactic structure of the sentence, 
VP and NP respectively. It describes the nominal and verbal 
morphology. It contains meta rules, hyper rules, predicate rules and 
lexical rules. Expressed in physical lines, the hyper rules for the 
syntax description amount to 2000 lines. The description of nominal 
and verbal morphology amounts to 1400 lines. The predicate rules 
take 500 lines. The lexicon used in the testing of the aforementioned 
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data includes 500 verbal roots, 100 adjective roots and 900 common 
nouns. The meta rules, determining the domain of the affix values, 
are generated in the background and are not physically included in 
the grammar. 
Due to hardware and software restrictions, it was impossible to 
use our verbal base lexicon containing 7000 root combinations of the 
first stem. The common noun lexicon is, as yet, of limited size. As a 
consequence, for the analysis of new data, an ad-hoc lexicon had to 
be created, matching the lexical entries of the text corpus to be 
analysed.17 This is the only preliminary 'manipulation' of the data by 
the user. On the other hand, verb forms and déverbal nouns from the 
first or the derived stems are analysed on the basis of the first stem 
root pattern. 
The formal grammar was drafted, tested, reshaped and tested 
again on a large collection of around 500 samples of phrases, clauses 
and sentences. As could be expected, the success rate (expressed in 
terms of structures described in the grammar, analysed by the parser 
and corresponding with human language intuition) increased with 
each test and subsequent reshaping of the grammar. By testing on 
the same data a 100% rate is obtainable in this way but that objective 
is hardly desirable since each adaptation of the grammar has 
consequences for the rest of the description. An addition frequently 
produces drawbacks. 
The grammar was then tested on a corpus of authentic language 
data which consisted of all the examples used in this study. The data 
can roughly be divided in examples which occurred in Chapter III 
and those of Chapter IV. An exact distinction between samples of 
NPs and samples of VPs is not possible since both phrasal 
categories appeared together and constituted in most cases complete 
sentences. The data has not been tagged in any way, nor has it been 
pre-processed. Only the lexical entries have been matched with the 
contents of the lexicon. On the other hand, after the testing of the 
17
 A suggestion for the solution of problems observed in this section will be 
given at the end of this chapter. 
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grammar and the adaptation of the description, the same data was 
reused for verification. The figures below have therefore only an 
illustrative value. 
In Chapter III18 we used 142 examples from mainly two sources 
(MahfOz and Cantarino). We analysed these data with the following 
results expressed in terms of the number of examples, the number of 
rejections or structures not accounted for, the total of CPU time in 
seconds needed for the test run, the minimum time used for the 
analysis of a string, the maximum used for the analysis of a string, 
the number of analyses, the minimum number of analyses for a 
string and the maximum: 
Chapt. # examp. # reject. CPU min. max. # anal. min. max. 
Ill 142 14 3329.19 0.16 961.30 1498 1 120 
The main source of ambiguity is the occurrence of an accusative MP 
or a PP within a VP, clause or sentence. Such an accusative MP and 
PP may fulfil the function of postmodifier in an NP; objective 
complement of a verbal head in a VP; postmodifier in a VP; verb 
phrase adverbial in a VP; and sentence adverbial in a sentence. 
Other sources of ambiguity have been mentioned in the course of 
our discussion. In the NP it is the occurrence of a nominalized 
(verbal) adjective in the head function, and the occurrence of nouns 
invariable in case value in the head, postdeterminer or postmodifier 
function. A form of lexical ambiguity occurring in the NP concerns 
homonymy involving some rather frequent entries such as the 
indefinite/interrogative (pro)nouns: man, mä, mädä, 'ayy; 
homonymy involving the indefinite/interrogative pronoun mä and the 
negative particle mä; common nouns identical in form with patterns 
18
 We made a similar calculation for the 104 examples used in Chapter IV. The 
total number of CPU seconds surpassed that needed for the processing of the 
examples of Chapter ID. The figures were: 
Chapt. # examp. # reject CPU min. max. # anal. min. max. 
IV 114 10 8111.14 0.92 476.45 1237 1 56 
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of déverbal nouns (kitâb 'book' or rigai 'men' and the infinitive of 
the Illrd stem of the verb); proper names derived from noun or 
adjective patterns (munammad as proper name and past participle of 
the II stem). 
A source of ambiguity in the VP appeared to be the way we had 
organised the verbal lexicon. Verbal entries were ordered according 
to their consonantal root pattern. They carry information about 
valence, vowel realisations in the past and present tense and the 
corresponding pattem(s) of the first stem infinitive. A single root 
pattern may have up to five or six alternatives depending on the 
realised values for the various affixes associated with each entry. 
The occurrence of such a verbal entry produces always a number of 
alternative results. The derived stems of the verbs are reduced to 
their 1st stem form by means of grammar rules, even when a 1st stem 
form is not productive. The information about transitivity of the 
derived stem is also extracted from the base form, a form of 
description which needs to be reviewed. 
The description of the indefinite pronoun as head of an NP and 
followed by a postmodifier in the form of a PP, a VP or a complete 
sentence (cf. (i) and (ii)) is still problematic: 
(i) wa'ahada ba'uuhum mä yahtäguhu minhä 
and-has-taken-he one-of-tbem what he-needs-it from-her 
and one of them took what they needed from it (NM,8,10) 
(ii) 'ammä hunä fara'ä mä lam yakun yarihu 
as for here well-has-seen-he what not he-is he-sees-it 
but here he saw what he never used to see (NM,22,7) 
A number of structures occurring in the examples are not accounted 
for in our grammar as, for example, ellipsis in (iii), the occurrence of 
an asyndetic relative clause with two (predetermined) collectives (iv), 
the ellipsis of the head in the vocative/relative clause combination of 
(v), some rare case of congruency as in (vi) and (vii), and the 
coordinated distributive postmodifiers such as in (viii). 
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(iii) limâhu ? 
for-whal-him ? 
why this (NM,23,18) 
(iv) fahattâ Thamra wa'lmuhaddirâti talabat bihä 
and-even the-wine and-the-dnigs asked-she for-her 
and even the wine and drugs she asked for (NM,21,1) 
(v) y& 'ayyuha 'lladina 'unzilat 'alayhim 'äyatu 'Igamäli 
oh those descended-she upon-them signs of-the-beauty 
oh, you upon whom the token of Beauty has descended (Cant.:II,219) 
(vi) 'asmä'un kafirun 
names (MASCINPLU) much (MASC.SING) 
numerous names (Cant.:II,59) 
(vii) 'ashurun ma'dQdStun 
months (MASCINPLU) countables (FEM.EXPLU) 
some months (Cam.:II,60). 
(viii) alkutubu gadiduhâ waqadimuhä 
the-books new-her and old-her 
new and old books (Cant:II,72) 
Continuing with some more general remarks, changes from indirect 
to direct speech (as in (ix) and (x)) have been described in terms of 
objective complementation but need a relatively long parsing time: 
(ix) faqäla dähikan - 'anà min 'al'a'yäni 
but-said-he laughing -1 among the-notables 
but he said laughing -1 am a wealthy man (NM,21,4) 
(x) fa'ädat taqülu - quito laka 'innani fähimatun 
but-retumed-she she-says - said-1 to-you that-me understanding 
but she said again -1 told you that I understand it (NM,21,18) 
A number of structures occurring in the examples were not 
accounted for in our grammar as, for example, a past tense in a CCL 
initiated by a 'an header (as in (xi)) which we described as 
governing the subjunctive mood. 
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(xi) wamä labita 'an saqatat bayna 'aydiyhinna 
and-not lasted-he that felt-she between hands-their (NM,37,1) 
and it didn't last long before she sunk down in front of them 
We did not describe the fronting of the direct object of an embedded 
clause in the form of a WH-element (xii). We did not account for 
gapping in more complex structures like (xiii). 
(xii) wamädä turiduni 'an 'af ala? 
and-whai you-wanl-me that I-do ? 
and what do you want me to do (NM,13,3) 
(xiii) walä kam käna 'umnihu waqtahä 
and-not how much was-he age-his time-her 
neither how old he was at that time (NM,32,19) 
A last remark concerning 'weak' points in the description: the verb 
phrase adverbial comprises a number of different constructions 
which can and need to be described more detailed, so that some 
ambiguity may be eliminated. We think here about the description of 
different forms of the absolute object, distributives, subject and 
object attributes. 
3 Testing of the grammar on running text 
Given the fact that the use of the same data for the testing and 
adjusting of a formal grammar does not provide a reliable impression 
of the descriptive power of a formal grammar, we tested the 
grammar also on a sample of new data. This text corpus consisted of 
the first fragment, titled Abii Qays, from Kanafäni's short story 
Rigai β 'Isams (Beirut 1972). This fragment contains 420 sentences 
with an average length of 6 words. The only 'manipulation' of the 
data consisted in the insertion of punctuation markers or separators 
between sentences and the matching of the lexical entries in the 
corpus with our lexicon. Missing common nouns, proper names and 
verbal roots of the first stem were added to our lexicon. 
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For an assessment we present the analysis results of the 
sentences of the first full page. In Appendix II we present the text of 
the data. 
page # examp. # reject. CPU min. max. anal. min. max. 
37 35 3 3404.52 0.35 982.42 441 2 95 
Two 'expensive' parses of input strings (982.42 and 781.20 CPU 
sees.) weigh heavily on the average of the processing time. The first 
sequence, with 982.42 CPU seconds needed for an analysis, 
follows here: 
hina qäla gälika marratan ligärihi. 
when said-he that once to-neighbour-his 
when he said that once to his neighbour (Kan.1,37) 
The string is introduced by a temporal subordinator which is similar 
in form to some feminine plural verb forms (past tense and 
imperative) of the verbal root hyy ('to live'). This verb has two weak 
consonantal radicals and follows therefore its own conjugation 
paradigm. In our description of the verbal morphology, however, 
we described in general terms the patterns of verbs with a weak 
second and a weak third radical. According to the letter of the 
syntactic description the analyses are 'correct', but they should be 
avoided. Starting with a three-fold ambiguity at the first term, the 
string comprises furthermore an objective complement in the form of 
the demonstrative tfälika, in itself invariable in case and therefore 
analysed once as agentive complement of the verbal head gala, once 
as verb phrase adverbial. The next string in the sequence is an 
accusative NP, liable to be interpreted as objective complement of the 
verbal head or as a verb phrase adverbial. The string is closed by a 
PP which may fulfil the function of prepositional object, the function 
of verb phrase adverbial, the function of postmodifier of the head of 
the preceding NP and the function of sentence adverbial. The 
ambiguity resulting from the matching of the temporal conjunction 
with verb forms can be resolved. The elimination of the other 
sources of ambiguity has to wait for a restructuring of the verbal 
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lexicon. An alternative choice is the (temporary) exclusion of verb 
phrase and sentence adverbials from the description. 
The second heavyweight test string (781.20 CPU sees, and 95 
alternative analyses) also begins with a kind of temporal 
subordinator (kullama). It concerns a sentence adverbial presented 
for analysis without the main part of the sentence. A more detailed 
description of this type of complement clauses will certainly reduce 
the number of alternatives: 
kullamâ tanaffasa rä'ihata 'l'ardi 
whenever breatbed-he smell of-the-soil 
whenever he inhaled the smell of the soil (Kan.1,37) 
Causes for not assigning a derivation tree to an input string, or in 
other words for the rejection of an entry, mainly originated from 
deliberate or unintentional omissions in the description, the defective 
matching of values within predicate rules, ordinary mistakes and 
typing errors. Structures not accounted for in our description 
concern discourse-like features, the occurrence or insertion of an 
element (interjection, a vocative or other) within another constituent 
or string like là sakka in the following example: 
hiya la sakka baqäyä min matan 'amsi 
she not doubt remainders of rain yesterday (Kan.1,38) 
it is without any doubt what remains from the rain of yesterday 
4 Evaluation 
In the sections 2 and 3 we came to a preliminary assessment of the 
descriptive adequacy of our formal grammar after analysing different 
collections of language data. The testing was instrumental to the 
drafting and development of large parts of the linguistic description. 
The testing was decisive for the current shape of the grammar. The 
most objective appreciation and assessment of the grammar will 
come from its application in the analysis of running text and the 
creation of databases containing analysed language material. In our 
final evaluation we will look at the original objectives and the 
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limitations of the initiated research. We will make a few remarks 
about the processing environment, about the data representation, 
about expectations with regard to large(r)-scale analysis of data and 
about the prospects of future research. 
The objectives of the research 
As outlined in the Preface the objective of the present study was the 
formal description of the noun phrase and verb phrase in Modem 
Standard Arabic syntax. Stated as such we had 'only' to deal with 
syntax. Moreover, we had 'only' to deal with the description of two 
out of at least five different phrasal categories not regarding other 
descriptive units such as clauses or sentences. Finally, we were in 
this study 'only' dealing with a particular member of the Arabic 
language family, literary Arabic, which limited the availability of 
linguistic data to mostly written communication (text data) of and 
between (higher) educated Arabs. 
The consequences of the choices made have to be taken into 
account for an assessment of the formal grammar. A purely syntactic 
description of MSA is an incomplete description. Moreover, with 
this limitation we had to reckon with an inevitable source of 
ambiguity. Accepting the data of a linguistic text corpus as it is, a 
formal grammar of syntactic structures will inevitably generate parse 
trees which represent syntactically correct, but semantically incorrect 
and/or contextually inappropriate interpretations of the input string. 
The limitation of the scope of the study to two phrasal categories, 
however important, restricts considerably the area from which 
pertinent information can be drawn for a successful analysis. 
Moreover, such a limitation must lead to an incomplete description of 
the phrases concerned and is therefore unacceptable. It is impossible 
to account for the basic or current structures of the NP and VP in 
MSA without the description of the ADJP, ADVP and PP as well. 
For this reason we included the description of these phrasal 
categories in our account of the NP and VP structure in MSA. 
Finally, such a limitation of the scope of the research to two phrasal 
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categories is not practical. The testing of an NP or VP grammar 
while ignoring other phrasal categories and clause structures requires 
a massive manipulation of the data. 
However, the description of clauses can also hardly be avoided. 
We decided to include also the (simple) sentence in our description 
of the NP and VP in MSA. As a consequence of this choice and in 
combination with the restriction made earlier to syntax description, a 
new source of ambiguity was introduced and had to be accepted. We 
have only syntactic criteria for deciding the membership of an 
element to one phrasal category or another, to one descriptive level 
or another. 
The processing environment 
The development of a formal grammar for MSA started in a 
computer environment dominated by a VM/CMS operating system, a 
combination of a virtually unlimited temporary working area and a 
restricted access time to the central processing unit expressed in CPU 
seconds or account units. The elaboration of the formalism used in 
our linguistic application took place in a computer environment 
dominated by a VAX/VMS operating system, a combination of a 
virtually unlimited access time to the central processing unit and a 
restricted space area. 
The use of bilingual Arabic/English keyboards provided the 
opportunity to work in dual mode but control sequences specific for 
the change of language mode collided with reserved sequences for 
compilation and background operations. In order to avoid confusion 
and undesired mixed output on screen and other output media, 
interactive testing and data representation took place in transcription. 
Conversion routines Arabic/English and English/Arabic are available 
but only as an optional facility since the parsing process of Arabic 
data takes place in a wider processing environment and the current 
form of the analysis results serves as input for a language 
independent linguistic data base facility (LDB) (cf. van Halteren and 
van den Heuvel 1990). 
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Deficiency in the data representation 
Our study is based on a corpus linguistics approach to the 
description of syntactic structures in MSA. The testing of a 
hypothesis about syntactic structures in MSA yields proof or 
disproof of a theory, as well as a collection of structured data. By the 
use of actual text data we are confronted with the problem of 
deficient data representation. The MSA language system itself has 
three short vowels in its phoneme inventory. Formal speech in MSA 
comprises short vowels, too, but MSA's main domain of application 
is that of all forms of written communication. For practical reasons, 
short vowels and diacritical marks are disregarded in writing and 
only the consonants of the graphemic system are represented. This 
does not mean that MSA lacks one of the essential parts of its 
phonemic system. It does not mean either that for written 
communication another language variety is employed. It only means 
that an author of a written communication drops all sub- and 
superimposed short vowel signs and non-consonantal diacritical 
marks while drafting a consonantal skeleton in the characteristic 
cursive Arabic script, assuming that a well-trained reader can do 
without these marks for a (good) general understanding of his 
message. It also means that 99.9 % of all MSA text data is only 
available in a kind of shorthand form. 
The consequences of such a deficient data representation are rather 
important for a corpus linguistics approach to MSA. On the one 
hand, a formal grammar of syntactic structures in MSA should 
account for the full (phonemic) potential this natural language uses, 
but on the other such a grammar will always fail to parse sequences 
of written data in their final terms as being described by this 
grammar. For the automatic analysis of MSA data we should depart 
from the view that MSA as a natural language makes use of vowels. 
On the other hand, we have to accept the data as it is and simulate the 
analysis process the MSA language user himself is going through. 
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A compromise solution for this dilemma is to base the formal 
description of syntactic structure on MSA as a natural language 
system but to derive from this description (the plus grammar) an 
equivalent grammar (the minus grammar) accounting for the deficient 
graphic representation of the language data. This derivation mainly 
affects the lexicon as well as some hyper rules and predicate rules 
describing or controlling what remains of the morphological 
description of case and inflection. The derivation is a true subset of 
the rules contained in the overall version, without the implication of 
short vowels in the analysis process. As could be expected, the 
involvement of exclusive syntactic criteria, the relatively limited 
scope of context (constituent level) and the omission of distinctive 
marks are sources of ambiguity. With the omission of the short 
vowels, in particular, important clues for syntactic interpretation are 
lacking. 
Further testing of the grammar on MSA data 
The analysis of NP structures required a processing time which 
could be expressed in hundredths of CPU seconds. The expansion 
of the NP grammar with the description of the finite verb form 
slowed down the parsing by a factor ten. The same holds for the VP 
grammar. The analysis of the verb form could be expressed in 
hundredths of CPU seconds. The expansion of the VP grammar 
with the NP module slowed down the parsing process by another 
factor ten. The expansion of the NP/VP grammar with a (simple) 
sentence module slowed down again the parsing process by a factor 
ten depending on the length and the complexity of the string. 
The first testing of the grammar on authentic data got an average 
success rate of 66% with an average parsing time of well below 50 
CPU seconds. The subsequent adjustment, expansion and testing of 
the grammar (on the same data) yielded a 95% coverage of the data 
in terms of (correctly) assigned structures but with a sometimes 
dramatic increase in parsing time (from 0.73 to 102.52 seconds in 
the case of some examples of Chapter III). The minimum time 
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required for the production of a correct analysis result was 0.16 
CPU seconds, the maximum slightly below 1000 CPU seconds. 
It is premature, in the current situation, to draw conclusions on 
the basis of these data since the application of our grammar for the 
analysis of data has only just started. Moreover, measuring the 
analysis results in terms of CPU seconds may tell us something 
about the organisational structure of the grammar or the efficiency of 
the software environment in which the analysis takes place, it tells us 
little or nothing about the linguistic quality of the grammar. For an 
assessment of this point we have to return to the term 'success rate' 
we used above. 
The term 'success rate' is a part/whole indication for the number 
of strings syntactically assigned a syntactically 'correct' analysis by 
the parser in comparison with the total number of strings presented 
to receive a structural description. It remains to be seen what 
'syntactically correct' means and how the 'correctness' of the 
structures assigned to the input strings can be measured. 
The first meaning of the term 'syntactically correct' in the 
framework of formal description and parsing is 'as described by the 
formal grammar'. However, we expect more from our grammar. 
Since we based our description on common language use and 
language intuition on the one hand, and on the standard works and 
linguistic studies on the other, we assume that the syntactic 
structures assigned to the input strings are in agreement with the 
linguistic intuitions, i.e., that they will be judged correct, 
semantically and pragmatically, by language users and correspond to 
the prevailing insights concerning the structure of the language as far 
as this semantic and pragmatic dimension of the language is 
expressed by morphological, lexical and/or syntactic means. The 
third meaning of 'syntactically correct' is that the parser produces the 
one and only contextually appropriate analysis. 
Returning to our statement about the success rate of our grammar 
and the syntactic correctness of the analysis results, we can say that 
we aim at semantically and pragmatically correct analysis results 
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which should, at least, include the contextually appropriate analysis. 
In other words, with the (simple) sentence as largest unit of 
linguistic description, it is impossible to expect from our parser to 
produce the one and only contextually appropriate analysis excluding 
all other semantically and pragmatically correct analyses. Moreover, 
at the moment we are working in a purely syntactic analysis 
environment and the role played by semantics and pragmatics is 
restricted to the morphological and lexical description of those 
elements which bear a direct relation to MSA syntax. This implies 
that the parser based on our formal grammar produces one or more 
analysis results which include the contextually appropriate analysis. 
The alternatives are semantically and pragmatically correct results as 
far as the unit of linguistic description (the NP and VP) and the 
nature of the analysis (purely syntactic) are concerned. 
Here we must add immediately the restriction that our description 
corresponds broadly to the prevailing insights because the standard 
works still reflect to a considerable extent their "dependence upon the 
older language" (cf. Cantarino 1975,1: vii), while we tried to base 
our description on the language material itself. We simplified, for 
example, the classification of the verbal categories, eliminated the 
subcategory of 'auxiliary verbs' but extended the description of 
verbal complementation with another category (the VP). Other 
'deviations' from the traditional line were mainly inspired by the 
need for explicitness and the wish for consistency and simplicity in 
the formal description. Nevertheless, the formal description 
remained a linguistic description transparent for other linguists 
prepared to follow a linguistic description based on the systematic 
alternation of functions and categories and willing to become familiar 
with some unusual conventions of the formalism. 
As to the structures described. Chapters III and IV are clear on 
this point. The grammar gives a complete description of the basic 
structures of the NP and VP as far as they occur within the limits of 
a sentence as largest descriptive unit. In other words, NPs and VPs 
depending for their syntactically correct interpretation on contextual 
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or implicit information from outside this boundary (previously 
mentioned in the text, being supplied in one of the following 
sentences or inherent to a topic, a situation or style) are not 
accounted for. What we described is the structure of the NP and VP 
within well defined boundaries. What remains is the description of 
the NP and VP in relation to the next higher level of description and 
the description of the sentence itself. We extended our grammar with 
the description of clauses in order to account for some expansions of 
NP and VP heads (relative clauses and complementation). By 
renaming the 'clause' into 'sentence', we arrived at a simplified 
sentence grammar. 
As a consequence, the parser generated on the basis of our 
formal grammar succeeded in assigning syntactically correct 
structures to the NPs, VPs and some simple sentence structures 
presented for analysis. It failed to select the contextually appropriate 
derivation out of a number of alternatives because the grammar was 
not drafted to analyse NPs and VPs or some simple sentence 
structures in their relation to other categories unless they occurred 
within the framework of an NP, VP or simple sentence structure. 
We limited ourselves to the description of MSA syntax. We arrived 
at syntactically, semantically and pragmatically correct analysis 
results only when the semantic and pragmatic implications of 
relations within an input string were marked syntactically. 
The creation of linguistic databases of material is, besides the 
testing of a grammar, another main aim of corpus linguistics. Our 
formal grammar provides, even in its current form, a lot of valuable 
material. This MSA data base, as a purely syntactic data base of 
analyses, resembles Cantarino's Modem Standard Arabic Prose 
collection of data on many points but one. Cantarino selected the 
contextually appropriate analysis by human intervention. Our data 
base contains, at least, the contextually appropriate analysis besides a 
number of syntactically correct, sometimes semantically correct, 
sometimes semantically incorrect analyses. Such a data base with 
syntactically analysed material provides information about the 
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probability of certain syntactic phenomena. This information, in 
tum, can be used to produce faster and more efficient grammars and 
parsers. 
For the creation of linguistic data bases with analysed material 
from running texts, it will be necessary to select the one and only 
contextually appropriate analysis. In this case our grammar needs an 
additional tool. We have high expectations regarding the extension of 
the syntactic description with a semantic and pragmatic component. 
At the current stage of research, however, it is more realistic to 
accept human intervention to filter out syntactically correct but 
contextually inappropriate alternatives. 
5 Conclusion and Future Prospects 
The testing of the grammar revealed the descriptive adequacy of the 
linguistic model as well as the flexibility of the formalism for natural 
language description (e.g. MSA). By first testing the grammar on 
authentic data and by repeating the testing, after adjustments and 
corrections, a high success rate was achieved. This must be 
understood properly. It should not be considered a guarantee for 
successful automatic syntactic parsing of arbitrary written MSA data. 
It only means that our NP and VP grammar possesses enough 
observational and descriptive adequacy to operate as an analytical 
tool for the testing of linguistic hypotheses about syntactic structure 
in MSA and for the production of analysed structures for linguistic 
databases containing MSA data, including human intervention to 
select the contextually appropriate interpretation from among a 
number of alternatives. 
It will be clear from the preceding discussion that improvement 
and expansion of our formal grammar are still needed. The syntactic 
description of MSA has to be complemented with a description and 
formalisation of MSA semantics, but a logical, feasible and more 
realistic continuation of the current study consists of the expansion 
of our verbal base lexicon with a number of supplementary meta 
affixes in order to account for the number and form of derived stems 
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associated with the individual lexical entries. By means of affixes the 
categorial realisation of the objective complementation can be 
described more adequately so that formal ambiguity can be reduced. 
The next step is the description of the NP and VP in relation to 
the next higher level of description as well as the description of this 
next higher level, the sentence. In this way we may reduce a certain 
amount of ambiguity concerning sentence and phrase adverbials. 
Finally, by means of meta affixes, a start can be made with the 
introduction of some form of 'semantic feature' description. 
Hardware and software restrictions like those we were confronted 
with during most of the past research period seem to have been 
remedied by new developments which may enable us to make use of 
the large version of our verbal base lexicon and even to expand it 
with some additional meta affixes. 
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Appendix I 
Listing of MSA examples used 
Chapter II 
Examples from Bakir's Aspects of Clause Structure (1980): 
(1) istarä muhammadun kitaban 
(2) istarä kitäban muhammadun 
{Τ) istarâhu muhammadun 
(3) muhammadun istarä kitäban 
(4) muhammadun kitäban istarä 
(5) kitäban istarä muhammadun 
(6) kitäban muhammadun istarä 
(б1) alkitäbu muhammadun istarâhu 
(7) ra'ä mustafä musa 'Iqasira 
Chapter III 
Examples from Nagib Mahfüz's Dunyä 'lläh (1963): 
(1) tumma 'alqä 'ala 'Ihugrati - 'lidäraü - nazratan sämilatan 
(2) algami'u fi 'asaddi 'Ihägati 'ila murattabätihim 
(3) 'an yabi'a hayätahu bimi'atin wahamsina gunayhan 
(4) dabbat 'alhayätu fi 'idärati Isikritänyyati 
(5) wa'äharu qutila fi häditati träm 
(6) hawälä 'Itäsi'ati sabähan 
(7) 'anna tasamifakum häti'un wamuhälifun lilta'limäti 
(8) alsayyidu mustafä 'Ikätibu 'ala 'l'alati 'Ikätibati 
(9) 'aqbala 'Imuwazzañina yatafahhasünahä 
(10) bilä 'adnä wa'yin limä hawlahu 
(11) 'alä 'ayyi hälin 
(12) man yadri 
(13) wa'ahada ba'duhum mä yahtäguhu minhä 
(14) man 'abuhä . . man 'ummuhä ? 
(15) limähu ? 
(16) yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
(17) nahnu lam natasallam 'almurattabäti 
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(18) кала 'ammu 'ibrähimu fi 'abü qir 
(19) min (Jawi 'Inufüsi 'Ihulwati 'Imutawädi'ati 
(20) wa'lmakänu sibhu hälin 
(21) biqalaqin wa'adami 'niyähin 
(22) al'äna nadhabu li'ihdäri 'Ifutüri 
(23) li'ilmihi bi'annahum min samimi hä'ulä'i 'Iqawmi 
(24) lä murattaba lana hädä 'Isahra 
(25) kassif 'almähiyyäti yä 'amma 'ibrähima 
(26) yä rabba 'Isamawäti 
(27) wabayna 'Ihugrati 'Imafrüsati 'aliati "ktarâhâ 
(28) tazawwagat min 'amili binä'in gahaba bihä 'ilä 'aqsä 'Isa'id 
(29) wa'agnihu Tasliyyu sittatu gunayhätin 
(30) fi hädihi 'l'ahwäli 
(31) fi hatawätin taqilatin giddan 
(32) waqäla 'anhu muwazzafü 'Isikritäriyyati 
(33) muttahidina 'iyyähu muzhatan wadu'äbatan 
(34) mädä yuhimmuni 'anä 
(35) waqälat 'an hayätihimä 'Imustarakati 
(36) bayna niswatin gälisäti 'alqurfasä'i 
(37) wa'awläduhu 'lhamsatu 
(38) lä ta'rifu hätayni 'Isayyidatayni 
(39) qasada muçtafâ 'Ikätibu 'alä 'l'älati 'Mtibati 
(40) fafatahat 'alhädimu 'Isarrä'ata 
(41) wa'mra'atun 'agüzun 'awrä'u 
(42) biduhüli 'ammi 'ibrähima Ifairäsi 
(43) wahiya 'änisun fi 'lhamsina 
(44) mundu 'ashurin qalä'ila 
(45) 'idä käna 'Idawä'u gayra mawgüdin bi'lsuqi 
(46) nihâyatu 'l'älami 'aqrabu mimmä tatasawwarüna 
(47) data huslätin dahabiyyaün wa'aynayni zarqäwayni 
(48) walammä marrat sä'atun tälitatun 
(49) 'aniqan dahabiyya 'Ihätimi wa'lsä'ati 
(50) bimakrin mawrütin 'an 'al'arsifati 
(51) lam yahrug ba'du min ni'mati 'Itufülati 
(52) hal yahfä 'Iqamaru 
(53) fa'ayna dahaba 'Imagnünu 
(54) na'am qälü H dâlika 
(55) nibbamä häma hawlahu kadanin 
(56) 'ammä hunä fara'ä mä lam yakun yaiähu 
(57) famä ra'ä bahran min qablu 
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(58) min 'ayna laka bi'lnuqudi 
(59) bilubbin säridin wadûna Tctirâtin 
(60) 'ala min warâ'ihi hazinatun hässatun 
(61) 'ala 'ал ya'üda 'ilayhâ ba'da qabdi 'Imâhiyyâti 
(62) fi 'agâ'ibi 'alwânihi 'llati tansâbu 'an 'alsafaqi 
(63) wa'ltasâ'ula 'ammâ yumkinu 'amaluhu 
(64) kânat 'awwala harakatin qâsiyatin tabduru minhu nahwahä 
(65) fara'at ragulan yartadi gilbâban 
(66) mahbubatuhu 'llati yuhibbuhâ 
(67) bisawtin ya'tanduhu 'Ita'âmu 
(68) fahattâ 'lhamra wa'lmuhaddiräti tälabat bihä 
(69) hunä wulidnâ 'anta wa'anä 
(70) wa'htazza ra'sahu bi'ntizämin wabut'in 
(71) fi hâli 'lhawâditi ? 
(72) mâdâ yahdutu lilnuqudi fi hâdihi Tahwäli ? 
(73) 'ila hugrati 'Idâbiti 
Examples from Cantarino's Syntax of Modem Arabie Prose (1974): 
[a] ma fi (Jâlika sakkun 
[b] là huwa bi'ltâlibi walâ huwa bi'lfallähi 
[c] alsamä'u gamilatun 
[dl 'agäbahu 'akbani 'Ihuddämi sinnan 
[e] ba'da '{natay 'asrata sanatan 
[f] lamä naqaça hubbuhâ 'iyyäya darratan wähidatan 
[g] law 'ahadnä nahnu 'Isarqiyyina bihâ(Jâ 
[h] 'ayyuhä Ta'mayäni ! 
[i] yä 'ayyuhä 'Isä'iru 'lla<Ji ya'isu gariban fi watanihi 
[j] yä 'ayyuhä 'lladina 'unzilat 'alayhim 'äyätu 'Igamäli 
[k] 'innamä 'abki hawfan min 'alhubbi 
[1] hawfan 'an taküna 'lhayätu 'Igadidatu 'a l iat i . . . 
[m] talätatuhum 
[η] mundu mi'atay sanatin 
[o] al'asaratu 'l'aqdämi 
[p] 'ahada 'asara sayhan 
[q] sämahahu bi'ltamäni wa'l'arba'ina 'açân 
[г] 'antum 'almadaniyyina 
[s] yahüdun katiratun wanasäiä qalilatun 
[t] 'asmä'un katinin 
[u] alkiläbu 'lla^ina 'at'amtuhum 
[v] nahwa talätati maläyini hindiyyin 
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[w] кала lahu talâtu banätin 
[χ] 'ashunin ma'düdätun 
[y] ba'da firäqi hamsata 'asara 'aman 
[ζ] ka'usfùrìn maksüri 'Iganähayni 
[aa] altá'iru 'Imaksuru 'Iganähayni 
[bb] almakäna 'lladi huwa fihi 
[oc] intazarat 'ala 'amali 'an tazfara bihädihi 'Isa'ädati 
[dd] lä tara 'mra'atan 'aw ragulan 'aw tifian qadira 'Iwaghi 
[ее] niqäsan wagadlan tawilayni 
[fl] al'ädäti wa'Itaqälidi 'Ifärisiyyati 
[gg] wa'ldahsata wa'lsurüra 'Imutala'li'a 
[hh] qatila 'Isawqi wa'ltafnqi 
[ii] ka'sä 'Ihubbi wa'lsabibati 
Qj] fi 'Hugatayni 'l'arabiyyati wa'l'ingliziyyati 
[kk] alnahdatu '1 'adabiyyatu wa'lfikriyyatu 'Ihaqîqatu 
[11] 'asämi'un 'anta suräha qaibi wa'awila nafsi 
[mm] alkutubu gadiduhä waqadimuhä 
Examples from other sources: 
Abu Hayyän Manhag yu'gibuni qiyämun 'amsi zaydun 
Sibawayhi В I marami bizaydin hädä 
Sibawayhi В I hädä 'Iragulu 
Ali (1987); Monteil (1960): allänihäyatu 
Rä'if (1986): hasan 'altall mudini wara'isu tahriri däri 'Uiwä'i 
Examples occurring in the footnotes: 
- from Nagib Mahfuz's Dunyä 'Uäh (1963): 
(a) hädihi hälatun lam tusbaq bimatilin ... 
(b) hädä 'Isahru lan na'rifa lahu nihäyatan 
(c) satatniku tarwatan min gayri sakkin 
(d) biqalaqin wa'adami 'rtiyähin 
(e) yâ lilta'äsati 
(f) yä lahä min mitatin sarì'atin 
(g) 'alsittu bintu binti 'uhti naziratin 
(h) wabintun tazawwagat min 'amili binà'in 
(i) wafatahat 'alhädimu Tsairä'ata 
(j) wamra'atun 'aguzun 'awrà'u 
(n) 'alwatanu 'l'ummu 
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(0) min 'algihäti Tarba'i 
(φ fì 'allugatayni 'al'arabiyyati wa'l'ingliziyyati 
(v) ladéala 'affi 'Imar'ati wahanänihä 
- from Cantarino's Syntax of Modem Arabic Prose (1974): 
[k] 'ayyatu ma'sâtin ? 
Π] bid'atu 'ayyâmin 
[m] walâkinnahâ ni'matu 'Ini'ami 
[г] al'agabu 'l'ugäbu 
[s] kitäbun dahmun fahmun 
[t] sallama 'alayhim wähidan wähidan 
[u] watafsiruhu qaribun qaribun 
- from other sources: 
Qur'ân (s.l9, v.2) (Jikru rahmati rabbika 'abduka zakaraiyyâ'u 
Sîbawayhi В I 'an tasûmû hayrun lakum 
Sîbawayhi В I hâdâ zaydun 
Chapter IV 
Examples from Nagib Mahföz's Dunyä 'llâh (1963): 
(1) qïla 'innahu yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
(Π qâlat 'innahu yuqimu bi'lbayti raqmi 111 
(2) wafahanat 'al'afwâhu 'Ita'âma 
(3) watabi'ahu 'Isayyidu mustafâ 
(4) wamâ labita 'an saqatat bayna 'aydiyhinna 
(5) walabita 'Igundiyyu yarmï bibasarihi 
(6) dabbat 'alhayâtu fi idârati 'Isikritâriyyati 
(7) 'annahu laysa dahiyyatan lihâditin min 'alhawâditi 
(8) nuqisa 'ala safhatihi 'mtí'á^un (âbitun 
(9) wamut yâ himâni 
(10) wakâna ma yazâlu yalhatu 
(11) dahala yatabahtam 
(12) tumma 'a'âdat 'algitâ'a kamâ kâna 
(13) wakâna 'Isayyidu lu t f ï . . huwa 'lladi 'arafahu . . bi'abû qir 
(14) satakûnu 'Isanatu nihâyata 'l'alami 
(15) kâna tayyiban 
(16) walä kam kâna 'umruhu waqtahà 
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(17) 'agal kána 'ammu 'ibrâhîmu fi 'abû qir 
(18) wakâna yad'ûhâ 
(19) fakäna gawäbuhu 'an 'ibtâ'a lahâ hilyatan latîfatan 
(20) lam yahrug ba'du min ni'mati 'Itufülati 
(21) ma labita 'an qata'ahu mustafâ 
(22) la yumkinu 'inkâru 'Iwàqt'ati 
(23) lan yusârikakumâ 'ahadun 
(24) sa'as'alu 'anhu bawwâba 'Iwizârati 
(25) wasawfa yusâwiru 'asdiqâ'ahu 
(26) qad tusraqu fi 'Izahmati 
(27) walyakun riquki sahdan 
(28) 'idan faltalzim nuqtata 'Ibûlisi 
(29) wamarratan 'ibtasama 
(30) bi'anna 'amma 'ibràhima tagayyara tagayyuran batirán 
(31) кала yaglisu gilsatan murïhatan 
(32) waqâla hyagziki 'allâhu 'anni hayra 'Igizà'i 
(33) alladi yadhaku katiran 
(34) wa'htazza ra'sahu bi'ntizâmin wabut'in 
(35) gâ'a bayyâ'u 'Isamani liyagma'a Ί'aqsâta 'Imustahaqqata 
(36) wa'âda 'Uä 'Imakâtibi yanfudu 'anhâ 'Igubâra 
(37) wata'awwaha 'ahmadu qâ'ilan 
(38) ' tumma «Jahaba wahuwa yaqûlu linafsihi 
(39) fara'àhâ qâdimatan 
(40) fataha 'Inawàfida wâhidatanbada 'uhrâ 
(41) walahiqa bihi hamâm 
(42) wa'tarafat bi'anna 'amma 'ibràhima tagayyara 
(43) 'arada lahâ 'an tasadakamâ yas'adu 
(44) watasà'ala samimn limädä nasqâ bi'lzawàgi 
(45) ra'àhu yugàdmi 'Iwizârata 
(46) 'ahbarathum bi'anna 'liagula yargabu Ω 'Izawâgi 
(47) wamàdâ turiduni 'an 'af ala ? 
(48) fasa'alahu lutfi hal qabada huwa murattabahu ? 
(49) na'am qàlu li dâlika 
(50) yannî bibasarihi min maglisihi 'ila 'iyâdati düktür 
(51) waqâla 'an 'ammi 'ibràhima 'annahu fairâsun 
(52) qàlat lahu là 'ahada li fi 'Idunyâ 
(53) wahuwa yu'linu bisawtin masmû'in 'annahu dâhibun 
(54) farâhû yatagassasûna 'alayhi 
(55) 'uktub H mudakkiratan 
(56) wahuwa yabtasimu Ъи$аташп farihatan sa'idatan 
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(57) lä yumkinu 'an yabi'a hayätahu bimi'atín wahamsina gunayhan 
(58) wamadat 'algâlisâtu yaqumna 
(59) faqâla dâhikan 'ana min 'al'a'yâni 
(60) fa'ädat taqülu qultu laka 'innani fâhimatun 
(61) qâla munqabida 'Iqalbi 'innahâ 'afza'u kâritatin 
(62) yaqülu mutahallilan fi 'Italifüni wahal yahfä 'Iqamaru ? 
(63) qâla taqdiru taqülu lì mädä dafa'aka 'ila tilka 'Ifi'lati ? 
(64) wahuwa yaqulu lä 'atara lahu 
(65) tumma qäla tasawwarü 'annahu suriqa Ω 'Itariqi 
(66) 'innani min 'alyawmi 'Itäni fi 'Isahri 'adhabu wa'agi'u 
(67) nahnu lam natasallam 'almurattabäti walam nuwaqqi' fi 'Ikasfi 
(68) wawada'a 'Imudiru yadahu 'ala 'Isamä'ati waqäla 
(69) wahuwa yuhaddituka 'aw yatadahhalu fimâ la ya'nihi 
(70) walam yagid 'almuwazzafûna buddan min 'al'insirâfi fagâdarû 
(71) 'ibtasama 'ammu 'ibrâhimu tumma rafa'a 'isba'ahu 'ila fawqu 
(72) hadara Tustädu kâmilun muhawwatan bihälatin min waqärin 
wafi yadihi misbahatun 
(73) tumma 'âda biwaghin tâfihin bi'lgayzi wahuwa yaqulu 
(74) baharahu 'Ibahru 'Imustahabu wa'lsâhilu 'Imutarâmi 
(75) tumma gä'a samirun 'aw 'alragulu 'Igämidu kamä yud'ä fi 'l'idârati 
(76) bada 'annahu 'ntalaqa min 'aglâli 'Ihumûmi 
wa'annahu yuhalliqu fi hulmin 
(77) 'ahbarathum bi'anna 'Iragula yargabu fï 'Izawâgi minhâ 
wa'annahu ya'iduhä bihayâtin sa'idatin 
(78) ra'â 'Ifagra fï tal'atihi 'Isihriyyati 
wa'lgurûba fï 'agâ'ibi 'alwânihi 
(79) kâna yu'ânî huznan galilan waya'san râ'i'an 
(80) wagada fïhâ murattabahu kâmilan 
(81) faläha 'l'iitiyähu fi waghihi hinan waTimti'ädu hinan 
(82) 'ahfä 'Igitä'u gismahä hattä 'l(Jaqani wa'lmindilu 'Ibunniyyu 
ra'sahä wagabinahä hattä 'Ihägibayni 
(83) käna yasifu kuUa 'ämin fi dälika 'Imasifi 
wayahkï 'an gamälihi 
(84) käna yad'ühä liyubtä'a warqata näsibin fï 'Izähiri 
waliyubqiyahä 'atwala muddatin mumkinatm ma'ahu 
fi haqiqati 'l'amri 
(85) limähu ? 
(86) fi häli 'lhawäditi ? 
(87) mäijä yahdutu lilnuqüdi fi hä(Jihi M'ahwäli ? 
(88) hunä wulidnä 'anta wa'anä 
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Examples from Cantarino's Syntax of Modem Arabic Prose (1974): 
[a] 'an sawfa lä 'ataharraku min bagdâda 
[b] falsawfa nuqaddimu lahä walimatan 
[c] kâna 'Ifarà'inatu yatlubûna Tilma 
[dO lammá yakun 'aldínu qad kamala 
[e] ma 'asukku fi (Jâlika yä bunayya 
[f] kâna yahâfu 'asadda 'lhawfi 'ashâsan 
[g] 'amâ lamahanâ 'ahadun wanahnu hàrigâni ? 
[h] laqad baddalta rabi'anâ sitâ'an 
[i] hal tahsabuni magnûnan ? 
[j] lam yu'dan H bi'Isafari 'ilâ 'Ibahrayni 
[к] 'ahbabtuhä wa'ahabbatni 
[1] yusammihi qawmuhu muhammadan wayusammihi 'ahmada 
Examples from other sources: 
Aliy (1988) wanahnu mäzilnä natahaddatu 
Ditters (1991) waTrtasama manatan 
Sibawayhi В I', wa'a'lama 'allâhu zaydan 'amran hayran minka 
Examples occurring in the footnotes: 
Nagib Mahfuz: mä fata fata 
Nagib Mahfuz: 'aqbala 'Imuwazzafiina yatafahhasQnahâ 
Nagib Mahfuz! mâdâ yuhimmuni 'anâ 
Chapter V 
Examples from Cantarino's Syntax of Modem Arabic Prose (1974): 
(i) fi hâdihi 'llahzati 'aynihâ 
(ii) ta'rïhu 'llugati Tarabiyyati 'Iqadimu 
(iii) min 'uwlä'ika Tafrädi 'Iqalili 'adaduhum fi 'Ibilädi Tarabiyyati 
Appendix II 
Subcorpus taken from Cassän Kanafäni. Rigai β 'Isams (written in 
1963; quoted from the edition of his complete works published in 
1972). Bayrut. Dam 'Itali'a liltabä'a wa'lnasr. 'almugalladu Tawwal, 
s. 37. 
'aräha 'abu qaysin sadrahu fawqa 'Ituräbi 'Inadiyyi, fabada'at 'al'ardu tahfiqu min 
tahtihi: darabätu qalbin mut'abin tatufu fi darräti 'Iramli munaggatan tumma 
ta'biru 'ilä haläyähu... fi kulli mairatin yarmi bisadrihi fawqa 'Ituräbi yuhissu 
dälika 'Iwagiba ka'annamä qalbu 'l'ardi mä zäla, mundu 'an 'istalqä hunäka 
'awwala mairatin yasuqqu tariqan qäsiyan 'ila 'Inûri qädiman min 'a'maqi 
'a'mäqi 'Igahimi, hiña qäla dälika marratan ligârihi 'lladi käna yusätiruhu 
'lhaqla, hunäka, fi 'l'ardi 'aliati tarakahä mundu 'asri sanawätin, 'agäbahu 
sähiran: 
« hädä sawtu qalbika 'anta tasma'uhu hina tulsiqu sadraka bi'l'ardi », 'ayyu 
hurä'in habitin.! wa'lrä'ihatu 'idan? tilka 'aliati 'i(Jâ tansaquhä mägat fi gabinihi 
tumma 'nhälat muhawwamatun fi 'urüqihi?. kullamä tanaffasa rä'ihata 'l'ardi 
wuhuwa mustalqin fawqahä huyyila 'ilayhi 'annahu yatanassamu sa'ra zawgihi 
hina tahrugu min 'alhammämi waqad 'igtasalat bi'lmä'i 'Ibäridi.. 'alrä'ihatu 
'iyyähä, rä'ihatu 'mra'atin 'igtasalat bi'lmä'i 'Ibäridi wafarasat sa'rahä fawqa 
waghihi wahuwa lam yazal ratiban.. 'alhafaqänu gätuhu: ka'annaka tahmilu 
bayna kaffayka 'Ihäniyatayni 'usfüran çagiian. 
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Appendix III 
General Glossary 
I Frequently used general abbreviations 
AHorH 
В 
CA 
Cant. 
d 
MA 
MSA 
NA 
MM 
anno Higra (= 622 AD) 
Büläq 
Classical Arabic 
Can tarino 
year of death 
Middle Arabic 
Modem Standard Arabic 
New Arabic 
Nagib Mahfuz 
II Arab ic l inguistic terms 
'amai 
'âmil 
аГАгаЬіууа 
'asi 
badal 
bina'1 
binä'^ 
fâ'il 
far'/furü' 
fi'l 
governance 
regent, governor 
Old, later Classical Arabic 
basic element 
substitution 
construction 
syntagmatíc cohesion between basic elements 
agent 
derived element(s) 
verb 
alfi'l almudâ'af verb sub-category with geminated 2nd radical 
alGâhiliyya 
habar 
hadd/hudüd 
hadf 
haqq 
harf 
alHigra 
hikàya 
hukm 
'ibtidâ' 
period before the Islam 
comment 
production model(s) 
deletion, ellipsis 
(governing) right 
particle 
Prophets's migration to Medina (622 AD) 
direct speech 
judgment, status 
beginning a topic-comment sentence 
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'idâfa 
'idmär 
'ifrâd 
'imäla 
'illa 
'igäb 
'i'râb 
ism 
ism almarra 
ism almakän 
'istifhâm 
käna wa'ahawätuhä 
katratu 'l'isti'mäl 
lahn al'A-mma 
lafziy 
mafül/mafä'ü 
rna'mül 
ma'nä 
ma'nawiy 
mawdi' 
mitäl 
mubälagäa 
mubtada' 
muqaddar 
nafy 
nä'ib alfä'il 
na't 
nahw" 
nahw' 
nahw^ 
nahw^ 
nidä' 
qasam 
qat' 
qiyäs 
rutba 
samä' 
çifa 
çila 
ta'lil 
ta'liq1 
ta'Hq2 
ta'wil 
annexing a postmodifying noun phrase 
suppression 
making singular 
opening closed vowels 
argument, shared feature 
confirmation, affirmation 
desinential inflection 
noun 
noun of single occurence 
noun of place of occurrence 
questioning 
sub-category of verbs following the käna model 
frequency of language use 
language mistakes of the ordinary people 
apparent, expressed 
direct object(s) 
dependent, governed 
meaning 
virtual 
function, functional position 
generation scheme 
exagération 
topic 
implicit 
negation 
substitute agent 
descriptive specification 
grammar 
the way people actually do speak 
the way people ought to speak 
scientific rules for correct language use 
vocative (discourse environment) 
swearing (discourse environment) 
interrupting a sequence by a hiatus 
inferential or analogical reasoning 
rank within linguistic structure 
language learning via hearsay 
adjective modifier 
relative clause 
rational justification 
dependency relation 
appendancy relation 
interpretation 
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tamakkun capacity 
ta'aggub wondering (discourse environment) 
taqdir suppletive insertion 
tasarmf syntactic combinatorial behavior 
tangir diminutive 
wad' alluga codification of the language 
waqf ending a sequence by a pause 
wasif modification 
wasl syntagmatic cohesion between derived elements 
zähir explicit 
zä'id/zawä'id increment(s) 
III Linguist ic and technical abbreviat ions or terms 
A Agent 
AC Agreement Condition 
ADJP Adjective Phrase 
AD VP Adverb Phrase 
AI Artificia] Intelligence 
ATN Augmented Transition Network 
CCL Complement Clause 
CFG Context-free Grammar 
CG^ Case Grammar 
CG^ Categorial Grammar 
CHFC Condition on Head Feature Composition 
CL Clause 
c-structure constituent structure 
CSG Context-sensitive Grammar 
DFG Definite Clause Grammar 
DG Dependency Grammar 
DP Determiner Phrase 
EAG Extended Affix Grammar 
EIC Expanded Immediate Constituency 
FCR Feature Co-occurrence Restriction 
FG Functional Grammar 
f-structure function structure 
FSD Feature Specification Default 
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GB 
GPSG 
HGPSG 
HSP 
1С 
ГО 
IP 
•Ρ 
LFG 
LH 
LP 
мтм 
Ν 
NP 
0 
OSV 
OVS 
Ρ 
PP 
s 
Su 
s
n 
s
v 
SG 
SOV 
svo 
TG 
UG 
V 
V 
VP 
VOS 
vso 
WG 
Government and Binding 
Generalized Phrase Stnicture Grammar 
Head-driven Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar 
Homogeneous Specific Principle 
Immediate Constituency 
Immediate Dominance 
Inflectional Phrase 
small clause 
Lexical Functional Grammar 
Lexical Hypoythesis 
Linear Precedence 
Meaning-text linguistic Model 
Noun 
Noun Phrase 
Object 
Object-Subject-Vert) 
Object-Veib-Subject 
Preposition 
Prepositional Phrase 
Sentence 
Subject 
Topic-comment sentence type 
Verbal sentence type 
Systemic Grammar 
Subject-Object-Veib 
Subject-Verb-Object 
Transfonnational Generative grammar 
Unification-based Grammar 
Verb 
V-bar, mother-node of V (verb) 
Verb Phrase 
Verb-Object-Subject 
Veib-Subject-Object 
Word Grammar 
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Functions, categories and features of the description 
I Functions 
Non-terminal denotation Arabic equivalent 
ADJHEAD 
ADJPOM 
ADV HEAD 
AGENT COMPL 
CASE MARK 
CCL COMPL 
CCL HEADER 
COMMENT 
COMPARATIVE 
COMPAR COMPL 
COMPL 
COUNT COMPL 
DO 
GENDER MARK 
HEAD COUNT 
HEAD ELATIVE 
HEAD VN 
IO 
NOM COMPL 
NOM NEG 
NP HEAD 
OBJ COMPL 
OBJECT ATTR 
POM 
POSTDET 
PREDET 
PREDICATE 
PREP HEADER 
PREP COMPL 
REL CL COMPL 
REL CL HEADER 
adjective phrase head 
adjective postmodifier 
adverb phrase head 
explicit agent 
case marking 
compi, clause complement 
complement clause header 
comment part of a NOM S 
comparative 
ra's murakkab wasfiy 
na't wasfiy 
ra's murakkab zarfiy 
fail 
Trab 
sila harf 'atf 
'ätif 
habar 
tafdil 
comparative complementation sila ismi 'Itafdil 
complementation 
count complementation 
direct object 
gender marking 
head of a count construction 
maf Ш alfi'l 
sua ismi 'l'adad 
maf ûl bihi 
tamyizu 'Igins 
ra's murakkab 'adadiy 
head of an elative construction ra's murakkab tafdiby 
verbal noun construction 
indirect object 
nominal complementation 
noun negator 
noun phrase head 
objective complementation 
object attribute 
postmodifier 
postde terminer 
predeterminer 
basic verbal sentence function 'ihbär 
head of the PP ra's murakkab harfiy 
complement of the PP magrur 
relative clause complement sila 
relative clause header räbitu 'Isila 
ra's murakkab masdariy 
maf ul lahu 
fadla ismiyya 
nafy 'Igins 
ra's murakkab ismiy 
maful 
fadla maf Шіууа 
na't 
mudâf 'ilayhi 
tarif 
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REL CL TRACER 
RES OBJECT 
SENT ADV 
SUBJ COMPL 
TOPIC 
VB BASE 
VB NEG 
VB ADV 
VB HEAD 
VB TOM 
VB PREFIX 
VBPREM 
VB SUFFIX 
relative clause tracer 
resultative object 
sentence adverbial 
subjective complement 
basic function in NOM S 
verbal root 
negator of the VP head 
verb phrase adverbial 
verb phrase head 
postmodifier of the VP head 
tense marker 
premodifier of the VP head 
pronoun suffix marker 
Tid 
maf Ql tanin 
?arf 
fä'il 
mubtada' 
gizr 
nâfy 'Ifi'l 
maf ül mutlaq 
ra's murakkab fi'liy 
na't lira's murakkab fi'liy 
zä'id 
'alämatu 'Ifi'l 
lâhiq 
II Categories 
Non-terminal symbol denotation 
ABSTRNUM 
ADJBASE 
ADJP 
ADPREM 
ADV 
ADVP 
ARTICLE 
ASYN REL PRON 
CASE MORPH 
CCL 
CCL COMP 
COMMON NOUN 
COMPLP 
DQUANT 
DEM 
DIGIT 
ELATIVE 
GENDER MORPH 
IN (PRO)NOUN 
INTER (PRO)NOUN 
INV PROPER NAME 
NNUM QUANT 
abstract numeral 
adjective 
adjective phrase 
realization of ADV PREM 
adverb 
advert) phrase 
definite article 
asyndetic relative pronoun 
case morphemes 
complement clause 
conjunctive particle 
common noun 
complement phrase 
digital quantifier 
demonstrative 
digit numeral 
comparative pattern 
gender morpheme 
indefinite (pro)noun 
interrogative (pro)noun 
invariable proper name 
non-numerical quantifier 
Arabic equivalent 
ismu 'I'adad 
wasf 
murakkab wasfiy 
harf'Izarf 
zaf 
murakkab zarfiy 
harf alta'rif 
'alâmàtu '1 'i'räb 
sila 'an 
harfal'atf 
ism gins 
murakkab maf Qliy 
'adad raqmi 
ism al'isara 
raqm 
ism altafdil 
'alämatu 'Igins 
ismu 'Imawsul 
ism istifhämiy 
ism 'alam mabniyy 
ism tawkid 
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NOM ACT PART 
NOMADJ 
NOMS 
NOM NEG PART 
NOM PAS PART 
NOM VERBAL NOUN 
NP 
NP COUNT 
NP ELATIVE 
NP NOMCOM 
N QU ANT 
NUM 
PAST PART BASE 
PERS PRONOUN 
POM 
PP 
PREP 
PRES PART BASE 
PROPER NAME 
QUANTIFIER 
RELCL 
SYN REL PRON 
VERB 
VERBAL NOUN 
VP NEG 
VERBS 
VOCATIVE PART 
VP 
VAD VP 
VP AD VP 
VP PREFIX 
VPPREM 
VP SUFFIX 
VP 3ELEMENTS 
VP3LEX 
VP4ELEMENTS 
VP4LEX 
nominalized active participle 
nominalized adjective 
nominal sentence 
nominal negative particle 
nominalized passive participle 
nominalized verbal noun 
noun phrase 
numeral in NP head function 
elative in NP head function 
déverbal noun as NP head 
numerical quantifier 
numeral 
past paiticple 
personal pronoun 
postmodifier 
prepositional phrase 
preposition 
present participle 
proper name 
general quantifier 
relative clause 
syndetic relative pronoun 
vert» 
infinitive 
verbal negative particle 
verbal sentence 
vocative pan 
verb phrase 
absolute object 
VP adveibphrase 
verbal prefix morpheme 
modal/temporal premodifier 
verbal pronoun suffix 
3-consonantal root 
verb lexicon of 3-consonantal 
roots 
4-consonantal root 
verb lexicon of 4-consonantal 
roots 
ism fä'il 
sifa musabbaha bilfl'il 
gumla ismiyya 
la linafy 'Igins 
ism maf ül 
ismu 'Ifì'l 
murakkab ismiy 
murak. ismiy 'adadiy 
murak. ismiy tafdiliy 
murak.ismiy masdariy 
muhassis 'adadiy 
'adad 'asliy 
ism maf Ql 
damir 
mudäf 
murakkab harfíy 
harfu 'Igarr 
ism fä'il 
ism 'alam 
muhassis 
sila / sifa 
ism mawsul 
fi'l 
ism alfi'l / masdar 
harf linafy'Ifi'l 
gumla fi'liyya 
harfu 'Inidâ' 
murakkab fi'liy 
maf Ql mutlaq 
hal 
zä'id 
'alämatu 'Iff 1 
lähiq 
gizr tulätiy 
mu'gamu Taf âli 
'Itulätiyya 
gizr mbä'iy 
mu'gamu Taf äli 
'Irubà'iyya 
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HI Features 
feature application 
case 
cat 
compi 
function marking 
complementation 
value Arabic equivalent 
ACC; GEN; NOM nasb; garr; raf 
declen 
defect 
dethess 
derivation derived stems 
ditr 
double 
elative 
gender 
INTRAN;trans;diir; (gayr) muta'addin 'Uà 
tritr maf ül;maf ülayni; 3 
m afa'il 
type of declension DIPT;INVAR;NORM gayr munsarif; 
mabniyy; munsarif 
type of conjugation double; waw; ya lafif; wâwiyy; yâ'iyy 
degree of definiteness DEF; INDEF ma'rifa; nakira 
I; II; III; IV; V; VI; almazidât 
VII; Ш; Κ; X 
di-transitive compi 2ACC;PREPACC; muta'addin 'ilâ 
PREP2 mafûlayni 
twofold defect WAW1YA3; lafif mafruq; 
WAW2YA3 lafif maqrun 
degree of comparison COMPINF;SUPREL tafdil sufliyya; isti'lä' 
relationship marker BOTH;FEM;MASC mustarrak; mu'anna{; 
mudakkar 
COM;NNUM; ginsiy; tawkidiy; 
NUM;PERS;PROP; 'adadiy; 
headreal kind of NP head 
damir;'alamiy; 
infinitive 
mood 
nature 
nomcom 
I-stem schemes 
function marking 
verb premodifier 
nominal compi. 
np var 
number 
nums 
presence 
QUES; SUPREL istifhàmiy; tafdïliy 
FOI; ; F66 mitâl masdariy 
INDIC-.IMPERJUSSîmarfu'î'amr; magzum; 
SUBJ mançub 
PTJT-.MODljMODl; mustaqbalîy; taqlîliy; 
PAST tohqiqiy; 
VERA; VERN ism fail; ism mafül; 
masdar 
type of NP structure COMPAR;COUNT; tafdïliy;'adadiy; 
NOMCOM; simple musabba bi'lfi'l; basit 
relationship marker DUAL; plur, SING mutannan;gam';mufrad 
value numerals U0;U3-10;D11-19; al'a'dàd al'asliyya 
D20-90 
realization of options ABSENT;PRESENT gayr mawgud;mawgud 
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plur 
person 
prefix 
qual 
rl 
i2 
гЗ 
r4 
radicals 
real 
simple 
sort 
tense 
trans 
tritr 
type 
verb 
voice 
vowel 
vowelpat 
vowpast 
vowpresent 
waw 
ya 
relationship maricer 
COLL; EXPLU; 
INPLU 
FIRST; SECOND; 
THIRD 
I stem imperai, prefix A; U 
type of negation 
number of radicals 
type of VP postm. 
type of simple NP 
PREP subcategones 
tense type 
mono-transitive 
tn-transitive 
type of verb negator 
voice 
vowel of vert» prefix 
vowel in Past form 
vowel in Present 
1/2/3 radical /w/ 
1/2/3 radical /y/ 
shared features 
don't care features 
NOM; verb 
THREE; FOUR 
ADVER; PERIPH 
DEFCON;DETCOM 
MIN;PERS;QUES; 
CAUSAL; FINAL; 
PLACE; 1 IME 
PAST; mood 
ACC; PREP 
3ACC;2ACCPREP; 
ACC2PREP;3PREP 
defect; DOUBI F.; 
NORMAL 
LA;LAM;LAMMA; 
ACTIVE; PASSIVE 
vowelpast / present 
U;A 
U; I; A 
U;I;A 
WAW1;WAW2; 
WAW3 
YA1; YA2; YA3 
BOTH; AM. 
ABSENT; EMPTY; 
IGNORE 
gamä'iy; gam* sälim; 
gam' 'altaksir 
mutakallim; muhätab; 
gâ'ib 
zâ'idu Tamr 
ismiy; fi'liy 
ß'u 'Ifi'l 
'aynu 'Ifi'l 
lâmu 'Ifi'l 
làmu 'Ifi'l 
tulàtiy; rubâ'iy 
maf iil mutlaq; hai 
·, murak. ismiy idäfiy; 
murak. bismi 'Igins, 
bismi 'alam; bismi 
istifhäm; 
sabab; gäya; makän; 
zamän 
mädin; mudäri' 
mançûb; magrur 
muta'addin 'ila 3 
mafä'il 
da'if; mudä'af; sälim 
lan;lä;lam;mä;lä 'Inafy 
ma'lüm; maghül 
harakatu 'Imädiy; 
harakatu 'Imudän' 
damma; fatha 
damma; kasra; fatha 
damma; kasra; fatha 
alfä'u 'Iwäwiy; 
al'agwäfu 'Iwäwiy; 
alnäqisu 'Iwäwiy 
alfä'u 'lyä'iy;al'agwäfu 
'lyä'iy;alnäqisu 'lyä'iy 
mustarak; kull 
gayr mawgüd; fädin; 
gayr muhimm. 
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Appendix V 
Machine-readable Arabic Data 
Over the last ten years a heterogeneous collection of machine-
readable data of Arabic language material has been gathered in view 
of their use in different applications. The collection comprises some 
Classical Arabic data but consists mainly of MSA data. As to the 
compiler or the place of compilation of the data we speak about (i) 
the Nijmegen corpus, (ii) the Oxford Archive collection, (iii) the 
IMNA collection (Institut du Monde Arabe), (iv) the Adnan 
alJubouri corpus, (v) the Kaldenhoven corpus, (vi) the Kedri corpus 
and (vii) the Kouloughli corpus. 
i the Nijmegen corpus 
a: Narrative Prose and Short Stories 
Titles and size in number of pages 
Author Date Title 
Nu'ayma 1978 
1978 
1961 
ffilid 1971 
Zanüq 1970 
Çagiri 1978 
alKassän 1977 
Husayn 1966 
faymur 1969 
Sälih 1980 
'Abdu 'Iwâli 1978 
Mahfü? 1963 
Sab'ûna 
al'amirlfân 
Hazinatu 'Itinnïn 
Kilâbu 'Iqarya 
alsay' alladi badata 
alminâ'u 'Iqadim 
Gidâr fi qarya 'amâmiyya 
'Ahâdit 
Hikâya Abu 'Awf 
Dawma wadd Hamid 
'Ammunâ $àlih 
Dunyâ allâhi 
Contents (Vols.; pp.) 
Vol. I: 146-67 
Vol. II: 78-186 
Vol. III: 225^0 
1-19 
3-24 
87-104 
4-37 
31-58 
157-76 
5-29 
40-59 
25-33 
8-31 
33-52 
5^9 
5-60 
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Nasr 
alNa'uri 
al'Amir 
Kanaßni 
Naqqäs 
Ibn Halifa 
alTabi'a 
Ibn Hadüqa 
alHäüb 
Munif 
alHalifi 
alMaqhür 
1968 
1967 
1981 
1963 
1969 
1960 
1962 
1958 
1961 
1956 
1962 
1963 
1959 
1978 
1979 
1969 
1980 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1965 
LayäU 'lmat>ar 
'Aqäsis TJrduniyya 
Wu'ud lilbf 
Rigai fi 'Isams 
'Umm Sa'd. 
alhiräfu 'Imaslüba. 
'ab'ad min alhudud. 
al'ufuq warä'a 'Ibawwäba. 
alsilähu 'Imuharram. 
talât 'awrâq min filastìn. 
âl'ahdar wa'l'ahmar. 
'ardu 'Iburtuqäli 'lhazin.. 
qatil fi 'Imawsil 
Hikäya kull zamän wamakän 
'Asbähu 'Isüq 
Ragul wa'mra'a 
Bänu 'Isabr 
Sagaratu 'llaymün 
al'asgär wa'gtiyâr marzüq 
Haddäma 
14 Qissa min madinati 
9-24 
73-94 
7^7 
Vol. I: 
Vol. I: 
Vol. II: 
Vol. II: 
Vol. II: 
Vol. II: 
Vol. II: 
Vol. II: 
Vol. II: 
Vol. II: 
23-58. 
Vol. I: 
12-63 
5-51 
5-20 
13-63 
15-48 
22-52 
30-152 
245-336 
259-267 
277-288 
291-297 
301-315 
319-350 
353-360 
363-375 
379-391 
3-32 
b: Samples from Magazines and Periodicals 
Ladgatu Taf ay 'aqallu hatarän min maradi 'Ititänüs. 
alFaräwla mun'isa HTabadän., Sayyidati, 238/4, 1985, 80. 
alFallähatu 'Imasriyya gundiy maghül fi hidmati Tusra. Sayyidati, 31-43. 
Oä'ani marra ra'is yatlubu wagha malik, alWatan al'arabiy, 323,1983, 84. 
'Amäliqatu 'Itannis yatarabbasuna biMäkinrü fi Wimblidün, alMussawwar, 
3168, 1985, 58-61. 
Sünätä lilbiyänü . . . wa'lkalb, Sayyidati, 19. 
waTa'allamü fi mu'gizätihi . . , 'Uktübir, tammuz 28, 1985, 56-7. 
53% Mina 'Ifaransiyyina yarfidüna zawäga bnä'ihim wabanatìhim mina Τ arab 
wa32% lä 
yardawna bigawärihim, Sayyidati, 223//4, 1985,75. 
Rinwär, naqlu 'Ifann min kuhüfi 'Ihuräfa 'lä hadä'iqi Taiwan, Sayyidati, 223/4, 
1985, 38^*3. 
Faransiyyatu 'Imustaqbal tatakallamu Τ arabiyya, alWatan al'arabiy, 386, 1984, 
64-5. 
'Asmäk waqawäqi' wahagärät, alDawha, yüniyü 1982,84-9. 
alTadhin darr bi'lsihha walakinnahum gayru muqtani'in, Sayyidati, 214/4, 
1985, 116. 
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160 'Alf 'arabiy fì baladi 'Ihuzâmâ wa'ltawâhîn, alWatan al'arabiy, 366, subbat 
1984,3-4. 
algazal 'agmalu kà'inâti 'Imamlakati 'Ihayawäniyya, alDawha, 67, yûliya 1981, 
66-9. 
'Ana 'asma'uka wa'arâk, alWatan al'arabiy, yûniyû 1984,66. 
Nagib alRayhâni 'akbam fannän dähik fi 'Imasrahi 'l'arabi, alDawha, sìbtambir 
1981, 166-8. 
alBitrükimiyyä'iyyätu 'Igarbiyya tattagihu gunübän, alWatan al'arabiy, mäy 
1984, 56. 
Tunis masatä Tünibbiyyina, Sayyidati, 216/4, 1985, 28-37. 
alNasarätu 'Igawwiyya fi 'asri 'Ifadä'i, alHiläl, mars 1981, 30-37. 
Sulûku 'l'usrati 'Imuslima fi 'l'id, Sayyidati, yûniyû 1985, 80-1. 
Misai Balätiniy: 'anä 'Ika's, alWatan al'arabi, 386, yûliyû 1984, 78-9. 
alKüsä 'Imahsuwa bi'llahm wa'ltamätim, Sayyidati, yûniyû 1985, 99. 
Masäkilu 'Ibi'ati 'Imusähaba limasrü'äti 'Itasni' wa'lta'mir, alDawha, 82, 
nüfimbir 1982, 42-5. 
ii the Oxford Archive collection 
ADAB: 'abd 'allah ibn 'almuqaffa': - al'adab 'alkabir (pp. 1-103); 
- al'adab 'alsagir (pp. 1-70). 
AUY2: (pp. 150-160). 
ALOKYM2: (pp. 64-73). 
ALQADUS2: (pp. 81-85). 
ANSI: (pp. 101-106). 
BVL2: (pp. 66-75). 
DSTWR: Algerian Constitution: mabädi' 'alsiyâsati 'alhàrigiyyati, 
the articles 86-111 (pp. 36^6). 
GHANEM1: (pp. 56-61). 
IBNARAB: ibn 'al'arabiy: muwassahät, 
from: 'aldîwân 'al'akbar (Bûlâq 1271 h.). 
IBNBUSHRAl: ibn Bisri: muwassahät, from: 'uddatu 'algalis 
numbers 1-100, (pp.3-67). 
numbers 101-200 (pp. 67-124). 
numbers 201-235 (pp. 125-146). 
numbers 236-354 (pp. 146-222). 
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IBNKHALDUN: 'abd 'alrahmän ibn halduun: 
'almuqaddimat ('almugallad 'al'awwal 
min ta'rih 'al'alämat; 
'albäb 'altäniy: 29 chapters. 
'albäb 'altälit: chapters 1-19. 
chapters 22-26. 
IBNSAEID: ibn Sa'id: muwassahät, 
from: mugrib (ed. Sawqiy Dayf), 
29 poems and 15 fragments. 
IBNSAHL: ibn sahl: muwassahät, from: diwän (ed. ihsân 'abbäs), 
24 poems. 
JAYSH: ibn 'alhatib: muwassahät, from: gays 'altawsih, poems and 
fragments. 
JWAD2: yügusläfiyä ba'da titu (pp. 28-29). 
MAQQARI: 'almaqqariy: muwassahät, from: nafh 'altib 
(ed. ihsân 'abbäs), 33 poems and 36 fragments. 
MGRBI: (pp. 113-119). 
MUALLAQAT: 'imru 'Iqays: vv. 1-82; 
tarafat vv. 1-105; 
zuhayr vv. 1-59; 
labid: vv. 1-89; 
'antarat: ν v. 1-80; 
'amr: vv. 1-96; 
'alharis: vv. 1-85. 
MUTANABBI: 'ahmad ibn 'alhusayn 'almutanabbiy: 
2 poems: higä' käfür (cf.'almagäniy: 111,254); 
ritä' gaddaühi (cf.'al-mag. : 111,251). 
MWSA2: (pp. 34^2). 
RISALA: 'abd'alhämid ibn yahyä: risälat (pp. 1-40). 
SAHABA: 'abd 'alläh ibn'almuqaffa': risälat fi 'alçahâbat 
(pp. M l ) . 
TAWSHIE: muwassahät, from: tawsî' 'altawsih, 14 poems. 
TIRAZ: muwassahät, from: dar 'altirâz, 34 poems. 
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ΥΑΉΜΑ: 'abd 'allah ibn 'almuqaffa': 
risälat yatìrTiti 'Isultân, (pp. 1-57); 
risàlat yatìma täniya, (pp. 1-10). 
Hi the IMNA collection 
Arabic text data published in Al-Mukhtarat, Educational Review of 
the Arab Press (French Edition) from the issues 9-10 (March-
October 1989) onwards by the Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, 
France. 
iv the Adnan aljubouri corpus 
A collection of 220 fragments from 6 newspapers ('аГАпЬа', 
'al'Ahräm, 'aljawrat, 'alGumhüriyyat, 'alSarq 'al'Awsat, and 
'al'Arab) spread over the period November 1982 till June 1983. The 
size of this corpus is about 270.000 words of vocalised text. 
ν the Kaldenhoven corpus 
This corpus consists of a machine-readable text containing the 79 
pages of Qänünu Tahwäli 'Isahsiyya, presented and commented by 
'Abdu Taziz Tawfiq in the series of Moroccan Judicial Texts, 
published by Däri 'ITaqäfa, Dar 'albaydä'. 
vi the Kedri corpus 
This corpus comprises the 124 pages of Muhammad Kedri's Arabic 
translation ('Amai, qissa fata magribiyyatin ta'isu fi hulandâ) of 
Zuhra Zirwâlî's 'Amai, the Story of a Moroccan Girl living in 
Holland (van Heukelum and Warendorf 1989). 
vii the Kouloughli corpus 
This corpus consists of a 200.000 words of modern Arabic prose 
samples described by Kouloughli in Linguistica Communicatio, 
1992, Vol. IV, no. 2. 
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Index of Names 
related to the 
Primary Sources 
'Abd 'alQays 20; 21 
*Abd alMalik 25 
Abu 'Amr 21; 22; 23 
Abu TAswad 'alDu'ali 22; 23 
Abu 'IHattäb 22; 23 
Abu 'Ubayd 20 
AbuGa'faralNahhàs33 
Abu Hayyän al'Andalusi 33; 48; 
50; 121; 159; 160; 
295; 450 
Abu Nuwâs 35 
Abu Zayd al'Ansäri 40 
Ahi alYaman 21 
'Ali ibn Hamza alBasri 30 
'Amr ibn al*Alä' 21 
'Anbasa ibn Ma'dän 22; 23 
'Asad 20; 21 
'A$im 25 
al'Askari 30 
al'Asma'i 30 
'Azd 'Umân 20; 21 
Bakr 20; 21 
Baçra 16; 21; 28; 29; 31 
Bagdad 28; 29 
Bassâr ibn Burd 35 
Damascus 21 
alFäräbi 20 
alFaiazdaq25 
Farhät 35; 40 
alFärisi 30; 31 
alFarrä' 27; 30; 33 
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Samenvatting 
In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt Modem Standaard Arabisch (MSA) in 
zijn historische context beschreven. Wij bespreken de relatie tussen 
MSA en andere geschreven taal variëteiten (Klassiek en Middel 
Arabisch), als ook de relatie met gesproken Arabisch (Nieuw 
Arabisch) om tot de conclusie te komen dat text data de enig 
beschikbare bron is voor de beschrijving van de zelfstandig 
naamwoord groep en de werkwoord groep in MSA. 
In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt een inventarisatie gegeven van 
benaderingswijzen die gebruikt zijn of nog gebruikt worden voor de 
beschrijving van (gedeelten van) het Arabische taalsysteem. Tegen 
deze achtergrond presenteren wij het taalkundige model dat wij 
willen gebruiken voor de beschrijving van syntactische structuren in 
Modem Standaard Arabisch. De keuze en uitwerking van dit model 
worden medebepaald door het feit dat het analyse proces automatisch 
dient te verlopen. 
Met behulp van het taalkundig model, besproken in het eerste 
deel van het vorige hoofdstuk, beschrijven wij in het derde 
hoofdstuk informeel en formeel de syntactische structuur van de 
zelfstandig naamwoord groep in MSA in termen van functies en 
categorieën. Aandacht wordt besteed aan de markering van de relaties 
tussen de samenstellende delen. Besproken worden ook de 
constituenten die binnen de zelfstandig naamwoord groep een functie 
kunnen vervullen zoals de bijvoeglijke naamwoord groep, de 
bijwoord groep, de voorzetsel groep, de bijvoeglijke bijzin en de 
voorwerpzin. Het voorkomen van nevenschikking, herformulering, 
nominalisatie en appositie binnen de zelfstandig naamwoord groep 
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wordt aan de orde gesteld. Het hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten met de 
formele beschrijving van de zelfstandig naamwoord groep. 
In het vierde hoofdstuk beschrijven wij de syntactische structuur 
van de werkwoord groep in MSA die ook zelfstandig naamwoord 
groepen, voorzetsel groepen, bijwoord groepen en voorwerpzinnen 
kan bevatten. Uitgebreid wordt ingegaan op de complement structuur 
van het werkwoord en in dit verband volgt ook de beschrijving van 
de structuur van de enkelvoudige zin. Wij gaan kort in op het 
voorkomen van nevenschikking, 'gapping' en appositie om 
vervolgens de taalkundige beschrijving van de werkwoordgroep 
weer te geven in termen van het EAG formalisme. 
In het vijfde hoofdstuk richten wij ons op de relatie tussen de 
beschrijving, het beschreven object en de analyse resultaten. Testen' 
is hier het sleutelwoord omdat, in het onafgebroken proces van 
opstellen en verbeteren, feitelijk taalmateriaal gebruikt wordt om de 
adequaatheid van de beschrijving te toetsen. Dit hoofdstuk gaat over 
het toetsen van de grammatica en de correctheid van analyse 
resultaten. Wij bespreken de drie voornaamste stadia van testen 
waaraan de formele grammatica onderworpen werd om haar 
doelmatigheid te peilen, onvolkomenheden te signaleren en vast te 
stellen in welke richting het vervolgonderzoek zal uitgaan. 
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